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To save space to permit the work to be completed in two

more volumes, a smaller type has been adopted for the

commentary, and it has been placed below the text. The

remaining volumes will be divided as follows :— Vol. IV.

Ezekiel, " Isaiah " xl.—Ixvi. ; Vol. V. Haggai, Zechariah,

Malachi, Jonah, Baruch, Daniel.
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III. PEOPHETS OF THE LATER PERIOD.

A.—DOWN TO THE END OF THE CAPTIVITY.

1. NAHUM.

1. Nahiim's propliecy must have been occasioned by the

advance of powerful enemies upon Nineveh. It is true the

descriptions of the captui'e and sacking of Nineveh flow, as

here given, from a purely prophetic view of things, rather than

from actual experience. At the same time, the entire structure

and character of this prophecy show that a hostile march upon

Nineveh was in active progress, that the border fortresses were

already falhng, iii. 12, 18, and the kingdom appeared to be

abandoned of its leaders and lost beyond recovery, iii. 18, 19.

The entire prophecy has as its basis the unmistakable peril in

which Nineveh is placed ; and the peculiarly prophetic element

of it is the way in which this evident danger is viewed in its

relation to eternal truths.

No less certain is it that Nahum must with his own eyes

have seen the danger in his immediate neighbourhood, as a

descendant of the Israelites that had been at some time carried

into Assyria. This is clear from the general colouring of the

little book ; it centres round Nineveh with a fulness of detail

such as no earlier oracle presents with regard to a foi'eign

nation, and only incidentally, i. 13—ii. 3, refers to the kingdom

of Yuda which alone continues to exist in Palestine ; and whilst

nothing points to the supposition that Nahum wrote in Yuda,

it follows fi'om the words, ii. 1, comp. Isa. Iii. 7, that the
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2 III. A. 1. NAH&M.

speaker was far distant from Jerusalem and Yuda, How
differently a prophet would have spoken at Jerusalem about

tliat time with reference to Nineveh^ may be seen from the very

dissimilar tone of the words, Sseph. ii. 13-15. Further, Nahum
exhibits an acquaintance with Assyrian affairs such as no other

prophet possesses ; his descriptions of things in this greatly

reduced kingdom are so vivid that it seems as if he must him-

self have seen them all, and as dwelling not far from Nineveh

had taken the deepest interest in its fortunes ; even the lan-

guage bears traces of this. Apart from certain rare forms in

Hebrew, e.g., np" instead of "H?", ii. 14, we refer here especially

to the Assyrian words which he uses, which nowhere else

occur in the older prophets who wrote in Palestine, and could

only in the neighbourhood of Nineveh be introduced into the

Hebrew language as customary words : ^'^n according to the

Massoretic punctuation, ii. 8, "IJ^^ ^^^ '^'PP.) iii' 17, of which

words only the last is repeated from Nahum by a later prophet,

Jer. Ii. 27. Ancient translators found the explanation of these

words difficult, and we shall also feel the difficulty until some

reliable monuments of the ancient Assyrian language have

been discovered, or the cuneiform inscriptions which have been

found in those districts have been deciphered with certainty.

Judging from the context alone, ^^n must denote the name

of the Queen ; "'DCIO bas in Jer. Ii. 27, pretty much the mean-

ing of a cajjtaiu, superior, and appears to have passed into the

later Jewish language with this signification : "^Taxa^ since the

context of iii. 1 7 points to warriors, is probably a mercenary

soldier. In addition to these facts, we have the notification of

the ancient heading, i. 1, that Nahum was from Elqosh, which

is without doubt the little town Alqush which is still found on

the Tigris, not far from Mosul, a native of which place I my-

self spoke with at Rome in the year 1836. Though we decline

to attach any weight to the grave of the prophet Nahum which

is shown there, since it was probably built in Christian times,

all the above indications are plainly in favour of this as the
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locality of tlie prophet's city, whilst the Chi-istian Fathers gave

themselves great trouble in vainly endeavouring to point out a

city o£ this name in Galilee or Judea. We have therefore in

Nahum the rare but certain example of a prophet living in the

Assyrian exilcj and may draw thence the inference that many

more Assyrian exiles remained zealously devoted to the ancient

religion which was still kept up in Yuda.

2. We must refer to history for the particular time when

Nineveh was thus threatened. At the time when Sancherib's

power in the South declined, Isa. xxxvii., Nineveh does not

appear to have been overrun by any hostile army : the

Assyrian power was in the North still too great to suffer this.

It is true Nahum alludes to Sancherib, i. 11, 12, but as to

some one who had long ago passed away, and as if quite diffe-

rent times had arrived.*—Another indication of the time is the

mention ofthe destruction of Egyptian Thebes,iii. 8-10, an event

which must have been the last of the kind in the memory of

the writer ; but unfortunately this event remains at present in a

condition of historical indistinctness. From the description

of it all that clearly appears is, that the destruction did not

come from the South, since the Ethiopians are mentioned at

the head of the allies of Thebes. Whether the Assyrians

were the conquerors or not, does not follow with any cer-

tainty from Isa. xx., and there is no indication in our passage

pointing to that conclusion : for how natural would be the

thought that Nineveh must be now overtaken by the same

doom which it had once prepared for Thebes ! And yet the

destruction of Thebes is described as if the Assyrians had

had no share in it ! This destruction of Thebes appears

therefore to have been occasioned by the serious internal

troubles of Egypt in the first half of the seventh century, a

period of which we at present know very little, comp. Isa. xix.

* According to all appearances there is an echo of Nahum's woi-ds, Jer. xlvi. 9 :

but Yeremya as compared with Nahum, who might be quite advanced in years

by 6.36 B.C., is a much younger prophet. The efforts to make him a contemporary

of Sancherib's must he unsuccessful.

1 *



i III. A. 1. NAHUM.

We should in that case be brought a considerable way down
in the seventh century !*

As a fact the first serious siege of Nineveh is that under

the Median King Phraortes, Herod i. 102, which according to

Eusebius, the Chron. Arm., torn. ii. p. 185-87, was in the year

636 B.C., and according to all appearance was the cause of

great commotions and revolutions amongst the nations of

upper Asia, the inroads of the Scythians having unmistakably

an intimate connection with it. The Modes, at that time a

nation of growing power and pristine vigour, had already

subjugated many other northern peoples and deprived the

Assyrians of all their allies, a description which fully accords

with our prophecy. They then advanced with a great army

against Nineveh, Although this extensive and well fortified

city was not at once taken, but Phraortes fell in the cam-

paign, and the Modes subsequently marched twice against the

city before it was captured, it still does not follow that the

first attack was not as threatening as possible ; without doubt

it was the commencement of a siege under the final charges

of which, after some reverses, Nineveh very soon fell. There

is therefore no difficulty in supposing that Nahum wrote

down his prophecy precisely during the first advance of

Phraortes ; it is true he anticipates that this danger will be

the first and last, i. 9-12, but it could not be his business to

predict the really unimportant vicissitudes which were still

possible. It follows from the tone and manner of the prophet

that Nineveh had up to that time never been threatened and

besieged, and that this appearance of a great army marching

against the city was something quite new.

3. The true import of the prophecy lies in the way in which

the prophet looks upon this coming event of his time in the

light of the eternal truths of Yahve. The kingdom of the

Assyrians had become great in earlier times almost solely by

* Compare my subsequent judgment on this passage, History of Israel, iv. 240

(iii. 761, and 848.) Tbe event is manifestly alluded to Scph. ii. 12.
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means of rude force, destruction, and plunder, and in later

times it is kept up only by the equivocal arts of procuring

allies and extending its trade and intercourse wliicli are often

of an exceedingly immoral nature ; a sure foundation of national

life has never been laid, and accordingly no defence against

threatening foreign or domestic ruin. It is true the capital of

what was once an extensive empire has retained its pros-

perity ; but in the presence of eternal righteousness there is

no such thing as punishment being finally annulled as long

as the sin is not inwardly put away and the entire disposition

remains unchanged ; it may be late, but with the greater

certainty and violence the punishment will ultimately fall upon

the guilty ; and this Nineveh will find illustrated in her own
case, inasmuch as she never rose to the knowledge of the

true God, but, on the contrary, her king once threatened to

destroy with Jerusalem the true religion ! But now true

deliverance is no longer within her reach, as the prophet

correctly foresees and boldly declares.

Such thoughts as these the piece unfolds exhaustively,

vividly, and forcibly. It is true we find in this prophet, who
belongs to the later prophets, a diminution of inward power

and wealth of thought; we already meet with some things

borrowed from older oracles. Nevertheless, many descriptions

are still extremely vivid and truly poetic, as if the great pheno-

menon gave even to the language elevation and fire. The art

used in presenting and exhaustively handling the entire matter

is equally excellent. The entire prophecy falls into eight

symmetrical strophes, each of 5-6 Massoretic verses. The

first strophe begins with lofty calmness and dignity, presenting

the general fundamental trath, whilst the second makes the

application of it to Nineveh, which must now supply an example

of divine punishment, and the third casts by anticipation a

cx)mforting glance upon Yuda. After the subject has been

thus introduced from all sides by the first three strophes, the

discourse rises in the next three to its greatest elevation, in
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order to project a distinct picture of tlie manner in wliicli the

punishment will now actually come ; the fourth strophe describes

in pictures of great force and vividness the storming of the

effeminate city, the fifth the sack of the rich city, the sixth the

repeated punishment and disgracing of the city devoted to

harlotry. The last two strophes gradually sink from the ele-

vation of the preceding ones to greater calmness : the seventh

in a historical survey compares the fate of Thebes with that

about to befall Nineveh, and the eighth returns with sarcastic

self-possession and repose to the thought with which the book

began, that is, the necessity that Nineveh should fall.

I.

1 The High Oracle concerning Nineveh—Book of the Prophecy

of Nahum the Elqoshite.

I. 1.

A zealous* and revenging God is Yahve, revenging [is^

Yahve and wielding wrath
; |

revenging is Tahve towards his

oppressors, he forgetting nothing towards his enemies.
||

—
Yahve is longsuffering and of great might, but unpunished

leaveth he nothing :
|
Yahve in storm and tempest is his way,

and clouds the dust of his feet :
||
who rebuketh the sea and

maketh it dry, and all the streams to fail, | Bashan withereth

6 and Karmel, and Lebanon's bloom withereth;
||
mountains

shake before him and the hills melt,
|
and the earth starteth

back before him, the ground with all that dwell thereon.
||
—

It is clear that the second heading, appearance of being the true original

i, 1, could not have been added by the heading whose proper place is first. The
same hand immediately after the first, first heading is therefore from a later

since it has no close connection with the hand ; comp. \o\. I. p. 99.

first, is in itself complete, and has every

I. 1 . The fundamental thought of time, but must in all cases, either sooner

the entix-e oracle, the truth that no his- or later, be punished by the living and

torical crime can ever as a crime be for- all-observing God, is brought forward

gotten by Yahve through the flight of briefly and with dignified repose at the

* Comp. the Author's examination of this side of Yahve's nature in his last

work, Lclire der Bibel von Gott, Vol. II. p. 197.— Tr.
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Before his rage wlio will stand ? and -who remain in tlie heat

of his anger ?
|
his zeal is poured out like fire, and the rocks

rend before him !
||

2.

Good is Tahve, a refuge in the day of distress, [
and knoweth

them that trust in him :
||
but with an overswelling flood will

he make an utter end of her place,
|
and his enemies pursue

into darkness ! ||
—What think ye of Tahve ? The utter end

maketh he !
|
not twice will the distress arise,

[j
Let them be

even thickset as thorns, and drenched as they drink
; ]

they

will be consumed as fully dry stubble !
||
—From thee (Nine-

veh !) went forth he that devised against Yahve evil,
]
that

counselled wickedness ?
||
Thus saith Yahve " if they were once

intact and so many, and yet were so mown down and he passed

away :
|
thus will I humble thee without having to humble

thee again !
||

very commencement, Ter. 2 ; the second

half of the verse supplies the explana-

tion and limitation of the general utter-

ance of the first half. In the further

explanation, vv. 3-5, it is then said,

that Yahve is indeed long suffering and

powerful, needing not, because he is so

powerful, to hasten his punishments,

but not on that account does he leave

anything unpunished, wherever and

however long an unatoned sin may be

present (from Ex. xxxiv. 7 ; Num. xiv.

18) ; on the contrary, it must at last

take place, he comes in the tempest

2. It is true, this strophe calmly be-

gins, vv. 7, 8, Yahve Ls essentially good,

ready to help and not overlooking those

whose hearts are turned to him : but

with the resistless might of an over-

flomng and devastating stream he wiU

destroy her place (the place of Nineveh)

and chase his enemies, the incorrigible

Ninevites, into hell. Thus the discom'se

has imperceptibly amved at its main

subject, to pursue it further, and to show

more definitely, in the first place, the

truth of this surprising declaration that

borne upon the clouds and forthwith the

earth shakes before him, from the sea,

whose waves as well a.s all the verdure

of the earth dry up before the hot wind

of his wi-ath (Ex. xv. 8-10), unto the

mountains that are at the same time

overtaken by the earthquake, Amos i. 2,

so that men also will be compelled to

tremble. Stt?3 as in Hos. xiii. 1. If he,

whom burning winds and earthquakes

serve, once smites the guilty, how can

he possibly stand ? Thus ver. 6 makes

the transition to the particular case

which immediately follows.

Nineveh is about to come to an end.

Two causes render this danger really

so great: (1) vv. 9, 10, because Yahve

threatens it. What think ye of Yahve /

Do ye suppose that he is in sport ? or

that he cannot execute his threat ? Not

so : he is in reality about to make an

end ! All the great things that he does

he does but once, never becoming un-

true to himself during the course of an

action as men often do ; not twice,

therefore, will this distress arise (comp.

vei'. 12), he is too serious and too power-
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And now will I break his yoke from upon thee,
[
and thy

fetters will I burst asunder [O Ssion !] And concerning thee

[O Assyrian !] hath Tahve commanded " a seed shall not come
from thy name any more,

|
from the house of thy God will I

cut off graven and molten image, making them thy grave be-

ii. cause thou art found wanting!"
||
—Behold upon the mountains

1. the feet of the messenger of good proclaiming salvation :
" keep

Yuda thy feasts, pay thy vows ! for not any more will the

wicked pass into thee, utterly is he destroyed !"
||
The hammer

ascendeth before thy face [O Assyrian !] " attention to the

fortress-tower ! look out at the way,
|

gird the loins, strengthen

the might greatly !"
||
for Yahve restoreth Yaqob's excellency

as that of Israel,
[
because robbers robbed them and destroyed

their vines. 11

ful for that ! Eesistance is of no avail

:

suppose they be ("^3 ut sint § 362 b)

interwoven unto, that is, even as, thorn-

bushes, twisted, treacherous and cunning,

so that they cannot be approached, and

it is hateful to have anything to do with

them, and suppose they be in accordance

with their drinking (Hos. iv. 18), their

debauchery, as it were drenched in wine,

and thereby so wet that fire appears un-

able to hurt them—yet that divine fire

approaches to devour them as easily as

completely dry stubble ! Ps. Iviii. 10.

(2) vv. 11, 12, because in the past that

godless hero went forth from Nineveh,

whose design it was to destroy with the

temple at Jerusalem the true religion,

that is Sancherib, who is intended in

ver. 1
1

, Isa, xxxvi. and xxxvii. Did this

3. The last strophe, vv. 11, 12, pre-

pares for the transition to Yuda, which

is become free and may rejoice in pro-

portion as Nineveh is iiTcmediably lost

;

at least there were still many exiles on

the Tigris who only got quite free by

the destruction of Nineveh. With gi'eat

animation, therefore, Nahiim here varies

the person addressed, holding a place

l^etwcen the two parties and turning

thing that now seems scarcely credible

really happen(hence the question ver. 11)?

but if at that time the Assj'riaus, when

they were in possession of their full

strength, and had not, as now, lost their

allies, and with such a great army, were

still so mown down, as it were (Amos
vii. 1 ; Isa. vii. 20 ; xviii. 4, 5), annihi-

lated, a well known fact, and lie (San-

cherib) immediately after also dis-

appeared, fell (at least he was soon after-

wards slain in Assyria, Isa. xxxvii. 38)

—^how much more will the present

humiliation of the proud city be the

last, no further one being necessary,

ver. 12, (comp. 1 Sam. xxvi. 8; 2 Sam.

XX. 10). Thus this description returns

to ver. 9 c.

now to this and then to that ; when the

person is not indicated in a more ex-

press manner in the variation, there is

at least a change in the pronoun of the

second persons, the fem. sing, being

used in the case of Yuda and the masc.

in the case of the Assyrians ; accord-

ingly tJ'^^P should be read instead of

"?J^3Q ; comp. the same person in the

imperative of this very verse. But it is
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II. 4.

The shield of his heroes is reddened, the men of the army in

purple, in flashing fire the chariots as soon as he draweth them
np

I
—and the spears brandished !

||
—In the streets the

chariots rattle, run each other down in the highways,
|
their

appearance like the torches, like the lightnings running to and

fro;
II
he remembereth his nobles, they stumble in their passage,

|

hasten to its wall, and drawn up is the vanguard ! ||
—The

gates of the streams are opened,
|
and the palace is in commo-

tion
; II

and already Hussab [the queen] hath been taken captive,

lifted up,*
I

whilst her maids moan aloud like doves, beating

upon their hearts.
||
Though Nineveh is as a waterpool since it

is :
j
yet they flee ;

" stand ye, stand !" but no one turneth.

not necessary on that account to read

"ll!J3 also, since the inf. ahs. can quite

well interchange with the imper. in the

structure of the verse-members, com p.

iii. 15. Thus this deliverance occurs

first at vv. 13, 14 ; but hei'e also the

idolatry is briefly alluded to on account

of the contrasts to Yuda, and it is said

that the idols instead of rendering help

will prove the grave of their worshippers,

including their worshippers in their own
fall ; mbp is further elaborated,

Dan. V. 25.—The second contrast ii. 1, 2,

is more animated. Already it seems to

this prophet in the exile that the mes-

Benger of this glad tidings will soon

appear upon the mountains near Jeru-

salem, tobe recognized by his bearing and

haste as the messenger of victory, Isa.

Iii. 7 ; comp. Ez. vi. 2 sq. ; xxxvi. 1 sq.

On the other hand, where already the

hammer, i. e. the victor, conqueror (the

IT. 4. If according to these considera-

tions Nineveh must fall, how will it fall?

what will be the course that this event

will take, and what phases will this

phenomenon pass through 1 Plainly this

great event which is about to take place

will unfold itself in accordance with the

king of the Medes) advances unhindered

upon Nineveh this hopelessly lost city

is derisively encouraged to review its

prospects, to look at tower and road

for the purpose of ascertaining whether

an enemy is visible from the former

or on the latter, and to keep up a

good heart—as if such foresight and

such courageous resolve could be of any

further use ! iii. 13, 14 ; Isa. xxi. 5.

Certainly the Assyrian had need of pre-

paration and of courage, since Yahve
has just now determined to restore the

ancient eminence of the two kingdoms
of Yuda and Israel, here strangely

called Yaqob and Israel, for the reason

that fierce robbers (the Assyrians) once

completely ransacked them and laid

waste their tender vines, i. e. their fair

community, with rude hands I following

Isa. xvi. 7, 8. This sufiices with regard

to the relation of Nineveh to Israel.

character of this kingdom I and already

the prophetic eye most vividly foresees

in this strophe the course of affairs at

the siege, and there arises the most
telling description of the way in which

the two hostile parties will mutually

conduct themselves at the decisive mo-

* Germ, aufgeladen lit. loaded, see the paraphrase.

—

Tr.
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5.

10 " Rob ye silver, rob ye gold !" since tliere is no end of tlie

display, the glory of all costly gear !
||
Desert and desolation

and devastation !
|
with fainting heart and knocking together

of their knees and trembling in all loins, and the face of all hath

gathered redness ! || —Where is the lions' home, and what was

a feeding place for bold lions,
|
whither went he-lion, she-lion,

the lion's whelp
|
by no one made afraid

; ||
the lion that robbed

enough for his whelps, and strangled for his lionesses,
|
so that

he filled with prey his holes, his dens with spoil ?
||
Behold I

will thee ! saith Yahve of Hosts, and burn in smoke thy chariots,

and thy lions will the sword devour
; |

and I cut off from the

earth thy prey, so that there will not be any more heard the

iii. voice of thy ambassadors !
||
Woe unto thee city of blood,

[

1. entirely full of lying, of violence, robbery not departing !
||

ment. On the one side, v. 4, the heroes irpotpvXaKai) is drawn up, and thus it is

of the king of the Medes, mentioned ver. 2,

advance in excellent armour, with glit-

tering shields ( Isa. xxi. 5) and in bright

garments, as well as with flashing

chariots, armed with scythes, shiuing

still more brightly in the sunlight, and

already in their eagerness to fight they

swing their spears. m"T7D are sparks,

comp. SjTiac beltsMsUho, Arabic bard.

On the other side, vv. 5, 6, it is true the

Ninevites, now grown effeminate, seek

to arm themselves at the appearance of

danger, in terrible haste the chariots

fly through the streets and squares

for the purpose of collecting together,

as is graphically described ver. 5 ; the

effeminate, careless Assyrian king, at

last aroused from his slumber, remem-

bers the nobles that surround him, who

now wait for his command to advance
;

now they hasten to the wall to defend

it, stumbling in their haste and fear,

provisionally the vanguard (^DD^ a

military term, LXX have correctly,

5. Thus there is nothing more to pre-

vent the sack of the enormously rich

city ; on the part of the enemy nothing

but an uninterrupted plunder of all

believed that the city is secure from a

surprise and a certain amount of repose

is once more obtained.—But then, vv. 7-9,

suddenly the city, which is so well de-

fended by streams or aqueducts from the

Tigris (comp. iii. 8 ; Is. xxxiii. 21), is

opened, the conquerors irresistibly poar

in, at once make for the palace which

has been thrown into the greatest com-

motion ; and already tlie queen, in the

midst of the lamentations of her maids,

is taken captive, placed u{X)n the chariot

to be carried off. What a scene I Nine-

veh is from her earliest days {§ 297 c)

like an inexhaustible reservoir of water

as regards popitlation : and yet they all

flee and none can stop them ! The fact

that ver. 8 the queen only is mentioned

and not the king, accords with the Greek

legends, that the queens of Nineveh

were generally of greater importance

than the kings : Semiraniis and Sar-

danapalus !

precious treasures, on the part of the

conquered nothing but unbounded fear

and terror and con fusion! after, Hos.xiii.

15; Joclii. 6 ; n31-ri, LXX. Koafios
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6.

Hark the whip and hark the rattling of wheels !
1 and

chasing horse and dancing chariots,
||
assaulting horsemen, and

flaming sword and flashing spear,
|
and abundance of slain

and oversupply of dead, no end of the corpses, | thej stumble
upon their corpses ! ||

—on account of the many harlotries of

the harlot, of the well-favoured one rich in enchantment,
|
who

sold the nations bj her harlotries, and tribes by her enchant-

ments.
II
—Behold I will thee ! saith Yahve of Hosts, and

uncover thy skirts before thy face,
j
and show nations thy

nakedness, and kingdoms thy shame
; ||

and cast upon thee

abominable things and dishonour thee,
|
make thee as a spec-

tacle,
II
so that whoever seeth thee fleeth from thee, and saith :

Laid waste is Nineveh ! wJio will pity thee ?

Whence shall Ifind comforters for thee?

is further explained simply by the

following ^2D.—But in fact nothing

else could be looked for, vv. 12-14
;

Nineveh had been from of old the place

where the Assyrian warriors and tyrants

had hidden the spoil which they had

taken from the whole world, and that

this spoil should again become spoil is

only what higher justice demands.

Accordingly the exclamation follows as

if with joy, vv. 12, 13 : Where is now
the nest of thieves, whither the race of

lions so long resorted to hide and to

devour their booty ? and the higher

answer to this question is, ver. 14, an

eternal retributive justice is in force, in

6. As there are several chief trans-

gressions that Nineveh has been guilty

of and accordingly several causes of her

castigation, her castigators also, as may
be easily imagined where barbarous

armies are concerned, advance in several

successive bands. The prophetic eye

therefore now beholds a fresh body of

warriors breaking into the city with

greater ease, vv. 2, 3, to punish it afresh

and as it were for another transgression,

^t first there is heard in the distance

order that from henceforth the terrible

voice of the Assyrian ambassadors may
not be heard in the oppressed lands !

These ambassadors were the representa-

tive legates of the king, who were sent

into the subjugated countries to execute

royal commands, collect tribute, etc. Isa.

XXX. 4.—Therefore only woe can be
proclaimed over this city, which has

done to it only what it had done to other

cities ! iii. 1, It appears from Hab.
ii. 19 also that "^IH does not necessarily

stand at the commencement of a strophe.

li?"*X3"^ S7 is a circumstantial clause,

§341.

the prelude of a new company advanc-

iug, ver. 2, and soon it comes nearer cast-

ing everything down, ver. 3 ; T^Vtl
appears to denote as a mihtary term the

presentation of arms, or preparation for

battle ; whence the flash of the bared

weapons immediately follows. Comp.
Jer. xlvi. 4, 9 ; li. 27. As a second

transgression appears Nineveh's trade,

under the entirely new figure of fornica-

tion with other nations. The previous

prophets speak of Israel only as a harlot
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III. 7.

Art thou tlien better than No-Amon ? whicli lay by streams,

surrounded by water, |
whose rampart was a defence from sea

to sea; ||
Kushwas her strength with Egypt without end,

|
Put

10 and Libyans were counted in her help :
||
also she went away

captive into banishment, also her children were dashed in

pieces at the corners of all streets,
|
and upon her nobles the

lot was cast, all her magnates were bound in chains !
|]
—Also

thou shalt become drunk, shalt become insensible,* also thou

shalt seek refuge from the enemy !
1|

all thy fortresses are fig-

trees with early figs :
|
if they are shaken they fall upon the

mouth of the eater.
||
Behold thy people are women in thy

midst, to thine enemies will be opened thy country's gates,
|

fire devoureth thy bars !
|1

on account of its unfaithfulness as a

community to Yahve. Later prophets

apply the figui-e to every heathen city,

inasmuch as degenerate heathenism is

as such unfaithfulness to the true God,

" Lsa." xlvii. The meaning of such

similes, however, is capable of exten-

sion. An old harlot endeavours to keep

up her prosperity by means of ignoble

arts of every kind : accordingly great

heathen mercantile cities especially (such

as Nineveh, comp. ver. 16) were so called,

inasmuch as in trade when it has be-

come mere greed of grain no means are

too bad, and no art or seduction too

dishonourable for the purpose of main-

taining traffic with foreign cities, and a

in. 7. A wider historical survey.

Wilt thou claim a better fate than N6-

Amon, i.e. Diospolis, or Thebes, in

Egypt, a capital city, equally large and

equally well defended by the Nile and

its artificial water-channels, and further

protected by powerful allies, which had

notwithstanding all this also to suffer

all the horrors of a siege, and upon

city of this kind prefers to sell, i.e. to

see sunk in slaveiy and death, whole

nations through its ignoble arts to

abstention from such disgraceful com-

mercial intercourse, ver. 4 ; lsa. xlvii.

12-14; xxiii. 15-17 ; Kev. xviii. And
the punishment accords with the simile,

the city being in the end treated as an

irreclaimable harlot, from whom all

external adornment is torn off, so that

she is presented to the world in that

outward disgrace which answers to her

true character, and she who is publicly

insulted becomes a common spectacle

and abomination, Srearpov, 1 Cor. iv. 9
;

Zech. V. 5-11 ; comp. also Dichter des

Alien Bundes, I. p. 71 sq.

whose nobles as captives the lot of the

conqueror was cast ? "*!3 Q"^ (to be

connected contrary to the accents)

is an abbreviated phrase as in the similar

instance of Mic. vii. 12, although the

accents give another sense to the words,

but to all appearance incorrectly ; comp.

ii. 7 ; Ps. xlviii. 14 ; § 349 b. The

suff. of the 2nd per. ver. 9, is certainly

* The author's translation is : sollst schwarz vor den augen iverden. Comp. the

Homeric phrase : ffKoroe oaat Kokv^iVy " Nacht umhiilte die Augen."

—

Tr.
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Water of the siege draw for ttee, fortify thy citadels,
[
go

into the mire, tread into the clay, lay hold upon the brickkiln :
||

then will fire consume thee, the sword cut thee off,
|
will con-

sume thee like hoppers
; |

magnify thyself like hoppers, magnify

thyself like locusts !
||
—More numerous hast thou thy mer-

chants than stars of the heavens :
|
the hoppers cast the skin

and fly away !
||
thy mercenaries are like locusts, and thy cap-

tains like a line of locusts :
|
which camp on the walls in the

day of cold, yet if the sun riseth they have fled, and the place

where they were is not known.
||
—Thy shepherds slumber O

Assyrian king, thy nobles sleep
; |

thy people are scattered upon
the mountains, no one gathering them :

||
there is no relief for

thy wound, incurable is thy stroke,
|
they who hear of thee all

strike the hand over thee :
|
for over whom passed not thine

evil constantly ?
j|

in this connection unexpected, and looks

like a mistake.—Thus shalt thou also be

now thrown down, overcome, l}ing in-

sensible like a drunken man upon the

ground, Hab. ii. 15, seeking help only

from the enemy ; and already the com-

mencement of this condition ls vLsible,

inasmuch as at present through the

8. Thus then there remains nothing to

look for but what was announced from

the first, the necessity of the overthrow,

this being once more presented in the

final strophe with exultant irony. Do
but get ready most zealously for the

siege (ii. 2) carefully repair thy walls,

especially with bricks just as in Babylon,

go therefore into the brickkiln : never-

theless the fire of punLshment will as

certainly come upon thee as locusts,

which are only able to fly in a straight

line with the wind, must fall into the

fire that is before them 1 make thyself

therefore as great and proud by means

of mere numbei's as locusts, it avails

thee nothing ! vv. 14, 15.—True, thou

hast euomious crowds of merchants, of

soldiers and captains : but all these dis-

cowardice of thy people all border-

fortresses, the gates and bars of the land

(Hos. xi. 6, comp. Tuch de Nino whe,
p. 35), fall as easily into the power of

the greedy enemy as early figs quickly

fall from the shaken fij:trees into the

mouth of the hungry eater.

appear as suddenly as when leapers, i.e.

locusts without wings, receive wings at

the casting of their skins and so all at

once fly away, or as when locusts which
in the cold sit stiflF upon the walls of

houses suddenly at the shining of the

sun fly away without leaving a trace

behind, vv. 16, 17. Comp. Ibn-Batuta
in the Journ. As. 1843, Mars, p. 240
and the proverb in Casalis Mudes sur la

langue Sechuana (Paris, 1841) p. 87.

This kingdom is indeed in a lamentable

condition, the undershepherds of the

chief shepherd, the king, sleep, the flock

is scattered, necessary is thy overthrow
and yet lamented by no one in the dis-

tance, because all had to suffer so much
from thee ! vv. 18, 19.
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2. SSEPHANYA.

This little hook emhraces a complete series of prophetic

views. It must have owed its origin to a great movement of

certain nations which threw all the countries around Yuda

into great alarm and threatened to become very dangerous to

Jerusalem also. If we ask with what people that great move-

ment originated, it is true the prophet points only in general

terms, i. 7; iii. 15, to the instruments of the divine chastise-

ment, but this is only because such brief indications seemed to

him with his short book to be all that his contemporaries

required. We must, therefore, employ the further aid of other

historical data. Now, inasmuch as Ssephanya must be placed

in the time of Yosia not only on account of the very accurate

heading, i. 1, but also because his entire character shows that

he was an older contemporary of Yeremy^,, we are compelled

to recall that great convulsion of those lands which Herodotus,

i. 15, 103-6; iv. 10-12 (comp. Hist, of Israel, IV. 226 sq.

III. 742 sq.), derives from an inroad of the Scythians. Ac-

cording to his accounts, great hordes of these northern nations

marched at that time against Nineveh and interrupted the siege

it was then suffering from the Medes, but the Scythians also

advanced by the sea as far as Egypt, and could be induced to

depart thence only with difficulty ; that they also touched

Palestine has been already conjectured in the DioMer des A. B.,

I. b. p. 196, on Ps. lix. Those last days of the Assyrian

empire, when the Medes forced their way from the North-east,

gave generally the signal for violent and protracted com-

motions and movements of all surrounding kingdoms, as a

result of which the Chaldeans also were to' be overcome, as

appears further from Habaqquq.

Ssephanya, however, wrote quite at the commencement of

this great movement of the nations ; a fact which may be
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g-atliered from a further consideration. It is clear that at that

time not even a first step had yet been taken in Jerusalem in

the dii'ection of the great and thorough reform of religion

which king Yosia attempted with so much decision and with

such good success in the second half of his reign, 2 Kings

xxii,, xxiii. We may suppose that after so many earlier

prophets had pointed to the necessity of such an inward reform,

finally Ssephanya^s seriously threatening words urged it upon

men^s minds : it is certain that his discourses present no trace

of an existing endeavour to carry out such a reform. On the

contrary, the small kingdom, more and more closely pressed

even by the surrounding nations, had become the undisturbed

prey of its ancient deeply-seated vices, and appears as entirely

forsaken of all higher impulses, as abandoned to false gods,

and as immoral, especially as degenerated with respect to its

magnates, as we should expect to see it, after the reigns of

Manasseh and Amou, during the minority of Yosia.

Accordingly, when those great movements of the nations

began from the far north, it appeared to this prophet long

before they approached Jerusalem tliat a divine light had fallen

into this darkness. The true God, who with his watchful eye

beholds the vices of all empires and punishes at the right time

all that is perverse, appeared to take his way over the whole

earth to chastise it, choosing the distant barbarians for his

instruments, in order that he might both destroy all ungodli-

ness in the other kingdoms and especially reveal himself as

the righteous one in his treatment of Jerusalem, inasmuch as it

had deserved punishment still more than they on account of its

long obduracy. The serious, unavoidable trial, therefore, over-

takes everything, with an overwhelming severity and haste,

sweeping over the whole earth as well as Jerusalem. Everyone

who has hitherto felt no shame or fear, must now tremble, and

everyone who has already sought after Yahve must still more

zealously turn to him ! And the Messianic prosperity, which

was long ago waited for, cannot come until all ungodliness has
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been destroyed on a great day of judgment aud punishment

upon the earth; but then it will certainly come, and the more

rapidly all nations now arise and assemble around the centre of

true religion, and the more strongly they desire to destroy it

and, as they think, therewith true religion itself, so much the

more certainly and generally will the prosperity come ! With

this threat, exhortation, and promise, the httle book is occupied

throughout its three parts.

With the prophet Ssephanya we meet for the first time a con-

siderable diminution of prophetic originality j he repeats a good

deal almost verbally from older prophets ; and, on the other

hand, the style is sometimes very ornate and pointed, ii. 1, 2 ;

iii. 11, 18. What is new is especially the extended survey of

all lands and nations and the general review of the spiritual

affairs and prospects of the whole earth, the destruction of

Jerusalem being only incidentally foretold. We see that the

small separate nation with its ancient national distinctions must

necessarily lose itself more and more in the general life of the

nations of the earth, whilst nevertheless the truths which had

lived in it remain the same and gain ever greater validity in

and through all nations.

i.

1 The word of Yahve which came unto Ssephanya son of

Kushi son of Gedalya son of Amarya son of Hizqia in the

days of Yosia son of Amon, the king of Yuda.

l.—The Tlireat.

Ch. i.

The threat of the approaching judgment upon all things

sweeps along stormily in ever widening circles, until it

has included everything. At first it breaks out with rapid,

comprehensive, and emphatic brevity, w. 2, 3, then makes a

transition especially to Jerusalem, and finds there amongst the

various things which the judgment must destroy pre-eminently
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the perverse idolatry of every kind, w. 4-7, recounts further

in a calmer third strophe, vv. 8-13, all the other perversities

that prevail in Jerusalem as falling under the divine judgment,

and describing the nearness and character of the great judg-

ment day with growing animation, returns at the end to its

commencement, vv. 14-18. The piece thus presents an

example of a discourse that begins at first with difficulty and

overpowering agitation, but in its course moves more freely

and with increasing volume, as might be expected from the

tempest of threatening. Accordingly the strophes successively

increase in size from the first to the third, to close with a

fourth of the same size as the third.

i. 1.

2 Sweeping I will sweep off everything from the face of the

ground ! saith Yahve.
||

I will carry off man and beast, carry

off the fowls of heaven and the fish of the sea, and those

stumbling-blocks the wicked !
|
and I cut off the men from the

face of the ground ! saith Yahve.
f|

2.

And then stretch out my hand over Yuda and over all

inhabitants of Jerusalem,
||
and cut off from this place the

remnant of Baal, the name of the parson with the priests
; ||

6 both they who pay worship on the housetops to the host of

heaven,
|
and they who pay worship—who swear to Yahve

aud who swear by their king,
||
and they who turned away

from Yahve's allegiance
|
and who sought not Yahve nor

inquired after him.
||
— Be dill before the Lord Yahve ! for

near is Yahve's day
; |

yea, Yahve hath already prepared the

sacrifice, hath sanctified his invited.
||

1. First sti'ophe, vv. 2,3, following may return I But before all other

Hos. iv. 3. All living things must beings, the wicked are thus early men-

make way for the grand divine move- tioned, since they are the general

ments by which He will reestablish occasion of offence before God and

justice, even if they should all have to man, and their destruction was long

perish in order that divine justice, the ago necessary.

fundamental condition of prosperity,

2. In Jerusalem, vv. 4-6, eiToneous especially be visited with punishment,

religion of every kind, as the founda- both its institutions, the temples and

tion of every other wrong thing, shall the various priests, Hos. x, 5, and also
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And then on the day of Yahve's sacrifice, I visit the princes

and the king's sons
|
and all who are clothed with strange ap-

parel
; II

and visit every one who springeth over the threshold

on that day,
[
who thus fill their lord's house with violence and

deceit !
||
And then on that day, saith Tahve, resoundeth a cry

from the fishgate and lamentation from the Newtown
|
and

great alarm from the Hills
; ||

lament inhabitants of the

Mortar,
|
that all Kanaanites have perished, all carrying with

them money, have been cut off !
||
And then at that time I will

search through Jerusalem with lamps
|
and visit the men who

stiffened upon their lees, who say in their heart, " neither good

doethYahve nor evil :"
||
whose wealth will be for booty and their

houses for desolation,
|
they build houses and will not dwell

therein, plant vineyards and will not drink their wine !
||

the ninltitucle of worshippers from the

ranks of the people ; so that even the

remnant and the name of it disappear,

absolutely nothing of it remaining.

Although there are speaking generally

only two classes of pi'iests to whom
reference could here be made, those of

the false gods and the unworthy priests

of Yahye himself, iii. 4, there are three

classes of worshippers belonging to the

nation : (1) such as pay homage to the

false gods, e.g., by the Zarathustrian

worship of heavenly bodies which was

just then introduced into Jerusalem,

2 Kings xxi. 3 ; xxiii. 5;— (2) such as pay

homage—but (the discourse comes to a

sudden stop as if it were itself uncer-

tain) it is not known precisely how ?

still I will describe it : they formally

swear allegiance to Yahve as the

national God, but at the same time,

when they think it can be done with

3. Yes, then, on this sacrificial feast,

the prophet proceeds somewhat more

calmly, vv. 8-13, the imgodly of every

rank and every kind in civil life will

also be visited, namely, (1) vv. 8, 9, the

luxurious, extravagant magnates as

well as the dishonest royal servants

impunity, swear by their own par-

ticular king (and God, Amos v. 26),

with an allusion to the Milhom of the

Ammonites, 2 Kings xxiii. 13;— (3)

the open dcspisers of Yahve.— But,

ver. 7, O the folly of openly or

secretly despising him ! Be still before

him all the earth I (Hab. ii. 20 ; Zech.

ii. 17) for already the day approaches

which, bringing the judgment, must at

the same time, inasmuch as the issue

of this judgment cannot be doubtful,

be a great sacrificial feast at which the

wicked fall as sacrifices, and already

He has prepared the sacrifice and sanc-

tified those whom he has invited to

partake of it (the Scythians), in order

that they may be present as his in-

struments and servants ! We find

subsequently an echo of this " Isa."

xiii. 3 ; xxxiv. 6.

who pretend to render good service to

their lord by forcibly exacting treasure

for him from his subjects (" who spring

over the threshold," i.e., inasmuch as

civil aifairs are here refen-ed to, who
get secretly into the houses, thieves

;

(luitc unlike what is said when a tuper-
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Nigh is the great day of Yahve, nigh and very quick !
|
hai-k

the day of Yahve—bitterly waileth there the hero
; ||

a day of

wrath is that day
; |

a day of distress and straitness, a day of

wreck and ruin
; |

a day of darkness and gloom, a day of cloud

15 and fog,
II

a day of trumpets and alarm
|
upon the fenced

cities and upon the high battlements !
||
Then I make it strait

for men and they walk like the blind, because against YahvtS

they sinned
; |

and their blood is poured out like dust and their

sap like dung !
||
also their silver also their gold will be unable

to deliver them in the day of Yahve's wrath, and in the fire of

his zeal the whole earth will be devoured
; |

for death yea

death of terror will he execute upon all inhabitants of the

earth !
||

stitioiis reverence for the threshold of a

temple is meant, 1 Sam. v. 5) ;— (2)

vv. 10, 11, the little shopkeepers and

tradesmen who so often care for nothing

but getting money, who are here there-

fore mockingly called Phojnicians, Has.

xii. 8, just as the quarter where they

dwell together in Jerusalem, after the

manner of Eastern cities, is also sati-

rically styled the mortar (because the

sound of the mortar is there especially

heard, we might say the sJiops comp.

the opposite, Isa. xxii. 5): a different

sound will reach them, wailing on

account of the approaching enemy,

which spreads from the fisligate in the

4. Nigh, indeed, thus finally, vv.

14-18, what had been said at the close

of the second strophe, ver. 7, is ampli-

fied with increased energy of language,

very nigh is the terrible, destructive

day (Amos v. 20 ; Joel ii. 2), at the

distant thunder of which even the

bravest warrior weeps bitterly(fi'omAmos
ii. 14), and from the terrors of which

there proceeds at last a trunijjet-blast

shaking even the best fortified cities at

the approach of the enemy who had

been previously indicated, ver. 7, (ver.

16 from Amos ii. 2) ; in consequence

the sinners who have been overtaken by

such a supernatural terror are as it

north, where the enemy enters, and

from the new city farther and farther

towards the hills of the city in the

south; (3) vv. 12, 13, the very rich

who like thickened wine, which is not

emptied from one vessel into another

(Jer. xlviii. 11;, have become settled

and stiff upon their lees (their riches),

indifferent as regards all higher things

and only intent upon the protection of

their material wealth ; who appear

fairly innocent looked at from without,

but their inmost nature will be re-

vealed before Yahve and their punish-

ment corresponds to their spiritual ob-

duracy ! Amos v. 11.

were blind, without counsel or help,

Nah. iii. 1 1 ; Job xii. 25, while their

blood is deemed of no value (see the

opposite Ps. Ixxii. 14), and in vain will

the two kinds of people censured, vv.

11, 12, then offer their money as a

ransom, Ps. xlix. 8-13; for the general

divine judgment that will spare nothing

must now really come ! The la^t

member of ver. 18 has been formed

with slight variations from such pas-

sages as Isa. xxviii. 22. Dinb, ver.

17, appears like "Hi? 7 to signify sap,

and only derivatively bread (then in

Arabic llesh), since the root supplies a

meaning to btick, ailhcrc to.

2 *
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2. The Admonition.

Ch. ii. i.-iii. 7.

As tiie judgment is so certain and so near, the propliet must

direct his admonition to all, both to those who had hitherto

resisted all amendment and whom the present admonition also

would therefore probably move but little, as well as to the

others, ii. 1-3. For certainly, if all the kingdoms of the earth

are successively reviewed, how gi-eatly do the materials calling

for a divine judgment abound, and how certainly will this

judgment come upon them all one after the other ! It is

surely necessary that those who desire to escape should early

amend their ways ! ii. 4—iii, 7.—Thus going through all the

kingdoms, testing and correcting them, the prophet proceeds

from the nearest small kingdoms which had once been under

the Davidic rule, and the return of which to this rule in the

Messianic age is first looked for, and mentions in the West the

kingdom of the Philistines, w. 4-7, in the East those of Moab

and 'Amraon, vv. 8-10 ; but he then extends his gaze to the

more distant large kingdoms and nations of the North and

South, dwelling especially upon the case of Nineveh, which

served at that time before all other countries as an example of

divine punishment, w. 11-15 ; until he finally returns to Jeru-

salem from which he had started, iii. 1-7. In the middle,

therefore, three equal strophes against the heathen.

ii.

1 Turn pale, and be pale,
|

people who never tui'ned white,
||

before the term is born, like chaff cometh on the day,
|
ere the

heat of Yahve's anger come upon you, ere the day of Yahve's

anger come upon you !
||
— Seek ye Yahve all ye humble of

the earth, who executed his judgment !
|
seek ye justice seek

ye humility, if perhaps ye may hide yourselves on the day of

Yahve's anger !
||

The sentence ii. 1, 2, forms an anti- shame (iii. 5), or, at once to put more

thesis to ver. 3. In the first place, after strongly what is in this case fitting,

such threats, the obdurate, they who they who hitherto became pale at no

hitherto never blushed at their own threat, are summoned now at least to
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For Ghazza will be forgotten, and 'Asliqalon a desolation
;

I
Ashdod—at noon one drivetli her out, and 'Eqron will

be haclced up.
\\
O ye inhabitants of the district of the sea,

nation of the Krets—Yahves word concerneth you !
j
Kanaan

land of the Philistines—thee I destroy without any inhabit-

ants !
II
for the sea's border will be pasturage of herdsmen's-

huts, of flocks of sheep,
|]

it is for districts to the remnant of

Yuda,—upon them will they feed in the morning, in Ashqa-
lon's houses lie down at evening

| —when Yahve their God
will visit them, and their fortunes will turn.

become pale with terror, and undergo

an inward change, before the term {\1T1,

like Mic. vii. 11), which according to

the foregoing oracle is still granted to

the present generation, is horn (the

construction of n"T_7 as in the instance

§ 304 b), breaks forth from the dark

womb of the future, ver. 2 a, namely,

as ver. 2 c adds, that term when wrath

breaks forth in fire : or, as the follow-

ing member b says, before the day

threatened in ch. i. comes over the bor-

der flying as chaif before the wind,

namely, as ver. 2 d explains, the day of

wrath. In this way the words ver. 2 a

and b, at first too brief, are fully ex-

plained by the following two members

c and(Z; at the same time the construc-

1. Vv. 4-7. For the small states,

dwelling nearest to us, in the west, will

soon be overtaken by the long deservetl

lot, Amos i. 6 ; Zech. ix. 5, 6 : namely,

to be laid desolate, then to be again

subject, after the destruction of heathen-

ism, to the reformed Israel, as in the

Davidic age"; for it is certain],that this

subjection cannot take place before the

inward refonnation and (Messianic) re-

generation of Israel, as is added, ver. 7,

in the last members of the verse.

Numerous paronomasia occur in these

verses (precisely to describe the corres-

ponding punishments), between nT27

and nmT27, properly laid waste, l^lpV

tion is varied, for the sake of diversity,

D~)JO being at first used with the inf.

(with reference to the following per/.,

see § 346 c), «b D"lt2 then following

with the imperf. with no other effect

than greater clearness. The word ph
might, accordmg to very early usage,

Ps. ii. 7, mean decree or oracle : but

that sense would not suit the context

and the arrangement of the members.

WWp, like the Syriac Kash and Ara-
bic Kashsha, signifies what is grey,

pale, from which elsewhere W'^W'^ old,

and 27|2 stubble, so called from its

gi-owing old.—But, ver. 3, they also

who in the past sought after Ilim, must
in view of this great trial still more
zealously seek Him !

and ~lp37n properly rooted up, b^PT
cord, district of the sea, and b^H cord

i.e. Ime, measuring line, whence pos-

session, the former therefore being used
as a fern., ver. 6, and the latter as masc,
ver. 7, and between DTnS an ancient

name of the Philistines (comp. History

of Israel I. 243 (I. 352 sq.) ) and n'lS
which, derived from 1D\ Arabic wa-
kara, changing into Arabic ivahana, and
this into ]p) may mean nests, there-

fore little houses, huts or cars of shep-

herds, forming thus the beautiful anti-

thesis, that where now splendid houses

are, comp. ver. 7, there will then be

merely pasture lands with shepherd's
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2.

I have heard the scorn of Moab and the revilings of the

sons of 'Ammon,
|
how they scorned my people and acted

proudly against its border.
||
Therefoi'e as I live, saith Yahve

of Hosts Israel's God :
|
surely Moab will become as Sodom

and 'Ammon as Gamorrha, possession of nettles and pits for

salt and desolation for ever
; |

the residue of my people will

spoil them, the refoi*med of my community be their heirs !
||

10 this to them for their pride, that they scorned and acted

proudly against the people of Yahve of Hosts !
||

3.

Very terrible is Yahv6 unto them, in that he shattered all

the gods of the earth,
|
in order that all the isles of the

Heathen—every one from his place—may do him homage !
{[

—Ye Kushites also—are the slain of my sword !
||
—And already

he stretched his hand toward the ISTorth and smote Assyria,
]

in order to make Nineveh a desolation, a dryness like the

desert
; ||

then flocks lie down in her midst, all beasts in

crowds ; also pelicans also hedghogs will pass the niglit

upon her capitals,
|
the owl will sing in the window, the

crow upon the threshold " crushed desolated."*

hut-cars and sheep-folds. After CfT^vS^ appearance; the LXX have an addi-

•which mnst refer to PIS, a word like tion to this verse, but not a suitable

*1p^ must be wanting, according to all one.

2. Vv. 8-10. Inasmuch as the small merly been used of Moab, Isa. xvi, 6 ;

kingdoms of the East were somewhat however, in this case with the meaning :

more powerful than those of the West, hem-d, therefore not unheard or passed

and often made inroads, as from pure by, but heard in order to punish it. The
mockery and love of mischief, into comparison with Edom was geographi-

Israel (the border ace. Amos i. 13), the cally considered veiy relevant precisely

prophet chooses an introductory phrase at this point.

for Moab and 'Amm6n which had for-

3, Vv. 11-15. With regard to the heathen gods, has already become to

numerous northern nations, it is said them exceedingly terrible, in order that

very abniptly, ver. 11, Yahv^ who has they may soon learn to pay homage to

brought out in the present commotions him alone I—And with equal brevity it

of the nations the helplessness of all is said, ver. 12, with an allusion to the

* The author's assonance, in imitation of the Hebrew and the croak of the ill-

omened bird, zcrhackt zerknackt, can hardly be reproduced in our weaker language.
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15 " This joyous city wTiich dwelt securely,

Which said in her heart, " I and none besides /"

O how is she hecome a desolation, a lair of beasts /"

every one passing by her will hiss, waving his hand.
||

iii.

1 O rebelling and polluted,
[
oppressing city,

||
that listened

to no voice, received no correction,
|
in Yahve trusted not and

unto her God drew not nigh,
||
whose princes within her are

roaring lions, whose judges evening wolves that saved not for

the morning,
|1
whose prophets are praters, men of dis-

honesty,
]
whose priests desecrated what is holy, violated the

5 law :
II
Yahve is just within her, doeth no injustice,

| every

morning bringeth his justice to light, never failing : but an
unjust man knoweth no shame !

||
I cut off nations, their bat-

tlements are laid waste, their streets desolated without any
wayfarer,

j
their cities devastated without any people without

an inhabitant
; ||

I think " thou wilt nevertheless fear me wilt

receive correction,"
j
that her holy place be not cut off, entirely

as I appointed concerning her :
|
but only the more zealously

did they coiTupt all their deeds !

||

event which befel the southernmost na- meaning of D5?) in the ruins, and the

tions, which is further mentioned, Nah. owls mutter with their croaking ill-

iii. 8-12, they also must now feel their omened voices, as it were the hoarse

weakness before the punishing sword of words n~l2? nT~lS (as must be read in-

Yahve ! comp. iii. 10. The same, fur- gtead of nt~isl :p'erf. Ei/ph. ace. § 122

ther,Isa.xxxiv. 3-7.—But the discourse a): "he, or one, hath crushed (comp.

hastens, vr. 13-15, to Nineveh, which ver. 11), destroyed, literallj laid bare,"

had then already suffered its first siege is manifestly more original and forcible

and was threatened with the second; here than " Isa." xiii. 21, 22; xxxiv.

since the sense also does not favour the 13-17. The word V"1p cannot, ace. §
foi-ms I3|'_T and "raS"*"), it is probably 286/, signify voice in this place, but

better to read tO^T and 'S";], so that must correspond pretty much to y\av^
the description of the future and of the and our owl, perhaps also to the Ethio-

purpose commences only with the fol- pic Tcwa' ; and ^^Jl appears = 21 3?.

lowing Cti7''1, just as with •linritZ^^'l^ But every wayfarer also will sing over

ver. 11. The description, ver. 14, of her a lamentation, accompanied by hiss-

the manner in which all animals, wild ing and mockery, ver. 16 ; comp. Isa.

ones also, dwell in multitudes C^lJl is xxiii. 7; xlvii. 10.

both here and ver. 9 used with the rare

iii. 1-7. Thus, finally coming back that of reprimand, and amplifies fur-

again to Jerusalem, which appears to ther, in the sense of the sentence, ii. 1

,

be closed generally against all admoni- 2, the severe twofold sin that rests upon

tion, the language becomes more strictly her. This city of countless perversities,
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which, as it now is, has not even the convey) she ought to feel urged herself

heart to approach sincerely and trust- to repentance, in order that her sacred

fully her God, vv. 1-4, sees constantly it asylum, the temple (^37X3) may not be

is true within herself the living activity destroyed, in accordance with all the

of the divine righteousness, as it comes earlier oracles that were delivered re-

afresh to light with every new day, garding the safe refuge of the temple

namely, as it makes itself ceaselessly in Ssion, e- g. Isa. xxix. 1-9 ; but only

felt through the prophets and reveals so much the more zealously (CDtt^n)

itself without ever being found to fail, have they corrupted their deeds, acted

and might ^thereby alone be drawn with intentional corruption 1 In the

powerfully enough to take her own part sentence n^73? Tnp2 "12?S vD
in it, if the ancient truth did not here the discourse refers for the sake of

apply, that whoever is once given to brevity to the many older oracles that

injustice knows no further any shame, lauded the temple as a secure asylum ;

Ter. 5 ; but, in addition to this, she 1tI7M = as inasmuch as the entire con-

also sees beyond her own territory in struction "lli^S bD is put briefly in the

the movements of the nations the most accusative of measure, see § 333 a.

tremendous examples of destruction and The perff. ver. 6, refer to the actual

divine chastisement, by which surely state at that time of the distant lands of

(not entirely to miss the meaning they Asia and Africa.

3. The Promise. «

Ch. III. 8-20.

If the admonition in the case of the multitude generally

thus fails of its end, what remains for the faithful few who are

indicated ii. 3 ?—At present nothing but hope and endurance

until the great day of victory, the turn of all human things for

the better ! In the certainty that the truth of Yahve within

and beyond the ancient community will one day completely

triumph, let Ssion rejoice and courageously meet all the

troubles that await her !—The four symmetrical strophes

which are naturally called for by this subject-matter are as

follows :

—

-1.

Therefore wait for me, saith Yahve, for the day when I arise

to the attack !
|
for my prerogative is to collect the nations—that

I may assemble the kingdoms to pour upon them my punish-

ment— all the heat of mine anger;
]
yea in the fire of my

jealousy will the whole earth be devoured !
||
For then will I

turn unto the nations a pure tongue,
|
that all may call on

10 Yahve's name, may serve him with one shoulder
; |]

from along-
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15

side the streams of Kush will men convey my perfumes,
|
tlie

daughter Put my gifts.

2.

On that day thou wilt not be ashamed for all thy deeds
which thou hast transgressed against me,

[
for then will I

remove from thy midst thy proudly exulting ones, and thou
shalt no more be insolent upon my holy mount

; (|
and I leave

behind in thy midst a humble and meek nation,
|
who trust in

Yahve's name ! ||
The saved ones of Israel will not do injustice

nor speak lies,
|
nor will there be found in their mouth a

tongue of deceit,
|
but they feed and lie down, no one making

them afraid !
||

3.

Shout daughter of Ssion, exult Israel ! [ rejoice and be glad
with the whole heart daughter of Jerusalem ! || Yahve hath re-

moved thy punishments, turned out thine enemy
; |

as Israel's

1. Vv. 8-10. Wait in calm hope

for the great day of Yahvc, which is

not merely the general day of judg-

ment and punishment, as is further ex-

plained ch. i, comp. especially i. 18

with iii. 8, but which brings with it also

by the great victory over all resistance,

the true commencement of Messianic

prosperity ; as if it were included in

the plan, or looking still deeper, in the

right (t^Spp) of the divine righteous-

ness to unite all opposing elements as

for a great battle, in order that He
arising as combatant may then obtain

a more general victory, and the time

may arrive when a pure language, ac-

companied with pure feeling and pure

thoughts, again prevails amongst all

nations, the language of the purely

spiritual service of Yahve, and when

2. Vv. 11, 12. And as among
heathen nations, so especially in the

totally transformed Jerusalem will this

high prosperity be evident, so that if

now it must blush before Yahv6 on

account of its unfaithfulness and

haughtiness, as was said, ver. 5, then it

the most distant nations of the South,

ver, 10, as of the North, ver. 8, flock

with homage to the true God. TV,
ver. 8, properly an advance, attack,

lattle, then as a consequence booty,

Gen. xlix. 27, which however is not the
meaning here. With one slwulder,

ver. 9, one yoke (Isa. ix. 3; x. 27),
service. According to the very clear

structure of the members of ver. 10
there correspond ')inV and "^Dn^Q
Ez. viii. 11, -arXi from Isa. ch. xviii.,

and ''iJID nn, where therefore ''SJ'JS

must have arisen by an ancient copyist's

error from IDID, Nah. iii. 9, like daugh-
ter of Tarshish, Isa. xxiii. 10. The
accents follow the false reading and ex-
planation. It may also be better to

read "»nn3a

will no more be cast down and helpless

through the memory thereof. The
words mwri '^VbV with quit« another
and more definite reference here than in

Isa. xiii. 3. In other respects Isa. xi.

9 is in the prophet's mind.
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king is Yalive in thy midst, thou seest no more any evil ! ||
—

On that day will Jerusalem be called ; Fear not,
|
Ssion Have

not slack hands !
\\
Yahve thy God in thy midst will help as a

hero,
I

will rejoice over thee with joy, grow young again iu his

love, exult over thee with shouting. 11

20

Sorrowful for the feast which I broke off are certain of

thee,
I

thou land over which reproach is raised :
||
but behold

I do thus with all thy tormentors at that time
|
that I help the

lame and gather the scattered, and make them a praise and

fame whose shame is in all the earth ! || At that time will I

settle you, and in that time it is that I gather you
; |

yea I

make you a fame and praise among all nations of the earth,

when I turn your fortunes before your eyes ! saith Yahve.

3. Vv. 14-17. Therefore rejoice

rather (after " Zech." ix. 9) ! if judg-

ments, conqiiest by enemies, and suf-

ferings of that kind impend, then they

are all cancelled in that happy time at

which the glance of the prophet above

tarries ;—so that then instead of the

old names which are inadequate for

the new and more exalted condition,

Jerusalem and Ssion will receive new

names, with the sense of " Fear not
!"

4. Vv. 18-20. It is true, to gather

up finally all that has been said, many

of thy children have been in deep

trouble in that time to which the ima-

gination here rises, on account of the

feasts which have been broken off by

the exile. O thou city, object of gene-

ral scorn in the exile, a scorn which

now begins (on DSti^Si see § 160 e)

amidst the movements of the nations :

but what avail all heathen who torment

thee against the resolve of Yahve ? on

the contrary, on that day of the great

turn of fortunes just named, Yahve

will gather his flock now scattered in

the exile (from Mic. iv. 6) and make

them who had previously served only to

provoke contempt through the whole

earth, so much the greater and more

and "Be courageous!" just as in the

case of renewed love the husband

rejoices over his reconciled wife, so will

He, the redeemer, rejoice over his I

Instead of E?'^"in^, the meaning of

which is here quite foreign, the LXX
still preserved the reading 127^'in'', the

Hiph. of which must then be taken as

an inchoative, § 122 e. All this is re-

echoed in very various ways, " Isa."

xl.-lxvi.

glorious, ver. 19. In that time, not

earlier it is true, but certainly in that

time, when such divine miracles are

wrought before the eyes of Israel, as

e.g., especially the deliverance of Israel

in all the various countries whither it is

scattered, this prosperity will come, as

is expressly said two or three times

again, ver. 20. S'^^H to cause any

one to have an entrance, a house of his

own. The words cnti:?^ V"isn bsn,
ver. 19, form only the explanatory rela-

tive sentence to the foregoing D" in

TlX3tt71, ace. § 332 a, just as^ Ps.

xlix. 12; it is not necessary therefore

to take the words ace. § 290 d, as

meaning in the whole land of their

shame.
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3. HABAQQUQ.

1 . At the time of the prophecy of Habaqquq, the prophecy

of Ssephanya concerning an attack upon Jerusalem by bar-

barous northern nations has been completely fulfilled: the

Chaldeans are in the holy land cruelly trampling down every-

thing with irresistible force and allowing their own injustice

alone to pass as justice. It is without doubt remarkable how
suddenly the Chaldeans appear as a conquering nation. Hero-

dotus knows nothing of Chaldeans^ who become great con-

querors about this time : he mentions only the Scythians. It

is again remarkable that the era of Nabopolassar, i.e., the

commencement of the great Chaldean rule in Babylon is placed

precisely in this time, when according to Herodotus the

Scythians were very powerful in Western Asia, 625 B.C. This

seems to point to a close connection : Scythians as well as

Chaldeans are names of northern people who made their way

southwards in search of spoil, and perhaps the remnants of the

Scythians were absorbed into the new Babylonian rule, inas-

much as the Babylonians increased their own strength by the

reception and training of these warlike children of nature, and

these theirs by the arts and sciences of the Babylonians (comp.

ttAjju Trig jSajSuAwfirjc /Jioipr}g, Herod, i. 106). If we attend

to Habaqquq's graphic description, we find that the appearance

of the Chaldeans as great conquerors was at that time an

entirely new phenomenon in Yuda, i. 5, 6, since the Scythians,

if they showed themselves there earlier, had certainly only

hazarded transient inroads into the hill country. The Chal-

deans, on the other hand, according to Habaqquq, preserved

the most wonderful natural vigour unweakened, just as might

be expected from Scythians and other aggressive sons of

nature, i. 6-11, and possessed also arts and sciences which are

not found amongst such nations and which were partly of very
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ancient origin in Babylon, as the art of conducting a siege, in

wliich they manifestly surpassed the Hebrews, i. 10, elaborate

architecture and great love of grand buildings, ii. 9-15, Herod,

i. 184, 185. Thus the description of Habaqquq seems to

confirm the above supposition.

2. In the time between Ssephanya and Habaqquq that

great change, which all earlier prophets and finally Ssephanya

had so eagerly desired, had also taken place, the reform of the

internal condition of the state, the purification of the ancient

religion and the interdiction of heathenism, 2 Kings xxii., xxiii.

And how great a change that really was may be gathered from

the entire tone of Habaqquq's prophecy, a prophecy which

though it deals with the most varied subjects still never speaks

of the continuance of the ancient transgressions of the king-

dom, but rather presupposes the actual accomplishment of

reform, an endeavour after a purer state of things in the

kingdom. The impression which the whole book produces

is that at that time there existed in the kingdom of Yuda

no such ground for complaint and its consequent threat

of Divine anger as had abundantly existed in the previous cen-

turies ;
justice and law appeared once more to flourish in the

life of the kingdom, in the endeavours of the nation, and there

appeared to be no more any trace of idolatry, i. 2-4, 12-17, the

inner life of the people appeared to be wickedly interrupted

by the Chaldean just as it was about to put forth noble fruit,

i. 4. One might be tempted by the rare picture of such

internal purification and revival to suppose that Habaqquq

wrote during the life of the pious king Yosia : but since the

first inroad of the Chaldeans of which we have certain know-

ledge, 2 Kings xxiv. 1, was not before the reign of the king

Yoyaqim, we are obliged to accept this latter period, but may on

no account descend below it, inasmuch as nothing is more evident

from the book than that the conquest of the Chaldeans was at

the time quite a recent phenomenon. Though at that time

various perversities prevailed in the internal affairs of Yuda
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itself, as we know was the case from other sources, they

appeared for the moment in the mind of our prophet to be quite

thrown into the background in comparison with the wholly

new phenomenon and terrible rule of the Chaldeans.

3. The conjunction of these two facts, which were so abso-

lutely contradictory according to the feelings of the ancient

Hebrews, on the one hand, innocence within the kingdom,

and, on the other, oppression without, was therefore the great

enigma of the age, which pressed upon no one more heavily

than upon our prophet. For the solution prepared by previous

prophets here fell short : that the present suffering was in-

tended to serve only as a chastisement of prevailing perver-

sities, inasmuch as the people and the state were not untrue on

the whole to the new reform, could not in this case supply a

sufl&cient motive for the Divine action, enabling the prophetic

anticipation to make it a starting point ; a wholly new truth

must be revealed to meet this case, or at least a truth which

might have been spoken at some earlier date must be pre-

sented with a significance and power that had hitherto been

unknown.—In addition to this was the fact that the existinsr

suffering was not of the kind that enabled a prophet to pro-

phesy its speedy end : for the Chaldean rule, with all the seve-

rity with which it weighed upon Yuda, was at that time in its

commencement and progress, not having reached its height

even. True, it is a sign of genuine prophetic clearness and

power, that the prophet already prophesies to this but newly

rising star its hour and goal, and anticipates with certainty its

final fall, i. 11 ; ii. 5-19 ; but with regard to the present no

salvation appears to his clear vision, and with regard to the

future his prophetic eye peering into the distance can discern

nothing but a possible increase of these calamities, as really

the result proved to be the case.

There therefore remained precisely for the keenest prophetic

glance and its most agonizing inquiry no other consoling pros-

pect than faithfulness in the midst of the continued trial
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"wliich was still before it, or the great utterance, " The just will

live by his faithfulness," ii. 4. Every thing gave way and all

human stays failed, Jerusalem had been taken and there was

no prospect of its deliverance : yet precisely at the moment

when all human consolation proved valueless, the spiritual

energy of faithfulness must approve itself all the more power-

fully and purely as the one means of future salvation. And
that period was the first in which absolutely simple and pure

hope thus revealed itself in its necessity in the midst of Jeru-

salem, and was described by a prophet in brief, grand outline

as the divine key to the future.

But it may easily be believed that Habaqquq in the midst of

the confusions of that strange time was not at once overtaken

by the clear picture of this pure hope : at first he might well

join in the nation's lamentation and wrestle for a solution of

the great and new enigma of the time. And even then, when

he had descried the truth as from heaven and desired to pro-

claim it to the world, he might know how much trouble it

would give the majority of his contemporaries to hold it fast

by faith, inasmuch as precisely for the present it supplied no

hopes but only confirmed the fear of still heavier calamities,

whilst at the same time it seemed to him of highest importance

that the entire community should obtain the true faith by

entering into the prophetic thought, in order that with regard

to the future they might neither give way to hopeless complaint

nor indulge in false expectations. Accordingly the prophet

makes use of an uncommon form of literary art in the presen-

tation of his subject, for the purpose of more powerfully influ-

encing those feelings which prevailed in the minds of the

people at the time, and of reducing all that was dark and

troubled in their conceptions into a new divine transparency.

He had no wish, or perhaps was unable, to labour by word of

mouth after the manner of the older prophets : with all the

greater energy, therefore, he availed himself of the pen, and

the prophetic literature had at that time been very highly deve-
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loped, had been already enriched by the use of other forms of

poetic art, and was still endeavouring to attain its ends by

hitherto untried methods. It appears now again in a more

artistic form than in the prophet dealt with Vol. II., 322 sq.

;

in fact, it here attempts the utmost that it could well perform

in respect of originality of form and illustration. It is in this

case as in the former a simple scenic and declamatory piece (a

drama), divided into three parts, which the prophet constructs

around that new fundamental thought, by which light is to be

thrown upon the darkness and peace into the contending

thoughts of the time.

What intense effort does it need to rise from the confusion

and despair of the present even to the pure divine fundamental

thought which may preserve the godly man therefrom, and

again to rise to the true anticipations regarding the further

development of the future which are connected with that

thought ! When all despair some one must be the first to

rise to that height : but when one man has thus risen and

there yet remains for the immediate future no great speedy

dehverance but rather only an increase of the heavy calamities,

how needful for him further is then the retrospect of all the

brighter past of the community of the true religion, how needful

a new realization of aU its eternal hopes, yea, of a fresh devo-

tion of the inmost soul to this religion, in order to find the

desired assurance and repose ! The prophet shares all three

situations, and is able himself most profoundly to understand

them ; he is at first only an individual member of the nation,

suffering and complaining in and with it, even as a prophet,

who must take a wider survey in the midst of the confused

movements of the nations and the agitations of the time, he is

thrilled by all the human emotions of just yearning and lamen-

tation. But as a prophet he must not let this satisfy him,

there is no one else whom the power of complaint must impel

so much as him to seek the needed light by raising his soul to

God ; and if even this light should fail to give him human
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consolation, he is still a member of the great community, and

may find assurance in the thought of its continuance and the

eternal faith and hope which had long ago been revealed. The

voices which must be heard in those three successive situations

of his spiritual life, the prophet brings before us with great

vividness and truth: and if the whole work as he here produces

it might be really performed as a drama, which perhaps was

prevented only on account of the Chaldean possession of

Jerusalem at the time, at all events the third of these pieces,

ch. iii., is so arranged that it could be performed in the

Temple itself in some such way as Pss. xx., xxi., Ixxxv. If

Habaqquq was himself a priest, as is probable, there is the

greater probability that the piece, ch. iii., was actually per-

formed in public*

Great as Habaqquq is in thought, he is no less so in language

and literary skill ; he is the last prophet belonging to the age

preceding the destruction of Jerusalem who is master of a

beautiful style, of powerful description, and an artistic power

that enlivens and orders everything with charming effect. We
are still able to admire in him the genuine type and full beauty

of ancient Hebrew prophecy ; he is its last pure light, and

although he already reproduces much from older books, he

still maintains complete independence.

1.

1. The High-Oracle which Habaqquq the Prophet announced.

1. The Agonising Comjjlaint ; the Prcyphet on his own

account. Ch. i.

The complaint, the human sorrow and the enquiry that bor-

ders on despair, how long the Righteous One can behold such

* Compai-e the remarks that have been often repeated from the first edition,

History of Israel, IV. 260 (III. 787 sq.) ; Jahrhb. der Bibl. Wiss. XI. p. 30 ; espe-

cially J}ichter dcs Alien Bimdes I. a p. 83 sq. 2nd ed.
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injustice ? are here predominant. It is true, precisely because

the man who complains is also a prophet, a higher endeavour,

a freer survey soon irresistibly breaks through the mournful

language ; as if it were wrong merely to complain, the prophet

feels impelled as by a higher influence for a moment to take a

freer glance into the wide history of the nations, and just then

the higher voice proclaims to him, that this new, extraordinary

phenomenon must have its cause in Yahve, that therefore no

other than Yahve has raised up the Chaldean, endowed him

with his marvellous strength, and has therefore also, as is

already indicated at least distantly, put a limit to his totally

degenerate, bx'utal force, vv. 5-11. But the complaint is still

too overwhelming for this first upward effort of a higher line

of thought thus early entirely to restrain ; therefore together

with the acknowledgment of the divine power that controls the

Chaldean and precisely with a glance at eternal righteousness,

the complaint concerning the ceaseless injustice of the Chal-

dean, which appears to be undisturbed, returns again, vv. 1 2-17,

so that the whole piece, notwithstanding the two interchanging

voices, does not lose the appearance of censure or arraignment

of divine justice (^HDIiH^ ii. 1).—The strophe has here properly

six verses : but the first is only the half of a strophe, and to

the second a brief word of transition and rapid conclusion is

appended, ver. 11.

1.

2 How long Yahve do I call and thou hcarest not,
|
comi:)laiu

unto thee of wrong and thou dost not help? || whei*efore

causest thou me to see evil and behold sin, is violence and

wi'ong before me,
|
and contention comcth and strife ariseih ?

||

Therefore law is benumbed, and justice comcth not forth

according to truth :
|
because the wicked surroundeth the just,

therefore perverted judgment comcth forth.
||

1. Vv. 2-4. tD"^^n, ver. 3, must kingdom is always this, that endless

according to the context be a new Hiph. conflict arises among the citizens who

from the Hiph., which is also gramma- had till then lived in peace, inasmuch

tically possible, ace. § 122 c}.—The result as many are base enough to flatter the

of an unrighteous power arising in a new power and pursue tlicir own objects,

3 3
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10

Look ye among the nations and behold, amaze yourselves be

ye amazed!
|
for a deed doetb lie in your days wbich ye

believe not when narrated. ||

—"For behold I raise up the

Chaldeans, the rough and the restless nation,
|
which goeth

through the breadth of the earth, to possess dwellings which

are not his ; || frightful and terrible is it,
]
from himself his

justice and his majesty goeth forth
; || and swifter than leopards

are his horses, and fiercer than evening wolves his chargers

leap,
I

and his horsemen go far away, fly as an eagle hasteth to

goro-iag ; ||
each cometh to do wrong, the endeavour of their

faces is towards assault,
|
so that he collecteth prisoners like

the dust ; || and at kings he mocketh, and princes are to him

a laughing-stock, 1
and he laugheth at every stronghold, and

throweth up dust and taketh it." 1| —But he exceeded in daring

and transgressed and—becometh guilty :
]
this his strength be-

cometh his God ! ||

and that law is looked upon coldly, un-

concernedly, and no true sentence, such

as justice demands, is delivered. Un-

fortunately we have no information with

regard to the particular facts here al-

2. Vv. 5-11. Ver. 5, after Y661 i.

2, 3, however it is not Yahv6 speaking

immediately in ver. 5, but the prophet

first calls attention to him who begins

to speak ver. 6 : the entire Oracle, w.

6-10, sounds exactly like the matter of

an older Oracle here only re-echoed.

Why dost thou complain and lament in

this way ? only look around you in the

great history of the nations : whatever

unheard of thing may now take place,

there nevertheless happens only what

necessarily followed from the divine will

and oracle. The unl>roken physical

energy of a nation that has not been

weakened by luxury is, it is true, some-

thing marvellous and divine ;
and if it

becomes the conqueror of vast countries

belonging to nations that are more or

less reduced to effeminacy, there is in

this fact an indication of a divine con-

trol of history which ought not to be

luded to. n^D is clearly the antithesis

to vp37/2 ; surroutided as a lion with

its claws, after a figure used in a lyric

also belonging to the seventh century,

Ps. X. 8-10.

overlooked. Equally unique with the

phenomenon itself is here its description

from the mouth of Him who not acci-

dentally pix)duced it ; there is observ-

able in it, as in the most animated

picture, the overwhelming, resistless,

marvellous energy of this new nation.

Two characteristics of it especially are

wonderful: (1) of a more physical na-

tiu'C, the tremendous rapidity with

which it passes through the most dis-

tant and immense countries upon its

horses, just as Ave should expect from

the Scythians. (2) Of a more moral

nature, the fierce, resistless, defiant reli-

ance upon its OMTi strength and majesty,

receiving from no other nation justice

or honour, but confirming all that it

does, however hard and proud it may

be, with the seal of its owti justice and

its own majesty, conquering, plunder-

ing countries, making numberless cap-
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Art thou not from everlasting Yahve ray God ? my Holy One

tliou wilt not die!
]
Yalive! for judgment hast thou made liim, and

Rock ! for punishment appointed him !
i|
Thou of too pure eyes

to behold iniquity, and to look at evil art not able :
|
wherefore

lookest thou upon the treacherous, boldest thy peace when the

unjust devoureth the just, j| and makest men as fish of the

15 sea,
[
as the worm that hath no ruler? || Every one he taketh

with the hook, draweth him into his net and gatbereth him

into his dredge
; |

therefore is he merry and glad ! ||
therefore

sacriiiceth he to his net and burnetii incense to his dredge,
|
be-

cause by them is fat his portion, and his food rich. || What ?

shall he therefore empty his net, | and continually to slay

nations feel no scruple ? ||

tives, storming fortresses, despising

kings and nations. Tliis twofold pecu-

liarity of the nation is described first

more briefly vv. 6, 7, then more at

length and in detail yv. 8-10. It is

clear, ver. 8, that the first Vti?nD must

answer in meaning to VOID, there-

fore lin and 1^731 (Mai. iii. 20) must

be taken together in meaning, Zeph. iii.

3 ; Job ix. 26. TtT^^lp bears the

poetic meaning of " towards storm,"

i.e., towards mischief, barbarity, and

conquest, as jdainly appears from the

context, and as in Hos. xii. 2. n7D,
ver. 9 as ver. 15, only that here it sig-

nifies every Chaklean.—But the God

who gives him this marvellous strength

also knows his limits and foresees that

as no rude force of nature is likely to

restrain itself within due bounds, his

success will prove dangerous to himself;

which is briefly said as a significant

closing vaticination, a hint w'hich ought

not to be overlooked, though this is not

the place to pursue it (comp. ch. ii.)
;

3. Vv. 12-17. The commencement,

ver. 12, contains a believing, ready ac-

ceptance of the hint just given, ver. II:

yes, thou Immortal One remainest to

and the whole force of the utterance

lies in the emphatic final words : this

his strength hecometh his God, his

strength which he owed to another he

begins to idolize, proudly confounding

eflfect and cause, and falling away from

the true God in his prosperity (comp.

ver. 16: Job xii. 6): it is exactly tliis

that constitutes the real guilt, the evil

germ which must necessarily go on to

consume inwardly his prosperity. Be-

cause this has partly begun and is still

more in prospect, the description

changes from the past rjvn •'vml

~I33?'T into the future Dti^WT f]bn,

to press after, to swell, exceed, nearly

the same as "1337. Jer. v. 28 ; pm is

its accusative, § 281 6. It is a known
usa;;e of the Scythians, Bulgarians,

and similar northern nations, that they

in particular really worshijiped their

swords, spears, etc., Herod, iv. 62,

comp. Oifried Miiller't) Orchomenos, ]).

196 ; Tlieodor Waltz's Die Indianer

Nordamerikas {heip/Ag, 1S65), p. 127.

me, remainest my God ; without doidit

thou liast not placed tlie Chaldean above

thyself and above thy judgment, but hast

raised him up to judge him. But limv

3 *
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is this ccnsistent with thy perfect righ-

teousness, that thou sufferest him still

to go on unpunished in his work of de-

strojdng men like animals having no

rights or owners ? w. 13, 14. How

revolting it is to see how he still loudly

rejoices to be able to take men captive

like uncared-for fish (ver. 9 c), yea,

idolizes his sword, the instrument of his

successfnl lawlessness and force ! vv.

15, 16. Shall he because he so com-

pletely despises all divine things and

rights be successful to the end, empty

his net, in which he keeps men captive,

for the purpose of slaying his captives

like fish? Ps. X. 9, 10. Ver. 12,

ISCirXib and n"^3inb, according to

the sense of the passage, refer as plainly

to the Chaldean himself, as man
must be read instead of mjo^ ,

con-

trary to the Massora and LXX ;
in d

-lllj answers to nM2n K^. The

phrase which might appear objection-

able to a good many ancient readers,

really expresses only our idea of immor-

tality ; but we shall not die or m?23

sbl, LXX, that we die not, is a

thought which is quite foreign to the

passage.

2. The Divine Ansiver : the Prophet with Ood, CH. ii.

Out of such despair the prophet must by force arouse him-

self, climb to the prophetic watch-tower, in order that he may

look simply to heaven and thence receive the pure Divine

voice in the midst of these dark problems (Ps. Ixxxv. 9 ; Isa.

xxi. 6-9). This was the feeling of the prophet; and not in

vain was his waiting for light from heaven : he heard a great

word from Yahve, a brief but significant and weighty oracle

concerning the future, which he is commanded to place when

plainly written in a public place for a witness in the future and

for the instruction of all, since its import and design will not

be immediately fulfilled (Isa. viii. 1, 16; xxx. 8). If we con-

sider more particularly the meaning of this short oracle, ver. 4,

we find that it expresses strongly the actual insolence and dis-

honesty of the Chaldean, and therefore does not at once reject

the previous complaint, permitting the conclusion and hope

that the Ohaldean will possibly be punished in the future, but,

at the same time, it promises this punishment as one that will

not come soon, on the contrary, it points the righteous man to

faithfulness as the means by which he will live, not perish.
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With this introduction, which expresses all the highest truths

in brief decisive terms, a new wide field is opened for prophetic

consideration : and the prophet is at the moment too absorbed

on his divine elevation to suffer his spirit immediately to stoop

to the purely human feelings with which he had originally

commenced. Accordingly his spirit lingers at first over the con-

sideration of the first half of this solemn dual oracle, over the

diviue explanation of the insolence of the Chaldean, who

though he is not named is plainly intended : he proceeds

to consider the punishment which is the eternal consequence

of all insolence and pride, ver. 5 ; and soon it seems to him, as

he still stands upon his divine elevation, as if he heard coming

up to him from the distance the voice of all the nations that

had been subjugated by the Chaldeans, how they in rivalry

with each other sing the most solemn didactic and satirical

song concerning the necessary overthrow of the Unjust man in

the hearing of him who must by his manifold injustice prepare

his own grave, vv. 6-19. That forms a long competitive song

which grows in length : how many nations can, and one day

will, without hindrance, raise those voices which the prophet

now hears by anticipation, and how certain is the overthrow of

the Chaldean in the distant future ! But while this distant

song in five strophes tends to grow indefinitely, the whole is

suddenly contracted into one highest moment : He intends to

appear for whose full presence everything is waiting, around

whose glory the prophet with the entire community must

assemble, and this second stage of the prophet's whole endeavour

and labour is resolved into the still higher one, ver, 20.

ii.

1. " Upon my watch will I step, set myself upon the citadel,
|

and look out to see what he may speak with me, and what I

may reply to my censure !"
||
And Yahve answered me and

said : write the vision and engrave it upon the tablets,
]
that

men may read it easily
; ||

for yet is the vision for the time,

nevertheless it shall hasten to an end and not lie
; j though it
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t.irry wait for it, for it doth come, stayetli not away.
||
Behold

2>>rff'ed up, dishonest is his inmost soul :
\
but the just hy his

faithfulness will live !
\\
—And in fact

Yea wine is a deceiver :

the hero that is inflated, he flndeth no home.

Who set wide as hell his greed, and is as death insatiable,

and thus gathered unto him all the nations, and drew unto

him all the peoples :
1|
will not all these take up concerning

him a proverb, and serious taunt as a i-iddle concerning him,

I

and say :

Ver. 1. He will look out regarding two

things : (1) what God may speak with

him, the oracle itself ; but this pure

divine word must necessarily be conso-

latory at the same time (2) in its appli-

cation, something that God says in reply

to the censure or complaint against him-

self uttered in Ch. i. It is probably

better to read Yl^JQ instead of "I'l^JD-

This wag both his thought and his

action : and, ace. tv. 2-4, not in vain.

—

Ver. 2: upon the tablets, upon the public

ones, which were put up in the market-

place, on which public announcements

were engraved in large popular charac-

ters, in order that he may run past that

reads it, that everyone may read it

readily. Similarly Isa. viii. 1 ; xxx. 8.

The reason for this, ver. 3: the vision is

still for the time, therefore not yet for

the Immediate present, but to unfold

itself in the course of time until a term

which Yahv6 alone knows ; comp. the

later repetition Dan. xi. 27, 3.5, (viii. 19)

and explanation x. 14; viii. 26; Ez. xii.

27 : yet it shall jpant or hasten to the

end, to fulfilment, so that if it is not

fulfilled immediately, it may be con-

fidently expected. In the first half of

the great oracle, ver. 4, the Chaldean is

not mentioned by name, for we have

here the style of concise inscriptions and

monuments, but he is intended and may

be easily recognized ;
*13 1^703' as Job

iv. 21 ; the just man is plain from i. 4)

13. Thus the entire oracle with its two

halves presents the two great truths

which at that time comprised everything;

and with inimitable brevity and decision

neither more nor less is said than the

exact case demanded : no premature

hope is excited, but by silence regard-

ing it, the outlook is opened upon an

increase of the sufferings in the imme-

diate future, while the true and final

hope is not cut off.

With this the oracle is really closed :

but the prophetic impulse, having once

been so powerfully aroused, cannot im-

mediately abandon its higher position

and accordingly at least a further pro-

phetic consideration and expectation is

subjoined concerning the first half of

the oracle, proceeding from the nature

of the drunkenness, the insolent pride.

Wine, drunkenness, is a dangerous com-

panion, it appears so amiable and yet

deceives the man who indulges it, in

that it at last renders him senseless and

helpless and gives him over to general

mockery, Prov. xx. 1 ; xxiii. 29-35.

Thus is it in this case of the Chaldean:

his drunkenness and pride, in which he

like hell swallows all the nations that

he can lay his hands upon, will not

bring to him profit, as he imagines it

will, but will some day cause all oppressed

nations bitterly to mock at him and his

follies, which bring with them their own

punishment, and to give vent to their

pent up indignation in songs, which

though generally in the form of jproverbs
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1.

he that heapeth up what is not his—till when ? and

burdcueth himself with heavy debts :
||
will not suddenly thy

creditors rise up, and thy tormentors awake,
|
that thou wilt

be for booty to them ?
||
Because thou hast stripped many

nations, all the remaining nations will strip thee
1
—on

account of the murder of men and of the wrong of the earth,

of the city and of all dwelling therein !
||

10 he that seeketh an evil gain for his house,
]
to set his

nest on high, to deliver himself from the hand of ruin :
||

thou hast counselled shame to thine house,
| —cutting off

many nations and hurting thyself !
||
For the stone from the

wall will complain,
|
and the beam from the wood answer

it: II

and without names, yet like easily guessed

riddles overflow with unmistakable irony

against the Chaldean, Prov. i. 6. TTf^
as Prov. xxi. 24 ; m3 is not=nS3
beautiful, seemly, which would not be

suitable here. Thus arises,'as it were in

a concert of the nations, as if sounding

from the distant future, the satirical

song upon the various follies of the

1, Covetousness and rapacity : but

unjustly obtained property never be-

comes true, peaceful possession, but re-

mains a mere weight of debt, whose

2. The passion of caring only for his

own house and family by force and cun-

ning, a passion to which young reigning

families are often prone. But in vain

does a man thus seek to secure himself

against the possible dangers of the future,

to build his nest very high upon an

impregnable forti-ess : while with this

object in view the measure is adopted

of cutting off many nations to build the

tyrant who is just being brought pre-

cisely by them to his ruin (comp. Isa.

xiv. 4 sq.); and there arise five strophes

of three verses each, very similar in plan

and structure. Each of them mentions

one of the false endeavours of the

tyrant .and shows its innate folly and

the punishment involved in it.

creditors (the rightful owners) will very

soon rise up to demand by force the re-

storation of their wealth 1 Isa. xxxiii.

1 ; on iD'^lony, see § 157 a.

fortress with their blood and property,

the man's own soul is wronged (Prov.

XX. 2), he himself is destroyed; what an
ignominious plan therefore, to destroy

many nations (m27p inf.) whilst he

loses himself (Staini circumstantial

clause) !* For the revenge must follow,

demanded by the stones and beams of a
fortress built for such a purpose, v. 11;

Luke xix. 40.

* On this clause see the Author's Grammars §§ 306, 341 ; and Driver's Hehrciu

Tenses, §§ 156-169.— Tr.
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O he that buildeth the city with blood,
|
and foundeth the

state with wrong :
||
surely behold it is established with Yahve

of Hosts,
I

that the nations shall weary themselves for the

fire, and the peoples labour for vanity !
||
For the earth will

be filled to know Yahve's glory,
|
as the waters cover the

sea.
II

4.

16 O he that giveth his neighbour to di'ink
|
pouring out for

him. thy poison (and also maketh him drunk),
|
in order to

look upon his nakedness :
||
thou feastedst rather on shame

than honour : drink thou also and show the foreskin !
j
let

the cup of the right hand of Yahve be turned against thee,

and utter disgrace upon thy dignity !
||
For Lebanon's severity

will cover thee, the devastation of the beasts terrify thee
|

—on account of the murder of men and of the wrong of the

earth, of the city and of all dwelling therein !
||

3. The passion for building generally,

•which was a characteristic feature of

the Babylonians, Herod, i. 184, 185.

Although thereby many a useful erec-

tion might result, that renown which

is sought by magnificent buildings is

in the case of this tyrant based upon

a false foundation, upon cruelty and

wrong towards those with whose sweat

and blood the buildings are ejected

4. The delight which in reality every

barbarous nation takes in the conquest

and destruction of more civilized nations.

That is as when a man rejoices to make

his neighbour drunk with poisoned wine,

that he may then feast his eyes upon his

helplessness and nakedness, Gen. ix. 21

sq. ; and as a fact the vanquished who

can neither help nor deliver himself, is

like a man who lies drunken upon the

ground, Nah. iii. 11 : but he who finds

his highest pleasure in such a spectacle

of shame, shall experience the same in

his own person, he that gives to another

(Mic. iii. 10), it cannot therefore con-

tinue, only for the fire, for devastation,

shall these nations who are used for

the buildings (ver. 10) have laboured
;

lasting splendour has that only that is

founded in Yahve, as, ace Isa. xi. 9,

the knowledge of the glory of yahv6

alone shall some day fill the earth in

inexhaustible floods.

the cup of such stupefaction and shame

shall himself drink it from Yahve's

hand, since his turn also (and as uncir-

cumcised his disgrace will be still

greater) will come to show himself in

his nakedness. But even Lebanon, whose

cedars and other ornaments he delighted

to destroy (comp. Isa. xxxvii. 24) cries

out, with its numerous animals hunted

from their repose, for revenge against

the violator of all rights 1 Instead of

^riTl"') which supplies no proper mean-

ing, t['(?'T'!' n^iist be read, with LXX;
on pbp'p see § 158 c.Ver. 15,-)2tt? >^S1
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the earth !

5.

What profited ever a graven-image that its former gi'aved

it, molten-image and teacher of lies,
|
that he who formeth

his own form trusteth thereupon, to make dumb idols ?
||
O

he that saith to wood "awake!" "move thyself !" to the

stone silent ! it shall teach ?
|
behold it is overlaid with gold

and silver, and no spirit at all within it !
||

But Yahve is in His holy palace :
\
be still before Him all

is, ace. § S.^il c, a continuation of npti?!3,

while in the middle of a sentence, which

really contains a direct address to a

5. Idolatry, which stultifies the Chal-

dean as all other heathen : what, ac-

cording to all experience, has a graven

or molten image, a lying teacher, i.e.

a dumb idol, from which oracles and

teaching are expected and which can

nevertheless give no true instruction,

how has that profited him who trusted

to it, i.e. to his own human image I how

therefore is that tyrant to be regarded

who expects instruction and help from

wood and stone, which he has himself

first had prepared and hung with orna-

ment !

But enough of idols and their wor-

shippers ! For in opposition to them the

true God just now makes himself mani-

person, the second person is introduced

with greater animation.

fest, his living presence becoming again

felt amongst us close at hand, near to ua

in his temple and waiting to reply to

our prayers : before Him therefore let

the whole earth keep silence and wor-

ship Him in silent prayer 1 Thus the

transition to the following prayer is

prepared for, and the final strophe has,

on account of this transition, a some-

what diiferent structure from the pre-

vious one, it being as it were suddenly

interrupted by vei'. 20.—The words be

silent before him, here and Sseph. i. 7,

were evidently a standing phrase in the

temple service, when the most solemn

act was about to commence.

3. The human Reflection : theProjohet in the Gommimity, ch. iii.

This piecGj in which the prophet appears with the whole con-

gregation in the temple, has again a character and complexion

of its own ; it is arranged as a psalm to be sung and played,

and has accordingly musical notes attached to it similar to those

which have been explained in the Dichter des Alten Buncles. But

as caused by the preceding portion of the book, it is again

closely connected with what has gone before in respect of
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subject-matter and circumstances. For it really reveals simply

those feelings which are powerfully aroused in the believing

mind by the great and decisive oracle^ ii. 4. The higher

voice is no longer heard : but the prophet is not now left to

himself, he is in that place to which he has been referred, in

the midst of the congregation gathered together for solemn

worship. With what feelings, therefore, does he now receive,

in and with the congregation, the granted prophecy ? How
does earth answer to heaven after the latter has stooped to

it? This must be shown now in the assembled community.

—And here it may well appear that feelings of a very different

nature are called up by the above oracle, ii. 4, precisely in as far

as it concerns Israel particularly. In the first place, fear of a

calamitous future : for the oracle has expressly not promised

amelioration and succour for the moment, on the contrary,

by its silence and its reference to faithfulness as the solitary

means of life, opened a prospect of the continuance, indeed

the increase, of the present calamities ; fear, in fact, horror,

is therefore the first feeling. But, on the other hand, the

profounder and pure hope was not completely cut off by the

oracle, faithfulness was called for and hope was encouraged;

and in aid of hope is further added the reminiscence of the

wonderful deliverances Yahve wrought in ancient times.

Hence the prayers and songs which are now heard in the

congregated community consist of the conflict and struggle

of these two entirely opposed feelings, until finally pure hope

triumphs. At first, ver. 2, the fear of the troubled heart of

the prophet is expressed in a short prayer, with the tone of an in-

tercession : but immediately, as if in entire independence of this,

the customary hymn of praise of the congregation chimes in,

vv. 3-15, proceeding as always from the memory of the ancient

deeds in the deliverance of the nation at the beginning and

the foundation of the community, but this time rising and

expatiating with peculiar warmth of recollection and thanks-

giving. We have pure and simple joy, an imperishable joy
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in tlie true God and eternal Lord of his community, such as

Ccumot be overcome by anything in the present, like a wholly

foreign note of perennial and swelling joy, sounding into that

time of deepest despair : and yet the necessary foundation-

note of the feehng of the community when in the presence of

God, the note that necessarily rises at every period of most

painful distress from the imperishable memory of the ancient

deliverance wrought by Yahve at the Red Sea ; there is here

an actual similarity, for as then the Egyptian in his wild

delight imagined that he had already annihilated poor Israel,

so now the Chaldean. Comp. Ps. Ixxvii., which is very similar.

The prophet hears that song : accordingly after this song has

ceased, it is true his fear again returns, vv. 16, 17, but it

is this time immediately overpowered by pure hope, which

alone remains in final possession, w. 18, 19.

The entire proceedings which here take the form of discourse

and song are, therefore, of a very agitated, dithyrambic

character, high hope being obtained only by great struggles

with fear : hence in the heading the piece is referred to this

peculiar style of music. But the longest portion, w. 3-15,

forms a hymn of itself in this style, after the manner of such

early historical lyrics as Judges v. Ex. xv., and with them quite

fresh in the memory; it is not till this hymn begins that the

language and complexion of the piece assumes the higher purely

poetic garb. It is also certain that it was at some time per-

formed in the congregation, probably often subsequently

repeated : the musical notes, vv. 1, 3, 9, 13, 19, betray another

hand than that of the prophet.—^With regard to the structure

of the five strophes of the chief hymn and of the other strophes^

comp. the remarks Dichier des Alien Bundes, I a, p. 299 sq.
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[Prayer, hij Ilahaqquq the Prophet; in dithi/ranihlcs.^*

(The prophet)
iii.

1 Yalive I lieai'd thj oracle, I was afraid !

Yalive—thy work in the course of the years revive,

in the course of the years make it known,

in rage remember mercy !
||

1.

(The congregation)

God Cometh from Tfeman, and the Holy One from the mount

of Paran, \_Sela'\

his majesty covered the heavens, and his fame filled the eai'th

;

and a splendour as of pure light ariseth, rays from his side,

and the covering of his glory is there

!

6 Before him goeth death's sting,

and death's flame followed his track.

I. Ver. 2. Thy oracle : tliat of ii. 4. it felt manifestly in the midst of the

And the first request is, therefore, that course of the years (comp. the very

he may not slacken his work, i.e., really similar idea, Ps. xc. 16), therefore in

never slacken the deliverance, the re- rajre, i.e., in calamity like the present, bo

demption of men, his salvation, and let much the more think of mercy.

it become dead, but revive and so make

II. 1. The hymn of praise, vv. 3-15, desert Phai-an, i.e., from the sacred

unfolds in five symmetrical strophes its pastures which under Moses also were

historical subject, the description of the the most sacred of Israel (comp. History

revelation that once took place at the of Israel, II. 189 sq, (II. 267 sq.)), he

Red Sea. The appearance of the mira- comes (Judges v. 4 ; Dent, xxxiii. 2),

culous assistance is as the perceptible his majesty and glory (H /'HH the

revelation of Yahve : and thus the first same as OW), immediately shines as he

strophe describes the first rise of the appears over the entire world, covers

light of that time, and forthwith pre- the heavens and fills the earth : there

sents with a graphic imagination an he stands now, ver. 4, shining in the

event of ancient times as if it were heavens like the brightest light, i.e.,

present, § 136 b. From Taeman in the sun (Job xxxi. 26), sending forth

Edom and from the mountain of the beams from his hand or side, and there

* In his Dichter des Alien Bundes I a, p. 229, the author says on the term ] VSti^ :

" This word denotes a wandering, devious, crooked, course, when thought, feeling

and tune rapidly change with the new strophe : and as a fact this more passionately

excited, rapidly changing, and, as it were, wandering style of music accords well

with the sense in the two cases where a lyric is thus denominated, Ps. vii. ; Ilab.

iii."—rr.
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2.

He stood and shook the earth, beheld and tossed the nations,

and the everlasting mountains fell to dust,

the ancient hills bowed, the ancient paths before him.

Under calamity saw I Kushan's tents

:

the curtains of the land of Midian tremble.

What, against rivers is Yahve wrath, . . . . ?

or against rivers is thine anger, or against the sea thy wrath,

that thou didst ride upon thy horses, thy chariots of salvation,

didst bare thy brow bare, sevenfold spear-charges of vic-

tory [Sela'\

rivers thou dividest to land ?

where the rays are seen to be shot forth

his majesty is present, yet not quite

naked and to be seen with the outward

eye, but in its covering, since precisely

the splendour of the light forms its

covering, Isa. iv. 5, 6 ; Ex. xl. 34

;

2. In such splendour making his

appearance from the north of Sinai, and

at the very first glance, which he casts

around him as it were to take cogni-

zance of them, shaking the earth and

the nations, he makes his way towards

the place where the divine help was

then most needed, therefore from the

high surroundings of Sinai, ver. 6 b,

on towards the north-west over the

plains where the tents of the Arabians

stand, ver. 7, unto the Red Sea, vv. 8, 9;

and everywhere everything bows before

him immediately with dismay! The
ancient mountains, over which such

countless numbers of men passed from

the earliest times without their ever

3. What new phenomenon by the sea?

If even mountains and nations must feel

that Yahve comes this time also as in

wrath in order to scatter irresistibly all

that is opposed to him, how much more

Num. ix. 15 ; at the same time, ver. 15,

unapproachable, like a sacred fire which

has angels of death around it to guard

it, and destroying everything impure

that comes too near it, comp. 1 Sam. v.,

2 Sam. vi. 7.

being in the least shaken thereby, fell

into dust forthwith and sank liefore him,

as fi-om fear and in homage (Iliad xiv.

285)! The tents of the Arabian na-

tions between Sinai and the Eed Sea
might be seen to tremble as if overtaken

by some great calamity, since neither

are they pure before the Holiest. How-
ever, the end of the strophe has not

been preserved in its full extent. The
nation ]t27*)D, which can neither in point

of language nor according to the context

be intended for W)D, Ethiopia, must
be a small nation on a par with Midian
therefore probably the same as ]lt?p'^

which is placed beside Midian, (Jen.

XXV. 2, 3.

must that be apparent in the case of tlie

sea, which refuses to make a passage for

his people Israel and to ovei-come whose
resistance is the immediate object of
the divine march ! An entirely new
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4.

10 Mountains saw thee they were in travail, the flood of waters

overflowed,

the deep gave its voice, the height lifted up its hands

;

sun, moon stood at home
on account of the light of thy travelling arrows, on account

of the lightning-sheen of thy spear
;

in wrath thou marchest through the earth,

in anger thou crushest the nations.

spectacle, therefore, such as had never

before been witnessed, appears ; as if

he were wroth with the water, he seems

to drive up like a war-god upon con-

quering horses and chariots (n2?'1I2?^

§ 291 h), approaching forthwith to bare

his arms and to .shoot, arrows and spears

in showers, comp. ver. 11 (Isa. xxii. 6),

until the streams give way before such

weapons, divide so that there is land

where the sea had just been 1 Ps. cxiv.

6, 6 ; Isa. xi. 15. As a matter of course,

the divine arrows and spears were

lightnings and thunderbolts ; they are

similarly mentioned together, ver, 11

(nt^D, vv. 9 and 14, is to be understood

like t53l^ of the shaft of spears, spears)

;

that they fly from him in showers, is

not less evident, and if a commander,

2 Sam. xviii. 14, tak&s three spears,

Yahve can at one time hurl showers of

seven (nl373tt7 st const, plur. from

27"l^t£7, a collection of seven, a heptas,

as we say a decade, myriad). Since the

trne weapon of Yahve is the word, we

might think that with "1!3S, in the sense

of word, this idea was introduced into the

midst of the warlike description, comp.

Isa. xi. 4 : but in this connexion of the

members and of the whole discourse, it

is more suitable to understand "IttN in

the sense of victory, Ps. Ixviii. 12, cor-

responding to the previous Hl^lli?^.

4. But immediately a new, equally

wonderful, and yet a totally opposite

spectacle : for after the deliverance of

Israel from the waves of the sea, it is

necessary to punish the heathen in the

same sea. Before him, when he, as will

soon appear, in wrath against the

wicked sots in order the affairs of the

nations, everything in the world must

give way as before the one victoriously

advancing warrior; mountains and seas,

as is briefly repeated, ver. 10, from the

previous strophe, with added figures,

are in pangs and trembling when they

behold him, but the height raises its

heed in prayer to beg for mercy ; the

outflow, the flood of waters (as the lied

Sea shows) overflows, while the deep,

troubled from above and below, loudly

mourns, likewise praying for mercy (.as

the Skamandros in Homer) ;—suu and

moon even, ver. 1 1, lose their brightness

before the new splendour, remain there-

fore as it were at home (nb^T with

the H" of motion), do not come forth

on account of the splendour of the di-

vine weapons mentioned above, ver. 9,

when the}' are in travelling motion (a

thought which recurs at least with re-

gard to the future, Zech. xiv. 6, 7 ; Isa.

xxiv. 23 ; Rev. xxi. 23) ; the eai th and

nations must suffer the just puuishmcut,

ver. 12.
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15

Wentest fortli to save thy people, to save tliine Anointed,

shatteredst the head from the house of the vincked, making

bare the foundation unto the neck
;

\_Sela'\

boredst through with thy spear-charges the head of his princes,

who swept down to scatter me,

whose rejoicing was as in ambush to devour the helpless

;

drovest through the sea thy horses,

through the roar of many waters.

(The prophet)

1.

I heai'd and my belly trembled,

at the voice my lips quivered,

rottenness entereth into my bones,

and underneath me I tremble,

that I must calmly await the day of distress,

at its coming up against the nation to afflict it.

5. Especially the deliverance of the

nation, which was before all others the

ro3-al (Ex. xix. 6 ;
" Zech." ix. 16) and

therefore the anointed nation was

really the ultimate object of this cam-

paign, in which the hero, in order to

complete his work of redemption, was

compelled to destroy the implacable

enemies of goodness, making his pas-

sage through the sea : thus the last

strophe gathers up more pointedly as in

explanation all that had been said

with less brevity in the previous ones.

The destruction of Pharaoh with his

host is first compared figuratively with

the smiting oif the head from the house

of the wicked (the Egyptian), but such

a decapitation of the house .as includes

its being shaken to the foundations and

overthrown, so that the foundation unto

the neck, i.e. the already decapitated

summit, lies exposed (n'"l~)2? ace. § 280

a) ; then, ver. 14 a, more plainly de-

scribed, where if it is too gi'cat a de-

mand to substitute the better reading

"[•^taan instead of l^'t^ZiD, the suffix

mast be referred to 3?27~t, '• with the

arrow-charges intended for the wicked,"

which is in any case a hard construction

in this place. It is further purposely

remarked with what eagerness and

savage joy these enemies were then pi-e-

pared to fall upon the helpless people,

like robbers hidden in ambush falling

upon a poor, miserable victim, comp.

i. 13-17. In passing, it may be observed,

that the word " anointed," where it does

not occur so clearly and simply as ver.

13, in connexion with the nation as a

description of it, can never signify the

nation, inasmuch as standing alone it

denotes something quite different from

the nation.
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2.

For the fig doth not blossom,

and there is no yield on the vines,

the fruit of the olive deceiveth,

and the field produceth no food
;

from the fold the flock faileth,

and there is no beast in the stall,

3.

Yet—in Yahve will I rejoice,

be glad in the God of my salvation

;

Yahve the Lord is my strength,

and make my feet as those of hinds,

and upon the heights causeth me to walk.

[For performance with the Temple music]

III. Vv. Ifi, 17. Fear, yea, horror pnnishment, e.g. the day of the destruc-

seized and still seizes me from head to tion of the temple being such an one

foot,(Iliadxiv.506) through all my mem- under the Chaldeans ; and already the

bers, on this account that I rmist rest for entire creation appears to mourn under

the day of calamity, must simply possess a presentiment of it, the fruits, the

myself in patience,withoutany,immediate flocks seem to suffer from it, like Hos.

hope and deliverance, until the great day iv. 3, and many other passages. We do

of trial and punishment, namely, until not know what particular experiences

it Cometh up against the nation to dis- of that year are referred to.—But the

tress it (§337 b) like a man of war, Job strong hope prevails, vv. 18, 19, in

XV. 24 ; the clause ni 7^7 is an evi- words which are almost a complete echo

dent explanation of the foregoing of passages of Ps. xviii.

DVb; the nation is Israel itself. If With regard to n!i3nb and mD''23r:

the calamity is not moderated, it pro- comp. Dichter des Alten Bundes I. a. p.

gresses unto its extreme limit, unto one 216 sq.*

of the great days of judgment and

• In the passage refeiTcd to the author derives n'i3pb from n^3, pure, per-

fect : hence in Piel to make anything perfect, to arrange anything, to have the

direction of it, being then construed with "bV or "3. n!J37:;n might then be the

director of Music. But the preposition "b introdiices a modification, making it

best to consider 'ob an impersonal form, ace. § 160e, with the meaning, for per-

formance. The second word nhD"^23n supplies the necessary complement of the

noun. n'*l3''22 means the strings, aiid then the Temple music generally. Tlie two

words together,' therefore : for performance with the Temple music—Tr.
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4. AN ANONYMOUS PROPHET.
"Zakh/' XII. 1—XIII. 6, XIV,

xii.

1. The High Oracle of the Word of YaJivd concerning Israel

.

Compare Vol. I., p. 99, sq.

We have here two pieces, written soon after each other, by

a prophet from whom nothing further has been preserved, and

whose age, position, and country we are able to conjecture

from his own words alone. It is apparent at once that he

refers solely to Jerusalem and Yuda, and that the name Israel

in the heading xii. 1, therefore, can only denote the southei-n

kingdom as it alone remained long after the destruction

of the northern one. It is further evident that these

two pieces were not written earlier than some 12 years after

Habaqqiiq, a short time before the destruction of Jeru-

salem.* It is true the Chaldeans ai'e nowhere expi-essly

mentioned: but the tremendous danger of a conquest of Jeru-

solem of which these pieces, belonging in any case to late

times, speak, as well as the rising of all the other surrounding

nations against the city, as it is here described, points to the

last years of the city, when under the protection of the Chal-

deans all the ancient animosities of the neighbours again broke

out, 2 Kings xxiv. 2 sq., as also appears from other contemporary

prophets. But the most remarkable circumstance is that the

Chaldeans at that time compelled the inhabitants of the terri-

tory of Yuda to take up arms against the capital Jerusalem,

xii. 2-7 ; xiv. 14 : and inasmuch as these and other circum-

stances of the territory of Yuda as distinct from Jerusalem

are here particularly referred to, we may justly supj^ose that

the prophet was not like Yeremya in Jerusalem at that

* With regard to another conjecture that might be made as to the age of this

prophet, comp. Histori/ of Israel, IV. 271 (Hi. p. 803). I have often wavered

between these two po.ssibilities, but have always conie back to that which is adopted

above.

3. 4
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time, but lived in tlie country like Miklia in earlier times. In

fact, we have every reason to discern in tliis wholly pecu-

liar position a chief determining cause of the distinctive

matter and tone of these prophecies. For the most distinc-

tive feature of this prophet is his uncommonly elevated and

confident hope of the deliverance of Jerusalem and Yuda in

spite of all the dangers and threatenings with which it was so

plainly assailed ; at a time when Yeremya within the walls of

the capital has come to despair of the possibility of a success-

ful resistance of the Chaldeans and is exhorting the inhabit-

ants to remain quiet, this prophet with boundless courage and

divine confidence looks all these dangers in the face, holds

firmly with unbowed spirit to the similar promises of older

prophets, such as Isaiah xxix., and anticipates that precisely

from that moment when the blind rage of the destroyers shall

break loose upon the sanctuary, a miraculous power will dash

them to pieces, and that this must be the commencement of

the Messianic prosperity both at home and abroad. This

burning hope, this intense revolt of the spirit from the im-

pending sad doom, is nevertheless after all nothing but the re-

action against the unnatural position in which the barbarity of

the Chaldeans had placed Yuda with regard to Jerusalem :

unable to bear the thought that Yuda shall help to destroy

even Jerusalem and the Temple, the prophet prefers to anti-

cipate that a highei', irresistible power will in that case urge

Yuda to fight against its heartless tyrants, and that this turn

of events will be the commencement of salvation primarily for

Yuda, then for Jerusalem, finally for all the ancient blessed

hopes of Messianic times, xii. 6, 7. The Messianic hopes are

in the case of this prophet, which is after all the chief thing,

just as exalted and just as pure as in the case of other genuine

prophets ; and although prophecy had in that time become

wholly degenerate, xiii. 2-6, this prophet, with respect to the

purity of his thought, worthily continues the line of the older

greater prophets. The first piece.
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1. XII. I.-Xfll. Q,

presents hi a complete manner in its first lialf^ xii. 1-9^ the

anticipation with regard to that marvellous turn of affairs ; in

the second, xii. 10—xiii. 6, there follows the encouraging de-

scription of the better age which will then be possible : each of

these halves falls into two equal strophes. The piece ch. xiv.

also falls into four equal strophes of the same number of verses

as the piece before us.

1.

Thus saith Tahve who stretched out the heavens and founded

the earth, and formed man's spirit within him : || behold I

make Jerusalem a cup of staggering for all the nations

ai'ound
; |

and also Yuda will be compelled to besiege Jerusa-

lem !
II
and I will on that day make Jerusalem a lifting stone

for all the nations
; j

all who lift it will crush themselves, yet

against it gather all the Heathen of the eai-th.
|[ —On that

day, saith Yahve, will I smite every horse with stupefaction

and his rider with confusion,
|
but upon the house Yuda open

mine eyes, and every horse of the nations smite with blindness,
||

5 that the heads of Yuda say in their heart :
|

" strength are to me
Jerusalem's inhabitants through Yahve of Hosts their God !"

||

1. lu the prophetic introduction, ver. 15, 16 ;—(2) a lifting stone, a heavy

1 , amongst the deeds of Yahve special stone which has to be raised as it were

prominence is given to this, that he in sport, so that he that lifts it gets the

created the spirit within men, himself victoiy ; true the reward of victory is

thus originating the prophetic faculty attractive, everyone competes in the

and mission, that faculty which tlie endeavour to raise the heavy stone, but

prophet is now availing himself of, it is too licavy for them all, and only

comp. Amos iv. 13. The two ligures uiflicts wounds upon them as they

of vv. 2, 3, at once embrace tlie entire attempt to raise it. But thus early,

thought of the piece : Jerusalem will ver. 2 b, the thought finds utteraucc,

be to all (1) a cup of intoxication, also upon Yuda will the tarn come ivitk

therefore all will hasten to taste the the siege, i.e. Yuda will be compelled to

beautiful city, to make themselves advance to the siege, against Jerusalem.

drunk with its wine (and the con- The accents very correctly connect

qneror intoxicates himself with blood "T1!JQ2 with n_*'ri\ The same thing

and booty), but they will then find out is said in less figurative language, vv.

that it is as if a cup of maddening wine 4, 5 : whilst an alarm from heaven and

had been presented to them, from which a mortal panic, xiv. 13; Isa. xxxvii.

they themselves fall down senseless and seizes horse and rider i.e. the Heathen

o\ercomc, ^er. 4 ; Ps. lix. 16 ; Ilab. ii. (of whom the former are symbols), the

4 *
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2.

On tliat day will I make the heads of Yuda as a fire-pan

near ships, and as a fire-torch near sheaves, that they devour

on the right and on the left all the nations around,
|
and

Jerusalem still remain in its place in Jerusalem; || and Yahve

will succour the tents of Yuda first,
|
in order that the glorying

of the house of David and that of the inhabitants of Jeru-

salem be not too great for Yuda. 1| —On that day will Yahve

shield Jerusalem's inhabitants,
|
so that the stumbler amongst

them on that day is as David, and the house of David as gods,

as Yahve's angel before them
; ||

thus will I on that day seek

to destroy all the nations that come against Jerusalem. ||

3.

Then 1 pour upon David's house and upon Jerusalem's

inhabitants a spirit of love and love-seeking, that they look unto

of Yuda will be marvellously habitants of Jerusalem through Yahv6,

strengthened in their ranks, as by the

neighbourhood of Jerusalem, the capital

of the true God, feeling themselves

filled with higher courage. (The read-

ing "^2ti!7"'b foiTud in some MSS. instead

''32?''
'' V, presupposes the other read-

ing: of ancient authorities, S!^ttS, in
*=

.

' T : V

'

the meaning I am sufficient (comp. my
comment on Ps. xxxii. 6), for the in-

2. Vv. 6, 7: those who are seized by

a higher courage, by burning enthusi-

asm, are as dangerous to their antago-

nists, the Heathen, as any fire-pan to

the bits of wood lying near it, or a

burning torch to sheaves ; unexpectedly

the glowing spark kindles and the

Heathen are its food, so that Jerusa-

lem will not be destroyed by them, but

will be preserved precisely where it now

stands ; and that thus the Yudeans

experience salvation f/rst before Jeru-

salem, will serve the further good pur-

pose, that the capital, as so easily hap-

pens and has already been painfully felt

by the country districts, may not think

itself so much above the country.

—

3. Vv. 10-14. This better state of

things which then follows is internally

feel m3'self with him strong enough to

help them : yet in that case we should

expect h^3"S^DW, let me be sufficient

for them, unless S!JpS had been a

contraction of HS^XDN. However, the

clause, their God,' is in favour of the

reading "'b HlJ^iS). The necessary

consequences of this are shown in the

next strophe.

Thus then will Yahve save the besieged

Jerusalem, vv. 8, 9, and even during

the siege a higher courage Mill be felt

there, so that even the weaker man
amongst them who stumbles, becomes

nevertheless a hero such as David once

was, the stronger ones therefore and the

leaders, they of the Davidic house,

waxing great in similar proportions,

become as it were superhuman beings,

as angels that lead and command the

army. Ex. xxiii. 20. Amongst the

latter, therefore, would have been the

Messiah, only tliis prophet nowhere

gives prominence to such a single

person in particular.

a new spirit from above (from Joel iii.

1 ), which as feeling is grace and love.
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him, him whom^ they pierced,
|
and mourn over him as one

mourneth over the only one, and sob over him as over the

first-born !
||
On that day ^Vill the mourning be as great in

Jerusalem as the mourning of Hadadrimmon in the valley

Megiddon, || so that the land mourneth family by family, the

family of David's house apart and their wives apart, the

family of Nathan's house apart and their vnves apart,
||
the

family of Levi's house apart and their wives apart,
|

the

family of Shim'i apart and their wives apart,
||

all the famihes

that are left, family by family apart
j
and their wives apart.

||

as action the endeavour to gain more

and more of the divine love, or the

seeking of love and grace, praj-er.

The relation to the Yudeans who had

been just mentioned, vv. 2-7, is pre-

cisely an illustration of it. Many an

one belonging to them, under the

most revolting compulsion of the

Heathens, must fall on account of

his zeal for the truth, pierced by the

enraged heathen, and many an one has

probably already fallen thus as a mar-

tyr : but his brightest reward will be

that the inhabitants of the capital,

once more brought under the influ-

ence of the spirit of true love, then

look upon him with compassion and

reverence and most deeply mourn

over him, fi-om Amos viii. 10, in

some such wise as people now mourn

over the fallen King Yosia who fell

similarly as a martyr at Hadadrimmon
in the valley Megiddon, 2 Kings xxiii.

29 ; 2 Chron. xxxv. 25 (comp. History

of Israel, IV. 242 (III. 762 sq.) ), in-

deed as they quite generally mourn for

him on great festivals, in every family,

in every separate circle of men and

women ; by way of example some fami-

lies of Jerusalem are specially named,

vv. 12, 13, but, be it observed, only

such as the prophet deemed worthy to

survive the dangers and to enter the

better future which he here describes,

m"lSlC3n ver. 14. This completes,

therefore, in a certain way, the thought

of vv. 6, 7 ; the sense of ~)p~T ver. 10,

is clear from the context, in which

lamentation for the dead is spoken of,

as well as from the special usage of

this prophet, xiii. 3 ; but it is better

to read with many MSS. Vbs instead

of^S. The first person is really wholly

unsuitable here : it does not harmonize

with the following vb27 1130
and introduces into the Old Test

ment the absurd notion, that per-

sons will bitterly lament over Yahv6
(for no one else could be thought of

but Yahve) as over one that is dead and

can never come back again. The real

idea of the passage is, that a martyr

does not fall in vain, but will one day

be mourned for from universal regard :

a thought which is subsequently ap-

plied to the case of a much greater

martyr, John xix. 37 ; Rev. i. 7.—One
might naturally enough be tempted to

apply the words to the great Martyr

whose memory has been perpetuated,

"Isa." liii. (see below), as if the mean-

ing were, it is time the people of Jeru-

salem shoiUd come profoundly to feel

how great a wrong has been done him.

But as he is not anywhere else in the

whole piece, xii.-xiii. 6, in any way
refen'ed to, there is no reason to suppose

any reference here ; the passage is

plain enough when read in the light of

what has preceded, and everywhere
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XIII. 4.

1 On tliat day will a fountain be opened to David's tonse and

to Jerusalem's inhabitants for atonement and purification.
||

And tben on that day, saith Yalive of Hosts, will I cut off the

idols' names out of the land, that they be no more men-

tione 1 ; |
and also the soothsayers and the spirit of uncleanness

will I cause to disappear from the land,
||
so that when anyone

prophesieth. any more, his natural parents say to him " thou

shalt not live, because thou hast spoken lies in Yahve's

name,"
|
and his natural parents thrust him through when he

prophesieth.
\\
Then on that day the soothsayers are ashamed,

5 every one of his vision when he prophesieth,
]
and will not

wear a hairy mantle—to deceive;
||
but he saith " no prophet

am I,
I

a husbandman am I, since men own me from my
youth ;"

|1
and :.f it is said to him " what are these wounds

between thy hands?"
|
he answereth "such as I received

amongst my dearest friends !"

Jerusalem and the country are care-

fully distinguished ; we can only say,

that at that time a distinguished

martyr in the cause of Jerusalem and

the house of David and the true reli-

gion may have fallen shortly b''<'r-re with-

out receiving the just acknowledgment

of the capital, and there may be here

reference to him. Comp. also my
Johanneische Schriften, II., p. 112, and

Jahrhiicher der Bihl. Wiss. X., p. 193.

In any case, the example quoted in

4. xiii. 1-6. Externally the new

spirit will so operate that the existing

imperfections and sins cease ; a foun-

tain will publicly flow at the Sanctuary

for atonement and for purification, ver.

1, (n'^3, ace. Nimi. xix. 9 sq., the

correlative of nSt£!n, inasmuch as the

sacred water is itself impure and de-

testable, on account of its having

washed off and absorbed the sinful

stains, but as regards its operation pro-

duces purification, comp. Alterthilmer

des V. Isr., p. 201, (172); the same

perennial water of paradise, which in

illustration, ver. 11, shows that the

lamentation described is not for one

who met his end by his own fault, but

for one who was greatly esteemed and

deeply loved.—The family of Nathan

was more closely related to the royal

house, ace. 2 Sam. v. 14, that of Shim'i

more distantly (see History of Israel,

III., p. 210 (III., p. 285) ) : the order

in which they follow is therefore

correct.

another respect is the only reviving water,

xiv, 8. Coming to points of detail, the

idols will then disappear with their

names even, ace. Hos, ii. 19, and every

impure spirit, even the prophetic : and

because the great multitude of the

prophets had then so wholly degene-

rated, just as one may in our day

observe a similar dreadful degeneracy

of Gemian newspapers and many other

branches of literature, we can under-

stand how this prophet can desire and

anticipate that rather than this all pro-

phets miL;lit entirely cease, and that a
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time might come when the courage of a (that he is Yahve's property, and there-

young prophet, who purposes to enter fore responsible to no one else), ver. 5,

the path of lies trodden by the old ones, and, when any one reminds him, for

will be seriously damped by his own instance, of the scars of the wounds

parents, ver. 3, when the prophets which had once been inflicted by his

themselves also become gi-adually, parents, ver. 3, asserts that he had

following the change for the better, received them without ill-will or bitter-

ashamed of their lying oracles, if such ness from his patrons, who had sought

should still be put forth, and no more only his good, ver. 6. The parents in

put on the prophet's mantle (2 Kings the best sense of the term may also

i. 8 ; Matt. iii. 4 ; Rev. xi. 3) to con- be meant by DHSp as the simple anti-

ceal their lies under it, ver. 4, when, on thesis of S2E7p, if for some reason they

the contrary, every man who has Ijeen a cannot be mentioned by their projier

prophet prefers to disoMTi his former names, e.g. from shame in the presence

profession and his former privileges of strangers.

2. CH. XIV.

This piece must liave been written somewliat later, when events

had made it more and more improbable that Jerusalem would

not be conquered at all, and treated as a conquered city by bar-

barous enemies. Yet, even in that case, this prophet was still

unwilling to give up the prophetic anticipations of earlier

prophets and those of his own which lie had formerly delivered :

so bravely in the midst of the most evident danger does he

hold fast to the ancieut expectation, after the great deliverance

of Jerusalem at the time of Sancherib, Isa. ch. xxxvii., seemed to

justify the most extravagant expectations for tbe future,

comp. Ps. lix. Accordingly, to his mind it appeared as if

Jerusalem must really suffer the abomination of a conquest,

but then when the work of the destroyers should be half

finished, that great deliverance indicated in the previous piece

would come and thus the Sanctuary be miraculously pre-

served, the reformed Messianic age would still come in that

form. Encouraging pictures of that reformed age compose

half the piece : yet whilst the second strophe hastens to them,

the third resumes the thought of the first, so that the Messianic

pictures are not completed before the fourth strophe, which

corresponds to the second.
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XIV. 1.

1 Beliold a day cometh from Yalive,
|
then -will thy spoil [O

Jerusalem] be divided in thy midst !
||
And I gather all the

Heathen against Jerusalem for war,
|
and the city will be

taken, the houses plundered, the women violated, 1
and half of

the city goeth into captivity :
|

yet the residue of the people

will not be cut off from the city.
||
For Yahve goeth forth and

fighteth in those daj^s,
|
as he once fought on the day of war :

||

and his feet stand on that day upon the Mount of Olives which

lieth before Jerusalem on the Bast,
j
then the Mount of Olives

divideth in the midst thereof towards the East and West into

a very great ravine, one half of the mountain removeth towards

5 the North, the other towards the South,
||
and ye flee into the

ravine of my mountains, for unto Assel will the ravine of the

mountains reach,
|

ye flee as ye fled before the earthquake in

the days of 'Uzzia, King of Yuda,
|
and then Yahvc my God

entereth, all Saints with thee !
||

And then on that day there will not be sunshine with cold

and ice,
|1
but there will be one day (it is known to Yahve !),

not day and not night,
|
but towards evening there will be

1. Vv. 1-5. Jerusalem will, it is

true, be conquered amidst all the hor-

rors of war, but only half of its inha-

bitants carried away, vv. 1, 2. For

just as Yahve formerly went forth to

war by the Red Sea, so will he now

come again to the rescue by war, ver. 3 :

and since he approaches fi'om the sacred

quarter of the heavens, from the East,

he will first appear in war upon the

Mount of Olives ; but the first step of

this warrior immediately shakes the

high mountain so that it cleaves asunder

from East to West, the one-half there-

fore moving to the North, the other to

the South. But this will be the com-

mencement of the deliverance : into the

ravine thus formed at the feet of the

2. Vv. 6-11. Some pictures of the

perfect condition of things which will

Mighty One and as into his protection,

a gi-eat ravine which extends through

all the sacred hills unto the western

end of the Temple Hill ^where probably

Assel was situated), the besieged and

conquered people will flee, they will

flee as formerly before the suddenly

yawning earthquake in the time of 'Uz-

zia, Amos 1. 1, and yet only under hia

protection who, thus announcing him-

self, attended by his saints, or angels,

will make his entry into the closely

threatened Temple ! Thus the imagi-

nation of the prophet conceives the

development of the marvellous drama
;

comp. Ez. xxxviii. 20, 21. The word

M3 is to enter, into the Temple, as

ver. 18.

then be possible. (1) Vv. 6, 7, there is

then pure, untroubled, unchanging light,
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light again.
|1
And there will on that day go forth living waters

from Jei-usalem, partly to the front sea and partly to the hinder

sea;
| in summer and in winter that will be.

||
And Yahve will

be king over all the earth
; |

on that day will Yahve be one,

10 and his name one.
||
All the land will change as into a plain

from Geba' unto Rimmon south of Jerusalem
; |

and this will

be raised and remain in its place from the gate of Benyamin

unto the place of the former gate, unto the corner gate and

tower Hananel, unto the king's wine presses :
||
then they

dwell therein and there is no more curse,
|
but Jerusalem will

remain secure. 11

And this will be the stroke wherewith Yahve smiteth all

the nations that made war against Jerusalem
; |

his flesh

Jiev. xxi. 23 : not sunshine interchang-

ing with cold and ice in the dark winter

days as is now the case, not day and

night, but one light, one day ; true,

that is a day such as no man has yet

seen, but Yahve knows it, with him it is

possible, and he will cause it to come !

—

(2) Ver. 8, perennial water from the sanc-

tuary, flowing through and reviving the

whole land to the East and West, and

not failing in the summer, for instance
;

from Joel iv. 18 ; ii. 20.—(3) Ver. 9,

the knowledge of Yahve amongst all

nations, so that he is one, will be felt as

the same great sole king by all, and so

his name is one, all thus calling upon

and worshipping him.—(4) Vv. 10, 11,

the glorification of the Sanctuary in

the capital, which this prophet, fol-

3. Vv. 12-15. Whilst the first

strophe had shown the manner of

Yahve's coming to the help of Israel,

this brings up the description of the

manner in which he will visit the sin-

ners who lay hands on the sanctuary :

while they are still enjoying sound

limbs, suddenly rottenness will attack

upon them, in some such way as Isa.

XXXV ii ; or an alai'm from heaven will

lowing the ancient anticipation, Isa. ii.

2, conceives in this manner : the whole

mountainous district of Yuda from

Geba' in the North unto Rimmon in the

South changes as it were into a steppe,

i.e., an extensive plain (for with the

word steppe this idea only is here upper-

most), in which Jerusalem alone re-

mains high and exalted, and remains

without suffering destruction (which is

here in the end the chief thing, to which

also the third strophe returns), entire,

secure, and with no cm-se cleaving to it

(Rev. xxii, 3) in the whole extent of

its present boundaries.—With regard to

the places mentioned ver. 10, comp.

History oj Israel, IV., 255 (III., 348

sq.)

stupefy them, so that they fight against

each other in their confusion. Judges

vii. 22 ; Ez. xxxviii. 21, and thus con-

quered, the forced help of the country

availing them nothing, will lose all

their spoil again, ver. 1 ; and as the

rider, ver. 12, about to destroy the

sanctuai-y, will suddenly stiffen and rot,

so likewise all the cattle of the war,

ver. 15, comp. xii. 4.
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sliall rot while lie standeth on his feet, and Ms eyes will rot

in their holes, his tongue rotteth in his mouth !
|[
And there

will on that day go forth a great alarm from Yahve amongst
them,

I
so that they seize the one the other's hand and the

hand of one cometh over that of the other
; ||

true Yuda also

will fight against Jerusalem,
|

yet the wealth of all the

Heathen around will be taken, gold and silver and apparel in

16 abundance.
||
And likewise will the stroke of the horse of

the mule of the camel and of the ass and of all cattle in those

camps be as this stroke. 11

Yet whoever are left of all the nations that came against

Jerusalem,
j
they then come from year to year to do homage

to the king Yahvo of Hosts and to keep the feast of taber-

nacles
; Jl

and whoso amongst the families of the earth

Cometh not to Jerusalem to do homage to the king Yahve of

Hosts,
I

upon them the rain will not fall
; ||

and if the family

of Egypt cometh not and will not enter,
]
so also upon them

will the stroke descend wherewith Yahve smiteth the Heathen
that come not to keep the feast of tabernacles

; |1
this will be

the punishment of Egypt and the punishment of all Heathen

20 that come not to keep the feast of tabernacles.
|1
— On that

day will stand upon the horse's bells " holy unto Yahve ;"
|
and

the pots in Yahve's house will be as the bowls before the

altar
; [|

yea every pot in Jerusalem and Yuda will be holy unto

Yahve of Hosts, so that all who sacrifice coming take of them
and boil therein,

]
and there will not be a Kanaanite any more

in the house of Yahve of Hosts on that day.
||

4. Vv. 16-21. But the eye prefers stead of their being entirely supplanted

to dwell in contemplation of the cheer- by"their opposite ; Egypt, e.g., the most

ing picture of the prosperity •which will hostile natitm of earlier times, will per-

then be possible. Then will be seen, baps not at once submit : but the chas-

vv. 16-19, the great spectacle of the re- tisement from heaven, which all Hea-

formed Heathen from all nations, who then have at least once so profoundly

are left from these visitations, journey- felt, will then more easily suffice to re-

ing yearly to the tnae Sanctuary ; true, form the few that resist with the aid of

then also here and there an omission further lighter punishments, e.g., the

may perhaps occur, which need create cessation of rain, Hos. ii. 23, 24, or

no surprise, inasmuch as the essential when, as in the case of Egypt, not much
Messianic clement consists properly only depends upon that, the cessation of the

in the prevalence of better things, in- blessing from above, Isa. xix. 22. The
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fxvrt. nM2 is chosen by the prophet great imperfection I) as at present, but

for the sake of variety to indicate the when everything will be holy, every-

future, instead of n737n, just as xiii. thing pervaded by holiness, the bells of

3, 4, he had used the two forms of the the horses, as well as the plate of gold

infinitive merely for the sake of variety. on the forehead of the Highpriest, Ex.

The third 1^7 of ver. 18 must be struck xxviii. 36, every pot as well as the sa-

out according to the LXX, and the ac- crificial bowls ; Kandanites, i.e. unclean

cents altered accordinglj'.—And then persons, will then not be found at

is the time when there will be no more all in the sanctuary, Ez. xliv. 9 ; Eev.

a few things holy and most unholy (a xxi. 27.

5. YEREMYA.

I. Whilst the small books of the three prophets that have

just been commented upon enable us to hear only sporadic

voices with reference to the last times of the ancient kingdom,

the large book of Yeremya's supplies not only the most com-

plete and distinct picture of those times, but also the most

trustworthy testimony concerning a prophet who retains his

greatness and power in the midst of the unavoidable disin-

tegrations of ancient prophecy and of the ancient kingdom

itself, indeed^ as the last great prophet of the Old Testament,

represents in many respects for the fii-st time the true perfec-

tion of the prophecy of Israel.

1. Yeremya has that in common with Yesaya that he pro-

bably carried on his prophetic labours through half a century,

and was able during a period when events that determined the

course of long subsequent times were occurring to labour in

the centre of the kingdom. That when he first entered upon

his public prophetic work in the 13th year of the reign of

Yosia, i.e., about 626 B.C., he was quite young, he says himself,

i. 6, 7. It is true, belonging to a priest^ s, though not a high-

priest's family,* i. 1, he sprang not from Jerusalem but from

* Later authors, Church Fathers and Rabbis, have supposed that Yeremya's

father Chilqia was the same person as the famous High Priest 2 Kings xxii., an
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tlie small city 'Anathoth^ belonging to the priests, in tlie tribe

of Benjamin, north of Jerusalem, i. 1 ; xxxii. 8 ; xxxvii. 12 ;

there are indications that he must have dwelt for a considerable

time in the city of his birth and have been well known there

in his prophetic capacity, xi. 21; in fact, it is apparent from

many of his expressions and figures that, unlike Yesaya, he

preserved to his later years as vivid a recollection of the towns

and fields of the country as the objects of the capital, e.g., the

standing phrase " in the towns of Yuda and in the streets of

Jerusalem," further v. 4, 5 j vi. 1 ; xxvi. 2 ; xxxvi. 6 ; xxxii.

44, etc. But the most important of his earlier discourses were

clearly delivered at Jerusalem, where the Temple, partly as the

gathering place of the people, and partly, on account of its

roomy porticos which were convenient for teaching, presented

the best opportunities for prophetic labours, ii. 2 ; vii. 2 ; xxxv.

2; xxxvi. 5, 10 sq., and subsequently he took up his per-

manent abode in the capital and visited his native place only

occasionally on matters of business, xxxvii. 12, 13 ; but in the

capital he had not only a few influential friends and patrons

amongst the magnates, xxvi. 24 ; xxxvi. 25 ; xxxviii. 7 sq.,

but in his more advanced life also possessed such a reputation

that the king Ssedeqia sought his counsel by formal deputa-

tions, xxi. 1-3 ; xxxvii. 3-10, and when this king's magnates

compelled him to follow a line of conduct with regard to the

Chaldeans opposed to that recommended by the prophet, he at

least still listened to his counsel gladly in secret, xxxvii. 17;

xxxviii, 14-27. Indeed, even the savage hordes which were

formed in the country after the destruction of Jerusalem, with

all their defiance of his counsel felt a certain awe and dread of

the aged prophet, and would not allow him in any case to go

from amongst them, as if he had carried with him a certain

sanctity and protection, xlii. 1 sq. ; xliii. 1-6.

entirely unfounded supposition, since it is indicated neither i. 1, nor anywhere else,

and is of itself improbable from all that we know of Yeremya ; comp. History oj

Israel, iv. 233 (III. 751 sq.)
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Nor is Yeremya essentially inferior to Yesaya in point of

energy, decision, and animation. It is true he is in bis inmost

nature impressible and tender, diflSdent and retiring, inclined

to melanclioly and lamentation, easily carried away by the

feeling of the moment, and often succumbing to profound

sorrow at the perversity of the world and his own mournful

experiences : for however unhappy the times that followed

Yosia's death might be, they alone could not produce this

excessive tenderness, which is manifested everywhere in his

soft, effusive language, nor does it scruple to pour itself out in

writing in certain sections where lamentation prevails, xi.

18-20; xiii. 17; XV. 10, 11, 15-18; xvii. 17, 18; xviii. 19-23;

XX. 7-18. But when the truth and the spirit of Yahve call

him, or the resisting world provokes him to the contest, he

then knows nothing of diffidence and fear, nothing of tender-

ness and pliability, he contends before the eyes of all with the

most decisive energy against every false prophet that misleads

the people xxviii. 5 sq. ; xxix. 15 sq., 24 sq. ; if the truth has

not been proclaimed with due faithfulness to the king he goes

still as Yesaya did in his day, without hesitancy, to the royal

palace xxii. 1-19 ; xxxiv. 2-7 ; and although himself of a

priestly family, he speaks from the very first with special

emphasis against the growing degeneracy of the priests, i. 18
;

ii. 26 ; iv. 9, and is never weary of speaking against every

kind of arbitrariness, wherever and in whatever form it is

found, even in defiance of the magnates and authorities,

without fearing either their hostility and plots or, in the end,

their mortal hatred, xxxiv. 8-22 ; xxxvii. 14 sq. And certainly

it deserves much gi'eat admiration when a soul naturally so

difiident and tender is brought by a higher necessity to

absolutely fearless action, and constantly grows through a long,

perilous, and anxious life in divine strength and assurance,

comp. i. 17-19; xv. 19-21 ; xvii. 9-18; xx. 11-13.

In this respect there are aspects in which Yeremya exhibits

the prophetic character in even a purer and more perfect form
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than Yesaya, and thus accomplishes the highest things possible

within the limits of Old Testament prophecy.

Yesaya does not merely confirm his words by signs, he also

gives signs instead of words where the latter appear too weak,

for instance, and violently demands faith, if not in the words

in any case in the signs. But in Yeremya^s case the signs

have come to bear an entirely different value. For we still see

in his case entirely the same energetic public life which is as

much occupied with deeds and signs as with words, because it

is so little content wdth the mere word as once spoken that it

burns to expound before the eyes of all its truth in signs also,

as in actual commencements and endeavours towards the fulfil-

ment of the word. A very mistaken idea would be formed of

Yeremya,if it were supposed that he was occupied with speaking

merely, or even with writing merely : on the contrary, he is in

his life wholly like the prophets of the former period, labouring

directly wherever and however he finds it possible, with

original energy and his owtq personal, active sympathy, and

thus also presenting prophetic actions as signs of the future,

xix. 1-13 ; xxvii. 1-xxviii. 11 ; xxxii. 8 sq. ; xliii. 9, 10 ; which

publicly given signs, narrated as they had been given in actual

life, may be easily distinguished from those w^iich the prophet

describes in writing merely as the result of subjective

experiences xiii. 1 sq. ; xvi. 1 sq. ; xviii. 2 sq. (Yeremya him-

self makes this distinction in his narrative, reporting the

former only as publicly presented), or which he merely subjoins

in words to an oracle xliv. 29, 30, as well as from those which

by their very nature allow no public presentation, xxv. 15-29.

But the peculiarity of this prophet is that he is satisfied with

the simple presentation of signs as they are naturally produced

by that living participation in the affairs of men which charac-

terizes the thought and labours of the prophets ; he does not

wish the sisrn to be a substitute for the truth, still less that it

should be forced upon men. Thus, in the case of this prophet,

prophecy gets rid of the last remnant of the ancient imme-
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diateness and violence which still adhered to it in the case of

Yesaya : Yeremya represents in the whole of his long life the

pure power of the word or of thought, and of the sign as

simply the interpreter and initiator of the thought, without so

much as even an involuntary compulsion.

Similarly the language of the prophet is like that of Yesaya
full of decision and severity, even against individuals, however
high their position might be, xxvi. 12-15 ; xxxvi. 29-31

;

xxviii. 12-16; xxix. 24-32 : but only in such cases as where
the individuals had attempted by impure means and arbitrary

interference to hinder the free course of the divine Avord as the

prophet proclaimed it, where therefore as prophet he could not

be silent and compliant unless he was prepared to renounce his

own mission. On the other hand, there is not the slightest

trace in Yeremya of such violent attacks upon individuals as

we find in Yesaya, xxii. 15-25; xxviii. 7 sq. ; where his lan-

guage must be that of censure, it proceeds from the matter

itself in its general import, never from the merely personal

relations of the individuals, and is directed against them per-

sonally only when self-defence makes it necessary. In this

respect also prophecy now for the first time frees itself from
ancient limitations.

In another respect the times had become still more signifi-

cantly changed since Yesaya. For in the eighteenth year of

the reign of Yosia, 2 Kings xxii. 2, only five years therefore

after Yeremya's first public appearance, that great change in

the internal afiairs of the kingdom, which we may call the

Deuteronomistic reform, had taken place, of which the his-

torical books have so much to say, 2 Kings xxii., xxiii. In

consequence of this reform of religion, commanded by the

rulers, many abuses at least had been publicly done awa^i

(though many of them were again brought into favour as early

as the reign of Yoyakim), the requirements of genuine relio-ion

were brought once more more vividly before the eyes of the

people, and the way was prepared for progress in many ways.
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But inasmuch as a sacred book was as such for the first time

looked upon with greater reverence as a state-authori^, there

arose thus early a kind of book-science with its pedantic pride

and erroneous learned endeavours to interpret and apply the

scriptures ; whilst at the same time there arose also a new kind

of hypocrisy and idolatry of the letter, through the new pro-

tection which the state gave to the religion of the book

acknowledged by the law (comp. Ps. 1.). Thus scholastic

wisdom came into a conflict with genuine prophecy, a conflict

of which we discern scarcely the most distant germs in Yesaya's

times (Isa. xxix. 13, 14) : and it is instructive to observe how

Old Testament prophecy at the period of its last strength and

perfection, just before it reaches the stage of irremediable

decline, proclaims its eternal truths on this subject also ; we

find in the very first oration of Yeremya^s that has come down

to us, after the reformation under Yosia, the most sublime

utterances with regard to this new phenomenon of that age,

vii. 22 sq. ; viii. 4-9; ix. 23, 24; comp. xviii. 18; even those

of the earlier utterances which are comparatively most similar,

such as ii. 8 ; iv. 22 ; v. 5, are with all their similarity of a

somewhat different character.

When we sum up all these facts, we must say that Yeremya,

in an age of very varied and advanced national culture, when

the wisdom of the schools even had become powerful, still

supplies the model of purest prophetism, a prophetism which

attains its true perfection by confining itself within its true

limits and to its own instruments, and by labouring within

these limitations, which it imposes upon itself in accordance

with its own nature, with energy and decision. Accordingly,

there crop up in the utterances of this last great prophet the

clearest conceptions of the nature of true prophecy, as if

Hebrew prophecy only now, just as it becomes perfect, fully

discovered its own character and boundaries; no earlier prophet

separates so accurately as Yeremya all lower form of prophecy

from those that are genuine and more perfect, dreaming and
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enthusiasm from clear intuition and productive^ offective action,

words of human fancy and passion from pure divine words,

xxiii. 9-JjO, no earlier prophet so consciously and definitely

limits true prophecy to the pui'ely spiritual depai-tment of

proving and testing men and things according to divine truth

and of the consequent bold, fearless speech in the name of

Yahvc, vi. 27-30; xv. 19; no one refutes the false prophets so

thoroughly by exhibiting their own perversity, xxvii. ] 8-22
;

xxviii. G-9, or when he is persecuted relies with such self-

forgetfulness upon the simple consciousness that he could not

have acted differentlj^, xxvi. 12-15 ; xi. 19.

2. But while in this way, in respect of its insight into its

own nature and dignity, prophecy manifests even advance from

Yesaya to Yeremya, an equally evident decline in power is

undermining its foundations ; and this decline is also most

clearly brought out in the case of this great prophet. In fact,

detailed proof may be given of the rapid progress of this decline

even during Yeremya^s life and labours.

It is observable in the very language and literary style of this

prophet. Just as Yeremya as prophet continues still essentially

to occupy the same elevation as the prophetic models before

him, revealing for those times a high degree of independence

in his prophetic activity, in the same way his language also is

very little dependent upon earlier examples. It is true the

entire plan of his large book plainly follows earlier models, not

a few details owe their origin to the language and style of older

prophets, and very much in the oracles concerning foreign

nations, xlviii., xlix., especially is repeated in a merely learned

way, with a certain freedom of reproduction, from older pieces,

inasmuch as such oracles generally had a different origin from

the orations delivered in public life and without doubt always ori-

ginated rather in a learned way as products of the pen. Never-

theless, making these deductions, Yercmya's literary style has

still in these later times much that is peculiar and even original,

great wealth of new figures with great delicacy of descrip-

3. 5
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tion, a literary facility that readily adapts itself to the most

different subjects combined with graphic transparency, and

with all this an unadorned simplicity which is very unlike the

greater artificiality of his contemporary Habaqquq. Notwith-

standing all this, his language already bears the most unmis-

takable marks of a declining and depressed age : it no longer

possesses such a prompt and firm mastery of itself, the thoughts

crumble under the hand of the speaker; an imposing arrange-

ment and a clearly-cut conjunction of the sentences become

rare, each thought occurs in a more disconnected and detached

manner, is often drawn out to a great length, while it is

multiform and not finely articulated like a living whole ; and

this greater disjointedness, this longer, slower movement

becomes most perceptible when the larger sections, the separate

wholes, of his works ai-e examined. In certain passages it

seems as if the author were dimly conscious of this defect,

the style becoming suddenly unusually contracted, compressed

and terse : but this artificial terseness is not continued long.

All this may be traced even into the finer veins of the lan-

guage, as, e.g., a noun to which some prominence is to be

given is often first pointed to by its pronoun after the Aramaic

manner, ix. 14; xi. 15; xxvii. 8; xxxiii. 5; xli. 3; xlviii. 44

(li. 56) ; comp. Ez, iii. 21; x. 3 ; xiv. 4, xvii. 17; xxxiv. 2;

xli. 15; xlii. 14; xliv. 7;—a portion of a clause is at times

repeated, ii. 19 ; iv. 18, or a word placed loosely in the earlier

part of the sentence is more definitely taken up again by the

Vav consec, iii. 9; iv. 1; vi. 19; x. 23; xliv. 25; on the other

hand, we have at times with great abruptness and brevity the

copula between two words, i. 15; xv. 7; xxi. 13; comp. Ez.

vi. 11, comp. ver. 9 ; vii. 20; viii. 10 ; xxxviii. 17, 22 ; xlii. 13
;

or the preposition, or the negative, of a second member is left

out, iii. 19-23; v. 28. Further, certain figures, sentences and

thoughts have become such favourites with the prophet that he

is never weary of repeating them in the same manner, which

becomes at last the result of an increasing poverty of invention.
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But the most noteworthy thing iu this respect is, that the

earlier the discourses are their language is comparatively much
richer and more instinct with life : between ii.-vi. and vii.-xxiv.,

and then again between the latter chapters and xlii.-xliv., there

is a perceptible difference (although all these pieces as denun-

ciations of Israel deal with the same subject), and unhappily

we observe in the deci'ease of the beauty, wealth, and originality

of the language the growing decline of those times and the

more and more disconsolate form of the circumstances of this

prophet.

But the deca}' of the entire period penetrates more deeply than

his language: it enters into the inmost feelings and views of that

prophet who laboured longest and with deepest sympathy with

his age, feeling most painfully in his tender heart all its in-

curable deficiencies. For the state of the kingdom and the

community was during the whole of his labours such that a

long time there remained no hope at all of true amendment,

and everything hastened with rapid strides towards a general

irremediable dissolution ; even the attempted reforms, not

excepting the best and noblest of them which Yosia risii:ed,

were productive of the very opposite of what was intended,

and long before the final spasmodic convulsion of the state,

Yeremya had perceived that a true conversion was no longer

possible, iii. 1, 10; v. 2; xiii. 23; if under Yosia a serious

reform was at least attempted by the authorities, everything

after his death only hastened the more irresistibly to absolute

ruin. Yosia's successors, hardly pressed by external enemies,

either misled or impeded by the boundless arbitrariness of

their magnates at home ; the prophets as a body degenerate

equally with the pi'iests and sunk to mere instruments of the arbi-

trariness of the magnates, the new dangers of the rising scho-

lastic wisdom appearing at the same time ; the mass of the people

misled by the hosts of flattering prophets who in the midst of the

evident decline of all public concerns continued to talk of near

deUverance and great happiness, but would neither see nor

5 *
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properly heal the real diseases of the nation (iv. 10; v, 12, 13,

31 j vi. 14; xiv. 13-16; xx. 6; xxvii.-xxix.) ; from without

the devastating attacks of the Scythians, the Egyptians, and

the Chaldeans, with the lasting conquests of the latter, from

within growing confusion, on the one hand, presumption and

defiance, on the other, unreasonable fear and disgraceful dis-

trust of the best people (a kind of secret police, xx. 1 ; xxix.

26; XXXvii. 13 sq.) ; in addition to all this, a populace which

continued to listen willingly enough to the words and counsels

of the prophets, but at the same time fancied it was sufficiently

educated, discerning, and strong to reject wantonly even the

most prudent counsels of the best prophets, indeed, to ridicule

and mortally hate the genuine prophet just because of his

purity (xi. 18, 19; xv. 15; xvii. 15-18; xviii. 18, 23; xx.

;

xxvi.-xxix. ; xxxvi.-xliv :— against all these dangers and

hindrances, which had never before been so terribly abundant,

this prophet must contend with the weapon of the word of

Yahve alone, contend against them all through the course of a

long life, contend in a field that constantly grows more nn-

favourable and more unthankful, amidst ever greater interrup-

tions which he in vain opposed, and this as it appears without

any result or fruit, since he only too clearly sees that for the

present all is lost, and is unable, even at short intervals, to seize

such passing hopes as the probably much younger prophet,

Habaqquq, or another of his contemporaries, the anonymous

author of " Zech." xii. 1—xiii. 6 ; xiv. Certainly there is here

revealed the profoundest suffering that could try a prophet of

the Old Testament; we know nothing similar in the history

of the prophets, for though Hosea had great likeness to

Yeremya, the prophets of the declining Northern kingdom

were always able to look with some hope to Yuda, whilst

in Yeremya^s days the last remnant of the ancient community

appeared to be disappearing without any hope. It is true,

Yeremya, amidst all his distresses, never loses for long all

higher assurance, in the end feels that he is strengthened
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and sustained by Yahve in his conflict against them, for

his entire life attests most plainly what he says in this

respect at the very opening of his book, i. 17-19. And if

he, the prophet of such a tender heart, of such purity and

innocence of mind, who was only too sincere, too affectionate,

and too sympathetic towards his age, at certain moments sinks

into deep despondency and bitter indignation at such a want

of appreciation and such constant persecution of the prophetic

spirit, if here and there he does not even restrain an execration

of the impious conduct of his mortal enemies, and after all that

he has experienced gives free course at least in his books to

such outpourings of his heart (xi. 18-xii. 3; xv. 10, 11, 15-21;

xvii. 9-18; xviii. 18-23; xx. 7-18), who will feel that that is

not pardonably human ? especially since he always leaves it to

Yahve alone to execute the vengeance, even when he calls for

it, and never remains finally in his despondency, but composes

and strengthens himself again in Yahve at last, indeed, con-

cludes with a joyful song of praise, xx. 13. At the same time,

such a subjection to the mere feelings of the heart cannot

be justified when brought before the prophetic tribunal, not

even when it occurs in books only : the earlier prophets are

free of it, for Hosea even does not suffer himself to be carried

away so far by his sorrow. We must therefore recognize here,

after all, the fact that prophecy did not continue thoroughly

strong and manful enough wholly to withstand the severe trials

of the age, but suffered itself to be carried away, even in its

noblest and mightiest instruments, by the rent and hopeless

condition of this age. In thus forcing into its whirl the final

noble remnant of prophetism, it is true the age destroyed its

own best hope and succour, but we must acknowledge that

prophetism on its part, just vyhen it cast off the last of its

earlier fetters, had no longer original power enough to control

and to guide the age as had last been the case under Yesaya.

And here also the progress of the decline is rapid : whilst

in the products of the earlier period of Yeremya's life.
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ii.-x._, no sign has yet appeared of such despondency, tliey

multiply more and more, xi.-xx., and predominate, xxxvii.-

xliv.

Finally, the entire outward history of Yeremyd's life, as far

as we have any certain records of it, shows the same mournful

progress. When he at first appeared publicly, the kingdom

was still strong and powerful under Yosia, suffering only from

the consequences of the cruel reign of Manasseh, ii. 30 ; xv.

4, and from a foolish preference for Egyptian manners and

religions as a new evil to be added to the old ones, ii. But it

was not long before the Scythians must have come into the

country, whose inroads inflicted great devastation, although

they did not continue long. Those inroads were the occasion

of detailed exhortations and threatening addresses on the part

of our prophet as also on the part of Ssephanya, iii.-vi., for by

the enemy from the North, whose wonderful appearance is

graphically described, iv. 5-7, 13, 15-17, 29; v. 6, 15-17; vi.

1-5, 22, 23, 25, the Chaldeans, who subsequently drove the

Egyptians out of Palestine, cannot be intended, although

Deut. xxviii. 49, sq. was before the prophet^s mind in his

description, but the precursors of the Chaldeans, the Scythians.*

—There follow then the times of the internal reforms of the

King Yosia, from which no oracles have been preserved. But

soon after the fall of this hing, at the beginning of the reign of

Yoyaqim, when the Egyptians had subjugated the land, but

the remains of the Scythians again formed by the aid of the

new Chaldean power a threatening danger in the distance, and

at home the old vices were again in the ascendant, Yeremya's

utterances became for the first time decidedly mournful : he

speaks not only against the now wisdom of the schools, he

also complains aloud before the people assembled in the

temple, that the prophetic voice, however often it had been

* Coinp. supra pp. 1-1, 27, further especially Jer. vi. 3-5 with Ps. lix., and the

remarks infra oo Ez. xxxviii., xxxix.
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lifted up, had never been attended to, as if lie liad already

made this painful discovery fully enough in his own prophetic

experience, vii.-x., xxvi., xxxv. And when in the fourth year

of Yoyaqira the Chaldeans advanced southwards, the Egyp-

tian supremacy in Asia rapidly melted away, and great world-

storms were threatening close at hand, and Yeremya therefore

considered it on his part a duty at this critical moment to

collect into a book all his previous disregarded admonitions

aud threatenings, and have them read in the temple, he had

then to see his book destroyed by this king, and himself

persecuted merely because of the truth which it contained,

XXV., XXX vi. From that time everything grew still darker and

more uncertain for this prophet, who though unwearied and

unsubdued, was incessantly persecuted by men of all classes

and everywhere threatened with deadly hatred : we have no

very detailed accounts of the many mortal dangers with which

he had constantly to contend, but a few brief indications show

sufficiently what severe trials he passed through, and how he

was not sure of life at any moment, xi. 18-20; xv. 10, 11, 15

;

xviii. 18; xx. 1, 2, 7-9; xxix. 26, 27. It is true, his reputa-

tion rose continually in Jerusalem, notwithstanding all these

persecutions, as is remarked above : but since, even in spite of

the open revolt of the people against the existing Chaldean

rule, he would never give way to the passions of the moment,

but constantly exhorted the people to remain quiet, because he

foresaw that all these perverse attempts against the new and

strong Chaldean power could only increase the misfortune, hewas

first thrown into a more endurable and then into a dangerous

prison by the hatred of the majority of the magnates, and

would have perished had not one of them taken pity upon him

just before it was too late, xxxvii-xxxix. He remained in

prison until the taking of the city, and was then, like all the

others who were intended for banishment, at first led away in

chains, in fact, had been already carried off as far as Rama, on

the northern frontier of Yuda, xl, 1, when he was liberated by
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the Chaldean magnate who was in charge, and who had by that

time probably been made acquainted with the previous conduct

of the prophet, and having been liberated, he attached himself

to the remnant of his fellow-countrymen who were left in the

land. But even then neither the imprudence and wickedness

which had become so deeply rooted ceased amongst this

remnant, nor the persecution to rage against the aged prophet

:

and violently dragged by them into Egypt, he had there also

to contend with the incorrigible blindness of this wholly

perverse generation, xl.—xliv. Thus we see his external life

only growing more and more calamitous and hopeless, a faithful

illustration of the irresistible and deep fall of all the concerns

of Israel in those forty or fifty years, and the exact opposite of

what history tells us of the life and successes of Yesaya and

we have brought out in detail in Yol. II.

3. Yeremyd represents, therefore, in this his twofold

character most clearly and completely the great turning point

of the entire phenomenon of Old Testament prophecy, when just

as it has become clearly and firmly conscious of its nature and

limitations, it still begins at that moment to forfeit some of

its inward power and its outward influence, and thereby

advances irretrievably towards its dissolution. Yeremya is so

far as he himself is concerned equal to any prophet from the

earlier and noblest prophetic age, both in point of aim and

activity, indeed, he it is who first represents the true dignity

and inward glory of prophecy, that glory which must attest

itself most fully, no less in self-restriction and sufi'ering, than

in energy of deed : and therein lie the real greatness and the

true characteristics of this prophet, that with respect to which

no one else can be considered his superior or his equal. But

whilst he had to appear to complete what had been wanting in

all previous prophecy, his age has already become an entirely

unprophetic age, which, educated by this long-standing institu-

tion of prophecy and exalted by it, now deems itself to have

entirely outgrown it, and is henceforth vei'y unwilling to listen
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seriously to its voice : this by its reaction cripples the power of

prophecy, and produces, notwithstanding all its efforts, weak-

ness and decay, to the extent to which previous prophecy had

really created so much of the highest and most lasting cha-

racter. When prophecy had so far advanced that it cast off the

last traces of that antique violence which it still showed in the

case of Yesaya, by this very change both its outward form was

essentially altered and its previous power and activity were

reduced : it was insensibly and without its own intention com-

pelled, on the one hand, more and more to take the form of

simple teaching and proof, on the other, to give expression to

personal and subjective feelings, and this is precisely the

transition which with a little attention may already be dis-

covered in Yeremya. We have already mentioned the utter-

ance of the feelings of the heart, at first intruding upon and

then overwhelming the more strictly prophetic discourse ; the

intrusion of didactic matter and the didactic inclination may be

seen in the long description of idolatry x. 1-16, where the

prophetic form is scarcely externally observed, and again in

the wholly detached lesson concerning the sabbath, xvii. 19-27,

etc. In this respect, therefore, Yeremya, the last great

prophet, the evening star of the declining day of prophecy,

occupies the dividing line between two ages, and without

intending it closes the species of entirely pure prophecy. And
the tragical feature which before everything distinguishes him

does not arise from the unhappy fate of the kingdom and the

sacred city which also fell upon him, but from the bitter

feeling which possessed him, that the entire institution of

ancient prophecy was approaching its end, a fact which he had

to experience in his own person as no other prophet had done.

It is true, if the times had been quieter and brighter, prophecy

would of itself have gradually passed into the form of simple

teaching ; we see it however, for a time once more greatly moved
by the violent commotion and overthrow of the interests of

Is^'ael, but it really puts forth to the utmost its final energies.
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only the more rapidly to decay and sink into tlie common ruin

with the whole nationality and national institutions of the

ancient people.

But it is just here that we behold another of the greatest

excellencies of this prophet. For precisely because he sees

everything around irretrievably giving way, and does not

anticipate, but feels and experiences in his own person the end

of the previous powers of the kingdom of Yahvc, including

those of the prophetic office, he discovers, inasmuch as he

cannot as a true prophet give up in his brighter moments the

eternal hope, the truth surmised by none before him, that the

entire ancient covenant of men with Yahve no longer suffices,

and in future a new one must be concluded, the articles of

which have been written in the heart itself. This is still no

habitual idea of the prophet's, it is no more than an occasional

glimpse; and when it is caught sight of, it is only rapidly

sketched, not described in detail. This is in fact the most

characteristic as well as the most productive in results of

Yeremyd's thoughts ; after he has come into its possession, he

conceives the Messianic truth with much greater definiteness

than previously, and just at the moment when the ancient

prophetism is clearly sensible of its own dissolution, he opens

the brightest prospect into the darkly veiled future, xxxi.

31-34; xxxii. 39, 40; comp. iii. 16, 17; as early as Hezeqiel

this is more weakly repeated in his way, xi. 19, 20 ; xxxvi.

25-28, comp. 18, 31.

II. We are still able to discover with great completeness

how the whole book of Yeremyd arose, and of what sections

and pieces it was originally composed, inasmuch as it has been

preserved very much as the prophet wrote it, or rather dictated

it to his constant attendant Barukh (xxxvi., xlv., xliii. 3).

It may be seen at once from certain general indications that

the book must have been preserved pretty much as it left the

hands of the prophet. If we examine, e.g., the whole of the head-

ings scattered through the book, having previously obtained an
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accurate knowledge of the meaning of all its smaller or larger

pieces, we shall be surprised by a similarity and a symmetry,

notwithstanding a great amount of dissimilarity, which neces-

sarily poiut to an arrangement of the whole book by one

hand. Each piece that is complete in itself has the heading,

7i^n'> nsa in"^a-i'» bs n^n ntrs nnin, vii. 1 ; x. 1 ;* xviii. 1

;

xxi. 1; XXV. 1;* XXX. 1; xxxii. 1; xxxiv. 1, 8; xxxv. 1;

xl. 1 ; xliv. 1, or in a less rigid and briefer form, ace. § 334

i(, in''j2-T' bs mn"> nm n>n -m7S xiv. 1 ; xlvi. 1 : xlvii. 1 ;

xlix. 34, also with another slight change, xlv. 1, merely for the

sake of brevity, xxix. 1, on account of the exceptional nature

of the matter (for it is a letter), xlvi. 13 is more remai'kable;

this heading is shortened, except xsiii. 9, merely in the case of

most of the numerous continuous pieces concerning foreign

nations, because they are connected (xlvi. 1) together by a

more general heading, xlvi. 2 ; xlviii. 1 ; xlix. 1, 7, 23, 28
;

but it is lengthened naturally in the general heading to the

whole book, i. 1-3. Occasionally a brief notification of the time

or the occasion is appended, xiv. 1 ; xxv. 1 ; xlvii. 1, elsewhere

only in pieces of a more historical character, xxvi. 1 ; xxvii.

1 ; xxxiv. 1,8; xxxv. 1 ; in almost purely historical pieces the

t)pening also is purely historical, xxxvi. 1 ; xxxvii. 1 . Only

two pieces, ii. 1 ; iii. 1, have headings forming exceptions from

this general designation. They will be dealt with below. To

a certain extent xviii. 1 is also exceptional, and will also be

subsequently considered. In the case of the introductory

piece, i. 4-17, the general heading serves also for the piece.

If the oracles concerning foreign nations, xlvi. -xlix., are

reckoned only as one great piece, there will according to these

headings be twenty-three sections or distinct pieces in the

entire book ; and it is of the greatest importance that the

most careful examination of every separate word ends in the

same result, that the books contain neither more nor fewer

In these passages the phrase is varied.

—

Tr.
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than these twenty-three distinct and separable pieces. If these

pieces are then separately examined further, it appears that

all the longer ones in which the historical character is not

predominant, fall into strophes, and, ace. Vol. I., p. 74,

in Yeremya the long strophe with 7-8-9 verses is decidedly the

prevailing one, longer ones occurring at times, especially in

the case of long enumerations like those of ch. xxv., shorter

ones only at the end of a longer whole. This form of the

strophe pervades the entire book as the only one habitual to

this prophet, the concluding piece xxxiii. 19-26, and the

smaller pieces composed of oracles against foreign nations,

xlvi.-xlix., alone falling into shorter strophes. And if the

strophe is often no longer so beautifully rounded and perfect

in itself as in the earlier prophets, the cause lies in the general

decline of artistic power which is observable in this prophet.

The strophe, as such, has no distinctive external sign expressed

in words in Yeremya any more than in the other prophets or

poets, it being probably distinguished in the original manu-

script only by breaks and spaces. Again, several strophes often

form a distinct whole ; and even the pieces with a decidedly

historical character can be easily divided into sections

;

indeed, there is often a marked pause in the middle of a

strophe. The manner by which a larger pause, or a section, of

a piece is indicated is very various and often there is no

indication of it at all. Where an indication is supplied, it is

never of that larger and more formal character which may be

justly termed a heading, but it is rather a mere formula of

transition, very brief and fitting into the discourse without

breaking it, thus Hin: "i?7 ^r\^X or shorter still, ^::^: "i^«'], in

addition to which formula there is also ''7^? to me as far as ch.

xxiv. of the Hebrew text, i. 4, 11; iii. 6, 11; xi. 6, 9; xiii.

8; xiv. 11 (xv. 1); xvi. 1; xviii. 5; xxiv. 4; but from that

point, in"^X2T^ bs to Yeremya xxix. 30; xxxii. 26; xxxiii. 19,

23; XXXV. 12; xxxvii. 6; xlii. 7; xliii. 8, comp. xxxix. 15;

there is also added with probably greater definiteness, /T^Dti^,
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once more, i. 13 ; xiii. 3 ; xxxiii. 1. But much more frequently

the prophetic formula is mn-' naw nD, thus saith Yahve, which

Yeremya uses after every pause that will permit it, his fre-

quently flagging discourse inclining to such rests : the

formula then frequently serves as a re-connecting link even in

the middle of a strophe, but sometimes, when it is not neces-

sary that the discourse should flow on without a break, it is

found at the commencement of a section, as xiii, 1 ; xvii. 19
;

xix. 1 ; xxii. 1 .—All these ways of introducing larger or

smaller portions of books and sections are so regularly used

and are in themselves so reasonable that the two or three

exceptions signify nothing, and must be explained in some

other way. There are but the three exceptional cases, ii. 1 ;

iii. 1 (6), which will be explained below, and xvii. 19, which

must have changed places with xviii. 1. Nor must all this be

considered unimportant : whoever is acquainted with Semitic

literatures knows that in times when the parts, members, and

sections of a book were not yet accurately counted, the thread

of the books is retained and plainly continued to the end in the

form and regularity of the headings and transitions.

If we now go on to compare the plan of the separate pieces

and thus get to the heart of the independent sections of the

book, we discover in this respect also a remarkable uniformity

and regularity which could only come from the mind and

hand of the author himself. AVhen, for instance, the purely pro-

phetic discourse does not prevail and the entire piece perhaps

is not composed of it with short historical notes, but special

prophetic visions and signs of the truth to be explained are

also intended to be described, these visions and signs are never

placed at the commencement but always subsequently, as if

Yeremya himself were altogether unable to think of them as

anything more than the elucidations which had to follow the

truth; whilst in actual life the reverse order had to be ob-

served, the people needing to see such a striking picture of the

truth before they would attend to the truth itself. This will
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be more evident wlicn we come to expltiin tlic book in detail.

This habit of the prophet is so constantly observed that it

appears with the same regularity in the portions of the book

that were written last, xliii. 8-13 ; xliv. 29, 30.

Or if we look at the kind of writing', we find that at first

from eh. ii. to ch. x (eh. i. naturally does not in this respect

come into consideration) the pure prophetic discourse prevails

in a surprisingly progressive manner, from ch. xi. to ch. xxv.

here and there a short historical observation is interspersed,

but from ch. xxvi., and again from ch. xxxiv., the historical

style completely predominates ; we also find that all that is

narrated briefly or more at length and bears evidence that it is

a genuine portion of the work, concerns simply the fortunes of

this prophet himself. And though there is much that is un-

expected at the first glance, there are still so many evidences of

arrangement and uniformity, that we are at the very outset

disposed to conclude that the hand of the prophet has been at

work throughout the main portion of the whole book.

Advancing from such preliminary observations to the heart

of the matter, when we follow up all the evidences and indica-

tioDS that are anywhere discernible, the following view of the

origin of the present book, as far as the prophet himself was

actively concerned in it, is obtained

:

1. As early as Yosia's reign, according to all available indi-

cations, Yeremya first published a book. For the long piece,

iii.-vi., manifestly owed its origin to the inroads of the

Scythians, it has too plainly and too immediately proceeded

from the most recent impressions of the strange time to have

been written in much later times, and in respect of arrange-

ment and art, it is evidently the oldest piece by which this

prophet established his fame as a prophetic writer. Just as it

shares with the small book of Ssephanya (see supra, p. 14)

the occasion of its production, it may also have been published

about the same time, or not much later. But when the pro-

phet published it, he placed before it, in ch. ii., a small piece
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which immortalised the most important thoughts of the time of

his very earliest labours.

2. It was not before the fourth year of Yoyaqim, after

Yeremya had therefore ah^eady laboured above twenty years as

a prophet, that he composed a larger work, as ch. xxxvi. records

in detail : and we have ah^eady indicated how much there was

in the character of that time precisely to lead him to present

the prophetic truths for once in a more general statement,

therefore to collect not merely his earlier oral or written threats

and exhortations, but also to commit to writing concerning the

foreign nations what had not been included in his oral dis-

courses and also to present more general views and prospects

with regard to the future which was then so threatening. It is

true, as soon as it had been publicly read for the first time, it

was forthwith destroyed by the king's command. But the short

narrative, xxxvi. 32, indicates that it was shortly after restored

by the prophet, and received further additions ; these addi-

tions, however, inasmuch as nothing essential will have been

omitted from the first edition, can only have been such as were

occasioned by subsequent events and prophetic discourses, and

were accordingly added in writing by degrees as new matter

arose. According to all appearances, some important remains of

the first edition have been preserved in the present book,

namely, ch. vii.-x., ch. xlvi.-xlix. (besides xlvi. 13-28) especially,

in addition to the remains copied from the previous book, ch. ii.,

ch. iii.-vi., as will be seen below. It is also scarcely to be

doubted that this edition must have had pretty much the same

general outline as the present book. At the same time, the

book with numerous additions, to which the prophet refers,

xxxvi. 32, appeared

3. according to all indications after the death of Yoyaqim,

at the beginning of the reign of the last king Ssedeqia,

because such pieces as ch. xi.-xiii., xxii. 10—xxiii. xxv.,

XXXV., xxxvi., xlv. show by their whole tone and the fresh-

ness of the colouring that they belong to this period and can
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hardly liave been first composed at the time of the next edition

which followed some ten years later. For

4. the present book, at least so far as its design and its

main portion are concerned, was not written until after the

destruction of the city and the banishment of the people, since

in the heading, i. 1-3, its contents are described as extending

to this time. The fifth month of the year of the destruction of

the kingdom is named, and we see from xl. 1 sq. ; lii. 12, that

in this month the unhappy aff'airs of Yuda were put in order by

the Chaldean prince Nabuzaradan and the country quieted as

much as possible after the city and temple had been destroyed

a month before. Now, since Yeremya remained quietly in the

land until the seventh month, xli. 1, and was not carried off to

Egypt until after that, we may suppose that it was exactly in

these two months that he partly arranged and partly com-

posed the present book. At all events, it is plain from xxxiv.

6 that he must have written it outside Jerusalem, and on the

other hand there is no trace of its having been written later in

Egypt. This period naturally invited to its production.

Another of those great days in the history of the nation had

come when a more extended review of the past and a glimpse

into the veiled future seemed necessary ; indeed, the most

decisive crisis of affairs which had been for centuries possible,

had arrived. On the one hand, ^precisely those gloomy fore-

bodings that Yeremya had all along openly and boldly uttered,

even under the most violent persecutions, had been completely

fulfilled ; the impressive warnings of long years appeared as

justified, and there was nothing impossible in his being the

only one of his fellow-countrymen who as entirely untouched

by the immediate guilt of the great calamity had survived the

destruction of the kingdom. As a fact, it is observable in

many parts of his book with what warmth he emphasises the

circumstance that he had always and everywhere, before the

king and the nation, exhorted to quietness towards the Chal-

deans. The small piece xxxiv. 1-7 really owes its reception into
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into the book only on tliis account, comp. xxi. ; xxviii.-xxix. But

on the other hand, no period demanded more consolation and

helpful direction to the eternal hopes of the true community

than did this, which had fallen into the abyss of profound

despair, a despair which seemed to a certain extent entirely

justified. These considerations must have urged this prophet

to collect his numerous experiences, hopes, and warnings : and

the outward peace which he at last found in these months after

such severe suffering, could only have the effect of more

strongly persuading him to such a resolve.

He arranged the large book upon a simple plan. Ifc con-

tains five parts, or, if the short introduction and the conclusion

are not reckoned as equally important divisions, three large parts

:

this arrangement had manifestly already been supplied sub-

stantially in the previous book, since the new one received only

a number of very important additions and further a fresh

arrangement of the new whole. The five parts were as follows

:

I. The prophetic introduction with the long heading to the

entire book, ch. i. II. Discourses threatening the punishment

of Israel, which as in almost every prophetic work compose

the chief subject matter, ch. ii.-xxiv. In this part we have

seven pieces placed together : and although scarcely any

notes of time are inserted, everything speaks in favour of the

conclusion that these seven pieces are arranged as we find

them in accordance with their chronology. For, in the first

place, the chronological order is of itself the most natural, inas-

much as no other principle upon which they are arranged is dis-

coverable ; and, in the next place, in the case of most of them

very clear indications lead so plainly to this priiiciple of arrange-

ment that the few doubtfid cases may be safely enough deter-

mined by their similarity. It is true that in the arrangement

of the matter of some of these seven pieces the subject also

plays a part as a principle of arrangement, inasmuch as the

prophet connects in a superficial order with the subject with

which he has once started all that is similar which he remembers

3 6
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from his public discourses : but still the seven public appear-

ances, which as they were still preserved in the prophet's

memory here form the foundation of the seven pieces, must

according to many clear indications be actually historical, no

mere imagination, and still less an invention of the author. In

projecting each of these pieces it is evident that the prophet

proceeded from the recollection of a discourse which he had

delivered here or there and which was important either intrin-

sically or from its consequences : this recollection became to

him the centre of the piece about to be written,, to which he

could also easily attach kindred matter. Briefly enumerated, they

are as follows : (1) ii. belongs to the first year of Yeremya's

labours, because the commencement of the labours announced

ch. i. must have been public; and as the piece begins ver. 2 with

the divine charge to Yeremya to go and to speak aloud these

words, this indicates in this as in all similar cases, that he

really once delivered such a discourse, because the words can

have no other meaning and we see the opposite of this, e.g,,

XXX. 1-4, (2) iii.-vi. falls according to iii. 6 in the reign of

Yosia, and was without doubt like the former only repeated

from the oldest book. (3) vii.-x. delivered after the beginning

of Yoyaqiin's reign at the temple, comp. vii. 2 with xxvi. (4)

xi.-xiii. according to internal indications from the brief reio-n

of Yoyakhin, or Yekhonya, delivered according xi, 6, 18, 19

probably also at ' Anathoth. Both of these pieces from the

previous edition. (5) xiv. 1—xvii. 18, occasioned by a drought

as it is briefly termed xiv. 1 : and although Yeremya had

already borrowed graphic figures from such a calamity, iii. 3 ;

v. 24, 25 ; xii. 4, the frequency of its occurrence in Kanaan

removes all difficulty from the supposition that this discourse,

as its position enables us to conjecture, was not delivered

before the commencement of Ssedeqia's reign; with which

date the matter of the discourse also accords. (6) xvii. 19

—

XX. 18 without doubt also belonging to the reign of Ssedeqia,

comp. XX. 1, 2 with xxix, 26, and having a general conclusion;
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for (7) xxi.-xxiv. is of a somewhat different nature : thougli it

starts from a discourse addressed to Ssedeqia himself during

the last years of his reign, it connects therewith, taking a

backward survey of his expei-iencCj entirely general observa-

tions concerning the leaders of the nation, kings and prophets.

Since we do not find brief historical notes inserted before we
come to the fourth of these seven pieces, that is tacit evidence

that the serious persecutions and mortal dangers of Yeremya's

life, which he called to mind as he was preparing the whole

book, had only a gradual beginning and could not be so dis-

tinctly recalled as having occurred during the first twenty years

of his public life. Similarly, it is with the fourth piece that the

figurative elucidations of truth begin, the more convenient

method of proving a thing by signs becoming probably a habit

with every prophet later in life than that by means of discourses :

the former method presupposes that the prophet who uses it is

already very generally acknowledged. Next follows III. a general

review of all nations, the Heathen as well as Israel : and this

was the suitable place for the collection of oracles concerning

the Heathen nations, comp. Ez. xxv.-xxxii. It may be proved

from many indications that the oracles concerning' the Heathen

ch. xlvi.-xlix. must have originally stood before ch. xxv., and

that ch. xxv. closed this part as a second piece. There were

here loosely subjoined three pieces of a more historical cha-

racter, concerning the false prophets with whom Yeremya had

to contend : they prove historically what had been mentioned

in ch. XXV,, and for that reason find their place here ; in

general such pieces bear rather the character of scholia, eluci-

dations in as compressed a form as possible, and certainly

always written last. Towards the end IV. follow the two

pieces, xxx.-xxxiii., devoted solely to the description of the

hopes of the future; to which, as after III., three historical

supplements, xxxiv.-xxxv. are added in a very similar way.

That there is a large and complete section of the book before

ch. XXX. appears also from the fact that this time the heading is

6 *
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more extended and especially from the mention of a hook in

whicli the prophet is to write^ xxx. 1-4. V. The conclusion

oh. xxxvi. with ch. xlv. from the previous edition.

Such was originally the form and extent of the book as it

was then written ; and Hezeqiel's book is arranged upon a

very similar plan.

If we now more seriously enquire whether Yeremya at that

time wi'ote down everything simply from his recollections of

the previous forty years^ or whether he retained much from his

earlier writings unaltered, which, according to xxxvi. 32, is of

itself a very probable supposition, we find on a closer com-

parison of all the above named pieces of this book with each

other, that there is indeed a great likeness in expression, tone,

and colouring pervading it, to such an extent, that we eveiy-

where hear the same prophet ; a conclusion which it would be

almost superfluous to prove here in detail. A favourite phrase,

of which he has very many (a sign that the originality and

freshness of expression is already on the decline), may in

accordance with the course of events receive a considerably

altered signification : thus the expression the enemy from the

North, which is not found in ch. ii., but is constantly repeated

ch. iii.-vi. denotes, undoubtedly, the Scythians, and the Chal-

deans are here nowhere mentioned, yet Yeremya having once

accustomed himself to speak of the powerful conquerors of that

time as an evil coming from the North, he subsequently applies

the same term when the Chaldeans are intended, especially as

the remains of the Scythians had been absorbed into this

nation, viii. 14-16; x. 22 ; xiii. 19-21 ; xxv. 9, 26; xlvii. 2; i.

13-15 (xlvi. 20, 24), comp. xv. 12 ; xvi. 15 ; xxiii. 8 ; xxxi. 8.

—

But notwithstanding this likeness an important difference will

not escape a more searching glance. A few pieces, ch. ii., ch.

iii.-vi. throughout, and more occasionally ch. xlvi.-xlix. (always

with the exception of xlvi. 13-28) ch. xxv. {ad Jin.) and ch. xxx.,

xxxi., are manifestly in a much more lively, fresh, original, rich

and vigorous style than other pieces; one feels there the youth
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and here the age of an author bowed down by profound sorrow,

and in the same degree as the pieces written still later, ch.

xxxvii.-xl., are much inferior in respect of poetic power and

originality to those written immediately after the destruction

of Jerusalem do these fall short of the fragments of the earliest

discourses. This may be further observed in detail: the

frequent repetitions, e.g., into which Yeremya falls, are met

with after ch. vii. only ; the constant enumeration of from two

to four, but commonly three, divine instruments of chastise-

ment (famine, sword, pestilence), but just commences in the

earlier pieces in one example, v. 12, and becomes a true charac-

teristic of the later ones only ; on the other hand, the frequent

reference to the Northern kingdom, which had by that time

long disappeared, having its origin in the case of this prophet

clearly in a learned imitation of the earlier prophets, is a

distinctive mark of the older pieces, iii. 1—iv. 2 ; xxx. 2 sq.

Neither is it probable that after forty years the prophet should

have composed afresh such discourses as ch. ii., ch. iii.-vi,

which describe the earher period with such accuracy and

circumstantial detail.

If the prophet thus received much from his earlier writings

without alteration, and yet on the whole only fragments, not a

few somewhat surprising phenomena are thereby explained.

We comprehend the fact that nothing more than ch. ii.-vi. has

been preserved from a period of almost twenty years of labour

under Yosia: the majority of the older oracles might no longer

appear so important. And with its transference from one

book to another, the heading which must clearly have once stood

before iii. 1, might easily be so mutilated on the one hand, and

misplaced on the other, as we at present find it in ver. 1 and

ver. 6 : for the fact that no heading strictly speaking is found

before ch. ii. is easy of explanation, since this piece in reality

contains the first public discourse, and could therefore stand

in the earlier book immediately after the main heading,

although this piece is surprisingly short in comparison with the
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others, ch. iii.-xxiv. : but a heading must necessarily have

stood before ch. iii.

In brief, the main portion of the present book dates from a

time subsequent to the destruction of Jerusalem, inclading

ch. i., which partially harmonizes with the style of the later

pieces. And if the prophet did not write the main portion

before this time, such general phrases are most easily explained

as occur, xvii. 20 ; xix, 3 ; xxii. 4, where the Mugs of Yuda

generally are addressed as if they appeared before the pro-

phet^s mind at the time when he was writing only as an

indefinite class of persons, comp. i. 18.

5. It must have been a considerable space of time, at least

some years, before Yeremya can have written the remaining

pieces and passages which are found in the present book as his

latest additions and alterations : he had been carried off to

Egypt, and the refugees there had already spread as far as the

south of that country, and had taken up their settled residence

in several of the cities of its northern, middle, and southern

districts. The motives that induced him to make these addi-

tions and changes are evident as soon as we consider his

customary procedure. The great events of the last years and

months of the kingdom had now become sufficiently old to

need to be afresh called to mind by the aid of the pen, whilst

as far as they concerned the prophet himself, they were too

new and well-known to be dwelt upon at length in the book

which was written immediately after their occurrence. More-

over, the refugees who had fled into Egypt contrary to

Yeremya's prophetic determination, now began to repent of

that step, xliv. 14, the correctness of his prophetic counsel

being in this respect also thereby confirmed. Finally, there

was the wish, very evident in ch. xliv., by a word spoken in

his advanced age, as by a final legacy, to warn the people that

had been thrown into Egypt against the contagious influences

of a heathen belief. Accordingly, Yeremya published by way

of supplement the three pieces, xxxvii.-xliv., which more than
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any eai'lier piece (with the very intelligible exception of ch.

xxxvi.) bear a historical character ; for it is evident that ch.

xxxvii.-xxxix. could not have been written earlier, not only

their position showing that they have no place in the plan of

the larger book, but their subject matter showing that they

could not have been written at the same time as the earlier

pieces, especially ch. xxi., see, for instance, the contradiction

between xxi. 1 and xxxvii. 3. At the same time, it is intelli-

gible enough that he should insert them in this place before the

concluding piece of the larger book, ch. xlv. Further, the

second piece concerning Egypt, xlvi. 13-26, must have been

inserted at the same time ; and, inasmuch as the earliest

discourse, ch. ii. of Yeremya's had been remarkably enough

directed against Egypt, he might well consider it appropriate

at this time to re-write one of its strophes, adding a few new

thoughts adapted to this period, w. 10-19.

III. Thus far we are able to trace Yeremy^^s own hand : and

we do not hesitate to assert that all the above pieces are the

genuine products of Yeremya's pen, which may be easily

further substantiated, e. g., from the language.

However, this book of Yeremya^s must very early have been

greatly valued and much read, and therefore, like any other

much read book, have been considerably altered to suit later

opinion. While the mournful forebodings of Yeremya had

been so completely fulfilled, and the wholly melancholy and dis-

tracted condition of later generations might find in the sadness

of the last great prophet the spirit which best accorded with

its own, at the same time, a much read favourite book is most

subject to various alterations, especially as long as it has not

obtained the character of a sacred and inviolable object.

1. At the end of the Babylonian captivity, and after several

of those fly-leaves mentioned. Vol. I. p. 90, had been published,

a successor of the prophets, who no longer ventured to write

in his own name, undertook to make an alteration in the book,

an alteration small in extent but important as regards its
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meaning. If we examine the purpose lie had in view, which

appears plainly from his work, we find that the following con-

siderations guided his hand. At a time when many who had

been in exile at Babylon hesitated from worldly motives to

make use of the freedom offered to them, and to return to

their own country, probably at the same time appealing to

Yeremya, who had exhorted all exiles to quietly serve the

Chaldeans, this anonymous prophet may have deemed it wise

seriously to exhort them precisely in the name of Yeremya to

return home, and to address them in such away as he would un-

doubtedly have done had he been living in these entirely changed

circumstances. Accordingly he wrote an oracle against Baby-

lon as a completely ruined kingdom, after the manner and

complexion of Yeremya's oracles, but with the great difference

that many words which he repeated from Yeremya received

under his hand an entirely different reference, the name and

the description of the northeni enemies, e.g., by whom Yeremy4

had understood at first the Scythians and then the Chaldeans,

being now applied to the Medes and Persians contending

against the Chaldeans. Of course, Yeremya could not speak

of the Chaldeans as this anonymous prophet does : in his time

they were a courageous, ambitious nation, having before them

a no mean future under a vigorous young hero-king, and in

accordance with his customary good sense he exhorts his con-

temporaries to submit to them, ascribes to Nabukodrossor the

honourable title of servant of Yahve, the one man to whom

power had been given fr-om Yahve to chastise the nations, and

though he proclaims, when it is necessary, to the Chaldeans also

their overthrow, it is in quite another manner than to the other

nations, only incidentally and as in the dim distance, with

regard to which nothing further can be said, ch, xxv. The

anonymous prophet could imagine and write nothing but the

precise opposite of all this concerning the Chaldeans.

This long piece concerning Babylon the anonymous prophet

placed under Yeremya's name at the end of the oracles of
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Yeremya against foreign nations^ at a place therefore where it

seemed most likely to become attached to Yerem3^a's book, ch.

l.-li. But here arose a new difficulty. For Yeremy^ had

enumerated, xxv. 18-26, all the nations whom the approaching

judgment should befall, and the Chaldeans were not amongst

them, in the strict sense could not be amongst them, because

Yeremya looked upon them as precisely the divine instruments

to execute the approaching punishment. In order nevertheless

to enumerate the Chaldeans in the series of nations to be

punished, and so to connect his piece against Babylon more

closely with Yeremya's book, the anonymous prophet intro-

duced a few new sentences into ch. xxv., which can be clearly

recognized and separated by their complexion merely.

2. This alteration of the book is therefore observable at a

comparatively early period. At that time the pieces against

foreign nations, ch. xlvi.-xlix, without doubt still retained their

original place before ch. xxv. This supposition most easily

explains how the anonymous prophet found it necessary to

alter somewhat ch. xxv., which immediately followed. But

the next change which the book underwent is the tra.nsference

of the pieces against foreign nations to the end of the book,

where they stand in the present Hebrew text, increased by the

addition of that concerning Babylon, as ch. xlvi-li. That this

was not their original position is evident from the plan and the

words of the larger book ; and although we have no special

witness to inform us why the author of the transference made

it, we are still quite well able to understand that the same

younger prophet who desired to add the new piece concerning

Babylon to the end of the book, preferred in the new edition

which he prepared to place the other pieces concerning foreign

nations also at the end. A few other minor changes date back

into early times, according to all appearances, since they are

also found in the LXX. xv. 10, 11, xx. 14 sq., and the two

headings above mentioned, xvii. 19, xviii. 1. The words, xlvi.

27, 28, are also copied at an unsuitable place.
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The further addition of ch. lii. cannot have been made before

eh. 1. li. had found its present position. This chapter is an

extract from the Imperial Records concerning the last fortunes

of the city and the nation, agreeing for the most part with

2 Kings xxiv. 18 sq. For it is certain that the sentence, Thtis

far the words of Yeremyd, li. 64, were only then added, in

order to mark ch. lii. expressly as an addition which had not

originated from Yeremya, comp. Job xxxi. 40; Ps. Ixxii. 20;

a similar dividing sentence, xlviii. 47, was more probably by

Yeremya himself.

A few other historical additions that are more closely inter-

woven with the text, were added, according to all appearance,

earlier than ch. lii., namely, xxviii. 1 , the second note of time,

and xxxix. 1, 2, vv. 4-13, which two pieces, taken from the

Imperial Records, would hardly have beeh added if the com-

mentator had already found ch. lii. as an appendix : for this

appendix is from the same source.

3. The Greek translator of the Septuagint must have found

all these additions by later hands at least in one or more

manuscripts, whilst they appear not to have all of them made

their way into others : for one may allow that he compared

several manuscripts. The most noteworthy alteration which

either this translator or a manuscript used by him considered

allowable, concerns the position of the pieces upon the foreign

nations, including ch. 1. H., which were probably already

found at the end of the book in all Palestinian and Eastern,

though probably not in all Egyptian, manuscripts. At a time

when ch. xlvi.-li. stood sometimes at the end, sometimes in the

middle of the book, a reader might be betrayed by ver, 13, ch.

XXV., although it was itself an interpolation, to look upon the

words D'^l^n b'Dbv in'^a'T' K23 llCS ^vh^ch Yeremyd jproijhesied

concerning all the Heathen, as a heading of the section upon

foreign nations, and accordingly to place the entire section here.

But not only would ch. xxv. be thus divided contrary to its

entire meaning into two widely separate portions, but ver. 14
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would also have to be cancelled, althougli, as may be easily

shown, it lias a genuine Yeremyanic ring, and rounds off the

strophe admirably. Moreover, as the passion to make altera-

tion often grows by indulgence, this transposer also brought

the various pieces against foreign nations into a different order,

which is only too evidently capricious : the fact that according

to this order the piece against Babylon is placed first, simply

because it appeared to later readers as the most important,

like the piece ''Isa/^ xiii. 1—xiv. 23, which is similar both as

regards origin and position, of itself shows how arbitrary this

transposition is.

There is a number of smaller differences between the LXX.
and the present Massoretic text which are sufficient proof of

the differences in the manuscripts of this book that must have

existed when the Greek translation was made. Not infre-

quently the original reading has been preserved in the LXX.
One chief cause of the differences in the manuscripts, as in the

case of similar popular books, is to be found in the language,

which is in the stage of decay, with little compi-ession and

firmness. But in very many, one may say, in most, passages,

the translator has manifestly sometimes read and translated

with too great rapidity, and sometimes capriciously abbreviated

the text. If he omits, e.g., x. 6-9, this omission disturbs the

eutu'e structure of the stx'ophes. Who would ever conclude

from this that Yeremya had not written x. 1-16 at all, with

these exceedingly remarkable utterances regarding Heathenism?

In fact, such comparisons of the religions of Israel and the

Heathen, and more earnest warnings against the latter which

now commence, accord well with a'time when the temple had been

already destroyed, and the people were exposed to the great

danger of complete intermixture with the Heathen. Or whoever

considers the passage, xxxiii. 14-26, as not written by Yeremy^.

simply because the LXX. omit it, and at the same time urges

in proof of its being interpolated, that Yeremya does not else-

where speak of the restoration of the Levites as is done vv. 1

8
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sq., lie forgets that this passage suits the context perfectly,

that the purely spiritual hopes of such passages as xxxi. 31-34,

are not in the mind of the prophet set aside, and that the com-

pletion of the destruction of the temple might of itself kindle

such desires even in the breasts of those who at other times

did not care to speak much about the Levites ; to say nothing

of Ez. ch. xl.-xlviii. The true problem of biblical science is to

distinguish the passages where the LXX. had really an older and

better reading from those where the translator had before him

a less original one, or the copyist of the LXX. simply blundered.

The only security against being deceived by the similarity of

the two cases is, having previously discovered the true mind

and the genuine characteristics of this prophet.

Finally, when in the Hebrew text Yeremya is spoken of,

from ch. xxiv. in the third in the headings, and elsewhere in

the first person, on the other hand, from ch. xxvi. always in

the third (the LXX. has the first only xxxii. 26; xxxv. 12), this

peculiarity may have originated with the first copyist of the

book, inasmuch as from ch. xxvi. the historical stjde is more

predominant. But when quite exceptionally the proper names

of men ending in ^H" receive the abbreviated form H^" from

ch. xxvi. to about the middle of ch. xxix., this peculiarity must

have originated with a later copyist living more than a century

after Yeremya, who, however, did not carry on the innovation,

but soon left it off again. In a similar way the orthography

"i!iW3"TD1^D found its way into ch. xxvi.-xxxiv. instead of the

earlier '^"731^3 (which is still found, ch. 1. li.). We discover in

these facts only the hands of various copyists from about the 5th

cent. B.C., an age when a similar variety of hands is observable

in the Psalter, comp. Dichter cles Alten Bimdes, I a, 244 sq.*

* In the former edition I considered it superfluous to say expressly that Movers'

work on the differences between the LXX. and the Hebrew text of Yeremya (1837),

proceeded for the most part from wrong principles. I should then have been sorry

to think it possible that the actual differences between the present book of Yeremyi

and its oldest form, would have since that time been again so seriously mis-

understood.
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i,

1 Words of Yeremyii the son of Cliilqia, one of tlie px'iests in

'Anathoth in tlie land of Benjamin : to wliom Yalive's word
came in the days of Yosia son of Amon king of Yuda, in the

thirteenth year of his reign : and further came in the days of

Yoyakim, son of Yosia king of Yuda until the eleventh year

of Ssedeqia son of Yosia king of Yuda was completed, until

Jerusalem was depopulated in the fifth month.

The somewhat general expression, i. 3, '' until the llth year

was completed/' is immediately limited by the more definite

mention of the 5th month of this year. Comp. Historij of

Israel, iv. 273 sq. (III. 806 sq.)

I.

—

The Inteoduction.

Ch. i. 4-19.

In the introduction Yeremya describes, after the model of

Isa. ch. vi., the sacred moment of his prophetic initiation, as he

calls it to mind after the experiences of his past labours. In

the light of this reminiscence the piece assumes the form of a

more general review of the highest thoughts and views in the

power of which the prophet lived and spoke, which therefore

often recur more distinctly in the various pieces of the following

book. But they could not thus have lived before his mind

through his entire career, unless they had obtained firm root in

his heart from that first moment. Nothing is more character-

istic of this prophet than a certain tenderness of soul, which

might manifest itself at the commencement of his prophetic

mission, particularly as he was very young-, vv. 6, 7, as timidity

;

and his history is characterized by extraordinary menaces and

persecutions at the hands of men of all classes, inasmuch as he

as a sincere, true prophet, was compelled to proclaim almost

nothing but mournful tidings in an age which was rapidly

hastening to destruction. And however much calamity over-

took the Davidic kingdom at that time, the disaster which

threatened in the form of wild floods of nations from the North
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(pp. 70, 84), was during almost the whole of Yeremya's long

public life the greatest, and at last, when his book was pub-

lished with its heading i. 1-3, this disaster had already caused

the destruction of Jerusalem. But amidst all these persecu-

tions and sufferings Yeremya had always felt that he had been

strengthened and saved by Him who had from the commence-

ment of his call opened his timid mouth, and then confirmed

the truth of his mournful forebodings by the general result.

This is accordingly the leading thought of the introduction.

After the prophet has narrated that while still very young he

was strengthened and consecrated to become a prophet, and a

prophet not to Jerusalem alone (ch. ii.-xxiv.), but also over

many nations and kingdoms (ch. xlvi. sq.), vv. 5-10, he pre-

sents the substance of some of the main thoughts which he has

had to proclaim, and which will be dealt with in the following

pieces : this is done by means of two expressive symbols, vv.

11-16, which may at the same time serve to show that God

called up before his mind immediately genuine prophetic

symbols. At the end, vv. 17-19, he returns to the chief thought

of the introduction.—As Yeremya, ace. p. 77, is accustomed

to elucidate by symbols the matter which he has previously

treated in his discourses, so in this case the symbols follow the

thought. According to this plan and the general matter of

the piece, it may date very well from the second and third

edition of the book, but in any case must have been enlarged

with the fourth edition.

And Yahve's word came unto me in this wise : Before I

formed thee in the womb I knew thee, and before thou

earnest from the belly sanctified thee,
|
appointed thee a i^ro-

phet to the nations !
||

I'hen said I "Ah Lord Yahve ! indeed

I know not how to speak, for I am too young ! "
||
but Yahve

said unto me : say not " I am too young :"
|
but to whom-

soever I send thee thou wilt go, and whatsoever I commission

thee thou wilt speak
; ||

fear not before them !
|
for I am with
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thee to delivei' thee, saith Yahve."
||
And Yahve put forth his

hand and touched my mouth ; and Yahve said to me : look 1

10 put my words in thy mouth !
||

see I set thee just now over

the nations and over the kingdoms,
|
to phick up and pull up,

to ruin and to destroy, and to build and to plant !
||

And Yahve's word came
thou, Yeremya ?" I said, '

1. Vv. 4-10. A man's conyiction of

his mission is then true -when he feels

in his inmost soul that he has not

chosen a vocation arbitrarily and from

his own passionate or idle liking, but

knows that he has within him a power

for the vocation which coincides with

the pure divine power itself, which

existed therefore in secret before the

temporal commencement of the call,

and may outlast all temporal vicissi-

tudes. If this holds of every higher

human vocation, it is tnae in an espe-

cial sense of the prophetic vocation,

inasmuch as it requires the purest

spii'itual power. The moment, there-

fore, when the surmise first flashed

through Yeremya's soul that the pro-

phetic mission was his divine destina-

tion, that Yahve therefore had recog-

nized him as his servant, and conse-

crated him to be a prophet, yea, to be

precisely the prophet that he became, a

prophet over many nations (vv. 9, 10)

from the first, accordingly, before his

bii'th (for where could the limit be fixed

in tracing such a destination upwards?),

—this moment, although only a subjec-

tive act. was in reality the temporal

commencement of his entire later acti-

to me in this wise :
" What seest

' I see an evergreen tree,"*
||
and

vity, ver. 5. And although as he was

then only very young he could not

repress at first a certain human hesi-

tancy, he immediately felt again the

divine strengthening for his prophetic

labours, vv. 6, 7, indeed, he felt his

mouth consecrated and inspu-ed as by
Yahve's hand itself, to speak from this

moment as a divine watchman and
messenger over all nations of the earth,

with power to destroy and to build,

vv. 9, 10 (after Isa. vi. 7-10) : for what
such a true prophet speaks is never in

vain and Avithout result, his cheering

and strengthening word builds up, his

wrathful and correcting word destroys,

comp. V. 14 ; xxiii. 29 ; this is his

power as regards the outward world,

which the world also well knows : yet

in those times of internal corruption his

word necessarily primarily destroyed

more than it built up, contrary to his

own personal desires ; for the time had
not 3'et come for building up. The
largest part of his book shows how his

words destroy ; how they build up on
the other hand, ch. xxx.-xxxiii., comp.

especially xxxi. 28 ; xviii. 7-9 ; it was
otherwise in a diiferent age, " Isa."

li. 16.

2. In his description of the symbols, the last thought, vv. 9, II, that the

vv. 11-16, the prophet has Amos, ch. prophetic words (which at the time of
vii.-viii. before his mind. The first Yeremya were no longer received with
symbol, vv. 11, 12, is in confii-mation of anything like the undoubting fear of

* Germ.: WAcalwlderlaum .

.

. denn wachen werde ich uhermein wort.—Tr.
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Yalive said unto me :
" thou hast well seen !

|
for I will ever

guard my word, to perform it.
||

"

And Yahve's word came unto me a second time in this wise :

" What seest thou ? " I said, " I see a pot amid flames, its

front turned from the North ! " And Yahve said unto me

:

Prom the North will the evil come in flames over all the

15 inhabitants of the land !
||
For behold I call all the families of

the northern kingdom hither, saith Yahve :
|
they come then

and place every one his throne outside before Jerusalem's

gates, and against all its walls round about and against all

cities of Yuda
; [|

and then I speak with them my judgment

concerning all their wickedness,
|
that they forsook me and

burnt incense unto other gods, and worshipped the works of

their own hands. 11

But thou wilt gird up thy loins, and arising speak to them

whatsoever I commission thee
; |

be not dismayed before them,

lest 1 dismay thee before them !
||
But I—behold I make thee

to-day a defenced city and an iron pillar, and brasen walls

against the whole land,
|
Yuda's kings I mean princes priests,

and the people of the land
; || they will fight against thee but

not overcome thee :
|
for I am with thee (saith Yahve) to

deliver thee.||

older times) really produce an effect, songs, comp. e.g., Tabrizi on Hamdsa,

that Yahve is ivatchjul and energetic to p. 47), and that this pot appears as if it

execute what he intends. Any flou- came from the North suggests of itself

rishing tree suffices to recall the idea the attacks and devastations of the

of productive labour, and accordingly of various Northern nations (so often

this divine watchfulness and activity : mentioned below), who at last besieged

an almond-tree lp_^ is selected here and took Jerasalem also, vv. 13-16.

merely because its Hebrew name sug- Comp. the way in which Hezeqiel xxiv.

gests the thought of w^a^tching, comp, 3 sq. then works out this symbol. On

xxxi. 28 ; xliv. 27.—The second sym- account of the paronomasia, HQ^rin
bol suggests at the same time the great must be read instead of nHQW, the

and the lamentable means which Yahve meaning of opening itself being also too

will use to execute in this way his feeble : the paronomasia must clearly

threat : a boiling pot placed over flames appear in the second no less than in the

sugge>ts of itself the fire of war (as is first symbol, aud the LXX. had this

so often the case in the ancient Arabic reading.

3. But whatever may happen, Yere- has true courage in his heart in the

mya may not start hack with trembling presence of all men, he may be sustained

from before any one, in order that, if he and protected by Yahv^ in the actual
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work and conflict of the outward world, even kings, princes, priests, so that in

in order that Yahve may not cause him all his many prophetic conflicts he is not

to fall down and tremble before any overcome but constantly comes forth

one ! ver. 17. Thus Yalive on his part from them all with the victory of divine

makes him invincible against all men, truth, vv. 18, 19 ; repeated xv. 20, 21.

II. Denunciations of Israel.

Ch. ii.—xxiv.

1. The affection for Egypt, ch. ii.

The first oracle which Yeremjk publicly delivered, and which

must therefore have fallen in the thirteenth year of Yosia,

mentioned i. 3, centres properly only around a prevailing-

affection of the people for Egypt as the new and dangerous

thing- of that time, because Egyptian morals and religions

might find their way easily into Israel by a closer alliance with

that land. Unfortunately other sources of information do not

report many further particulars with regard to this tendency of

the people at that time;* neither can it have been of long

duration, since the following pieces do not refer to it, and

Yosia subsequently marched against the Egyptian king Nekho

when he determined on the conquest of Syria, 2 Kings xxiii. 29.

But although it was of short dui-ation there was much that

might promote it at the time of Nekho's predecessor. Under

Psammetichus Egypt became once more a powerful, flourishing

kingdom, that began to cast covetous eyes upon Asia ; and on

the part of Yuda, the internal reforms of this kingdom and its

return to the strictly Mosaic principles did not take place

before the eighteenth year of Yosia, 2 Kings xxii. 3. Accord-

ingly an affection of this kind for Egypt and the desire to form

a closer alliance with it is conceivable enough at that time,

and perhaps the further prosecution of it was especially pre-

* Compare however the further proofs of the fact, History of Israel, IV. 218 sq.

(III. 731 sq.)

3 7
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vented by sucli warnings as those of Yeremya. The prophet

could not at that time threaten an invasion of the Northern

nations : for these nations who are mentioned in every later piece

do not appear in this at all (a very significant sign !) ; on the

contrary, much prosperity seems to have been enjoyed in

Jerusalem, so that with a fair degree of attention to the

external laws people were even loudly boasting of their

innocence, vv. 20, 23, 35, although the lukewarmness and

indeed inward faithlessness of the people towards Yahve,

ver. 31, and the idolatry which was publicly tolerated in so

many places, ver. 20 sq,, were so little accordant therewith.

After therefore the prophet has made a general introduction

to his accusations in the first strophe vv. 2-9, in the second,

vv. 10-20, he immediately advances to the rebuke of the chief

point, and in the third, vv. 20-28, refutes the objections of the

unprincipled multitude who deem themselves sufficiently pure

and blameless, that in the fourth, vv. 29-37, half in earne.:tand

half in ironical satire, he may draw the conclusion of this dis-

course against the foolish preference for Egypt.

It was above, p. 87, said that his earliest discourse was

subsequently somewhat altered by the prophet himself, to suit

later circumstances. But if the discourse is taken simply

in its original extent and form, we perceive clearly what a

glorious prophetic writer Yeremya was when he first begun

his labours, before the hard fortunes of his later years had

dashed the first tender bloom of his literary activity also.

If the small contemporary book of Ssephanya is compared

with this discourse, it may very clearly be perceived what a

fresh breath of entirely new prophetic thoughts and illustrations

at that time passed through the discourses of our prophet who

was then in his youth, and also what an original form the

language of the prophets, then in its old age, took under

his hand ; and to correctly observe all this is particularly

instructive.
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1.

ii. And Yalive's word came unto me saying : " Go and cry

1 aloud before Jerusalem in this wise : thus saith Yabve :
|
I re-

member thee the graciousness of thy youth, the love of

thine espousals,
|
how thou followedst me through the wilder-

ness, through unsown land :
||
"a sacred thing is Israel from

Yahve, is his first fruit :
|
all that devour it will suffer, evil

will befal them! saith Yahve!"
||

Hear ye Yahve's word,

5 house Yaqob
[
and all ye families of the house Israel !

||
thus

saith Yahve : what did your fathers find in me of wrong that

they departed from me
|
and following vanity became vain?

||

not thinking, " where is Yahve that led us up from the land

of Egypt, that made us go through the wilderness,
|
through a

land of steppes and caverns, through a land of drought and

darkness,
|
through a land that no one ever passed through, and

where men never dwelt,"
||

I brought you to a land of gardens,

to feast on its fruit and goodness :
|
but ye came and defiled my

land, making my heritage an abomination :
|1

the priests said

not "where is Yahve ?" the expounders of the law knew me
not, and the shepherds committed treachery against me,

|
and

the prophets prophesied by Baal, and followed useless things.
||

Therefore will I yet contend with you, saith Yahve,
|
and with

the sons of your sons will I contend !"||

1. With the memory of the higher kind may not be devoured with impu-

mission of the community and there- nity by those to whom it does not

fore of the glorious time of its fomia- belong (in this case by the Heathen).

—

tion, when in the midst of the privations The question then is— has this first

of the desert yet with pure love and fair relationship been destroyed by

kindness she followed her God as a Yahve ! or by the bride ? O certainly

bride her bridegroom, and thereupon not by Yahve I He led her miraculously

received also from him his special through the wild and unfruitful desert,

blessing and the lasting promises of so full of steppes and pits (bottomless mo-

his love,—with the memory of these rasses) safely into her fruitful country

things the first discourse of ever}' ])ro- on his part there was neither a wrong

phet gladly begins, Isa. ii. 2-4, and so nor a blemish ; but they, the fathers of

also this first discourse of Yeremya, those who are now living and the living

vv. 2, 3. Ver. 3 was probably copied themselves (comp. ver. 7 with ver. 5),

verbally from a book resembling the without reason ran after vain gods and

present Pentateuch ; his firstfruit, con- disgraced their beautiful country by

secrated to him first before all other their abominable deeds, even the leaders

nations, sacred and beloved, like the of the people of all kinds, vv. 5-8

:

airapx*]t James i. 18 ; Kom. viii. 23 ;
therefore Yahve must still go on to

xvi. 5 : but a sacred firstfruit of this contend with them (although he has so

7 *
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2.

10 For pass over to the islands of the Kittim and see, to Qedar

send ye and attend carefully,
|
and see— whether the like of

this hath happened ?
||
hath a nation changed gods, although

they are no-gods ?
|
—but my people hath changed its majesty

for useless things !
||

Be amazed ye heavens at this,
|
be

astonished, shudder mightily ! saith Yahve :
||

for two evils

hath my people committed :
|
me have they forsaken the

fountain of living water — to dig as wells for themselves

broken wells that hold no water !
1|

[Is then Israel a

slave ? or some one horn in the house ? \
why became he

15 spoil,
II

do lions roar over him, sounding far and wide,
\

and was his land made waste, his cities devastated without

any inhabitant ?
||

also the sons of Memphis and Tahaphanes
]

will feed off for thee the crown !
\\
Both not that do this for thee,

]

that thou forsoolcest Yahve thy God when he would have led thee

upon the way ?
||

] —Therefore what hast thou to go to Egypt,

to drink the water of the Nile ?
|
and what hast thou to go to

Assyria, to drink the water of the River ?
||
Thy wickedness

shall correct thee, and thy backslidings shall punish thee ! and

then know and see, how evil and bitter it is that thou for-

sookest Yahve thy God,
|
and my fear concerneth thee not,

20 saith Lord Yahve of Hosts
; ||

for of old time have I broken

thy yoke, burst thy fetters ....
often punished them ah-eady, comp. their grandchildren will feel ! ver. 9.

ver. 30), must commence a contention Vcr. 4 resembles Isa. ii. 5.

whose results, his punishments, even

2. To come at once to the main gods, living, perennial water for broken,

occasion of this discourse, the question failing wells, being thus guilty of two

is proposed, whether ever a nation, crimes at once ? vv. 10-13. Therefore

either of the West {e.g. the Kittim) or if Israel has already the hest God, what

of the East [e.g. the Arabian.?, xlix. just cause can impel it foolishly to hanker

28), has changed its gods ? However after other nations and gods, whether

the gods which other nations pei'haps Egypt and Egyptian gods (as in this

might change are really no-gods, as instance) or Assyria (as formerly in

good as no gods at all : but in this case the time of Yesaya, comp. ver. 36), to

—how must heaven itself shudder with wish to drink now from the sweet Nile,

horror tliat the only nation whicli then from the wild Euphrates, as if

has the true God should exchange this foreign water were better than that of

God for no-gods, exchange its ma- Siloah (Isa. viii. 6) ?—it shall be cbas-

jesty, i.e., its infinitely exalted, majestic tised for this by the consequences of

God, whose glory ought to be reflected its own unfaithfulness towards Yahve,

back upon his people, for dead, u.seless in order that it may learn what it really
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And yet tliou sayest "I transgress not!"
|
—wliile upon

every high hill and under every green tree thou art lying

playing the harlot !
||
and truly I planted thee with noble

vines, all of them of true seed :
[
yet how art thou transformed

to me into bastards of an ungenuine vine !
1|
Yea if thou

washest thyself with lye, and takest never so much soap unto

thee :
|
still thine iniquity is stained before me, saith Lord

Yahve;
||
how sayest thou "I am not defiled, have not followed

means without shame to for.sake Him
who has been its only reileemer from

the days of okl 1 vv. 18-20.—Just as

the last thought of the ancient deliver-

ance, ver. 20, is clearly not finished in

the present text and the strophe is defi-

cient at the end, so vv. 14-17 plainly

did not belong here at least originally,

because they interrupt the context.

Vv. 14-16 describe the destruction of

the Holy Land by the Chaldeans as

already accomplished : Israel, the re-

deemed and therefoi'e free nation, ap-

pears to have become a kidnapped slave,

or (what is in the end equally bad) a

house-slave, thus disgraced is the nation

now and torn to pieces as by hungry

lions ! iv. 7 ; xlix. 19. But the Egyp-

tians also (to whom so many of the

most vigorous Judeans fled especially

after the destruction of Jerusalem, ch.

xl. sq.) will feed away the crown of

its head, i.e., lay it waste from top to

bottom, make it as it were quite hald

and naked, ver. 16 ; and all this be-

cause it forsook Yahve when he was

just leading it in the right way, ver. 17.

By the last turn of the thought, ver, 17,

the interpolated passage is intention-

ally brought into somewhat closer con-

nexion with ver. 13, although the

.3. The present Jerusalem indeed

maintains that it transgresses no com-

mands, brings all due sacrifices, is inno-

cent and follows not the common

whole passage disturbs the strict con-

nexion of the thought, the strophe

being occupied only with the censure

of the tendency to enter into engage-

ments with foreigners, there being no

easy transition from ver. 13 to ver. 14,

and the whole suiting a much later

period of Yeremya's life as was above

(p. 87) said, and as must be concluded

from the mention of Tahaphanes : for

this previously unimportant city is else-

where mentioned only in later pieces,xliii.

7, 8 ; xliv. 1 ; xlvi. 14, and Ez. xxx. 18,

where the word has a better punctua-

tion. Instead of the Q'ri ^n^3 ver.

15, the correct reading is nn-!i3 ace.

iv. 7 : xlvi. 19, comp. the note on Zech.

xi. 16; with regard to Tj3''b''lD, ver.

17, see § 337c; DST, ver. 17, refers

emphatically to the following inf., Isa.

xxvii. 9, ace. § 174a. Ver. 20 cannot

be understood to mean long ago thou

Weakest thy yoke and rentest thy fetters

and saidst, " I will not serve" (ace. to

the K'tMb), being then placed in the

following strophe : in that case the

figure of the rejection of restraint

would have to be either carried out

more definitely with regard to God or

expressed quite generally as v. 5.

Kanaanite gods : but the numerous

other foreign forms of unchaste hea-

then worship which are everywhere

visible, especially that of Molokh in
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the Baals ! " [ see thy conduct in the valley, know what thou

hast done !
||
A young mare camel light of foot crossing her

ways,
I

a wild ass used to the desert, which in her heart's

desire sniffeth the air :
|
her heat—who will restrain it ? all

they that seek her do not run themselves weary : in her month

25 they find her ! ||— leave thy foot no longer unshod, and thy

throat thirsting ! ||—And yet thou sayest :
" in vain ! no! for

I love strangers, and them will T follow ! "
j|
As the thief is

ashamed when discovered, so the house of Israel acts shame-

fully
I
they, their kings and princes, their priests and pro-

phets,
II
when they say to the wood " my father art thou!"

and to the stone '
' thou hast borne me ! "

|
since they turn to

me—backwards and not forwards !
|
But in the time of their

evil they will say :
" arise and help us ! "

|1
where then are thy

gods which thou madest thee ? let them arise, if they can help

thee in the time of thine evil !
|
for as many as thy cities were

thy gods, Yuda, and as many as the streets of Jerusalem they

sacrificed to Baal. 11

the valley (of Ben-Hinnom), testify-

loudly against it, vii. 32 ; xxxii. 35:

and if in the face of such proof it

should take never so much pains to

establish its purity and innocence, its

guilt will still not become pure (like

Isa. i. 18), its once noble vine has

wholly degenerated (like Isa. v. 1, 2),

vv. 20-23. When it is seen (vv. 221)-

25a) with what blind desire it runs

away to the licentious religions, it

might be supposed that it were a young

mare in her heat running wildly hither

and thithei after the stallion, or rather

(inasmuch as these licentious forms of

worship were particularly observed on

solitary heights, ver. 20) a wild she ass

on the steep desolate heights, sniffing

the air fi-oni running and heat in the

tune of her desire, the he ass finding her

without any trouble ; and from pity

she ought to be exhorted not too

eagei'ly to race without slices and in a

most violent thirst.—Thus driven into

a comer, the only thing left is to main-

tain that it is now at least too late, that

all warning is in vain (xviii. 12), they

will simply resoi-t to their paramours

(the idols) and listen to no admonitionsl

ver. 25b : yea, as disgracefully as a

thief Israel permits itself to be caught

in the insane M'orship of wood and

stone, as if they were its parents and

benefactors, in revolt from the true

God (vii. 24 ; Hos. vii. 16) : but in the

day of calamity they will discover their

folly too late! vv. 26-28. This long

strophe falls into two equal halves,

each of them beginning with ^"Ittb^m •

just as this word stands at the head of

the following strophe, ver. 35.* The
Q'ri has the proper reading Tl^i?S,

ver. 20, comp. vv. 23, 35 ; xxxiv. 18,

the K'thib "TIDIES having arisen from a

mistaken division of the verses. In both

ver. 23 and ver. 25 there is also a false

* There is some mistake here, it seems, ver. 35 beginning

the strophe with ver. 29.

—

Tr.

with n?::sm, but
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4.

Wherefore contend ye against me ?
|
ye all have betrayed

30 me ! saith Yahve
; ||

in vain smote I your sons—correction

they received not,
|

your sword devoured your prophets like a

destroying lion.
|| O contemporaries, see yourselves Tahve's

"word : was I a desert for Israel, or a land of darkness ?
]

wherefore said my people " we doubt, we come no more unto

thee!"
II forgetteth then a maid her ornament, a bride her

girdle ?
|
—^yet my people have forgotten me days without num-

ber !
II
How -well goest thou to seek dalliance !

|
therefore hast

thou also accustomed thy ways to the wickedness ; even on thy

skirts is found the soul-blood of the innocent sufferers :
|
not

on the place of murder found I it, but upon all these. ||
—

35 And yet thou sayest, " I am indeed innocent
;

just now his

anger is departed from me ! "
|
—behold I will come to judgment

with thee because thou sayest " I sinned not !
"

||
Why racest

thou so greatly to change thy way ?
|
—also of Egypt wilt

thou be ashamed as thou wert ashamed of Assyria ! || from it

also wilt thou go away, with thine hands upon thine head !
|

for Yahve despiseth thy supports, and thou wilt have no
success in them.

||

division. 713 SD, ver. 24, properly

occasio (eeiUgkeit), as the month, ac-

cordingly, when salacious animals are

spoken of, the period of copulation ;

4. Conclusion. It is not Yahve

therefore who is at fault ; the past days

of calamity when even the prophets

(under Manasseh) were carried off by

the devouring sword of Israel, i.e., by

the divine chastisement appointed for

the nation (Zech. xiii. 7), ought to have

been a warning to the nation, as, on

the other hand, the present generation

living in prosperity and security, seeing

the inexhaustible love of Yahve, who
is inseparably allied to it, ought from a

reasonable degi-ee of gratitude not to

forget him in its indecision and luke-

warmness 1 vv. 29-32. But how admi-

rably the journey to its paramour (to

Egypt) becomes the nation 1 well, it

comp. Theologische Studien und Kri-

tiken, 1828, p. 485, Ver. 28, the LXX
have the last member required by the

structure of the verse, comp. xi. 13.

has become so accustomed to its trans-

gressions that it cannot leave them off I

ver. 33 (intensely ironical) ; although

the blood of murdered innocence cleaves

to all the skirts of its garments, not

even concealed in the murderer's pit,

but letting itself be seen quite openly

(after Isa. i. 1 5, 1 6), it still claims to be

innocent, because it is at present pros-

perous and accordingly perceives no-

thing of Yahve's wrath ! vv. 34, 35.

—

But such monstrous self-deception can-

not remain unpunished I Whether it

resorts to other false ways, running to

Egypt as formerly to Assyria—from

thence also will it return ashamed and

clasping the head with the hands from
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pain and wounds (2 Sam. xiii. 19) 1 vv. their eyes in plain words. The clause

36, 37.—The extension of ver. 29 in H vM bb \>V, ver. 34, refers back to

the LXX, ye all did wickedly, ye all the first word "|"^D33^, since either

betrayed me, is frigid and quite unsuit- prep. 'V or "2l is here equally suitable

able at the opening of the strophe, in point of sense ; and rnnnSD, as a

where the discourse has gradually to rise place of hreaMng in, Job xxiv. 16, is

afresh.—The word rT'T'QStt, ver. 31, pretty much the same as what Yeremj-a,

with this punctuation must mean Yah's vii. 11, calls a den of murderers. It is

(YaJwd's) darlcness, and that woxild in bad enough when the eye of God finds

this case be simply a great darkness : such drops of blood upon any place of

but ace. §§ 1656, 270c, n^/QStt, darfe- the Holy Land where there has been

ness, may be derived from bSSS, part. breaking in and murder : but these

Hiph., like "["'bnn, xiii. '16, ace. people boast even before God of their

§ 122c, and an uncompounded word is deeds of murder committed on inno-

here sufficient ace. ver. 6. l~l, to cent people, and appear even quite

ivaver, as Hos. xii. 1 [xi. 12]= not to openly in the Temple, e.g., unreformed

be firm in faithfulness, to douU ; for therefore, as in their bloody attire, and

naturally the prophet intends merely to do not care whether the blood is still

bring out their hidden thoughts before seen cleaving to all their skirts or not.

2. Denunciation on the occasion of the arrival of Northern

Devastatorsy ch. iii.— vi.

The prophet must proclaim general and severe punishment

as about to come upon Jerusalem and the whole of Yuda ; and

in the background, to attest the truth of such threats, he sees

the certain arrival of the devastating enemies from the far

North, before whom there is already heard the loud cry of

alarm and appeal for help, and from whom people seek to

escape by hasty flight into the hiding places and strongholds,

iv. 5-7, 13, 15-17, 29 ; v. 6, 15-17; vi. 1-5, 22, 23, 25. True,

there are many, even prophets and priests, who will hear no-

thing of such great trouble close at hand, who deny that the

internal condition of the nation is so mournful and fatal, and

prefer to flatter the people with promises of salvation and

blessing, iv. 10; v. 12, 13, 31 ; vi. 1, 10, 14, with which this

misled nation is very well pleased, v. 31 ; in certain moments

of danger, the people deceived by such leaders may also really

promise amendment and cry to Yahve in prayer with the pre-

sentation of external sacrifices, as must actually have been the
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case at that very timej iii. 1,10; v. 2 ; vi. 20. But Yeremya

can neither agree with those hypocritical prophets nor consider

this amendment true and sincere : he sees too plainly through

the profound moral corruption of the magnates as well as of

the common people, the folly of the idolatry which the nation

persists in following, iii. 2 ; iv. 30, 31 ; v. 7, 19 sq., the injus-

tice in social hfe, v. 26-28 ; vi. 6, 7, 13, the meek sanctity in

the worship of Yahve, iii. 1 ; v. 2, the resistance of the more

serious prophetic truths, and other signs of the continued

absence of a sincere and wise reformation. Accordingly,

though with profound soiTow and painful emotion, he is com-

pelled to behold the approach of heavy calamity, moved by the

pure spirit ; he is unable to think, as others do, that the threat-

ening wrath of Yahve has abated, iv. 8, 26, 28, comp. ii. 35,

and can only anticipate in the arrival of the strange enemies

from the North a grievous instrument of the divine punish-

ment.

As the prophet is about to present these thoughts at length,

there first comes to his mind, as a counter picture, the fate of

the Northern kingdom, which had been destroyed long before,

and in the preparatory part, iii. 2—iv. 2, he describes how that

kingdom had nevertheless not sunk essentially so low as Yuda

has now done, and now, after long and grievous punishments, is

much more than Yuda worthy as well as able to receive again

divine salvation. The great grievous chastisement therefore

must irrevocably come upon Yuda and Jerusalem, which is at

present not even capable of true reformation and amendment !

iv. 3-31. Or if it is supposed that the threat is too severe,

closer examination will only too clearly show how truly every-

thing is corrupt in Jerusalem, and how necessary the divine

piinishment is, ch. v. Indeed, it is accordingly said at last,

this chastisement by the Northern barbarians is already firmly

determined upon by Yahve, nothing can avert it, and the pro-

phet merely announces what he must announce, after strictest

examination, and according to divine necessity, ch. vi.—

•
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Accordingly this discourse falls into three parts, of which the

middle one as the main part supplies the cogent proof that

the chastisement must come ; an introductory part precedesr

Each of the three parts falls again into four strophes of con-

siderable length, of which only the last in each case hastens to

an end with greater rapidity and brevity ; the introductory

part contains three strophes of considerable length.

The proof of the internal corruption with the threat is in

the whole piece so much the chief object that a comfort-

ing description of a better future is interwoven only in the

introductory part, at a point where it was important to excite

as it were the jealousy of Yuda by a splendid description of

the hope of the Northern kingdom which had long since dis-

appeared, iii. 12—iv. 2 ; in the chief part it is only rarely that

a small restrictive clause modifies the severe threats which

older prophets had previously uttered, iv. 27 6 ; v. 10 Z>, 18;

comp. XXX. 11; Amos ix. 8; Lev. xxvi. 44. Nor is it more

frequently that a word of exhortation finds its way into the

overwhelming darkness of the prospect and the profound

sorrow, iv. 3, 4, 14 ; vi. 8. In other respects this piece has

the greatest similarity with the book of Ssephanya, which

belongs almost to the same time and owes its origin to the

same occasion, comp. e.g. vi. 2 with Sseph. iii. 1. Already

some shadows of the troubles which must have early come

upon Yeremya in his prophetic career, have reached this early

piece ; in other respects it is not only the longest piece of his

literary work, but also the most finished of all those of his

that have come down to us.

It is moreover specially remarkable that Yeremya here,

ch. iii., V. 11, and substantially also ii. 4, shows such a careful

regard for the members of the former kingdom of the Ten

Tribes then left of the captivity of more than 100 years pre-

viously : it is impossible not to see that at that time a more

active, if primarily only spiritual, connexion between them and

the kingdom of Yuda had been again commenced, of which
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another proof was found above, Nalium i. 1 1 sq. Nor can it be

denied that above, ii. 4, Yeremyii, like some otber prophets

(Nah. ii. 3 ; Obad. ver. 18, " Isa." xlvi. 3), distinguishes Yuda

in conjunction with Israel as the kingdom of the Ten Tribes

also by the name Yaqob. But here Teremya distinguishes

only between Israel and Yuda, and coins for both, in confor-

mity with the dark side of their character, the new names, the

BacJcsIiding one, the Renegade, and the faitldess one, the

Traitress, in which Ez. ch. xxiii. follows him with the forma-

tion of new names.

iii.

1 The word which came unto Yeremya from Yahve in the

days of the king Yosia in this wise :

Ver. 1, ~)!2Sb is as unintelligible as the note of time ver.

6 in such an unexpected place, since the piece does not com-

mence there. Incontestably "i^sb, ver. 1, is only the last

fragment of the complete phrase which we have a right, ace.

vii. 1 ; xi. 1 ; xiv. 1, etc. to expect here, and the note of time

may also have got displaced from its position before "ixssb, and

by mistake put into ver. 6. In ver. 6, then, there remains

simply the same transitional phrase which occurs in ver. 11,

and is all that is needed, and which although in the middle

of the strophe could not well be spared, there being a decided

turn of the discourse.

I. The Gomjparison of Israel and Yuda. Cap. iii. 1—iv. 2.

Yeremya commences with Yuda alone, in which some isolated

essays of reform, though always of much too half-hearted and

fitful a character, were then being made during the time imme-

diately preceding Yosia's national reformation. But before

the close of the first strophe, vv. 1-10, the discourse passes to

the comparison of this kingdom with the sister kingdom of

former times, in order to describe in the second, vv. 11-20,

how the divine Messianic compassion may now turn rather
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towards tlie scattered remnants of it tlian to Yuda, and in the

third, ver. 21—iv. 2, how trne repentance and reformation,

answering to the divine compassion, may also be rather looked

for from that kingdom.

1.

If a man put away his wife so that she goeth from him and

hecometh another's,
|
will he return unto her again ? would

not such a land be certainly desecrated ? |
—and thou (Ssion !)

hast played the harlot with many friends and wilt—return

unto me ? saith Yahve.
1|

Lift up thine eyes unto the bald

heights and see : where hast thou not been dishonoured ?
|
in

the way thou liedst in wait for them like an Arab in the

desert, and desecratedst the land with thy harlotries and thy

wickedness.
1|
Though rain-torrents and latter-rain came not,

|

yet the forehead of a harlot hadst thou, wouldst by no means

be ashamed. || Yea just then calledst me "Father!"
|
"the

husband of my youth art thou ! "
||

" will he keep anger for

ever ? or retain wrath perpetually ?
"—behold thou spakest

and— didst wickedness and carried it out ! ||

And Yahve said unto me : Didst thou see what the Renegade

Israel did ?
|
she went upon every high mountain and under

every green tree and played the harlot there;
||

I thought

" after she hath done all this she will return unto me !
"

|
but she

returned not. This the Traitress her sister Yuda saw
|
saw that

I for all the reasons because the Renegade Israel had committed

adultery put her away and gave unto her her bill of divorce :
1

—and yet the Traitress Yuda her sister feared not, but went

and played the harlot likewise ! || And notwithstanding her

infamous harlotry, that she desecrated the land
|
and com-

10 mitted adultery with the stone and with the wood,
||
yet with

all this the Traitress her sister Yuda returned not unto me
with her whole heart,

|
but only with a lie ! saith Yahve. ||

1. Yuda appears as if it desired to the wlioredom, and the land in which

return to Yahve, vv. 1, 10 : but just as that took place would certainly (inf.

little as a husband that has divorced abs.) be terribly desecrated), so little

his wife can really again return to the can the community Yuda, after that she

woman that has taken up with other has wantonly run after all idols and

men, as if he were still her husband, desecrated the land, ver. 2, truly return

(for ace. Dent. xxiv. 4 that would be unto Yahve, especially since she has not

only a continuation and aggravation of been restrained by all the past divine
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Thus said Yalive unto me : More rigliteous hath the

Renegade Israel shown herself than the Traitress Yuda.
||

Go so that thou criest these words northwards and sayest :

" Return Renegade Israel ! saith Yahve, I will not darken

my countenance upon you,
|

for I am gracious, saith

Yahve, will not keep anger for ever.
||

Only know thy

guilt that thou wast disobedient unto Yahve thy God,
|
and

scatteredst thy steps after foreigners under every green tree,

and my voice ye obeyed not," saith Yahve.
||

—" Return

renegade sons !
" saith Yahve, " for I am your protector,

|
and

I take you one from a city and two from a family and bring you
to Ssion,

\\
give you shepherds after my heart :

[
who feed you

then wisely and prudently.
||
And when you increase then and

are fruitful in the land in those days, saith Yahve,
|
the ark of

chastisements, ver. 3 : the relation be-

tween tliem is no more pure and sacred,

ver. 1, and a return in appearance only

i.s worse than an open continiaance of

unfaithfulness ; unhappily her power

truly to return has been exhausted, as

not long ago after fresh signs of the

divine displeasure she prayed in beautiful

language to Yahve for new favour and

abatement of the old sufferings, she

immediately fell again into her sin and

carried it out with cool determination !

vv. 4, 5.—The Northern sister also, the

Renegade, as she may be called by a

bad name, elsewhere appropriated to the

Heathen, sinned in the same way and

continued obstinately in her ungrateful

impenitence: but instead of Yuda, the

Traitress, having seen tliis,3'ea instead of

having seen further how Yahve was

finally compelled tu completely put away

{i.e., destroy and send her iuto exile) her

si.ster on account of her unfaithfulnes.*,

taking warning from the sad example,

2. The important position is therefore

established, that the Northern kingdom

was more just and may easily become

more worthy of divine forgiveness in

she has herself followed it, vv. 6-8; and
although by the disgrace of her whore-
dom she desecrated the land and fell so

low as to worship stone and wood, she

still has not ti-uly returned—at most
only in appearance, vv. 9, 10. Ver. 8,

S^jIT must be read instead of S"1S1,
as the continuation of ver. 7; only then

is everything from ver. 6 to ver. 10

completely harmonious. Accordingly

^3nnT, must be read ver. 9 like

ver. 2 ; as to nTTl see § 345 b ; then

the rest of ver. 9 from 7pp is to be

taken in conjunction with ver. 10, ace.

§ 348a, like v. 28 ; vi. 16, 19c; bp
almost equal to ]1 ,p, which ace. §

114d is formed from the same root vp,

and can on that account therefore easily

bear a similar meaning ; the prep. ]XD

before this vp is properlj' ajter in the

temporal sense, which in this case comes

to much the same as our though, in spite

of [Germ. troz'\.

comparison with Yuda, whicli will not

take warning from the nearest and
clearest historical example, ver. 11. To
the Northern kingdom Yahve himself
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the covenant of Yalive will no more be spoken of, nor will it

come to mind,
|
it will not be made mention of nor missed, nor

will it be made again :
||
in that time Jerusalem will be called the

throne of Yahve,
[
and all the Heathen flow unto it, on account

of Yahve's name,
|
and follow no raore the stubbornness of

their wicked heart.
||
In those days will they of Yuda's house

walk together with Israel's house
|
and come together from

the North-land and from all the lands unto that land which I

gave as a heritage to your fathers.
||
—I thought indeed :

how will I place thee amongst sons,
|
and give to thee a

goodly land, a heritage of beauty amongst the hosts of

Heathen !
|
and thought :

" my father " thou wilt call me, and

from my track never depart !
||

Surely as a wife became un-

faithful to her husband,
|
so ye became unfaithful to mo, house

of Israel ! saith Yahve.
||

proclaims forgiveness by the prophet,

He will nwt darken his countenance

towards it (Gen. iv. 6, and Lev. xvii. 10).

ver. 12. If it only comes to a true

knowledge of its earlier sins, especially

its foolish running about after strange

gods, and to genuine repentance, He,

its eternal protector* ("2 v5?2l here

and xxxi. 32 = "^ vti?!D"), will again

collect and bring them into the renewed

Davidic kingdom, even if the reformed

were very few (owe, tivo), vv. 13-15,

comp. xxxi. 8 ; xxxiii. 15 ; then at last

wood and stone will no longer be deemed

sacred, not even the ark of the covenant

which is now foolishly so much missed,

xxxi. 31-3S, but the entire kingdom will

be filled with the spiritf (Rev. xxi. 22)

on this account a powerful source of

attraction to all the Heathen that have

become alive to the truth, vv. 16, 17,

comp. xxiii. 6 ; xxxiii. 16 ; and then the

remnants of these two once hostile king-

doms of Israel hasten in rivalry with each

other unto Yahve, ver. 18. It is true,

not to leave the serious aspect of the case

at the end unmentioned, Yahve has with

joy from the first resolved highly to dis-

tinguish Israel and as a favourite first-

born (Ex. iv. 22) to rear it up to be a

faithful child ; if it nevertheless fell away,

that was unfaithfulness as great as when

a woman is unfaithful to her husband I

ver. 19, 20, which severe words at the

end are intended to evoke the confession

of its sins from Israel. The extent to

which the ark of the covenant could be

missed in those days, ver. 16, is ex-

plained History of Israel, IV. 209 (HI.

718). In ver. 18 ^^V must be closely

connected with ^isi'^ and the 727
IT

between be understood ace. § 217 i H;

at the same time m^S'nSn 73121
. T -: T

must be inserted after pj^JJ ^ISD,
after the LXX. The word mS^!^,
ver. 19, must be construed as dependent

on the previous "2, somewhat boldly,

it is true, with a change of construction,

§ 351a; similarly ver. 23; I^S, ver.

20, is quite the Aram. Iwcan, like " Isa."

xl. 7, comp. § 105 d.

* Schuzherr.— Tr. f Durchgeistet.— Tr.
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IV.

1

A voice is heard upon the heights, tears of entreaty of the sons

of Israel,
|
that they have perverted their way, have forgotten

Yahve their God !
||

" " Return renegade sons, I heal all your
apostasy !

" "
|

" behold we have come unto thee, because thou
Yahve art our God !

||
Surely, in vain from the hills is the

noise, from the mountains;
| sui-ely, in Yahve our God is

Israel's salvation ! ||
and the shame devoured our father's

labour from our youth,
|
their flocks and their herds, their

sons and their daughters :
||

let us lie in our shame, and
our disgrace cover us,

|
because against Yahve our God we and

our fathers sinned from our youth even unto to-day, and
obeyed not Yahve our God!"

||
— If thou retumest (saith

Yahve), unto me returnest,
|
and puttest away thine abomina-

tions from thy mouth, and before my face—before that fleest

not,
II

but swearest " as Yahve liveth
!

" with faithfulness,

with justice and with righteousness :
|
then will " nations bless

themselves in him and of him boast themselves."
||

3. And not in vain is this gi-acious

though stern address directed to the

Northern kingdom : already there is

heard from the same heights upon
which formerly, vv. 2, 6, the wild

worship of idols was raging, the suppli-

cating voice of the Israelites seeking

forgiveness, ver. 21. Distinctly, pro-

foundly, and truly, Ls re-echoed in their

souls the divine requirement and pro-

mise, ver. 22 a (from Hos. xiv. 2, 5) :

and, lo, they gladly comply with it

(comp. Job xlii. 3-5), knoMang that the

wild, noisy worship of the idols upon the

mountains and hills, vv. 2, 6, is vain,

yea, that the shame, i.e., the shameful

Astarte (xi. 13 from Hos. ix. 10) from
of old only ruined the resources and
the prosperity of the nation : well, now
they will lay themselves in profound

repentance in their sluxme, endure their

punishment, that they may see whether

Yahve will deliver them from it! vv,

22 b—25. "Whereupon the divine voice

then replies kindly but severely : if it

really return, no more eat the abomi-
nations, i.e., the abominable Heathen
sacrifices (Zech. ix. 7), in brief, if (unlike

what Yuda is now doing, iii. 10) it

sincerely and righteously swear by
Yahve, the Heathen, according to the

ancient promise Gen. xii. 3, which had
just been mentioned iii. 17, will rejoice

in and boast of Israel as their benefnctor,

iv. 1, 2, since the salvation that Israel

experiences reacts upon all Heathen,
"Isa." Ixv. 16. Ver. I there is wanting
^ ?y"^Sp before "'am, which the

LXX probably still read without the

present variation. It is remarkable how
the last words of iv. 2 have quite the

appearance of a learned quotation from
some book.
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II. The Funlshment.

Ch. iv. 3-31.

Witli all tlie more urgency the exhortation therefore now

comes back to Yuda : but as from the certain presentiment of

the unprepared state of Israel's mind for a real return to

Yahve, the prophet forthwith forebodes in the midst of his

opening exhortations the approach of the due punishments,

vv. 3-10, in the consideration of which he is already compelled

to speak to Yuda with stern rebukes, as if he were carried

away by the terrible wrath of this future, vv. 11-18; and

however mournful this future may be, the chastisement it

brings is as certain as it is necessary, vv. 19-26, and in spite of

resistance of various kinds will not fail to come, vv. 27-31.

1.

For thus saith Yahve to the men of Yuda and Jerusalem :

Till you a tillage and sow not upon thorns !
||

let yourselves be

circumcised by Yahve, remove the foreskin of your heart, ye

men of Yuda and inhabitants of Jerusalem,
|
lest as fire mine

anger break forth and burn with none to extinguish it, for the

wickedness of ^^our deeds !
||
—Announce ye in Yuda and in

Jerusalem proclaim and say, sound the trumpet in the land,
|

cry with full voice and say :
" Assemble yourselves that we

may go into the defenced cities ! "
||
Set up a banner towards

Ssion, flee tarry not !
|
for " evil I am bringing from the North

and great shattering !"
||
The lion advanceth from his thicket,

and the destroyer of nations journeyeth marcheth forth from

his place,
|
to make thy land [0 Yuda] a -desert, that thy

cities lie waste without an inhabitant ! ||—For this gird you in

mourning weeds, lament and wail,
|
because Yahve's heat of

anger hath not yet departed from him ! "
||
For on that day,

saith Yahve, will the heart of the king and the heart of the

princes fail,
|
the priests become amazed, and the prophets

10 astounded,
||
so that it is said :

" O Lord Yahve ! surely thou

hast deceived this nation and Jerusalem, saying. " " Peace will

be unto you ! " "
|
but the sword reacheth now unto the life."

||

1. Yuda ought first seriously to nerate condition, to till its fields which

labour to get out of its present dcge- have ruu wild and must first be cleansed
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* A wind of the most arid heights in the desert bloweth

against the daughter of my people
|
—not to winnow and not

to cleanse
; ||

a full wind from this cometh unto me : j
now

will I also speak judgments with them !
||
Behold like clouds

it ascendeth,
|
and like the storm ai'e his chariots, swifter than

eagles are his horses : | woe unto us for we are destroyed !
||

Wash from wickedness thine heart O Jerusalem, that thou

mayest be succoured !
|
how long shall remain in thy bosom

15 thy vain thoughts ?
||
—For hark some one announceth from

Dan,
I

and proclaimeth calamity from the mountains of

Ephraim
; ||

it is already said to the nations " behold they

come," it is already proclaimed over Jerusalem " watchmen

come fi'om the country that is far off!"
|
and over Yuda's cities

the cry is loud.
||

Like field-keepers are they already round

about herf " because shef faithlessly forsook me," saitli

Yahve,
II
thy way and thy doings wrought this for thee,

|
this

is thy wickedness, that bitterness, that this now reacheth unto

thine heart ! ||

from thorns (from IIos. x. 12), to receive

the true circumcLsion, in order that the

threatening evil may not be irreme-

diably poured out (from Amos v. 6 ;

Isa. i. 31), vv. 3, 4, comp. ix. 25.

Already alarm may be given and all

who dwell north of Ssion advised to flee

thither and into the other fortresses : so

certain, according to the divine will, is

the near approach of devastating north-

em soldiers! vv. 5-7, comp ver. 21,

vi. 1, 17; xlii. 14; Hos. v. H ; viii. 1
;

Ez. xxxiii. 2-7. Everything must

2. Already the fatal scorching wind

is felt, which, coming from the driest

heights in the desert, not serving there-

fore to purify the air and to winnow the

corn in threshing, but drying up every-

thing, blows from those regions towards

Ssion : and the prophet as if in antici-

loudly call to profound mourning, ver. 8:

for although the magnates and prophets

will not yet perceive the approaching

calamity, they will then be themselves

greatly amazed at it and thrown into

confusion and dismay, and there will

be general complaint at having been

misled by the false prophets, vv. 9, 10;

comp. xiv. 13 ; xxiii. 17. Ver. 10

instead of "IJDNI we must read "IQNI,

which alone suits this context, though

not xiv. 13 : the LXX had already

committed the mistake.

pation blown upon by a wind of this

character, must now at once begin to

describe the threatening advance of the

northern soldiers (Isa. xiv. 31 ; Hab. i. 8)

and exhort Jerusalem to reform, vv. 11,

12 : it is the keen wind which precedes

the rising tempest, and what will these

* At that time will it he said to this nation and to Jerusalem.

t i-e., the city of Jerusalem.

3 8
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3.

" My feelings, my feelings ! I must tremble ! the cliambei'S

of my heart—my heart rageth to me, I cannot hold my
peace !

[
for the loud trumpet heareth my soul, the alarm-cry

20 of war
; ||

wounds upon wounds are met with, yea laid waste

is the whole land
; |

suddenly are my tents wasted, in a

moment my curtains.
||
How long shall I see the banner,

I
shall I hear the loud trumpet ? "

1|
— For foolish is my

people, me they know not ; | senseless sons are they, and

not understanding are they,
|
wise are they—to do evil, but

to do good they understand not !
|1
—I saw the earth—it was a

desert and void,
|
and unto the heaven—the light was gone

; ||

I saw the mountains—they trembled,
|
and all the hills were

shaken
; ||

I saw—there wei'e no men,
[
and all the birds of the

25 heaven had iiown;
||

I saw— there was the fruit-field, the

desert,
|
and all its cities destroyed— before Yahve, before the

heat of his anger !
||

stonii - clouds bring when they get

nearer? the northern enemy! ver. 13

(subsequently further expanded, Hab. i.

8 sq.) : O, then, take warning in time

thou citywhich hast only too long thought

of nothing but vanity 1 ver. 14.—For

from the North of Palestine the misery

that is coming from the further North

is abeady being pi'oclaimed. it is pro-

claimed to all the nations in the south

(vi. 18), especially to Jerusalem and

the cities of Yuda, that they come, the

besiegers (Q'*")^^ like Isa. i. 9, comp.

below V. 6 c, vi. 6 ; Ps. Iv. 19) come!

TV. 15, 16.—Yes, Yeremya already sees

Jerusalem sun-ounded as it were by

keenly observing field-keepers—because

she faithlessly forsook Yahve ; her

3. And then, it is true, everybody

hearing this trumpet of calamity and

beholding this banner of alarm and

flight will be suddenly seized by the

most violent pain and distress, so that

they, aroused from their quiet, must cry

out on account of the general devas-

OAvn morals and deeds, as they can

only proceed from wickedness, have

brought about this result that the bitter-

ness, yea that the bitterness reaches

to her heart and life, vv. 17, 18, this

strophe thus closing like the previous

one. Since 'bv '\V^'l2Wn plainly cor-

responds to 'bi; lan""!, •'n'^st?!

and •'iV'^ttpn must be read in "the

perff., and -iNS inserted after r\^r\ s-S

the LXX have done, the verse being then

only made clear.—But on the other

hand, the first words of this strophe

have no clear connexion in this place,

and if connected with the previous

strophe would hardly find a fitting place,

comp., however, xiv. 17.

tation and ruin without end, as ia

graphically described, vv. 19-21. But

the divine voice can only rejily to this

distress with calm reprimand ; the folly

of the people, which continues as much
as ever, explains such calamities ! ver,

22, after Hos, xiii. 13 et al. Nor can
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For thus saith Yalive : A waste will the whole land become
|

(yet a full end will I not make !) ; || for this will the earth

mourn, and the heavens grow black above :
|
because thou*

spakest and yet did not repent, didst purpose and yet didst

not turn therefrom.
||
—At the voice of the horseman and bow-

man fleeth the whole land,
|
they enter into hiding-places and

into clefts they press :
{
every city is desolated, and no man

30 dwelleth in them.
||
—And thou child of destruction—what

doest thou that thou clothest thyself with purple, that thou

deckest thee in golden ornaments,
|
that thou paintestf thine

eyes with antimonyJ ornamentest thyself in vain ?
j
—the

lovers despise thee, thy life they seek !
||
For the voice as of

one trembling I heard, anguish as of a young mother,
|
the

voice of the daughter Ssion sobbing spreading out her hands :

j

" woe is me ! for my soul is faint fx'om murdei-ers !"1|

the clear prophetic glance of the pro-

phet into the surely approaching chaos

help confirming the threat that a great

universal derangement is about to take

place as a result of the anger of Yahve

which has not yet been withdi-awn,

vv. 23'26, ver. 23 after Gen. i. 2 ; Yer.

4. For although (as is further ex-

plained XXX. 11 sq.) everything cannot

in Israel be destroyed utterly, it is

nevertheless certain, inasmuch as the

community notwithstanding all its good

words and thoughts never comes to true

repentance and reformation (as had been

already similarly said iii. 4, 5 ; iv. 1, 2,

and therefore may be repeated here

only thus briefly, comp. v. 2, 3; vi. 14,

15), that in the immediate future a great

destruction is coming, in the forefceling

of which as it were the world is already

compelled to mourn, vv. 27, 28; namely,

everybody will flee and everything be

laid waste at the approach of the

northern enemy, ver. 29. What does

this city that is devoted to destruction

26 after Isa. xxxii. 15; the construction

at the close lilce xxiii. 9. Instead of

'^r)'SpW, ver. 19, it is better to read

nr^ii?*' since thou, my soul 1 heardst,

is neither in itself nor in the context

allowable.

mean that on special feast days (one of

which was then probably being held,

comp. V. 7, 8, 19 and Isa. xxii. 1 sq.)

she lavishly adorns herself and keeps her

feasts for her idols as for paramours ?

alas, only too soon will her folly perish

;

just as everywhere where there is no

true love but only wantonness, these

licentious passions will end in hostility

and murder, so far from the para-

mours and idols delivei-ing the foolish

victim, from contempt and love of

murder, they hand her over to the

barbarians to be slain ! vv. 30, 31. Ver.

28, which the LXX had already mis-

understood as well as the Massora,

""inZST must be placed in a second

member, following the LXX, and then

* Jerusalem, the community, f Germ, hestijppst.—Tr.

% Germ. hleiglanz.—Tr.

8 *
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•*p!lli?n be read instead of :3^E?M, hardly supplies a proper meaning, it is

as ii'i/s. It is explained § 175 a how probably better to read C^a after

l^lti? ver. 30, can have a feminine sub- xiv. 3, literally cisterns, here forming a

ject;^27'^p, ver. 31, is as in Samaritan the good antithesis to the high clefts of the

Aram. n~)p and Arab, fcara/ia to prick, rocks ; and instead of the first T'J^n

puncture, comp. similarly xxii. 14. the reading of the LXX VTl^i^ i^

Instead of Q"':23?, ver. 29, which better.

III. The Proof.

Ch. V.

If these threatenings and punishments are thought to be too

severe, let Jerusalem be examined most closely to see whether

there are even a few righteous people to make it possible to

grant her forgiveness ! But in vain does Yahve offer his for-

giveness ; when all are corrupt, must he not punish ?^ whatever

aspect is considered, there is nothing in them anywhere but

the plainest and most grievous transgressions, general immo-

rality in the case of high and low, w. 1-10, intentional denial

of the prophetic truth, w. 11-18, false fear (religion), vv. 19-

25, violation of justice, vv. 26-31 ; and thus there follows from

all considerations of their case the certainty that here there

can be no forgiveness, that their own transgressions must pre-

cipitate them into misery ; that is here the constant refrain of

the end of the strophes, vv. 9, 15-18, 25, 29-31.

V. 1.

1 Roam ye through Jerusalem's lanes, and see ye now and

know and seek in their streets,
|
whether ye find one, whether

there is one that doeth justice that seeketh the truth,
|
that I

may forgive her !
||
they who even if they say " by the life of

Yahve !"
|
—nevertheless swear falsely.*

||
— Yahve, thine

eyes are surely truthful ?—thou smotest them and they trem-

bled not, destroyedst them—they refused to receive correc-

tion, 1
made their face harder than rock, refused to return.

||

Well, I thought "only poor are they,
|
they are befooled

because they know not Yahve's way, the justice of their God :
||

5 I will betake me unto the magnates and speak with them, for

they know Yahve's way, the justice of their God :"
|
but they

* Germ. Ziim falschen,—Tr.
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had all of tliem togetlier broken the yoke, burst the fetters !
||

—Wherefore a lion from the forest smiteth them, a wolf of the

steppes wasteth them,
[
a panther watcheth against their

cities, everyone that goeth out of them is torn in pieces,
|

—
because many are their misdeeds, numerous their back-

slidings.
||
Wherefore shall I pardon thee ?

|
thy sons for-

sook me and swore by not-gods,
|
I satiated them—or they

committed adultery, and to the harlot's house they flocked

together,
||

fed lusty horses have they become,
|
the one

neigheth after the Mdfe of the other : II shall I not visit for

such things, saith Yahve,
|
or on such a nation shall not my

soul take revenge ?
||

2.

10 Plunge ye into her blossoms and destroy (yet make not a

full end!),
I
remove her branches, because they are not

Yahve's !
||

For they have become wholly faithless to me
the house Israel and the house Yuda, saith Yahve

; ||
denied

1. As to p_b, ver. 2, see § 353 h,

and subsequently Hupfeld in the Zeit-

schrift fur die Kimde des Morgenlandes,

Vol. II. 481. The prophet himself at

once foresees, ver. 3, the enquiry an-

nounced, vv. 1, 2, will end badly : who

can doubt that the Omniscient One
long ago saw everything here also faith-

fully and accurately ? that he formerly

punished them as they deserved without

the effect of their submitting themselves to

reform? (n3iasb ace. § 217 d). Yetif

the common multitude with their dull

depressed feelings do not come to true

knowledge and conduct, the prophet

had the right to expect this at least in

the case of the magnates : but he found

them having cut off all restraint even,

without any fear or reverence of things

divine ! vv. 4, 5. Therefore it is

already as if the northern enemy,

thi'eatened above, were amongst them,

ver. 6, conip. Hos. xiii. 7 : or shall

Yahve forgive them perhaps, for that

reason that they have become unfaith-

ful to him their father and preserver,

because having been plentifully satiated

by him they abandoned themselves to

the luxuriously lascivious life of idola-

try ? vv. 7-9. Instead of U^'SW'O^

ver. 8, it is probably better to read

w^^wi^ = n^pWD from np-ittJn
* * - • • • . T :

and the Arab, slmiyik with the meaning

of lusty, lascivious, which is alone

suitable here ; ver. 7, 3?2ltt7S1 is also

better than 'tZ7ST as the whole context
; - t'

shows, comp. ver. 28, Hos. xiii. 6

Deut. xxxii. 15.

2. On the contrary, their too luxu-

rious branches and blossoms must be

cut off, ver. 10 (as vi. 9 from Isa. xviii.

5 ; v. 1-6) : on that account also that a

great part of their unfaithfulness to-

wards Yahve consists in the intentional

denial of the prophetic truths and threats,

so that they even deliberately and pub-

licly wish that the prophets together

with theii- words might be completely

silent and perish ! ver. 11-13. But only

so much the more must the trae pro-

phetic word become a consuming fire,

ver. 14 (comp. xxiii. 29), and th^t
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Yalive and said " not that !
|
neither will evil come upon us,

nor shall we see sword and famine ! || but let the prophets

become wind, let the speaking perish in them !
]
tines may it

happen to them !"
||
—Wherefore thus saith Yahve the God of

Hosts : Because ye speak this word, behold I make my words

in thy mouth a fire, and this people wood-chips which it shall

15 devour:
]]

Behold I bring upon you a nation from afar,

house Israel ! saith Tahve,
[
a nation that is indestructible, a

nation that is from of old, ( a nation whose tongue thou

knowest not and hearest not what it speaketh,
]|
whose quiver

is like an open grave,
|
who are all heroes :

||
—it consumeth

thine harvest and thy bread, consumeth thy sons and daugh-

ters,
I

consumeth thy flocks and thine herds, consumeth thy

vine and thy fig-tree,
|
shattereth thy defenced cities, wherein

thou trustest, with the sword.
||

(Still neither in those days,

saith Yahve,
|
will I make a full end with you !) ||

And when ye then say: "wherefore hath Yahve our God
done unto us all this ?" say thus to them : Just as ye forsook

me and served strange gods in your land,
|
so shall ye serve

20 strangers in a land that is not yours !
||
—Announce this in

the house Yaqob, | and proclaim it in Yuda, saying :
||
Hear

now this ye senseless and heartless people,
|
that have eyes

and see not, have ears and hear not :
||
me will ye not fear,

saith Yahve, or not tremble before me ? |
I who placed sand as

wonderful northern nation, that inde- llossom-points. The expression, th^is

strnctible ancient nation, speaking a may it happen to them, ver. 13, is the

barbaric language, valiant, and armed same as Amos iv. 12, see Vol.1, p. 175.

with deadly bows, must come to anni- The serious reply to this long array

hilate all thy supplies and false re- of impious speeches against the true pro-

sources ! ver. 15-18. With m^ltt?, phets, and in the end their God, is as

ver. 10, comp. the Aram, sheruro, Jon. overwhelming as in the similar instance

iv. 6, and the Arab, surnr or masa/rrah, Isa. xxx. 12.

3. The worship of strange gods is suf- now become so rebellious and stubborn,

iicient to account for the nation's exile resolving not to remember the true fear

into a strange land, ver. 19, after Gen. of him who still every moment and

XV. 13. O what strange folly, thus to every year must be its benefactor by

fall away fi'om the only true God, who his firm observance of the order of

besides sustaining mankind keeps invio- nature to which he had once sworn

lable the great laws of the universe ! vv. (Gen. viii. 20-22), vv. 23, 24 : so that it

20-22, comp. iv. 22. But this people has is only its own fault if this order is now
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a bound for the sea, an eteraal confine and it passed not

bejond it,
|
and they toss themselves but avail nothing,—and

its waves roar but pass not beyond it.
||
—But this people had

a stubborn and rebellious heart,
|
they turned away and went,

||

and never said in their heart " let us now fear Yahve our God,

who giveth us rain both early and late in its time,
|
keepeth

25 toward us the oath concerning the harvest seasons !"
||
Your

transgressions have disturbed these,
|
and your sins have

withholden the good from you.
j|

For among my people are found wicked men:
|
they lie in

wait as fowlers crouch, they place instruments of death men
they catch

; ||
as a cage full of birds, so their houses are full of

deceit : |
therefore do they was great and rich,

||
get fat and

get fleshy, swell over also with evil things,
|
right they never

judge, the right of the orphan—that they might establish

that !
J
and the cause of the helpless they never decide.

||

Shall I not visit for such things, saith Yahve,
|
or on such a

30 nation shall not my soul take revenge ?
||
—A terrible and

horrible thing hath happened in the land,
||
the prophets pro-

phesy falsely, and the priests go with them, and my people

like it so :
|
but what will ye do at the end thereof ?

||

broken by the angry Yahve, ver. 25, of Job xxxviii. 11 ; and those regard-

comp. iii. 3, and at greater length ch. ing the oath, ver. 21, have likewise the

xiv. XV. The words regarding the sea ring of a quotation from an older pas-

and its shores appear quite like an echo sage.

4. Lastly, it cannot be denied that in at all for any law or justice ; shall that

the nation which ought to be quite remain unpunished ? vt. 27 b—29.

pure there are unrighteous people even Ten-ible things have been done, pro-

in matters of social life ; as insidiously phets have become false teachers, the

as fowlers crouch (TJtt? = TIW, Ps. x. priests following their example, and the

10), they lie in wait, place instruments nation pleased with it : but what will

of destruction, and catch—men ! Yea, ye do at the end thereof, when the

it may be said, that by their deceit they divine judgment comes ? From Isa.

fill their houses with booty as if the x. 3, Amos viii. 10. The verb m*n
houses were the cage of a fowler ! with T^ 72^ is exactly like the frequent

vv. 26, 27 a. By such injustice they Syriac redo h'urcM, to imitate. HWV,
become, it is true, great and rich, fat ver. 28, meaning primarily to shine, to be

and well fed, but then swell over by shining with fat, denotes secondarily,

their very power into evil things once like the corresponding Arabic ghaththa

more, and have no longer any concern and ghyth, to become fat ; then to
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form for oneself a picture = to think. With regard to the syntax of IH"' v5J''1

^.'D.'S as Ps. Ixxiii. 7, construed here with the Vav consec. and after the nega-

like words denoting to be full, ace. tive clause, see ^ 351 a.

§ 281 b, like pbn also Hab. i. 11.

IV. The Gonchtsion.

Ch. vi.

Therefore flee, then, for the approach of the Northern enemy-

is unalterably determined by Yahve, everything will be carried

to extremity ! vv. 1-8. No mercy! The prophet^s endeavours

to ward off the threatened calamities by his exhortations were

in vain_, vv. 9-15; since the nation has neither of itself nor at

the call of the prophet mended its ways, it must now in spite

of its rich external sacrifices fall by that enemy, vv. 16-23
;

already the proximity of the punishment is observable, and the

prophet, who has now finished his trial of the nation, cannot

alter any part of it ! vv. 24-30.

VI. 1.

1 Flee ye sons of Benyamin from the midst of Jerusalem, and

in Soundham* sound the trumjiet, and upon the Vineyard-

house set up the high standard,
|
for evil looketh from the

North and great crashing !
]]
The beautiful and the spoiled

woman— I mean the daughter of Ssion— 1|
unto her come

shepherds with their flocks,
|

pitch round about her tents, feed

each one his portion :
||

" consecrate against her war, arise

and let us attack at noon !"
|

" woe unto us that the day

declineth, that the evening shadows are stretched out ;"-—
||

5 " arise and let us attack in the night and destroy her cita-

dels!"
II
—For thus saith Yahve of Hosts: "Cut down the

timber and fling up against Jerusalem a rampart !
|
that city

—

it is proved that only wrong dwelleth in her
; ||

as a fountain

maketh its waters flow, so she her wickedness,
|
cruelty and

violence is heard in her before me perpetually, calamity

and wounds.
||
O take warning Jerusalem, lest my soul be
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severed from thee,
|
lest I make thee a waste, an uninhabitable

land !"
II

Thus saith Yahve of Hosts : Let there be a gleaning as of

the vine on the remnant of Israel :
|
put again thine hand as a

10 vintager to the shoots
; ||
—To whom shall I speak and adjure

that they may hear it ?
|
surely their ear is uncircumcised,

that they cannot attend
; |

yea Yahve's word became unto

them a scorn, they like it not !
||
And with the heat of Yahve

am I full, am weary of sustaining and restraining it : |

" pour it

upon the child in the street, and upon the circle of youths

together !
|

yea even husband as well as wife are taken captive,

the aged man with him that is full of days
; ||

and their houses

1. Yeremya exhorts his own country-

men, the people of Benyamin, who

dwell furthest north, to flee quickly

towards the south, into the desert, and

there to assemble ; the Vineyardhouse,

Bathkerem, was situated probably close

by Theqoa (Amos i. 1) in the desert

;

comp. Eist of Israel, III. 256 (III.

p. 351). Jerusalem, the enervated city,

will be besieged by a host of nomadic

nations, who forthwith, even at hot

noontide, and also when it should be too

late in the day, agree to attack it in the

following night ! vv. 2-5, comp. the

similar description of the Assyi-ian

advance, Isa. x. 28-32 : but as far aa

our description differs from the latter it

is observable that in the present case a

purely nomadic people is intended.

—

For, which is the most important point,

Yahve himself commands the siege of

2. Yahv6 will have no further pity:

even the remnant shall again pass

tlu'ough the fire, Zech. xiii. 9, no

gleaning shall be left on that delicate

vine! ver. 9 (DI/OvD must be the

same as "7T7T, Isa. xviii. 5) accord-

ing to V. 10. The prophet would

gladly exhort, adjure, that that might

the city (this siege commencing with

the felling of the trees round the city,

which was felt to be a great calamity,

and in contravention of the law of

Deuteronomium, comp. Antiquities of

Israel, p. 315 (271) ), that city con-

cerning which it has been sufficiently

ascertained by tests and enquiiy that

there is nothing in it anywhere but

wrong, and which incessantly sends

forth its wickedness as from an unfailing

spring, and wherein open violence and

disorder is constantly appearing, vv. 6, 7:

O take warning, lest the love of Yahve,

which cleaves to thee as by his soul, be

irremediably torn from thee like one

limb from another ! ver. 8. The
construction of ^pD^ ver. 6, is ace.

§ 336 b, the whole of the subsequent

clause with its subject and predicate

being subordinated to this neuter.

not happen : but the nation will not hear

him, it being generally hardened against

the divine work, ver. 10; and besides

he is himself at last too full of the fire

of divine anger and can no longer

quietly sustain and restrain it : too

mightily he hears Yahve himself calling

to him, that he may let it pour itself
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pass over to others, fields and wives together,
|
because I stretch

out my hand over the inhabitants of the land," saith Yahve. |!

—For from the least unto the greatest everyone of them

seeketh gain,
[
and from the prophet unto the priest everyone

practiseth deceit
; ||

and would patch up the wounds of my
people slightly, saying " health, health !"

|
but there is no

health,
||
would blush that they had practised abomination,

|
but

neither do they blush, neither do they know shame;
]
— there-

fore will they fall amongst those that fall, at the time of their

visitation stumble ! saith Yahve.
|l

Thus saith Yahve : tread ye upon ways and see and enquire

for the eternal paths !
|
whichever is the best way upon that go

ye, thus ye find rest for your soul !"
|
but they said " we will not

go !"
II
and continually I set up for you watchmen "attend to

the voice of the trumpet!"
[
but they said "we will not

freely over all, all are appointed to exile

and divine punishment 1 vv. 11, 12.

The moral corruption is too univei'sal,

and the worst feature of the case is that

people desire to heal the wounds of the

kingdom so slightly, under the false

impression that health is there, and

pretend to feel shame at the abomi-

nations practised, while in reality they

are incapable of true shame : ac-

cordingly the lot of the magnates and

prophets is also mournful ! (from Isa.

X. 4), vv. 13-15. SQT ver. 14 and

liJ''^'")!! are inchoatives ace. § 120 d,

122 c. After the inf. b'^^nb ver.

11, Slb3-*1 must be inserted, as

may be gathered from the perverse

translation of the LXX. kui cwtTs-

Xeaa avrovg: the following pour it

must be the voice of Yahve himself

3. Which are the eternal and best

ways upon which man may walk together

with God, they might have known by

the test of their own experience : but

they would not make the experiment,

vei\ 1 6 ; and to the prophets, the watch-

which the prophet hears with such

overwhelming force. Thus TIIEQ?

as the imperative may be correct

;

already Yeremya presents that charac-

teristic of his vocation which appears

more fully in ch. xiv. Further

Dn"^pQ must be read instead of

DT\lpD, ver. 15, where the perf.

is unexpected, ace. viii. 12 : x. 15 ;

xi. 23 ; xxiii. 12; xlvi. 21; xlviii. 44,

as well as in—xlix. 8: if perhaps the

other reading is the original one in

1. 31, the emendation still remains

necessary in this passage. The only

possible way of preserving the perf.

would be if' HV or HV^ had the

force of an Ai'abic idhd with a per/.

immediately following, or of our

when § 355 b ; this, however, we have

not yet been able to substantiate.

men of the future, and their call to

observe the seriousness of the present

time, to hear the trumpet of approaching

war (iv. 5, 19, 21 ; vi. 1) they will not

be more attentive, ver. 17; accordingly

all the nations of the earth must hear
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attend !"
|1

Therefore hear ye nations, ] and know thou com-
munity what is coming,

||
hear earth : behold I bring evil

upon this people as the fruit of their thoughts,
|
because they

did not attend to my words and my instruction—they despised

20 it.—What is this to me that incense cometh from Sheba, and the

best cinnamon from the furthest country ?
|

your best offerings

are not acceptable, and your sacrifices are not pleasant to me.
||

Therefore thus saith Yahve : behold I cause stumblingblocks

to come unto this people, that its fathers and sons together

stumble thereon, neighbour and friend, and perish !
||
Thus

saith Yahve :
" Behold a nation cometh from the North

country,
|
and a great people is in motion from the extreme

ends of the earth
; |1

it holdeth bow and lance, is cruel and

without pity,
(
people whose voice roareth like the sea, and

who ride apon horses,
| arrayed as a man for war against thee

thou daughter of Ssion !
||

" We heard his report, our hands hang down,
|
anguish

hath seized us, trembling like as the woman in travail :"
\\ Go

not forth* into the field and walk not in the way,
|
for the

sword hath the enemy, hoiTor on every side.
||
Thou daughter

what punishment is announced against 23, comp. v. 15, 16. As therefore the-

Jerusalem for such indifference (and the opening of this strophe, ver. 16, was

commnnity would do well to acknow- occasioned by the figure of stumbling

ledge that God that works amongst the upon dangerous and fatal ways at the

Heathen also!)vv. 18, 19. The costly end of the previous one, ver. 15, the

sacrifices which the nation brings with same figure occurs here again towards

ignorant effort will not avail to alter the end, ver. 21. Ver. 18 WD, would

the displeasure of Yahv6, ver. 20 : on have to be taken with the meaning

the contrary, on that very account indicated above ; Si in any case fits

Yahve will cast before it his stumbling- into the context more easily, especially

blocks by means of which all must fall, as it is repeated ver. 22 ; and Sh2.n
ver. 21, comp. ver. 15, namely the ver. 20, must be taken as a further

invincible and terrible enemies, vv. 22, relative clause.

4. The conmiunity in Jerusalem will receive a comforting word from the

then feel the greatest alarm at the prophet, vv. 27, 28 (from Amos viii. 10),

simple report of the approach of the comp. iv. 8. The chief business that

enemy, ver. 24 (cgmp. the more detailed had been assigned to the prophet, as a

description, iv. 19-21) : but it cannot wise tester of metals to examine what

* O Jerusalem.
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of my people, gird on sackclotli and wallow in ashes,
|
mourn-

ing for an only one appoint thee, most bitter lamentation :
|
for

suddenly will the spoiler come upon us.
||
—As a trier have I

set thee in my nation, as a separator,
|
that thou shouldst know

and try their way.
||
They are all the bad of the bad, dealers

in slander, brass and iron,
|
they are all instruments of death

; ||

the bellows have blown from their flames lead,
|
in vain hath

been continual melting, yet the wicked have not been separated.
||

Rejected silver they are called,
|
because Yahve hath rejected

them. II

ways the nation had taken according to

the opening of the previous strophe,

ver. 16, is finished, and unfortunately

his testing science has shown that all

are base and evil, there is no precious

metal to separate but mere brass and

iron, lead : and unhappily they are not

only the most ungenuine (comp. "'I-ID

ii. 21), but just as the false metals are

frequently taken for making all kinds

of instruments of death (n^nB?X3 as

in V. 26), so they are also instruments

to destroy innocent men, e.g. the pro-

phets, with their black slander, as had

been already bitterly said at the end of

the fourth strophe, iv. 26-31. However

active the bellows may be in the fire of

their trial, they only blow out ("in3

Arab, nakhara) lead, in vain are they

continuously (ace. § 280 i) melted—the

wicked do not separate themselves as

precious metal, but remain as base

metal in the fire, the entire community

is in the view of Yahve rejected, bad

silver ! vv. 27-30. DTl'^ntt?^, ver.

28, appears here in an entirely different

connexion from that of Isa. i. 4. The

punctuation T!J2i2 ver. 27, in writing

which the Massora were thinking of the

different figure of i. 18, yields no fitting

sense: read "HSJ^p re^ner (of metals),

since the word 122 denotes properly

to separate, as ")!J2 Job xxii. 24, 25,

the separated, fine piece of precious

metal. The reading of the K'tMb

Dnt£?SQ may very weU mean from
their fires, i.e. flames ; the Q'ri would

signify /rom^re most perfect lead, which

would not be suitable here, if for no

other reason, because everything here

is immediately referred to them. The
whole is simply an expansion of Isa.

i. 22.

3. The Temjjle.

Ch. vii.-x.

A public festival in the Temple at the beginning of the reign

of Yoyaqim presented to the prophet an occasion to proclaim

similar truths^ and to this festival the inhabitants of the

country districts of Yuda came in great numbers. The par-

ticulars are narrated,, ch. xxvi. 1-29. Since the restoration of

the ancient law under Yosia, the wise and learned prided them-
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selves not a little on tlieir learning, viii. 8 ; ix. 22. Eye-serving

prophets and authors continued to mislead the people with the

delusive assertion, that the ancient Temple of Jerusalem was the

indestructible bulwark of the community, that neither exile nor

any other great convulsion or destruction of the kingdom was

to be feared ; and greedy priests were quite ready to support

the false prophets, in order to retain their public reputation

and to obtain abundance of rich offerings from the people, vii.

4, 21 j viii. 8, 11 ; ix. 11 ; whilst at the same time they allowed

all manner of superstitious and heathen customs to be observed

again even in the Temple itself under Yoyaqim, just as they

had been under Manasseh, vii. 30, ol ; and notwithstanding

that the whole moral basis of the kingdom and the people was

being daily more and more undermined, and there appeared

nowhere a sign of commencing reform or holiness, viii. 4 sq. j

ix. 1-8. Just at that time the people came into the Temple to

a kind of public fast, as the times shortly after Yosia's death

were very calamitous, vii. 10 : but there was no longer any

trace of true humiliation and repentance. Yeremya was there-

fore all the more compelled to proclaim once more the pure

divine truths in the hearing of the multitude that had come

together from the country to the Temple, as if he would ascer-

tain whether the truths which the capital had hitherto rejected

could be received by the whole land on such a solemn occasion.

The whole piece is accordingly laid out with a view to further

elucidation and exposition. The discourse commences with

the Temple merely for the purpose of connecting a number of

sacred considerations with this sacred object. Neither would

it be seemly simply to proclaim threats and punishment in the

hearing of, for the most part, a new audience : the thought of

the true sanctuary of Israel would also impose the same re-

straint. The description of the eternal hope, therefore, cannot

be, in this case at least, entirely absent. Accordingly, though

the prophet proclaims aloud that neither the Temple nor any

other external help or defence can avail, that, on the contrary.
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destruction in the immediate future threatens the Temple, dis-

solution the state, and exile the people ; he also points to the

only indestructible hope for the community, and concludes by

giving this community that share of faith in this hope which

his spirit desires and anticipates. We see from ch. xxvi.

1-19, what an important effect this discourse produced at the

time.

The great discourse, therefore, falls into three sections.

Beginning at first with the Temple, it shows the glaring con-

tradiction that exists between the proud trust of the nation in

the Temple and the grounds of it, and anticipates the possi-

bility, indeed the necessity, of the destruction of this sanctuary

which has been so long desecrated thi-ough the nation's own

fault ; the consideration both of the history and fortunes of

similar and older sanctuaries, and of the matter itself, conducts

to this anticipation ! vii. 2—viii. 3 in four strophes. The dis-

course then abandons its immediate occasion and the mention

of the Temple, and goes on to more general consideration, in

order to establish both the accusation against the existing na-

tion and also its punishment, since the necessity of a severe

chastisement is only too evident ; in doing this it makes pointed

reference to the Wise and authors who mislead the ignorant

people, viii. 4-ix. 25, in five strophes, until at last the basis

and possibility of the true prosperity and the hope of the

genuine community are unfolded, ch. x, in three strophes.

It is clear, from the allusions to the flight into fortified

places, viii. 14 ; x. 17, compared with the historical instance that

is referred to below, xxxv. 11, that this piece was published

just at the time when the Chaldean armies for the first time

overran the whole champaign country and threatened Jeru-

salem. Inasmuch, therefore, as Yeremya had published his

former book a considerable time before this, it is not surprising

that he repeats in this a good many thoughts and phrases

which had appeared in that : in fact, it was only now that much

that he had said in his former book began to be fulfilled.
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Neither is there any ground for surprise that the complexion

of the style is somewhat different in the two strophes in which

the prophet appears for the first time more in the character of

a simple teacher, x. 1-16 : didactic language is of another kind

than that of pure prophecy, and the various kinds of style had

been at that time long fully formed in Israel. At the same

time, the peculiar diction of this prophet may be easily per-

ceived in certain turns and words, comp. ^^3"!^, ver. 5, for

CriS; Vpn, ver. 10, with ii. 13; vi. 11; ^V?. vv. 8,

14, with ver. 21 ; to this must be added the fact that these

two strophes also fit perfectly well into the context. But the

description of the folly of idolatry which they supply is also

quite new, and clearly serves as a model for the much more

elaborate ones, '' Isa." xl. 19-24 ; xH. 7 ; xliv. 8-20 ; xlvi. 5-7 i

and he only does biblical science a poor service who in our day

denies that this piece, as well as the book of Ssephanya, was

used by the prophets at the end of the Chaldean period as

original prototypes. Even the later prophet, ch. 1., li., found

all these words in our piece, and this also may serve as a proof

that they are really from Yeremyi. It is indeed just possible

that Yeremya did not publish these two strophes before the

second edition of the year 586 : still the following pieces also

show exactly similar transitions, xii. 13 sq. ; xvi. 14 sq.

VII.

1 The word which came to Yeremya from Yahve in this wise :

I. The Visitation of the Temj)le.

Ch. vii. 2—viii. 3.

After the glaring contradiction between the ancient promise

concerning the Temple and the present ideas and actions of the

people mth respect to it has been shown in a few powerful

words, vv. 2-11, the warning example of the rejection of the

ancient sanctuary at Shiloh is forcibly presented, vv. 12-20,
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and the erroneous notion that external sacrifices suffice tho-

roughly exposed^ vv. 21-28 : whence it necessarily follows what

evil consequences must attend the desecration of all holy things

wliicli is still going on^ vv. 29—viii. 3.

Stand in the gate of the house of Yahve, and jDroclaim there

this word and say :
|
Hear Yahve's word ye of all Yuda, ye who

come into these gates to do homage unto Yahve ! |1
thus saith

Yahve of Hosts Israel's God : Make good your ways and

deeds :
|
then I cause you to dwell in this place !

||
Trust not

yourselves to the lying words : |

" the Temple of Yahve tbe

5 Temple of Yahve the Temple of Yahve is this !"
||
rather if ye

really make good your ways and deeds,
|
if ye really execute

justice between each other,
||

oppress not the sojourner the

fatherless and widow and shed not innocent blood in this

place
I

and go not after strange gods—to your own hurt :
||

then I cause you to dwell in this place, in the land that I gave

to your fathers,
|
for ever and ever.

|1
—Behold ye trust your-

selves to the lying words,
[
—to gain nothing !

\\
What ? steal

and murder and commit adultery and swear falsely and burn

incense to the Baal,
|
and go after other gods which ye knew

10 not :—
II
and ye come then and stand before me in this house

whereupon my name is called and say " save us !"
|
—to do all

these abominations?
||
a den of thieves then hath this house

whereupon my name is called become in your eyes ? | —also

I have indeed seen it ! saith Yahve.
||

1. The true promise of ancient times, secure it, vv. 4-7.—But now—in their

as it is so often repeated, e.g. in the folly they nevertlieless trust to the false

Book of Deuteronomy, is this : repose and useless promises of the false pro-

and peace, a secure and happy existence phets, ver. 8 ; is it possible, then, to

in the sacred laud with the Temple as commit all possible crimes, and at the

its strong centre (vv. 7, 15), will be the same time, as these people do, impu-

consequenee of good conduct, ver. 3
;

dently apfiear in the Temple before

the fulfilment of this promise cannot Yahve with a petition for salvation

—

be the result of a blind trust in the with the expectation, perhaps, that when

Temple as the sanctuary which it is they have been saved they may once more

tlrought Yahve must necessarily pro- be able to continue all such abomina-

tect, as false prophets misleadingly say tions ? vv. 9, 10. Do they then con-

to the people, but a faithful observance sider the Temple a den of thieves ?

—

of all divine eternal laws can alone very well, Yahve on his part has also
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For go now to my place whicli was at Shilo, wliere I caused

my name to dwell formerly,
|
and see what I have done to it

for the wickedness of my people Israel !
||
And now because ye

have done all these deeds, saith Yahve,
|
and I spoke to you

speaking earnestly but ye heard not, and called you and ye

answered not :
||
therefore I do to this house whereupon my

name is called, ujion which ye trust, and to tlie place which I

15 gave you and your fathers
|

just as I did to Shilo,
||
and cast

you forth from my face
; |

just as I cast forth all your brethren,

the whole seed of Ephraim.
||
—But pray not thou for this

people, and lift not up for them lamentation and prayer, neither

press upon me :
|
for in no case do I hear thee !

||
scest thou

then not what they do in Jerusalem's streets and in Yuda's

cities?
II
—the sons glean pieces of wood and the fathers

kindle the fire and the women knead the dough
| —to bake

cakes to the Queen of Heaven and to pour libations to other

gods,—in order thus to vex me !
||
—Me will they vex, saith

Yabve,
|
not themselves, in order that their countenance may

20 blush ?
II
Therefore thus saith Lord Yahve : behold my wrath

and fury will be poured upon this place,
||
over the men and

over the cattle, and over the ti'ees of the field and over the

fruits of the land, and burneth them unquenchably ! ||

taken a glance at then- conduct, and 10, it is better to read ^13 .5J3 (Ezek.

will bear the mi.serable spectacle no xiv. 14), becau.se tbey came into the

longer! ver. II, comp. Zech. ix. 8, Temple, particularly in those troubled

•which is then further shown in the fol- times, to seek help, comp. viii. 4 sq.

lowing strophes, particularly in the last even if the perf. were treated as a pre-

one. With regard to nSH, ver. 4, cafwe, ace. § 323 b, it would be unsuit-

comp. § 172 h, and bs, ver. '6, § 320 a. able. Ver. 9 follows Hos. iv. 2, the

Instead of ^D7-!J2 i<'e are saved, ver. infinitive absolutes as iii. 1.

2. A comparison as in ch. iii. The Northern kingdom, can and must at

ancient sanctuary of Shilo in the last overtake Jerusalem and Yuda, since

Northern kingdom continued to be of they gave ear to no warnings, vv. 12-

importance as late as the time of 15. The first, 73, ver. 15, which the

Samuel, but in Yeremya's time it had LXX omit, forms the proper antithesis

been disused for centuries, and had long to Shilo only, and its repetition in the

lost all its earlier sacredness, 1 Sam. ch. followiug member is not surprising in

iv. sq., comp. History of Israel, II. 413 Yeremya.—The prophet is the less able

sq. (II. p. 582 sq.). The fate which to present an intercessory prayer in the

befel Shilo, and subsequently the entire Temple for the people that are stream-

3. 9
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Thus saiih Yahve of Hosts Israel's God :
|

put your burnt

offerings to your sacrifices and eat them as flesh !
||

For

I spake not with your fathers nor gave them command, when
I led them out of the land of Egypt,

|
concerning matters of

burnt-offerings and sacrifices,
||
but only this word commanded

I them, " hear my voice, that I may be God to you and ye

be my people, | and walk in every way which I commend to

you, that it may go well with you !"
||
but they hearkened not

and inclined not their ear, and walked in the counsels in the

stubbornness of their wicked heart,
|
and became people of

25 backwards, not of forwards.
||
From the day when your

fathers came out of the land of Egypt until this day
|
I

sent to you all my servants the prophets, daily sending them

most earnestly :
||
but they hearkened not unto me nor inclined

their ear,
|
but they hardened their neck, did worse than their

fathers
; || and speake'st thou to them all these words, they will

not hearken unto thee,
|
callest thou to them, they will not

answer thee.
||
Say then unto them :

" this is the nation that

never hearkened unto the voice of Yahve its God, nor received

correction ;— |
faithfulness is perished and vanished from their

mouth !"
II

ing to it, in proportion as they are all great overwhelming pnnishment ac-

sedulously hent on serving the idols, e.g., cordingly shall come, ver. 20, a further

baking sacrificial cakes (Hos. iii. 1) for extension of Hos. iv. 3. With regard

the Queen of Heaven (comp. viii. 2)

—

to the idolatries mentioned here, which

one would say for the purpose of vex- had become thoroughly established in

ing Yahve, if they would not on the Yuda only in the days of Manasseh,

contrary be themselves vexed some day comp. History of Israel, IV. 2C8, (III.

by such abominations, beholding with p. 717, 718), and with regard to ripbtt

shame their consequences, as must ac- § 187 c.

cordingly happen, vv. 16-19. The

3. If ye think of serving me by them all up I ver. 21. For if the mat-

means of many offerings in the Temple, ter is looked at in the light of historical

ye greatly err : take all kinds of offer- law it is well known that in the Pen-

ings, the fat burnt offerings (those tateuch, in the strict sense, such offer-

animals of which men are by the law ings are not demanded (for the few

not allowed to eat) as well as the com- cases in which the Pentateuch speaks

mon sacrificial animals, and eat them not of the good institution of volun-

all as flesh, i.e., unrqasted, with your tary offerings, but of the necessary

own teeth, without their being burnt offerings of individuals, do not at all

upon the altar ! I permit you to eat concern us here where only voluntary
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Cut off [0 Ssion] thy crown and cast it away, and raise

upon the heights lamentation !
|

for Yahve hath rejected and
30 abandoned the generation of his wrath.

||
Because the sons of

Yuda did what is evil in^mine eyes saith Yahve,
|
set their

abominations in the house over which my name is called—to

pollute it,
II
and built the high-altars of the place-of-burning

which are in the valley of Ben-Hinnom, to burn their sons and
daughters in the fire,

|
which I did not command nor come

into my mind : || therefore behold days come, saith Yahve,
when men will no more be saying " the place-of-burning" nor
" valley of Ben-Hinnom" but the " valley of slaughter,"

|
and

bury in the place-of-burning for want of room
; ||

the dead

bodies of this people will be meat for the fowls of heaven and

offerings on a magnificent scale are in-

tended), but otlier indispensable ser-

vices of God, such as may be rendered

by any one at any time, and which also

have the eternal promises of his bless-

ing, vv. 22, 23 : but, unhappily, the

divine commandments, considered gene-

rally, were uttered in yain, ver. 24 ; in

fact, from that early time until the pre-

sent, the condition of the people, not-

withstanding all the prophetic warn-

ings, has not generally improved, so

that now also Yeremya will certainly

again in vain address them, and call

4. Thus the final punishment is un-

avoidable, Ssion may cast away its or-

nament of hair, and in solitude lament

under the open heaven I ver. 29, comp.

ix. 9 ; Isa. iii. 26. Because, in addi-

tion to many other transgressions which

have never been mentioned in the

divine law, they desecrate the Temple

them to reform, and there is nothing

left for him but to hold up before them

briefly the picture of their own stub-

bornness and unfaithfulness, vv. 25-28.

Since "1tt72 ver. 21, is not the same as
T T '

sacred, i.e. consecrated flesh, xi. 15, we
must in this case remember the usage

referred to. Vol. I. p. 277, which might

at least be present to the prophet's mind
as possible. Ver. 24, nh^^'iaSl,
although left in the stat. dbs., is still

more nearly defined by the following,

2?in Dsb, comp. § 289 c. On DV
ver. 25, see my note on Ps. xiii. 3.*

by setting up their idols (their abomi-

nations ) in it (ace. 2 Kings xxi. 4, 5
;

xxiv. 3), and continue within the fortifi-

cations ofJerusalem, in the valley of Ben-

Hinnom, to present the horrible sacri-

fices of children burnt alive (2 Kings

xxi. 6), building a number of heights,

or altars, for this purpose around the

* The note referred to is as follows :
—

" The word C!2V is not here used in

opposition to night, but just as our phrase day and night = every day and every

night, the word day alone may mean constantly, daily, exactly as in the Lat. diu
is connected with dies. The word QV has this force in Ezek. xxx. 16; Jer.

vii. 25. The addition of the Codex Alexandrians iccil wkto^ is therefore incor-

rect."—Tr.

9 *
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the beast of the earth, with none to scare them away,
||
and I

destroy from Yuda's cities and from Jerusalem's streets
[
the

voice of joy and the voice of gladness, the voice of the bride-

groom and the voice of the bride,
|
because the land becometh

viii. desolate.
||
In that time, saith Yahve, men will bring the bones

1 of the kings of Yuda and thdfee of his princes,
|
those of the

priests and those of the prophets and those of the citizens of

Jerusalem out of their graves,
||
and expose them to the sun

and the moon and the whole Host of heaven,
|
whom they

loved and whom they served, and after whom they walked

whom they sought and to whom they did homage :
|
they will

not be again entombed nor buried, dung upon the face of the

earth will they become
; |1

and death is preferable to life to all

the residue that remain of this wicked generation,
|
in all the

places whither I have driven them, saith Yahve of Hosts.
||

shocking place of biirniog (Tophet,

Isa. XXX. 33, from P\I1 = DtJ?, tTob

xviii. 5, Arab, shahaba, to burn), the

valley where they thoughtlessly prac-

tised such abominations shall in the

future bear the name valley of slaughter

(comp., on the other hand, iii. 16, 17),

because a great battle with their enemies

and a defeat will take place thei'e ; and

the fair valley will be made into a

gloomy burying-place, although from

the vast number of the dead in that

utterly mournful time, not even all the

dead bodies will be able to be buried,

vv. 30-34 4 yea, even the bones of those

who had been long buried, the hostile

conquerors will fling out of their costly

sepulchres again (from greed of booty,

revenge, etc.)—in order that the Bun

and all the stars may see those pnbliclj^

lying in their shame, who in their life-

time slavishly did them homage (vii.

18), and who are not even in death pro-

tected by them ! viii. 1, 2
;

yea, then

even the few who are left alive will

everywhere, wherever they are scat-

tered, prefer at once to die, ver. 3,

wherewith theLXX the last D'^IStCSn

should be erased as here disturbing.

When Yeremya refers here so emphati-

cally to the idolatrous abominations in

the Temple itself and in the Hinnom
valley, which had been removed since

Yosia's reform, he does this manifestly

simply for the reason that at that time,

after the accession of the new king,

Yoyaqim, at Jerusalem, their revival

was seriously considered, and probably

they had been already partially re-

stored, a fact which is referred to else-

where in Yeremya's history. When he

also so emphatically asserts, ver.. 34,

that it never came into Yahve's mind

to justify such idolatrous rites, it is

evident that there were at that time

teachers and authors who endeavoui'ed

to prove the conti'ary, comp. viii. 8 sq.
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II.

—

The Accusation and the Punishment.

CH. VIII. 4—IX. 25.

If tliis occasion is used for a further glance at the whole

conduct of all sections of the nation, sufficient reason is eveiy-

where discerned for accusation and lamentation, although no

lamentation can avail to avert the punishment. The endless

impenitence of the nation, notwithstanding its vain pretence of

penitence, together with the false wisdom of its philosophers

and savants, is of itself a sufficient ground for punishment, vv.

4-13, for that great and truly divine punishment which men

will vainly hasten to escape, vv. 14-23, and then, if the life of

the citizens is looked at, what endless insincerity and intrigue

in all relations ! ix. 1 -8 : true wisdom and prophecy ought to

show itself in foresight of the necessary consequences of such

perversities, ix. 9-17, the true boast of the Wise and of all

those who boast of any special distinction ought to approve

itself in the timely and genuine knowledge of Yahve, but, as

everything is at present, the most severe divine punishment

must fall upon all nations. Heathen and Israelites ! ix. 18-25.

Of these five strophes, therefore, the first and the third par-

ticularly supply the accusations of Yahve against all sections of

the people, the others describe rather the unfolding of the

punishments.

1.

Say then unto them : Thus saith Yahve : do men fall and

not rise again ?
|
do they torn round and not turn round ?

||

5 Wherefore did this people of Jerusalem practise incessant

apostasy ?
]
did they hold fast to deceit, did they refuse to

return ?
1|
I hearkened and heard—not honestly do they speak,

not one repenteth of his wickedness thinking " what have I

done ?"
I

every one turneth round—into his delights, like a

rushing horse into the battle ! || Also the stork in the heaven

knoweth its set times, and turtle and swallow and crane keep

the time of their coming home :
|
but my people know not
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Yatve's judgment !
||
—How can ye say " we are wise, and

Yahve's law is with us !"
]
but behold—unto a lie the lying

stylus of the authors hath made it
; ||

the Wise will blush, be

confounded and taken:
[
behold— the word of Yahve they

10 despised, and what kind of wisdom have they ? ||
—Therefore

will I give their wives unto others, their fields unto the new

inheritors, [ for from the least unto the greatest every one of

them seeketh gain, and from the prophet unto the priest every

one practiseth deceit
; ||

and they wished to heal the wounds

of my people slightly, saying " Health, health !"
|
but there is

no health,
||
would blush that they had practised abomination :

I

but neither did they blush, neither do they know shame
; |

—
therefore will they fa]l amongst them that fall, at the time of

their visitation stumble, saith Yahve.
||
Sweeping I will sweep

them away, saith Yahve
; |

no grapes are on the vine and no

figs on the fig-tree and the leaf is withered,
|
and I gave unto

them what they transgress.
||

1. It is a rule that holds elsewhere

that if a man falls he rises again, if a

man returns he really returns and does

not stop midway ; but this nation does

not rise again though it has fallen,

pretends to return to Yahve yet does

not really do so, on the contrary,

appears to have finally fallen away

from him, vv. 4, 5, an opening that

recalls iii. 1,10; on the construction

of DUn in the stat. abs. instead of the

stat. constr. see § 290 e. In vain did

Yahve (comp. similarly " Isa." Ixv. 1

sq.), like a loving father, look for the

confession of their repentance : they

may return, but it is only to rush as

blindly into their own lusts as the horse

into the battle, Job. xxxix. 25, and

are slower to recognize their eternal

obligations towards their lord than

irrational animals their times, vv. 6, 7 ;

n!i~lKD formed as xxii. 17 ; xxiii. 10

from n!J"l ace. § 161 a.—It is true, they

think they know everything, there is a

host of philosophers and savants

3,mongst them who claim to understand

Yahve's law : but the lying stylus of

the authors even in handling the law of

Yahve has misrepresented and falsified

it, making it a lie, and the end of these

quacks will be disgraceful, vv. 8, 9,

comp. Isa. xix. 11. Because the moral

corruption is so general, severe punish-

ment must follow by the conquest of

the countiy, vv. 10-12, repeated from

vi. 12-15, comp. also ver. 9 with vi.

10 ; Yahve will hurry them away

because they are without fruit and

verdure (from Seph. i. 2 and Mic. vii.

1) and seem only to have received the

ancient divine laws in order to trans-

gress them, ver. 13. The LXX omitted

with apparent justice the words re-

peated from vi. 12-15, but their omis-

sion of the last words of ver. 13 is not

defensible, since they are quite suitable

and finish the strophe with brevity and

force : for they bring back the discus-

sion to the opening thought vv. 4, 5, and

their meaning is quite clear from |§.

333 h, 172 b.
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2.

" For what do we sit still ? assemble yourselves and let us

go into the defenced cities, and there perish !
|
for Yahve our

God intendeth to destroy us and gave us poisoned water to

drink, because we have sinned against Yahve."
||
To wait for

salvation—but there is no good, | for the time of recovery—and

behold mortal terror !
||
from Dan is heard the snorting of his

horses, with the loud neighing of his stallions the whole earth

trembled,
|
and they came and devoured the land and its

fulness, the city and they who dwell therein. || For behold I

send upon you cerast-serpents, that cannot be charmed :
|
they

will bite you ! saith Yahve.
|| —O what could comfort me

against sorrow !
|
I feel my heart is sick !

||
behold loud is the

cry of the daughter of my people from the land afar off: " is

" Yahve not in Ssion, or her king not in her ?"
|

—" " Why
have they vexed me with their images, with their strange

20 Gods ?" "
II
The harvest is past, the summer is gone

; j
but we

are not saved !
||

for the breaking in pieces of the daughter

of my people am I broken in pieces,
|
I mourn, horror hath

seized me.
||

Is there no balm in Gilead, or no physician

there ?
|
for wherefore is the bandage of the daughter of my

people not laid on ? ||
—O that my head had water and mine

eyes a fountain of tears, | that I might weep day and night

over the slain of the daughter of my people !
||

2. And as a fact already the prophet sorrow, the prophet therefore hears fur-

hears many voices in consultation, as ther from the earth itself the voice of

they in their despair are desiring to flee those who in their lamentation ask

at last into the fortresses fi'om the whether then Yahve the ancient God is

wrath of Yahve, that they may snatch no longer in Ssion, as a saviour and

a little longer life, to perish there if protector (unlike Mic. iv. 9) : but the

they must perish, ver. 14 (iv. 5) : but divine voice can easily justify the with-

the deliverance hoped for in this form holding of deliverance, vv. 18, 19, all

is not granted, on the contrary, the crying for deliverance is in vain since

neighing of mighty battle - loving the harvest is past, the great decision has

horses is heard from the North, iv. 15, beentaken,ver. 20, the prophet falls back

and the arrival of the barbarians who into his soitow, ver. 21, in vain he calls

spare nothing, who are like serpents for balsam to soothe the wounds of the

that are proof against the charmer, kingdom in its fatal sickness, there is

which Yahve himself sends into the nothing left for him but to give way to

land (ace. Num. xxi. 6 ; Deut. vii. 20), his feelings in floods of tears, vv. 22,

vv. 15-17. Sunk in the profoundest 23,
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3.

ix. O that I had in the desert a traveller's lodgment, that I

1 might leave my people and go away from them !
|

for they all

are adulterers, an assembly of robbers,
1|
and they bent their

tongues as their bows with lies, and not according to truth did

they command upon the earth,
|
but from wickedness to Avicked-

ness they advanced, and me they know not, saith Yahve.
|1

Let every one be on his guard before his neighbour, and to no

brother trust ye, 1 for every brother practiseth Taqob's intrigue,

and every neighbour goeth slandering,
||
and one deceiveth the

other and the truth they speak not,
|
have accustomed their

tongues to speak lies to do evil, are weary of returning : ||

5 wrong upon wrong, deceit upon deceit,
|
they refuse to know

me ! saith Yahve.
||
— Therefore thus saith Yahve of Hosts :

Behold I will melt and try them !
|
for how should I act before

the wickedness of the daughter of my people ?
||
A sharp arrow

is their tongue, deceit the words of their mouth
; |

with his

mouth one speaketh peace to another, and in his heart he

layeth his intrigue : ||
should I not visit such things upon them,

saith Yahve,
|
or on such a nation should not my soul take

revenge ?
||

.3. Inasmuch as the prophet must now

describe the hopeless corruption even of

the morals of the citizens, he at once gives

vent to the wish that instead of lieing there

he were far away from this company of

adulterers, robbers, and untrustworthy

slanderous men, who do not command

upon the earth according to good faith,

but go from one wickedness to another

Avithout knowing Yahve ! ix. I, 2

(comp. ver. 7 ; Ps. Iv. 7-9 ; Ixiv. 4,

passages that appear to have been in

Yeremya's mind, but not Ps. xii. 5).

AH must be exhorted to trust no one

(xii. 6; Mic. vii. 5), so full are men now

of all kinds of dishonesty, because

they are even too weak for genuine

conversion and will not know Yahve !

vv. 3-5. Therefore Yahve will lead

them into the most severe temptation ;

oply into temptation, not at ouce iuto

complete and final destruction (iv. 27
;

V. 10), for how could he do that?

(Hos. xi. 8), however much they de-

served it in the 'presence of their de-

ceit, ver. 6 : but inasmuch as their

heart wholly contradicts their exterior,

how should he keep silence ? vv. 7, 8,

like V. 9, 29. Inasmuch as the force of

nS73, ver. 4, is clear from vi. 11 ; xv.

6 ; XX. 9, and the arrangement of the

members of ver. 5 is unsuitable with

the present reading, it is better to con-

nectn"l27n with the foregoing infinitive,

to read 'j.^W ^S/?. comp. v, 3 ; viii. 5,

and to construe tiri2 ?iri like n^"ia
n:::)~lXDn, Ps.1v. 12. 'Further, nS'"1 has

fallen out before iH^, as may also be

seen from vii. 12 ; the phrase TJ^'S

ntZ72?W has in this place another force

than in xii. 5 or iii. 19. The word

t^nti-'- ver. 7, which according to
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4.

For tlie mountains let me weep and lift up wailing, and

for the pastures of the plain lamentation, because they are

silent without any wayfarers and hear the voice of no herd,
|

10 both bird and beast have flown have departed !
||
And I make

Jerusalem stoneheaps, a resort of jackals,
|

and Tnda's cities

I make a desolation, without inhabitant.
||
—Who is the wise

man that he may understand this, and to whom Yahve's

mouth hath spoken that he may declare it ?
|
wherefore is the

land lost, is it silent like the desert without a wayfarer?
||

Accordingly Yahve said : because they forsook my doctrine

which I set before them,
]
hearkened not to my voice and

walked not in the former,
||
but walked after the stubbornness of

their heart
|
and the idols which their fathers taught them;

||

therefore, thus saith Yahve of Hosts Israel's God: Behold

I feed them, this people, with wormwood
|
and give them to

15 drink poison-water,
||
and scatter them among nations whom

neither they nor their fathers knew,
|
and send after them the

sword, until I have consiimed them.
||
Thus saith Yahve of

Hosts : attend ye and call to the wailing-women that they

may come,
|
and unto the wise-women send ye that they may

come,
II

that they hasten and take up over us wailing,
|
that

our eyes run down with tears and our eyelids pour down

water !
||

the context most probably meaus shm-}-^, "12"^ it is better to read with the LXX
and is suitably rendered rtrpwu/covcra Crf^D "^T!r^"^'

*^^"^*^ ''"'^ emendation is

by the LXX, may be compared witli necessary to make the structure of the

the roots of like meaning in Arabic verse-members symmetrical.

s/ia7iada and Chaldee ]nti7; instead of

4. Accordingly the prophet is com- Yahvd, vv. 11-1.") (after Hosea xiv. 10);

pelled to weep over the desolate silence hence the overflowing measure of

which now prevails in extensive dis- calamity, the dispersion and destruction

tricts, since Yahve has fully determined in the exile, vv. 13, 14 (comp. at the

to lay waste the capital and the end Amos ix. 1 ), so that all the profes-

country, vv. 9, 10. Whoever is truly a sional mourning women may be sum-

Wise man and a Prophet must know moned to the great lamentation, vv.

that the equally lamentable and marvel- 16, 17. Since in!S3 vv. 9, 11; xlvi. 19.

lous phenomenon of the desolation of can be compared neither with ^!Jri3 iv.

the most stirring and populous districts 26 nor H^'^l^n iv. 7, and in the chief

has its origin in the sad fact that men passage,ver. 9, the signification of silence

have been serving false gods instead of is most suitable, we may compare the
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5.

For loud wailiug is heard from Ssion : "0 how are we laid

waste,
I

mightily ashamed that we left the land, that our

dwellings were thrown down !"
||
Yes, hear ye women Yahve's

word, and let your ear receive the word of his mouth, 1
and

teach your daughters the death-wail, each other the lamen-

20 tation
; II

for death climbeth into our windows, cometh into

our high-palaces,
|
to cut off" the child from the alley, and the

youths from the streets, ||* and the dead-bodies of men will

fall like dung upon the face of the field,
|
and like a bundle

after the harvestman which hath no gatherer.
||
—Thus saith

Yahve : let no wise man boast of his wisdom, nor the strong

man of his strength,
|
no rich man boast of his wealth :

||
but

of this let him boast that boasteth : that he is prudent and

knoweth me !
|
because I Yahve exercise kindness justice and

righteousness upon the earth,
|
for in these things I delight,

saith Yahve.
||
Behold days come, saith Yahve,

|
when I visit

25 every uncircumcised-circumcised man,
||

Egypt and Yuda,

Edom and the sons of 'Ammon and Moab, and all they that

are shorn on their temples who dwell in the desert :
j
for all the

Heathen are uncircumcised, and the whole house of Israel is

uncircumcised in heart.
||

Arabic nasata, tohe silent ; the meaning foimer signification is not accepted, we

to kindle which nSJD from D^ has else- must connect ^n!J3 and VIH^ with the

where, is foreign in this connexion; if the Arabic Sadiya, to thirst.

5. And evermore the prophet hears for which no one cares, e.g., an un-

the wail of those that have been noticed sheaf that has been left behind,

banished from their native land, ver. vv. 18-21. Therefore the truth remains

18, comp. viii. 19 {fi-om Ssion means of so much the greater importance,

therefore simply from the Israelites and that if a wise man, or whoever else

those led away captive); yes, seriously, may distinguish himself in any way,

let the women practise their dirges, will boast, he should not boast of the

since death will soon secretly like a particular matter which has been

thief in the terrors of the night force granted to him as a divine favour, but

his way into the houses of all (of the of that which all ought to possess

poor through the lower windows and of equally and which in the end can alone

the rich through the higher ones), and preserve the kingdom and the nation

—

then the corpses will fall as something of the intelligent knowledge of the

* Sjpeak : thus saith Yahve,
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true nature of Yahvc, which is possible

only as men themselves take part in his

thought and life ! vv. 22, 23. For

special external advantages, e.g., circum-

cision, profit nothing : many heathen

nations also are acquainted with cir-

cumcision, although only in a less per-

fect form, and are circumcised io the

case of many of their members, the

Egyptians, Herod, ii. 36, 37, 104, the

Idumeans, Ammonites, and Moabites,

(on account of their ancient relation-

ship to the Hebrews), Arabian nations

(comp. Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des

Morgenlandes, vol. III. p. 230) which

wear besides a similar external mai'k

in the peculiar cut of their hair (a

kind of tonsure, Herod, iii. 8 and

the Arabic passage in the Wiener

Jahrhiicher 1838, p. 153), comp. xxv.

23 ; xlix. 32 ; Lev. xix. 27 ; but the

true circumcision, that of the heart, is

now amongst all nations so much more

rare, and accordingly Yahve will now

appear in judgment against all who

notwithstanding their circumcision are

still imcircumcised, Jews and Heathen,

vv. 24, 25, comp. iv. 4. The meaning of

the entire discourse is quite obvious :

and the last two short members of ver. 25

finally completely explain the figures

of the bold discourse, inasmuch as they

point to the fact that the circumcision

of such Heathen, which was also of an

imperfect kind (comp. Antiquities of

Israel, p. 119 sq.; (102 sq.) ), was not

much better than none and that of

Israel was not the true one.—The

words ll^n'' ES3 nD "im, ver. 21,

interrupt the connexion, are not in the

manner of Yeremya, and are not found

in the LXX ; are therefore, as they

now stand, probably not in their proper

place.

III.—r/ie Ho^e.

Cli. X.

The reference to the Heathen, with which the former piece

closed, must on fm-ther thought again awake the eternal hope

of Israel; and the prophet gladly in conclusion weaves this

hope into his wreath of mourning words. For it is precisely

when the complete overthrow of the true community is realized

as quite inevitable, that the inmost heart rebels most energeti-

cally against the thought that the gods of the Heathen should

again rule, and all the truths that live in the true community

perish : the maintenance of the ancient true religion in conflict

with the Heathen must produce the regeneration of Israel !

After the prophet has insisted upon this eternal element in

Israel in the form of admonition and instruction in two

strophes, he returns in the third strophe, vv. 17-25, to the

main subject of the discourse.
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X. 1.

1 Hear ye the word which Yahve speaketh unto you, house

of Israel :
|1
thus saith Yahve : To the way of the Heathen

accustom not yourselves,
|
and at the signs of the heavens

tremble not, because the Heathen tremble at them ! ||
For the

statutes of the nations are vain, because a block chosen from

the forest, what the artificer's hands shape with the plane—
||

with silver and with gold it is ornamented,
|
with nails and

hammers it is fastened that it shake not !
||
Like the posts of a

cucumber-field are they and speak not, they must needs be

carried because they cannot take a step :
|
be not afraid of

them, for they do no harm, neither is it in them to do good !
|1

5 — There is none like thee O Yahve,
|

great art thovx and great

thy name with might ! ||
Who should not fear thee thoii king

of the nations ? for unto thee it belongeth
; |

for among all

wise-men of the nations and in all their rule is none like thee :
|1

but at once are they stupid and foolish,
[
simply vain doctrine

is the wood !
||

2.

Silver for overlaying is brought from Tarshish, and gold

from Ophir,
|
what the artificer shapeth and the hands of the

1. Become not heathenish and let doctrine of vanities, i.e., a purely vain

not the heathenish dread of the signs of doctrine, vv. 6-8, comp. ver. 14. The

the heavens, such as eclipses of the sun word PH'D, ver. 3, must, as Isa. xliv.

and moon, or even the fear of idols, 14; Ivii. 8, signify io c/ioose, strictly to

seduce you to similar superstition 1 separate, probably to be pointed as Piel

ver. 2. For how vain do the statutes in distinction from the material signifi-

and customs of the Heathen appear, when cation to cut. A Greek translator,

the way in which an idol of which they according to the Epist. of Jeremiah,

are afraid originates is considered, a ver. 69, correctly i-endered the meaning

piece of wood from the forest, overlaid of nt2?pD "ISn by iv aiKv^jpuTqi

with rich materials, that can neither rrpolSaffKainov, since the post in this

speak nor walk ! vv. 3-5. In contrast case serves merely as a scare-crow,

with such a product of men's hands, although like the idols it is in the form

who is Yahve in his glory ? before him of a man ; it is also evident that the

all the wise men of the Heathen as Massora intend by the pointing that

well as all other men wherever the idols this nti'pp should be understood as

have sway must keep silence with their in Isa. i'. 8, and not as equal to

doctrine of wood, must become fools

:

Hti^pp, Isa. iii. 24. It appears from

wood, i.e., the idol can teach nothing § 354 a that the "] at the commence-

(llab. ii. 18, 19), it is itself only a ment of ver. 8 can "form an antithesis.

2. With all possible pains an idol rials fetched from a great distance and

is prepared from the most costly mate- is decorated as a child dresses up its
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founder
; [ blue and red purple is their clothing, the work of

10 skilled men are they all.
||
— But Yahve God is truth, he is

living God and eternal king,
|
at his wrath the earth trembleth

and nations abide not his indignation
;

||* he who created the

earth bj his power, sustaineth the laud by his wisdom,
|
and

by his intelligence stretched out the heavens;
||
as soon as he

thundereth there is in heaven a noise of waters, and already

he draweth up vapours from the end of the earth,
|
createth

lightnings to the rain, and bringeth out the wind from his

chambers.
||
—Too stupid hath every skilled man become to

understand, every founder is ashamed of the graven-image,
|

because a lie is his molten-work and there is no spirit in them
; ||

15 vain ai-e they, the work of ei-ror,
|
in the time of their visita-

tion they perish !
||
l^ot like them is Yaqob's portion, but the

Creator of the All — f he is his inheritance,
|
Yahve of Hosts

his name !
||

3.

Withdraw [0 Ssion] from the land thy goods,
[
thou who

doll, ver. 9 (TD*lS probably an error correctly omitted the words bsiti?"^!

in transcription for ~)21S). But the l3Dtt7, which may have been intro-

true, eternal, creative, and mighty God duced from Deat. xxxii. 9, although

of the whole world is and remains a it has already found its way into li. 19:

being of an entirely diiferent character, Ps. xvi. 5 sq. is the proper passage to

vv. 10-13. And whilst the idols miser- compare here.

ably deceive the hopes of their only The Chaldee ver. 1 1 has undoubtedly

too fondly credulous worshippers, inas- a poetical complexion, and may have
much as they vanish in every storm, originated in some early book of the

Israel has in Yahve an eternal posses- same kind as the book of Daniel: but it

sion, vv. 14-16. Since the first mem- does not belong to this connection, and
ber, ver. U, is a too general assertion, was probably first writteno nly in the

comp vv. 7, 8, and does not harmonize margin of ver. 15 as a similar thought,

with the structure of the members, it The Ai-menian jergir (ancient pronun-
has been resolved, although the words ciation erUr) answers completely to the

are repeated in the present form, li. 1 7, form SpIS which in the more Eastern

to read CDfT, as in ver. 9, instead of Aramaic '

dialects interchanges with

QIN. As to ^nn Vlp7, verse M2?~!M : in our verse the two orthogra-

13, see § 307 b. Ver. 16 the LXX phies vary with the two poetic members.

3. For the present, the great cala- viii. 14, Ssion may go on to prepai-e for

mity is inevitable : as was said above, the siege which barbarous hordes will

* In the Chaldee dialect : Thus shall ye say of them : the

Gods that made not heaven and earth,
\

—vanish from the earth

and, under the heaven will these !

t is he, mid l-^rarj tlie slur/,- of his iulicritancc.
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dwellest in distress !
||
For thus saith Yalive : beliold I deceive

the inhabitants of the land this time
|
and distress them, that

it may be found !
||

" Woe is me for my wound, incurable is my
blow :

I
yet I consider " nevertheless this sickness—I will bear

20 it !
II
My tent is laid waste, and all my cords broken, ) my sons

have abandoned me and are gone, none stretcheth any more my
tent and putteth up my curtains

; \\
for the shepherds have

become too stupid, and have not sought Yahve :
j
therefore

they have no blessing, and their entire flock is scattered."
||

—
Hark, a noise behold there it cometh, and great commotion

from the North-country,
j
to make Yuda's cities a desolation,

a resort of jackals.
||

" I know, Yahve, a man's way is not his

own, it is not of a walking man that he should have a firm

step
; II

correct me, Yahve, but with justice,
|
not in thine

25 anger lest thou make me too small ! || pour thine indignation

upon the nations that know not thee, and upon the families

that never called on thy narae,
|
because they devoured Yaqob

and devoured him, consumed him and laid waste his pasture !"||

lay, and may in haste withdraw its

goods from the raiprotected land into

its walls, nevertheless the inhabitants

of the land will this time (xvi. 21) led

as by divine delusion into inevitable

ruin, not be able to hide their goods

from the enemy ! vv. 17, 18, comp. iv.

5, 6, 16; vi. 1, 25. But the com-

munity, sharing the prophet's higher

views as expressed above, prefers,

although in the profoundest sorrow and

terrible desolation (iv. 20), to bear

everything calmly, inasmuch as it

knows that the calamity proceeds solely

from negligence in Yahve's service, in

the fii'st instance on the part of the

shepherds (magnates) and then on the

part of individuals, vv. 19-21, ver. 21

after Zech. ch. xi. The calamity ac-

tually arrives, ver. 22: but the com-

munity knows that human affairs are all

in a higher hand (ace. Prov. xvi. 9),

and prays therefore only for a modera-

tion of the punishment, only that this

supplicating community, which (as the

prophet desires and foresees) has been

really reformed, may be preserved in

the midst of its present severe sufferings

at the hands of the Heathen, vv. 23-25.

Thus the altered tone of this strophe is

essentially based upon the t^vo that

precede it. Ver. 18, 2?7p, properly

to throw, hence to throw down, deceive,

like na~), in the LXX, correctly

(TKtXi^w. The word n2733 means mer-

chandise, wares, goods because ]3?3D =
a merchant, dealer, a Phoenician. The
"1 before I'^'D'H, ver. 23, ace. § 348 a.

The repetition of ^b?S, ver. 25,

(where the accents are wrong) is in

conformity with § 313 a, and precisely

at that time the constantly repeated and

ever worse devastation of Israel by the

Heathen might most properly be spoken

of. This final verse also confirms the

account given above of the historical

circumstances of this entire piece.
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4. The unfaithfulness to the Covenant.

Ch. xi.-xriT.

This discourse falls ace. xiii. 18-21 in the short reign of the

young king Yoyakhin and his mother, who in accordance with

the custom of those courts* received much more honour than

the young queen, and under the name of commandress was

consulted on even all the highest matters of government, comp.

xxii. 26 ; xxix. 2 ; 2 Kings xxiv. 8, 12, 15 with 1 Kings xv.

13. It was the time when the Chaldeans had ali-eady sur-

rounded all the fortified places south of Jerusalem and led

away captive great numbers from thence, while Jerusalem

itself was not yet besieged, 2 Kings xxiv. 11. The prophet,

appealing to Deuteronomy (that is the original book, ch. i.

—

xxxii. 47) which was at that time still a recent book, had often

and zealously warned the people against that faithlessness

towards the Covenant of Yahve, against which the Deuterono-

mist had hurled such severe threats and curses ; as may be

gathered from xi. 18-23, it was especially with such exhorta-

tions and threats as this book contains that he appeared in his

own native town 'Anathoth, not far from Jerusalem, on the

north-east. But precisely at that time, from the reign of the

previous king Yoyakim, the heathen idolatries had become

again very prevalent, comp. 2 Kings xxiii. 37; xxiv. 9, faith-

lessness and rebellion against the ancient covenant with Yahve

became universal, Y^remya was threatened by his fellow-

town's-people with death, simply on account of his exhortations

and threats, and only narrowly escaped their dangerous

attempts upon his life, xi. 18— xii. 3. It was thus unhappily

completely proved that these serious exhortations from the

Deuteronomist had also been in vain, and that now all the

calamitous consequences of unfaithfulness towards the Covenant

* History of Israel, III. 272 (III. 372).
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witli Yalive must follow ; the prophet with great personal

sorrow and lamentation foresees not only that the young king

with his mother will lose his crown^ but that Jerusalem itself

cannot any more be delivered^ and that general distress and

devastation will fall upon the country. And the eternal hope

which he cannot even under these circumstances give up,

having the conviction that the victory of the Heathen and the

destruction of the true community by them will not be the final

phase in the unfolding of divine history, glimmered at that

time at such a great distance ! Inwardly the nation is incorri-

gible, and accordingly it must now be inevitably smitten

externally also by the punishment of Yahve !

The discourse therefoi-e describes the calamitous conse-

quences of the futility of all exhortations and threats against

unfaithfulness to the covenant, and falls of itself into two parts :

(1) the description of the uselessness of all these Deuterono-

mistic admonitions, ch. xi.-xii,, in five strophes, the first show-

ing how the prophet had uttered his admonition in pursuance

of his duty, the second immediately declaring how useless that

had all been, which the third then confirms more vividly by a

description of Yeremya^s own painful experiences ; the fourth

accordingly already breaks out in lamentation over the mournful

consequences that must necessarily follow, over the long deso-

lation of the land by the Heathen that is impending, whilst the

fifth, on the contrary, is at last unable longer to suppress some

reference to the eternal hope. But precisely these conse-

quences of unfaithfulness to the Covenant and to Yahve must

(2) be still more definitely and instructively brought forward,

ch. xiii., in four strophes, of which the two first elucidate the

matter by means of symbolical narratives, and the last two

rejur to the detailed description of the position of the kingdom

and of the capital at that time. The last strophe only is some-

what shorter ao-ain.
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xi.

1. The word whicli came to Yeremya from Yahve, as follo^'s :

—

I. The nsc'Iesstiess of the exhortations to faithfulness to the

covenant,

Cli. XI.
_,

XII.

1.

Hear ye the words of this coveaaut, and speak then to the

man of Yuda and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, that ye

say unto them : || thus saith Yahve Israel's God :
|

" Cursed the

man that heai'eth not the words of this covenant,
||
which I

commanded your fathers when I led them out of Bgypt the

iron furnace saying :
|
hear ye my voice and — do them, ac-

cording to all that I command you,
|
so that ye become to me

5 a people, and I become to you a God !"
|1
in order that I may

maintain the oath which I swore unto your fathers, to give

them a land flowing with milk and honey, at this time !
|
And

I answered and said : Amen, Yahve !
|1
— Thus spake Yahve

unto me, proclaim all these words in Yuda's cities and in Jeru-

salem's streets saying : |
" hear ye the words of this covenant

and — do them !
||
for I have protested unto your fathers when

I led them up out of the land of Egypt until this day ear-

nestly constantly saying : hear my voice !
]|
but they heard not

and inclined not their ear, but walked every one in the stub-

bornness of his wicked heart,
|
and so I brought upon them all

the words of this covenant which I commanded them to do

but they did not."
||

1. In the book of Deuteronomy threatenings by their own confessions :

strictly so-called, every one is most this is the condition of their being able

earnestly admonished to remain faith- to speak with effect to the people,

ful to the ancient law that the gi'eat And thus it seemed to Yeremya as if he

ancient promises may not be lost ; this had first solemnly confirmed for himself

is in fact the principal matter and at the gi-eat utterances of Deuteronomy,

the same time the object of this vv. 2-5 (]DS ver. 5 after Deut. xxvii.

book of Deuteronomy. Inasmuch as 26) before at the divine command he

this Deuteronomy with its threaten- publicly addressed similar admonitions

ings was sacred writ, Yeremya justly to the people and called upon them,

considered it as primarily addressed to with protestations like those of Deu-

all the prophets and accordingly to teronomy, not to follow in the way of

himself ; the prophets, if they desire all their disobedient and therefore un-

to interpret it to the people, must before fortunate fathers from the days of

all things receive it into their own Moses to that time, vv. 6-8. Indeed, it

hearts and specially indorse its terrible is quite possible tliat this entire strophe

10
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2.

But Yahve said unto me :
|
treachery is found in the man of

10 Yuda and in the inhabitants of Jerusalem !
||
they are turned

back unto the iniquities of their fore-fathers, who refused to

hear my words and even went after strange Gods to serve

them
; ]

Israel's house and Yuda's house have broken my cove-

nant which I concluded with their fathers.
||
— Therefore thus

saith Yahve : behold I bring unto them a calamity from which

they will not be able to escape :
|
then they cry unto me, yet I

will not hear them
; ||

and the cities of Yuda and the inhabit-

ants of Jerusalem go and cry unto the Gods to whom they

bum incense,
|
but they do not at all help them in the time of

their calamity !
||
For as numerous as thy cities were thy Gods,

Yuda !
I
and as numerous as the streets of Jerusalem ye set

up altars to the Shame, altars to bui'n incense unto the Bdal !
||

— But do not thou pray for this people, and lift up for them

neither complaint nor prayer :
|
for I will never hear them

however often they cry unto me concerning their calamity.
||

15 — What hath my beloved in my house ? — to do it, the mis-

chief ?
I

will vows and consecrated flesh take thy wickedness

from thee — wilt thou therefore rejoice ?
||
A green olive-tree

adorned with fair fruit Yahve named thee :
|
when a loud

roaring was heard fire kindled upon it, when the distress

became great its branches broke,
||
and Yahve of Hosts that

contains reminiscences of the important MS. reading, or seeming to read,

efforts which Yeremya had himself ^n"^^^^, so that thou say instead

put forth on some occasion at the time of Cri"1S"|'l ver. 2. The LXX
of the inauguration of the laws of really had this reading, bnt they also

Deuteronomy ; for the antithesis of the omitted all the words vv. 7, 8 as far as

present does not clearly appear befoi'e the last ^WV Mb"), thereby disturbing

the next strophe. Inasmuch as this is the sense of the entire strophe. But

the meaning of this strophe and the Cr)"!J2S1 might well be the first

connexion of its two halves, the words original reading instead of PI". For the

Cn^bw m^SI, ver. 3, cannot in this sake of greater plainness, "^"^ "IttW TT3-

place be correct ; they seem to have Thus said Yahve might have stood

been transferred by some misunder- before ver. 2, and with greater plainness

standing from similar passages to this, still, Thus said YahvS to the Prophets :

or to have arisen from some ancient but that is not necessary.

2. But these admonitions were in existing Israelites no less than their

vain : he, before whom even the most forefathers, including Yuda as well as

secret things are not hid, is compelled Israel (ace. ch. iii.), have become apos-

forthwith further to declare that the tates from the true God and faithless
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hatli planted thee pronounced evil over thee : | "on account of

the wickedness of the house of Israel and of the house of Yuda,

which they made for themselves to embitter me, to bum incense

to the Baal !"
||

3.

And Yahve caiised me to feel, and T felt
|

— then thou

causedst me to see their deeds !
||
and I was as a cade lamb that

is led to slaughter, and knew not that against me they devised

devices
I
" let us destroy the tree with its sap and cut it off

from the land of the living, that his name be no more men-

to the covenant ! vv. 9, 10. Accord-

ingly, as a fitting punishment, it must

be declared to them, that they will

some day in great need call in vain to

him who in vain called them, the fools

who will then, too late it is true, cry to

the innumerable false gods, feminine

(Astarte, called immediately after the

Sliame) and masculine who are wor-

shipped with immoral rites ! vv. 11-13 :

with ver. 13 comp. "Isa." Ivii. 8. Even

the earnest intercession of the prophet

is then in vain, ver. 14 : but if the

nation thinks of being able to cancel

its wickedness and guilt by vows and

sacrifices in the temple, Yahve must

then enquire, what the nation, which he

once called his beloved and would

gladly always call by this name, may
desire in his temple ?—is it to con-

tinue the ancient perfidy (HS'ti Ps.

cxxxix. 20) ? (for the sacrifice which is

brought in the midst of unfaithfulness

is as bad as the perfidious wickedness

itself 1), and whether such sacrifices

can really take from them the source

of their calamity, their wickedness, so

3. And Yahve once caused the pro-

phet himself to become painfully ac-

quainted with this hopeless degene-

racy of the nation : when he was quite

innocently, like a guileless sacrificial

lamb (" Isa." liii. 7), pursuing his pro-

phetic calling among his fellow-countiy-

men at 'Anathoth, they threatened him

that on that account they rejoice in

boisterous festivities ? ver. 15 (TS

with the same brevity as xxii. 15, 16).

It is true, the community was still in

Yahve's own judgment a.s an olive-

tree, clothed in verdure and beautiful

fruit, but the olive-tree appears now as

a tree that is forthwith devoured by the

lightning when the tempest comes,

unable to sustain any calamity, and

Yahve himself who planted it has now
pronounced judgment upon it, vv. 16,

17. Instead of D'^mn, ver. 15,

2'*"}"T3n must be read, with the

LXX,' and with them also "'p^bS'a

instead of ^3 "J'^^S^Si ; ver. 16, also

following the LXX, ^V^ n~l!J niS
must be read instead of 127"n, this

change suiting well the structure

of the verse-members ; the masc. and

fern., which are both allowable as

applied to trees, interchange inten-

tionally with the members. The last

words, ver. 17, sound like a citation of

the chief thought of ch. iii., to which

also the addition concerning the Ten

Tribes, ver. 10, had previously pointed.

with death if he persisted in prophe-

sying, indeed, already planned devices

by which they might completely destroy

him and his name, hating not merely

his prophecies but the source of them,

his spirit, his life, as if they intended

with one blow to annihilate the tree

together with its sap, i.e., the entire

10 *
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20 tioned!"
||
But tliou YaWe of Hosts that jndgest rigliteouslj,

that triest the reins and the heart,
|
let me see thy vengeance

upon them, since I have cast my cause upon thee !
||
— There-

fore thus saith Yahve concerning the men of 'Anathoth who
sought thy soul with the words :

" thou shalt not prophesy in

Yahve's name, that thou die not by our hand !"
||
— therefore

thus saith Yahve of Hosts :
" behold I will visit them,

|
the

strong will die by the sword, their sons and daughters will fail

by famine,
(|
and a remnant will they not have,

|
because I

bring evil upoa the people of 'Anathoth, the year of their visita-

tion !"

Righteous art thou Yahve, when I contend against thee :
|

yet I will hold a dispute with thee : |
wherefore is the way of

the wicked prosperous, are they all secure that practise

treachery ?
||
thou hast planted them they have also taken root,

spread bring forth also fruit
; |

near art thou in their mouth,

but far from their reins !
||
Yet thou Yahve knowest me, seest

me and triest my heart toward thee
; |

carry them off like

sheep for slaughter,
|
and devote them for a day of massacre !

||

man as he stands before tliem still

in all his freshness and vigour. The
memory of this still excites Yeremya's

extreme indignation : full of confidence

he invokes the punishment of the

Righteous One to whom he leaves the

punishment of this wickedness, vv.

18-20, and really hears very shortly in

his prophetic mind the threatening

sentence of eternal divine justice con-

cerning it, vv. 21-23, nevertheless falls

back in the end into some words of

despondency (since it must be confessed

that there are far too many of the

wicked and their punishment has still

to be endlessly waited for), although in

the midst of his doubts he believes in

the righteousness of Yahve and can find

comfort only in his own uprightness

before Yahv^ and in leaving the wicked

to the great day of divine judgment,

xii. 1-3 ; the bitter questions, vv. 1, 2,

appears like an echo of Job xxiv. 1 , sq.

—

With the particle TS, then, ver. 18,

the prophet probably lefers to that

time when he delivered the admonitory

discourses mentioned in the first strophe;

the particle often points so generally

and indefinitely to the past that we may
render it by olim (from ille), or einst,

our once, without greatly altering its

force in such cases, Ps. Ixxxix. 20, most

perceptibly Mai. iii. 16. Instead of

hfirrbS, ver. 19, it is better to read

""Il2n7?' ^^ Sseph. i. 17, comp. ante

p. 19 ;' and that J^"^"!")!! may denote to

make some one Jeel a thing in the bad

sense is plain from xvi. 21 ; xxxi. 19,

comp. Bichter des Alien Bundes, II.

1^8. The word "^rT^Vil, ver. 20,

(unless "^ri'lvJl should be read instead)

is explained as coming from 72 by

what is shown § 121 a. Instead of

^n»\ ver. 22 i, •1!3n"' suits the
I'-.T I-

structure of the members better and is

the reading of the LXX and xiv. 15.
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10

How long will the earth mourn and the plants of the whole
field wither ?

|
for the wickedness of its inhabitants beasts and

birds perish, because they say, " he seeth not our ways !"
||

For with footmen thou rannest, and they wearied thee :—and
shouldest thou compete with the horses ?

|
and upon the land

of peace thou didst trust—and how shouldest thou do if the

Jordan is too high !
||
Indeed also thy brethren and thy father's

house— also they dealt treacherously with thee, also they
shouted aloud after thee

; |
believe them not when they speak

kindly unto thee !
||
— I have forsaken my house, abandoned

mine inheritance,
|

given my soul's dearest thing into the hand
of its enemy

; ||
mine inheritance hath become to me like a lion

in the forest,
|
it cried against me aloud, therefore I hate it.

||

Is then mine inheritance a flock of speckled vultures unto me ?

are vultures round about it ?
|
come gather all the wild ani-

mals of the field, bring them to the feast !
||
many shepherds

have destroyed my vine, trampled my property,
|
have made

the property of my delight into a waste desert.
||

4. In such great and general moral

decline, the entire creation must also

suffer, deprived of its adornment and

its wealth, mourning in desolation : and

who would not complain aloud on ac-

count of it ? (after Hos. iv. 3 ; comp.

infra ch. xiv.) The prophet complains

aloud at it, vv. 4-6 : although he knows

that the guilty cause of all this misery

of the land is to be found in the inhabi-

tants themselves, who even imagine

that God does not observe their conduct

and that they may do whatever they

like 1 ver. 4 ; O who can endure longer

to remain in the society of these men ?

this is as little possible as that one,

already competing with difficulty with

running footmen, should contend in a

race with horses 1 or as little as one,

having naturally based his calculations

upon an undisturbed country, is able to

stand against the great and sudden

floods, e.g., of the Yordan (comp. Job.

xl. 23) I one is unable to place confi-

dence in even the nearest friends of the

house, they also are faithless and also

call evil things loudly after one (2
Kings ii. 23, 24 ;

" Mic." vii. 5, 6), vv.

5, 6, comp. the very similar words, ix. 3.

]1W2 is the swollen stream, high-

flood, of the Yordan, ver. 5 and xlix.

19 (comp. Hist, of Israel, II. 246 (II.

347)), quite a different meaning from
" Zech." xi. 3. Instead of ^3n"'-inS,
ver. 4, which as ovr future supplies no
distinct meaning here, 'nifink must
be read with the LXX.—But not less

does Yahve complain regarding his pecu-

liarly dear inheritance, the holy land,

how he has been compelled to abandon
it to the enemy to be laid waste, since

through the negligence and folly of the

nation it has become entirely wild and
degenerate with regard to himself, and
like a wild animal has turned against

its best fi-iend ! vv. 7, 8. It is already

as if speckled vultures covered the

whole land as they do a dead carcase in
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15

5.

Thej have made it waste, it mourneth unto me so badly

wasted : | laid waste is the whole earth, because no man giveth

heed
; ||

over all heights in the pasturage came spoilers, because

the sword of Yahve devoureth from one end of the earth unto

the other;
|

prosperity hath no flesh. || — They sow wheat

but thorns they reap, take pains—without profit
]
—and ye

shall be ashamed of your increase before the fiery anger o£

Yahve !
||
Thus saith Yahve concerning all mine evil neigh-

bours that touch the inheritance which I bequeathed to my
people Israel :

|
behold I pluck them out from their land, and

the house of Yuda will I pluck out of their midst
; |1

yet after

that I have plucked them up I will again compassionate them
]

and bring them back every one to his inheritance and every

one to his land :
||
and if they then learn the ways of my

people, to swear in my name " as Yahve liveth !"
j

just as they

taught my people to swear by the Baal
; }

then they receive

houses in the midst of my people
; ||

but if they hear not,
|

then I utterly pluck up such a nation destroying completely !

saith Yahve. 11

order to satiate their hunger, so that

from a distance people might well en-

quire with amazement, whether the

whole land had become a flock of vul-

tures ? (comp. " Isa." Ix. 8), and the

wild animals of the field also have only

to come and take their share of the

spoil, since this land which is so dear

to Yahve is at length repeatedly and

wholly laid wa.ste 1 vv. 9, 10, " Isa."

Ivi. 9. The Vulgate correctly trans-

6. It is true, proceeds the higher

voice in the last strophe, that it may
become once more all the more pro^

foundly conscious in the midst of such

great sorrow of the antithesis to it, of

the etei'nal hope, it is true, the land is

laid waste to the great sorrow of Yahve

himself, foreign conquerors, as was

already indicated, ver. 10, having in the

general rage of the punishment fallen

upon all its heights :—laid waste, be-

lates ^imj by discolour, while the

LXX erroneously compare it with the

Arabic dhahu', vaivr] ; it is a descrip-

tive word merely, which as b shows

might be absent withont affecting the

sense to any important extent. It

should be especially noted that ^'^V

is a noun of multitude, § 176 a, and

may therefore be rendered more freely

in our languages.

cause no one observed soon enough the

divine intention which long ago threat-

ened such an end, and now the corrup-

tion and wickedness has become quite

general! vv. 11, 12. But should the

devastators, the Heathen, imagine that

they have obtained for themselves a

lasting advantage by their deeds, as

though the true community must for

ever perish at their approach, they

make a great mistake, have sown wheat
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to reap thi^^ns, have taken all their

trouble in vain, and shall, on the con-

trary, be ashamed of their empty fruit

when Yahve's anger is forthwith

kindled I ver. 13. Yahve entertains

the unalterable determination to drive

forth as with irresistible might the

neighbouring Heathen nations, which

have become insufferably insolent, from

the land which they at present possess,

and likewise, with the same violent

commotion as that by which Israel is

now being dispersed through the Hea-

then countries, to snatch them again

from these countries and their power,

ver. 14. The Heathen nations also will

then look for redemption and again

enter the holy land, indeed dwell in it,

but only as they enter the now renewed

and reformed community and by the

service of Yahve make good again, as it

were, the injury they had done to Israel

by seducing it to idolatry, only then

will they obtain houses (properly be

built again, restored from their ruin) in

the true and therefore blessed com-

munity, vv. 15-17. Yeremya thus re-

turns in passing to the Messianic hopes,

in that form, however, in which it was

necessarily presented to him by the cir-

cumstances of the time ; see further at

ch. xlvi.-xlix. Thus this piece closes just

in the same way as the previous one,

ch. vii.-x. had done : comp. ante

p. 127.

II. The consequences, symbolical a7id literal, of the

unfaithfulness.

Ch. XIII.

Thus said Yahve unto me : "go and buy thee a linen girdle,

and put it on thy loins, but in water thou mayst not place it
!"

II
and I bought the girdle according to Yahve's word, and put

it on my loins.
||
—Then came Yahve's word unto me after-

wards thus :
II

" take the girdle which thou hast bought, which

is on thy loins, and arise and go to the Fresh-water and hide it

there in a rock-cleft !"
||

so I went, and hid it by the Fresh-

water, as Yahve had commanded me.
||
And then after the

lapse of many days—Yahve said unto me :
" arise go to the

Fresh-water, and take from there the girdle which I com-

manded thee to hide there !"
||
and I went to the Fresh-water

and digged, and took the girdle from the place whither I had

hid it, and behold—spoiled was the girdle, it was good for

nothing.
||

1. But the purpose of the discourse

is to chasten the unfaithfulness of the

people to the covenant, and it cannot

therefore come to a close with such

distant hopes : a return is made to the

thought with which it began by means

of the introduction of an instructive

symbol. We are no lonc^er in a posi-

tion to say what led Yeremya to this

account of the girdle, and what amount

of historical fact it may contain : in

brief, he must at some time in his

life have found by experience that

the newest and cleanest girdle, this
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2.

And Yahve's word came unto me thus :
||
thns saith Yalive •.

In this wise will I spoil the pride of Yuda, and the great pride

poseless, inasmuch aa the nearest wet

place in the neighbourhood of Jerusa-

lem would suffice for the object. The
same conclusion is supported by the

entire plan of the naiTative, ver. 1,

when the command is given at first by

way of contrast to what follows not to

place the girdle in water, i.e., not to

allow it to get wet. We must therefore

(which is most probable) either under-

stand the word n~l2 like Arab, furdt of

sweet, or fi-esh, water in general (and the

Euphrates as the Greeks said instead of

Ephi'at, putting their stamp on the

word, probably derives its name thence)

or must suppose that JHTD, like the

Arab, furdha, denotes a place near the

water, where the stream may easily

overflow, literally, a ireach of the

water into the land ; inasmuch as in

Aramaic HID may be used instead of

y~tD, to rend, it is very easy to see how
such a place may here be called m2
as well as V"l-^i Judges v. 17. This

latter word, however, is used of the sea-

coast, and it is probable that some wet
place near Jerusalem had the name of

mD. Nevertheless, even as early as

fifty years later, a prophet took the

word to mean the Euphrates, li. 63.—
Since very recently a valley and a
spring Forah have been discovered near
Jerusalem {see Allgemeine Zeitung, 1867,

p. 911),* there is less room to doubt the

correct meaning. The most surprising

thing is that modern scholars should

seriously suggest that mQ is the same
as ri~lpS, and therefore as Bethlehem !

and faithfully to Yahve, having been
accepted by him as his nation and his

ornament and distinction of a man,

quickly perishes when it has been

placed where it is exposed to wet ; and

it now appears to him as if Yahve
himself had thereby given him a type

of the nation which was properly

speaking as closely connected with him
as his fairest ornament although it is

now utterly spoiled and useless. It

further appears to him now therefore as

if Yahve had commanded him at first

to put on a new, well-preserved girdle,

vv. 1, 2 ; then, to hide it in a place

underground where the water would be

sure to pass over it and make it wet,

dirty, and rotten, vv. 3-5
; finally, to

look for it again after some time and to

see what had come to it, vv. 6, 7.

The word mD, vv. 4 sq., was under-

stood of the Euphrates by the ancient

translators and the Massora apparently

pointed it accordingly ; yet this name
is found without the addition of "in3

when the Euphrates is meant only

Gen. ii. 14, and Jer. li. 63 in the entire

(^Id Testament, and these exceptions

have their special reasons ; on the

other hand, the usual name 'nnUn is

familiar to Yeremya also, ii. 18 ; or at

least he uses the compound PHB THD
xlvi. 2, 6, 10, as other authors do'.

But this is not all ; it is apparent that

the mention of the Euphrates would
be not only unmeaning in this con-

nexion, simply because Yeremya never

went to the Euphrates and not even in an
imaginary case could such an arbitraiy

supposition be introduced, but also pur-

2. The application is briefly made,
vv. 8-1 1 : Israel ought to cleave firmly

* At the end of the work the author adds the further reference :
" Compare the

fuller particulars with regard to this recently discovered spring, which is situated
about six English miles north-east of Jerusalem, in the account of Konrad Schick
in Atisland, for the year 18U7, pp. 572-4."—2V.
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10 of Jerusalem !
||
This evil people of them who refused to hear mj

words, who walked in their heart's stubbornness and followed

other gods to serve them and to do homage to them
[
—it shall

be as this girdle which is good for nothing :
||
for as the girdle

cleaveth to the loins of a man, so I made to cleave unto me the

whole house of Israel and the whole house of Yuda, saith

Yahve,
|
that it might be to me for a people, and for a name

and for a praise and for an ornament : | but they heard not.
{|

—So speak then unto them this word : Thus saith Yahve
Israel's God : "every wine-jug will be filled with wine !" and

if they say unto thee :
" Do we then really not know that every

wine-jug will be filled with wine ?"
|1
then say unto them

:

Thus saith Yahve : behold I fill all the inhabitants of this

land and the kings which sit unto David upon his throne
[
and

the priests and the prophets and all the inhabitants of Jeru-

salem—full of drunkenness,
||

and dash them one against

another, and the fathers and sons together, saith Yahve :
|
I

will not spare nor have pity nor take compassion not to destroy

them !
II

3.

15 Hear ye and give heed, be not haughty ! for Yahve speaketh
; ||

give unto Yahve your God honour, before it groweth dark

and before your feet stumble on the mountains of darkness,
j

that ye look for light, but he turneth it into gloom changeth

it into mist ! ||
And if ye hear it not, in secret my soul will

weep,—at your haughtiness,
|
and shed tears yes shed tears

glory, just as the girdle clings to the stupefaction or fatal confusion and in-

loins of a man as his fairest ornament : toxication, which is as certain to come
but by its own resistance Israel has as it is impossible to think of a wine-

become as morally degenerate as such a jug without conceiving it as in its time

spoiled girdle which no man that values tilled with wine : if the nation is thus

his honour can venture to put on again! inwardly totally ruined, Yahve must
To this symbolical narrative a fresh also complete its ruin outwardly ! vv.

figure is immediately added : the pun- 12-14, comp. ch. xxv, after Isa. xix.

ishment which necessarily follows such 14, 15.

inward depravity is described as a

3. Thus the discourse is able again before the darkness gathers too impene-

to flow on in the full stream of admoni- trably and widely and ye stumble upon
tion and reprimand, and a solemn open- entire mountains of it : if this is not

ingof it is made ver. 15. 0, cries the done, the prophet must weep incessantly

deeply agitated prophet to the nation, in secret over the community of Yahve
give honour to Yahve by obedience, as it is led captive by the insolence of
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and run down witli tears will mine eye—that Yahve's flock is

carried away captive.
||
—Say to the king and to the lady

:

" take ye the lowest place !
|
for from your heads falleth your

beautiful crown !"
|1
the cities of the South are shut in, opened

by no one,
|
all Yuda is carrried away captive, completely

20 carried away !
||
—Lift up [Ssion] thine eyes and behold them

that come from the North
|

(where is the flock which was

given unto thee, thy beautiful sheep ?) :
||
what wilt thou say

when they visit thee, since thou hast accustomed them to be

over thee ruling friends ?
|
will not pangs seize thee as a

woman in travail ?
||

And when thou [Ssion] sayest in thine heart " wherefore did

such things befall me ?"
|
—because thy guilt was so great thy

skirts -were uncovered, thine heels violated !
||
Will a Moor

change his skin, and a leopard his spots ?
|
then ye also might

do good, ye that are accustomed to evil-doing !
||
—Therefore

I scatter them as flying stubble
|
by the wind of the desert ! ||

the Heathen, and can a prophet expe-

rience a greater calamity ? vv. 16, 17.

But unhappily his dark foreboding be-

comes forthwith predominant : already

the king and his mother (the imfe-

ratrix, xxix. 2) may be told to descend

from the throne, whilst south of Jeru-

salem all the cities are securely enclosed

by the Chaldeans and the inhabitants

led away captive in great numbers

(Amos i. 6), vv. 18, 19. Jerusalem, it

is true, is still free, while it has lost the

largest number and the most distin-

guished subjects of the kingdom (it3

fiock) : but the northern enemies are

approaching it also, and what will it do

when it is suddenly attacked by them,

especially as it has long beea accus-

tomed, ace. ii. 18, 36, to acknowledge

foreigners as friends and rulers ? will it

not then be reduced to extremities ?

w. 20, 21. On tt^Slb, with wMch

'7'^v'37 is connected, comp. Lam. i. 5;

D"'Dv'S might be understood to mean

X>rinces, according to its use in poetry,

" Zech." ix. 7 ; xii. 5, 6, the rendering

then being, since thou hast accustomed

them to rule over thee as princes : but

?)!)9M has this meaning only in close

connexion with a tribal name : it is

better therefore to take it in its ordi-

nary sense, ace. iii. 4; xi. 19; comp.

further § 336 h. Instead of TpD"' it is

better to read llpD'' with the LXX,
since ver. 20 a is the preparation for

ver. 21, and h is merely a parenthesis in

the midst of the discourse.

4. Undoubtedly Jenisalem's punish-

ment is severe ; this city is disgraced

and dishonoured without any considera-

tion like a common harlot, comp. Isa.

xxii. 8 ; Nah. iii. 5 sq.; but she cannot

on that account complain, too numerous

are the sins to which she has habituated

herself as to a second nature ! vv. 22,
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25 Thia is thy lot, the portion of thy measure from me, saith

Yahve :
|
because thou hast forgotten me and didst trust in the

lie :
II

therefore I also uncover thy skirts before thine eyes
I

that thy shame may be seen !
||
Thy harlotries and thy neigh-

ings, the wickedness of thy whoredom—upon the hills in the

field have I seen thine abominations !
|
woe unto thee Jeru-

salem ! thou wilt not be pure—O after how long still !
jj

23. Accordingly her inhabitants must abominable idolatries (comp. iii. 2

;

be scattered in all directions like stubble v. 8)—alas, Ssion will not be purified

before the wind of the desert : the again from their pestilential impurity for

eternal, divine retribution must follow, a long time to come ! ver. 27.

vv. 24-26 ; the numerous unchaste and

6. The Drought,

Ch. XIV. 1—XVII. 18.

The occurrence of a continued and exceedingly oppressive

drought gave the prophet a fresh occasiou for another discourse

of a similar nature. When such a national calamity as this

presses heavily upon all, it is naturally the prophet that first

feels called upon to become the interpreter of the community

before Yahve^ to wrestle and pray for it ; as in earlier times

the book of Yoel showed. The question therefore at this time

was, what Yeremya would think and say under this new

calamity. Now, however much his feelings as a man are

stirred by the new and grievous sufferings of the whole

land, indeed, although carried away by pity he is about to offer

his earnest intercession for the sinful nation, the higher voice

nevertheless irresistibly declares to him, that in this case all

prayers and intercessions must be in vain, because the nation

is already too deeply sunk in its moral perversities and with

the impossibility of moral reformation the external suffering

must also be inevitable, as Hosea had once similarly spoken

with reference to the Northern Kingdom. This piece presents

the struggle between these two opposing feelings within the

prophet's breast, the thought predominates however, of the
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divine inevitableness of the present suffering and tlie necessity

of still severer chastisements, indeed, of the final destruction

of the existing kingdom, mournful as this may be ; and

as it may easily be supposed that the prophet provoked

hostility and persecution of most various kinds by the free

utterances of such dark anticipations, many a prophetic word

with a merely personal reference has found its way into this

piece, comp. xv. 10; xvii. 15.

This piece also falls into two halves, each of which closes

with a strophe having a purely personal reference. In the

first half the first strophe describes in vivid colours the

drought and how the nation, at other times so stiff-necked in

its relation to Yahve, is brought by it to prayer to Yahve

:

but the second strophe shows that Yahve is so little moved

by their prayer, that, on the contrary, he immediately forbids

the intercession of the prophet and does not listen to

his remonstrance; the latter ventures nevertheless, as the

third strophe describes, to present his intercession, but it is in

vain, because still greater punishments, according to the fourth

strophe, must follow on account of the complete degeneracy of

the nation ; to which a fifth strophe is added with personal

reference. When the discourse has thus in the first half been

brought to that point that it appears that deliverance is impos-

sible, the second half with explanatory symbols is added to

make the whole complete : the prophet receives in the first

strophe the instruction to found no house and to visit no

society—because general destruction has been determined by

Yahve : and how little this threat has been pronounced without

reason, the second and third strophes then explain in detail by

a further consideration of the hopeless condition of the nation

;

until the discourse gradually loses itself in general prophetic

reflections and in the fourth strophe connects with them some

personal matters. Although the drought is referred to only

in the first three strophes of the first half of the discourse, so

that it is obvious that it was simply the occasion, and no more.
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of this new pi*esentation of the unalterable view of Yeromya,

still in the second half the discourse alludes at least by a strong

figure to the drought as the origin of the entire piece, xvii. 8,

and there can be no doubt that all these strophes are closely

connected.

xiv.

1 That which came as word of Yahve unto Yeremya, concerning

the seasons of droiight.

Ver. 1. As to the unusual constriiction of "^^^ in such

cases, see ante p. 75.

1. The iiselessness of intercession for tlie iieoi'le.

Ch. xiv., XV.
I*

1.

Yuda withereth away, and her markets are in mourning

bowed to the ground,
|
and Jerusalem's lamentation ascendeth

aloud
; II

their Nobles send their Inferiors for water,
|
they

come to the wells find no water—return with empty buckets,
|

blush and become ashamed and cover their head;
||
because the

ground is dismayed that no rain cometh upon the earth,
|
the

6 husbandmen blush cover their head.
||
Yea also the hind

calveth upon the field and forsaketh it,
|
because there is no

green herb;
||
and wild-asses stand upon the bare summits

sniffing the wind like the dragon,
[
with failing eyes because

there is no herbage.
||
—If our sins witness against us, O

Yahve so act for thy name's sake,
|
because many are our

transgressions wherein we sinned against thee !
||
thou hope of

Israel, his helper in time of need :
|
wherefore wilt thou be as

a stranger in the land, and as a wayfarer that turneth in to

pass the night ?
||
wherefore wilt thou be as one overcome, as a

hero that is unable to help,
j
since thou nevertheless art in

our midst Yahve, and thy name is called over us : leave us

not !
II

1. The most distressing drought has civic gatherings, accordingly in their

now come upon the whole land, as is markets, ver. 2, after Isa. iii. 26 ; the

described with a few great touches, vv. leading people vainly sending their

2-6 : all cities full of mourning in their subordinates to all cisterns for water,
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10 Thus saith Yahve of this people : Thus did they love to

stray, refrained not their feet ?
|
but Tahve doth not accept

them, now will he remember their guilt and punish their sin !
||

And Yahve said unto me :
|
Pray not for this people for good !

|1

when they fast I will never hear their cry, and when they bring

sacrifice and offering I will never accept them :
|
for by the

sword and by famine and by pestilence will I destroy them !
\\

—Then said 1 : Lord Tahve ! behold the prophets say unto

them. " ye will not see the sword, and ye will not have famine,
|

for certain, peace give I unto you in this place !"
||
But Yahve

said unto me : falsehood the prophets prophesy in my name : | I

have not sent them nor commanded them nor spoken unto

them ; a false vision and divination and nothingness and deceit

15 of their heart they prophesy unto you !
1|
therefore thus saith

Yahve concerning the prophets that prophesy in my name but

not sent by me |
and who say " sword and famine will not be

in this land !"
|

: by the sword and by famine will those prophets

meet their end ! || and the people to whom they prophesy will

be cast out in the streets of Jerusalem from before the famine

and the sword, buried by no one,
|
they their wives sons and

daughters
; |

and I pour their wickedness upon them !
||
There-

fore speak thou this discourse unto them.

the inhabitants of the country similarly 436).—In such great distress, it is true,

seeing full of profound sorrow their the people can do no other than pray to

hopes in the soil deceived, it being itself Yahve, who now appears unwilling to

as it were terrified by the want of rain, help, for deliverance and mercy ; being

TV. 3, 4 ; but the hind also, contrary to not unprepared to confess its sins

her nature, must abandon her newly against him, it seeks to excite in con-

bom young from want of water, and formity with the commonly used words

wild asses which usually find refresh- of the Psalms his compassion at least for

ment enough upon the most barren his name's sake (Ps. xxiii. 3), and

mountain summits now fainting sniff ventures to enquire, whether he, then,

after air like the dragon, vv. 5, 6 their tutelary deity will be as an un-

(D^3n would accordingly be a clerical known stranger (who turns in to pass

error for ^^H ;
probably heavily the night, nt23 = Till and "lID

breathing animals with widely opened xv. 5), or even as a bound hero who

mouths were intended by dragons, therefore cannot render help (a Sam-

comp. however Bochart's Hierozoicon, p. son) ?

2. As if astonished at this unwonted nestly praying unto him, Yahve at first,

phenomenon of the nation thus ear- ver. 10, falls into a kind of reflection
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20

Let mine eyes run down in tears night and day and cease

not !
I

for with great ruin is the virgin-daughter of my people

smitten, with a very painful blow
; || if I go into the field

behold those who are fallen by the sword, or if I enter the city

behold diseases from famine !
|
yea also prophet also priest

journey into the land and have not become wise !
||
Hast thou then

really rejected Yuda, or Ssion hath thy soul loathed ?
|

wherefore smotest thou us and we have no relief ?
|
wait for

salvation—but there is no good, for the time of relief—behold

there is mortal-terror !
||
We know Yahve our iniquity, our

fathers' guilt,
|
that we sinned against thee

; ||
reject not for

thy name's sake—dishonour not the throne of thy majesty !
|
call

to remembrance break not thy covenant with us ! || are there then

among the Heathen-vanities givers of rain ? or will the heaven

give showers ? |
art thou not Yahve our God that we wait upon

thereupon ; have tliey taken such great

pains with hasty steps to appear before

me and to present their prayer ? (comp.

XY. 1) it is hardly credible ! however,

their straying and running is in vain,

they are positively unacceptable to

Yahve and just at this tinie are punish-

able before him I after Hos. viii. 13.

And immediately he calls upon the

prophet as the mediator standing in bis

presence not to pray for those whom no

fasting and weeping will enable to

escape the decreed punishment ! vv. 11,

12. The prophet next seeks indeed to

excuse them as those who have been

misled by the oracles of bad prophets,

but Yahve is compelled to announce the

severe punishments which will come.

and which have been provoked by their

own wickedness, not merely to the

latter as false prophets but also to the

former who thoughtlessly gave ear to

them, vv. 13-16. The first words ver.

17 cannot belong to what follows, inas-

much as the prophet begins here to

speak of himself ; they must therefore

refer back to ver. 16, unless perhaps

(which is the most probable) an entire

sentence following them has been lost,

comp. iv. 11. Ver. 13 the LXX had

the wholly unsuitable words aXrjBtiav

Kat ilpi)vr]v : but n^ST C'wt27 if

we were to read thus, would be un-

suitable here, inasmuch as peace or no

peace is all that is spoken of.

3. Still, it is impossible that the

prophet should at once be pacified by

such an answer : the more terrible the

threat and the plainer the commence-

ment of its fulfilment already appears,

the more irresistibly does his human
feeling seek vent, ver. 17 ; on all sides

he sees the misery, and even prophets

and priests roam about, unable to give

either counsel or help, ver. 18 (i^b

27^^ having the same sense as Ps.

Ixxxii. 5 ; Isa. i. 3). At this point,

notwithstanding the first warning of

ver. 11, the intercession of the prophet

involuntarily breaks forth and in fal-

tering prayer he musters all the reasons
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XV. tliee ?
I

for thou hast created all these || But Yahve said

1 unto me : Although Mose and Samuel stand before me, my
soul inclineth not to this people :

]
dismiss them from my face

that they go forth !
||
and if they then say unto thee " whither

shall we go forth ?"
|
then say unto them : Thus saith Yahve :

whoever is to death—to death ! and whoever is to the sword

—

to the sword !
|
and whoever is to the famine—to the famine

!

and whoever is to captivity—to captivity !
||
and I appoint

over them four kinds saith Yahve : the sword to slay

and the dogs to trail,
|
and the fowls of the heaven and the

beast of the field to devour and to destroy
; ||

and make them,

a plaything for all kingdoms of the earth
|
—on account of

Manasseh the son of Hizqia king of Yuda, for that which he

did in Jerusalem ! 11

Por who will spare thee, Jerusalem, or who bemoan thee ?
1

and who will turn in to ask how thou doest ? || Thou rejectedst

me, saith Yahve, going backwards :
|
—so I sti-etched my hand

over thee and destroyed thee, was weary of repenting;
||
and I

fanned them with the fan into the gates of the earth, made

childless wasted my people :
|
—from their ways they returned

which might move the ancient tntelary

deity of Israel again to bestow his

mercy upon the nation which is now

conscious of its sins and upon the

ancient city in this mournful time,

TV. 19-22. All these, ver. 22, omnia

haec, ace. § 172 b, is tlie visible universe,

comp. Dichter des Alien Bundes, III.

p. 148, on Job xii. 6.—But the higher

voice replies to this, although far more

powerful intercessors, although Moses

and Samuel stood before Yahve, he

would be unable to promise anything

good to this people that besieges hitn

with its prayers ; no, they shall be

delivered to ihe four principal forms of

punishment (Rev. vi. 2-8) and the four

4. And, alas, uulamented and un-

pitied, only too deservedly will the city

fall, and it cannot be otherwise, ver. 5 :

it was not until she utterly rejected

shall be theii- lords and rulers, their

angels of judgment as it were : war,

the pursuing dog that carries them off

into captivity, the bird and the beast of

prey to devour those who have fallen

by famine and pestilence : yea, they

shall become a trembling, i.e., a shaking,

fleeting, transitory object, the sport of

the winds, or rather, with greater force,

a play-hall, (comp. with respect to

ny*|T and this proverb, xxiv. 9 ;

xxix. 18 ; xxxiv. 17 ; Ez. xxiii. 46,

where it interchanges very properly with

prey, ace. Deut. xxviii. 25 and § 72 b)

— on account of the perpetuation of

the abominations which JVIanasseh in-

troduced I comp. ante ii. 30.

Yahve that he chastised her after many
vain endeavours to save her by kind-

ness, ver. 6, but neither did the severe

castigaiious of dispersion and war which
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not !
II
More numerous were their widows to me than the sand

of the sea, I brought unto them over the mother of the young

warrior a devastation at noonday, |
caused suddenly to fall

upon her distress and mortal terror
; ||

she that bore seven

languished breathed out her soul, her sun went down while it

was yet day, ashamed and confounded,
|
and their remnant

will I give to the sword before their enemies, saith Yahve.
||

—
12 Doth then iron break, iron from the N"orth, and metal ? ||

Thy

substance and thy treasures will I give for booty— |
without a

price, for all thy sins in all thy borders
; |1

and cause thee to

serve thine enemies in a land unknown to thee : |

for a fire

kindleth in my nose on your account, which vdll burn con-

tinually !
II

5.

10 " "Woe is me my mother that thou hast borne me, a man

of contention and man of strife for the whole earth !
|
I

am neither creditor nor debtor : yet every one curseth

were beginning avail to refonn her !

ver. 7 (the gates of the earth are the so-

called four comers or points of the

earth, Isa. xi. 12, in other words, the

boundaries, outlets mS^IH, the ex-

treme countries, not as in Nah. iii. 13,

where a particular country is meant).

She is now in this condition : in conse-

quence of the last calamitous wars

widows in great numbers, almost a vain

object of the Divine compassion, Isa.

ix. 16 ; in open daylight the devastator

(the Chaldean) came upon the mother

of the fallen or captive (xviii. 21), young

warrior, comp. xviii. 21, 22, all kinds

of terror (-|"^37 = "T'S, as Ps. xxxi.

22) overwhelmed her, even the most vigo-

rous mother (ace. 1 Sam. ii. 5) passed

away like the sun at mid-day, and for

those who may remain there is nothing

but fresh war 1 vv. 8, 9.—As little as

iron will break, especially the strongest

northern iron and metal, wUl it be pos-

5. It is true, the prophet announces

such mournful forebodings neither

gladly nor without personal danger : he

sible that the northern colossus of the

Chaldean empire should be broken,

against which Israel foolishly rises, ver.

12, and the result will be simply that it

with all its treasures will become the

cheai^est, easiest (Ps. xliv. 13) spoil, and

must be taken captive into a distant

land—to endure the deserved wrath of

Yahve for all the sins which have been

discovered everywhere within its bor-

ders, vv. 13, 14 ; ver. 11 and ver. 12 b,

the sentences are very broken. Instead

of the unmeaning TnDl^m we must

read, accordiug to xvii. 4 and several

manuscripts, "jTmi^^m, and probably

Dbl27 IV mustbe inserted after D'^bi;

ace. xvii. 4 ; it is also better to remove

-*1 before -['•bins bD2, which is not

found in the very similar passage, xviii. 3.

The two verses, 10, 11, which are purely

personal to the prophet, have evidently

lost their proper place, and are quite

suitable when placed before ver. 15.

wishes that he had not been born, so

that he might not be hated and cursed

by everyone, although he is innocent

11
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me !"
II

Saith Yalive : verily I sustain thee for good,
]

verily I cause in the time of evil and in the time of distress

15 the enemy to supplicate thee ! ||— " Thou knowest it

Yahve ! remember me, and visit me and avenge me of my
persecutors !

j
do not—according to thy long-suffering

—

take me away : know how I for thy sake bear scorn ! ||

Thy words were found—I did eat them, and thy word was

unto me the joy and gladness of my heart,
|

that thy name

was called over me, O Yahve God of Hosts !
||

I never sat

in the circle of the mockers and rejoiced :
|
before thy hand

I sat alone, because thou filledst me with punishments.
||

Wherefore was my pain continual, and my wound incura-

ble not permitting relief ?
|
wilt thou really become uiito

me as a false-fountain, a water that is not sure?"||

—

Therefore thus saith Yahve : if thou returnest and I cause

thee to return—to stand before me,
|
and if thou bringest

forth precious things from vile, being as my mouth :
|
then

20 will they turn unto thee, but not thou unto them !
||
and

I make thee unto this people a fenced wall of metal, that

they fight against thee and not prevail against thee :
|
for

with thee am I to help thee and to deliver thee, saith

Yahve
; || and I deliver thee from the hand of the wicked,

j

and redeem thee from the grasp of the mighty !

||

and not mixed up with tlie trade of the were it only for the sake of the divine

world ! ver. 10 (as early as 1826 it was forbearance, he desires not to be carried

msLintamedm mj Kritische Orammatik, off' by swift death, Ps. xxviii. 3, since

p. 507, that 'ilvbpD is a corruption he bears reproach only for Yahve's

of "^Dpb^pJlD).— But against such sake (Ps. Ixix. 8, 20), for the sake,

despondency, as it threatens to get the therefore, of him -whose prophetic words

upper hand, Yahve strengthens him were as it were eagerly devoured by

by his consoling pi'omises, that he will him (Ez. iii. 1 sq.) as soon as ever they

preserve him for good (to enjoy again came to him, to him who considered it

good things), yea, bring his enemies his highest joy to stand near to Yahv6

yet in the time of calamity to pray to as prophet and servant, who at all

him for his intercession ! ver. ll,comp. times humbly and sorrowfully acknow-

ver. 19, vii. 16 ; Job xlii. 8. The lodged (Ps. xxvi. 4) the divine gravity

K'tMi "^^n'TIti? is correct, from the of these times, whose fury he as prophet

Aram. "^W to strengthen, preserve; is compelled first to feel (comp. vi. 11,

but the Q'ri '^r]'^~}W can, ace. § 121, a with Mic. vi. 9) ; wherefore i.s his pain

ad fin., only be an intensive form from incurable, does Yalive appear to him as

the same root.—And again, vv. 15-18, a deceitful brook which may not be

that human fear and distressed prayer for trusted ? Job vi. 15 sq.—But still more

deliverance recur at considerable length: powerfully the reply resounds from
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above, vv. 19-21 : if he suffers himself shop and displays merely the former,

always to return from such human trials he will then, having become invincible

to Yahve to serve him alone, and if he as regards his enemies, probably see

at the same time as Ood's mouth, i.e. them return to him again, seeking his

ace. Ex. iv. 16 (comp. Vol. i. p. 9) as intercession, ver. 11, while he himself

true interpreter or prophet of Yahve, will not need their help, nor be com-

ever extracts as a skdiul metallurgist pelled to turn to them with his requests !

(vi. 27) the precious from the base, and comp. i, 18, 19.

brings forth from his prophetic work-

II. Fwiher confinnatio7i of the hopeless ruin of the nation.

Ch. xvi. 1—xvii. 18.

1.

xvi.

1 And the word of Yahve came unto me saying :
\\
Thou shalt

not take thee a wife
|
nor have sous and daughters in this

place !
II

for thus saith Yahve concerning the sons and con-

cerning the daughters that are boru in this jilace
|
and concern-

ing the mothers that bare them and concerning their fathers

that begot them in this land :
||
of deadly diseases will they die,

not lamented nor buried, becoming dung upon the face of the

ground
; |

and by the sword and by famine pass away, so that

their carcass will be food for the birds of heaven and the beasts of

5 the earth ! ||—For thus saith Yahve : Enter not into a mourning-

feast house, and go not to lament nor to bemoan them :
|
for I

take my peace from this people, saith Yahve—the kindness and

the compassion,
||
and great and small die in this land un-

buried,
|
none lamenting them nor wounding or shearing

themselves for them,
||
neither will one break bread to one for

mourning—to comfort him for the dead,
|
or give one to drink

with the cup of consolation—for his father and for his mother.
||

And into the mourning-feast house shalt thou not go, to sit

with them to eat and to drink !
||
for thus saith Yahve of Hosts

Israel's God : behold I put away from this place before your

eyes and in your days
|
tlie sound of joy and of gladness, the

sound of the bridegroom and of the bride ! ||

1. It is possible that Yeremya had boisterous society and pleasure: espe-

long ago given up all thought of mar- cially as such abstinence would most

riage on account of the universal dis- correspond with the prevalent seriousness

tress of the times, and that he had also of his mind. But now, as he looks liack

in like manner avoided all kinds of upon the great divine judgments which

11 *
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2.

10 And wlien thou announcest all these words to this people,

and they say unto thee " wherefore hath Yahve spoken con-

cerning us all this great evil ?
|
and what is our guilt and what

our transgression wherein we transgressed against Yahve our

God ?"
II
then say unto them : because your fathers forsook me

(saith Yahve), and went after other Gods and served them and

did them homage,
|
but forsook me and kept not my teaching,

||

ye however acted still worse than your fathers,
j
since ye went

every one after the stubbornness of his wicked heart, in order

not to hearken unto me :
||
therefore I fling you away from this

land upon the land which neither ye nor your fathers knew,
|

and ye serve there day and night other Gods, because I will

not give you any favour !
j|
Therefore behold days come, saith

Yahve,
|
and it will no more be said " by the life of Yahve who

15 led up the sons of Israel from the land of Egypt !"
||
but " by

the life of Yahve who led up the sons of Israel from the land of

the North and from all the lands whither he had expelled

had befallen the land, it api^ears to him

as if Yahve had distinctly commanded

him not to set up a household, vv. 2-4,

nor to go to a social meal, whether it

was a funeral feast which the friends had

given to the mourners, vv. 5-7, or an

ordinaiy joyous feast, vv. 8, 9: because

according to the entire condition of the

present and of the immediate future

there was no place for all this ; for

partly by famine and^lhe diseases which

it produces (comp. xiv. 18), and partly

by war, all houses would at this time

be laid waste, vv. 3, 4, but with the

withdrawal of the divine peace there

would be so many of the dead that the

mourning customs and solemnities, the

loud lamentations, the infliction of

2. If the nation desires to know the

causes of such severe threats, they may

be easily supplied : on account of the

unfaithfulness of the fathers and of the

still greater unfaithfulness of the sons,

its banishment into a distant country

has become necessary, whei'C, wholly for-

saken of yahv6's presence and power,

wounds upon their own bodies, which

was forbidden, it is true, Deut. xiv. 1,

and the mourning bread (Ez. xxiv. 17,

22 ; Hos. ix. 4), would cease as a matter

of course, vv. 5 h -7, and still more will

all public rejoicing cease, ver. 9, vii. 34.

In ver. 7 DH^ and DmN must refer

to the mourning relatives for whom a

feast was made to sympathize with and

comfort them ; in each of the second

members we have the sing, for the sake

of variety (see Vol. I., p. 71). Inasmuch

as Dn^ is required, we must suppose

that nn7 has either been displaced, or

that the phrase was intelligible without

this addition, the latter supposition being

the more probable.

it may then serve the national gods of

the foreign land to whom it now so gladly

pays service even in the holy land !

vv. 10-13. Yes, a second deliverance of

Israel from exile, still greater than that

from Egypt, has become unhappily ne-

cessary with the exile itself and will in

any case take place, vv. 14, 15 ; but
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them !"
I
and I bring them back unto their soil which I gave

unto their fathers.
||
—Behold I send for many fishers, saith

Yahve, who fish them then
; |

and afterwards I will send for

many hunters—who hunt them then from every high moun-

tain and from every hill, and from the clefts of the rocks :
||
for

mine eyes are upon all their ways, they are not hidden from

me,
I

neither is their guilt concealed from mine eyes;
||
and I

recompense first double their guilt and their sin,
|
because they

profaned my land, with the carcasses of their abominations and

abhorrences they filled mine inheritance !
||

Yahve my strength and my stronghold, and my refuge in

the day of need :
|
unto thee will Heathen come from the ends

of the earth, and say " only lies did our fathers inherit, the

20 Vanities—therein hath no one profit !"
||
Shall man make for

himself Gods
]
since they are no Gods ?

||
—Therefore will I

cause them to feel this time, cause them to feel my hand and
xvii. my might,

| so that they feel my name is Yahve ! || The sin of

1 Yuda is written with an iron graver, with a diamond point
|

—
graven upon the table of their heart and the horns of their

what calamities must precede it, how rr31E>S"1, ver. 18, formerly, lefore,

teiTibly will the nation be drawn forth namely before the restoration to favour

by a multitude of enemies, as by fishers and deliverance mentioned vv. 14, 15 :

that catch everything (Amos iv. 2) and but since it had already been established

then thrust away by another multitude that the restoration to the reformed

of enemies, as by ruthless hunters, from condition would bring back double the

all its dwellings and hiding places former prosperity, " Zech." ix. 12 ; Job

in the holy land (after Isa. vii. 19), xlii. 10 ;
" Isa." xl. 2 ; Ixi. 7, Yeremya

that they may suffer the just punish- deems it here and xvii. 18 fitting to

ment of the Omniscient One for speak of a punishment doubly deserved;

their immolation of children and other and this is also conceivable as neces-

abominable idolatries with which they sary.
—
"7 PIvK? ver. 16, to send to,

polluted the holy land, vv. 16-18. is the sanie as to /etc?i, to cause to come.

3. Since the causes of the threats the true one ! ver. 19, after Isa. ii. 2-4.

are in this fashion still insufficiently And as a fact nothing can be conceived

elucidated, the discourse commences to as more foolish than idolatry, ver. 20,

explain them in another way. What like ii. 11. Still the nation at present

feelings overpower the prophet when he practises it : there is therefore nothing

thinks of the more distant future and left but that Yahve should once remind

how then the Heathen, tired of their them with his chastising power of the

false Gods, will of themselves come to truth which they so shamefully reject,ver.
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altars
; ||

as their sons remember their altars and their groves
]

bj the green tree, upon the high hills the mountains in the

field :
II
so thy substance, all thy treasures will I devote to the

spoil—without price, for thy sins in all thy borders,
jl
and thou

wilt be torn alone from thine inheritance which I gave thee,
|

and I cause thee to serve thine enemies in a land unknown to

thee :
|
for a fire have ye kindled in my nose that will burn for

5 ever !
||
—Thus saith Yahve : Cursed be the man that trusteth

in mortals and maketh flesh his arm
|
while from Yahve his

heart departeth : || he will be as a dry bush in the desert, and

not find that good cometh,
|
will inhabit scorched places in the

wilderness, a salt not habitable land ! || Blessed be the man
that trusteth in Yahve

|
and whose confidence is Yahve :

|1
he

will be as a tree planted by water, and by the brook will spread

out his roots,
|
will not find that heat cometh, but green are his

leaves,
|
and in the year of drought he will not pine, nor cease

from bearing fruit !
||

4.

More guileful is the heart than all things, and it is sullen : |

10 who knoweth it ?
1|

" I Yahve that trieth the heart searcheth

21 ! alas, the sin and guilt of the nation gotten), ver. 5-8, after Ps. i. 1-3. The

is only too clear, written too plainly and end of the strophe recurs to its com-

deeply, both inwardly upon their own mencement. The words mtt?^ ''Tin,

heart and outwardly upon the numerous ver. 3, must be connected with ver. 2,

idol-altars, xvii. 1, comp. XV. 13; xi. 13: and the first be read """I^H, ace. §

as certainly as their sons, who were 289 b. Instead of DSlinii TTIJDS
early of a corrupt mind, remember with the reading of xv. 13, 14, "1"*n^2 Wb
only too great delight the infinite variety "^TlStOnS must be adopted, and in-

of the idolatries of their fathers and are stead of "J21, ver 4, "Tisb must be

unable to desist from them because they read with the LXX ; we must then at

are written too deeply as it were in their the same time adopt the punctuation

heai-t (comp. for confirmation xliv. 17 nnp^ti? LXX d^aipt^rjay (ace. to

sq.) will Yahve send them, deprived of one r'eadiiig). The figure of ver. 6 as

all their treasures, into exile for all well as the antithesis, ver. 8, necessarily

these sins which have provoked an requires that ~I37"127, as well as the

inappeasable anger within him I vv. 2-4, word ~l!^"Tn2?, ^lv"i- 6. should be

comp. XV. 13, 14. But happy for ever taken as the name of a dry shrub of the

is only he who trusts in Yahve alone desert,

(which the nation in its folly has for-

4. The personal strophe is in this and begins also with a general truth,

case, as might be expected from XV. 10, The human heart is indeed the most

11, 15-21, in a somewhat higher tone, guileful and sullen thing that can be
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the reins,
]
and render to the man according to his Avays,

according to the fruit of liis deeds !"
||
A hen that broodeth and

hatcheth not—is he who getteth riches but not by right
: |

in

the midst of his days will he leave them, and at his end be a

fool.
II

—0 thou exalted throne of glory from the Beginning,

thou place of our sanctuary, thou hope of Israel Yahve : ||
(all

they that forsake thee will be ashamed, they that are unfaithful

to thee in the earth will be disappointed,
|

that they forsook

the spring of living water—Yahve) : 1|
heal me Yahve then I

shall be healed, help me then I shall be helped :
|

for my hymn

of praise art thou !
||
Behold they say of me :

|

" where is the

word of Yahve ? let it come then !"
||
but I withdrew myself

neither as a shepherd from following thee, nor did I wish

woeful day, thou knowest it !
1
the revelation of my lips was

plain before thy face : ||
be not unto me a terror ! 1

my refuge

art thou in the day of evil
; 1|

may my persecutors be ashamed,

but not I ! may they be dismayed, but not I ! 1
bring upon them

the day of evil, and with a double destruction destroy them !
||

imagined, and will always justify itself

against Yahve even when it is quite

wrong : but in vain ! before Yahvo no

guile and no sullen flight can avail, and

like a hen which lays indeed her eggs and

sits yet does not nevertheless get any

young from them, hut has to see them

suddenly taken from her with the eggs

themselves, is the foolish man who un-

justly gains what nevertheless will never

remain securely his, vv. 9-11. The

whole almost entirely after Ps. xlix. 7

sq., xi. 4 sq. : only the figure of the

hen is new, and perhaps evidence of the

time when the domestic fowl was first

introduced into Palestine.—The pro-

phet always held aloof from such foolish

desires and efforts : he is consequently

able with all the greater fervour to cry for

salvation unto the ancient, exalted seat

of honour and indestructible sanctuary

of Israel (although ace. eh. vii. sq. the

earthly sanctuary will be destroyed),

unto the eternal hope, unto Yahve, to

have forsaken whom ever caused shame

and disgrace, unto him whom he had

constantly praised, vv. 12-14, comp. ii.

13 ; his enemies, it is true, ridiculed his

threats, but with the consciousness that

he has neither of his own will withdrawn

from the responsible ofhce of the shep-

herd, or prophet, nor ever wished for

the threatened calamity from malicious

joy in others' suffering, nor spoken any-

thing false before Yahve, he can con-

fidently pray for protection and preser-

vation, whilst to his enemies cleaves

the twofold guilt of despising Yahve

and of ridiculing his threatenings, a

twofold guilt which cannot remain

without its consequences, vv. 15-18.

With regard to nnbl here and xix.

12, see § 351 c. Instead of "»~l1D'', ver.

13, it seems necessary to read Ty^HJlD"],

and instead of laHD"^, which scarcely

yields a suitable meaning in this con-

nexion, ••l^^^^ Yer. 11, «-}p, that

tvhich calls,' is probably the laying hen,

although the LXX consider the more

definite n'spSiK, partridge is meant ; 121

as Isa. xxxiv. 15 ; as to the Qamess

with Pashta, see § 138 o note. The
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word n2?S which is merely inserted a congregation, Ecc. xii. 11. With

ver. 16 between the two leading ideas regard to the punctuation S''3n as

Tj"»"inSK) obtains by degrees no more im^erat., see § 224 h.

than the signification of a teacher of

6. Further vain endeavours to reform the nation.

Ch. XVII. 19—XX. 18.

Thus often and thus long had Yeremya uttered the most

serious threats and the worst forebodings : but in vain, the

nation did not reform. Did he perhaps speak too severely, did

he rather discourage than encourage by his perpetual threaten-

ings ? However that may be, he is not weary of exhorting the

people simply to better things, and of repeatedly placing

before them the eternal dividing of the way of life from the

way of death, refraining from forebodings of evil. But how

little these endeavours also to reform the people succeeded,

how they brought upon him who had the best intentions, xviii.

20, only the basest persecutions, so that his discourse in spite

of himself still in the end resounded again with the most dismal

forebodings and the most righteous complaints, all this he

explains in this piece, in which on that account some brief

remarks in the form of narrative are introduced here and there,

and his personal feelings are also properly expressed here in a

more unrestrained and stronger manner than in the preceding

piece. The prophet narrates (1) in one strophe, xvii. 19-27,

that he once attached a purely admonitory discourse to that

ancient law which contains one of the few fundamental thoughts

of the higher religion, and in the voluntary observation of

which the nature of the sanctification of the entire life may be

recognized, namely, to the law of the Sabbath, which had been

just then brought very vividly before the people by the book

of Deuteronomy ; all reference to prevailing sins is absent in

this strophe, the pure two-edged truth is alone presented.

But inasmuch as Yeremya is accustomed subsequently to

explain his words by some picture from life, he narrates (2) ch.
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xviii. in three strophes, that he illustrated by means of a very-

unpretending symbol the truth that Yahve can form or trans-

form either to good or to evil any nation according as it gives

heed to his words, and that for these well-meant discourses

also he met with the most bitter opposition, and, indeed, perse-

cution ; so that (3) he was now compelled to make use of evil

figures and symbols to show the overthrow of the incorrigible

nation, an overthrow which was necessary in the sight of

Yahve, and thereby provoked fresh persecution, ch. xix.-xx.,

in three strophes. In this way our piece supplies a series of

deeds and experiences of the prophet, which appear to him to

be connected together in a higher point of view, and as regards

their date certainly did not take place before the later years

of his life. It was said above, pp. 77, 89, that the longer head-

ing, which at present stands xviii. 1, in all probability stood

originally before xvii. 19, the smaller one, xvii. 19, on the other

hand, before xviii. 1.—There might have been after the first of

the three sections of this piece a narrative of the bad reception

which the discourse found, as is the case after the second and

third sections : if it originally existed, some two strophes have

been lost at this point. But this supposition cannot be further

substantiated, unless support is found for it in the mention

the prophet makes, xviii. 20, of an earnest intercession that he

had previously made for the nation, which does not quite suit

ch. xiv., XV.

The word which came unto Yeremya from Yahve in this wise :

I. The Sabhath.

Ch. xvii. 19-27.

xvii.

19 Go and step into the gate of the sons of the people whereby

the kings of Yuda go out and in, and into all gates of Jeru-

20 salem,
|1
and say unto them : Hear Yahve's word ye kings of

Yuda and all Yuda and all inhabitants of Jerusalem, that go

through these gates : || thus saith Yahve : Take heed with
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your souls and raise no burden on the Sabbath day
[
that ye

bring it into the gates of Jerusalem !
|]
nor shall ye get out of

your houses a burden on the Sabbath day, or do any business,
]

but hallow ye the Sabbath as I commanded your fathers :
1|

but they hearkened not and did not incline their ear,
|
har-

dened their neck in order not to hear and to receive no correc-

tion.
II
Yet if ye indeed hearken unto me, saith Yahve, to

bring no burden into the gates of this city on the Sabbath

day,
I
and to hallow the Sabbath, and to do no business thereon :

||

25 then shall enter into the gates of this city kings and princes

that sit upon David's throne, riding in chariots and upon

horses, they their princes the man of Yuda and the inhabitants

of Jerusalem,
|
and this city will remain for ever;

||
and there

will come from the cities of Yuda and from the surroundings of

Jerusalem and from the land of Benyamin, from the plain and

from the mountain and from the South those that bring

burnt-offering and sacrifice and gift and incense
|
and that

bring thanksgiving to the house of Yahve.
\\
But if ye hearken

not unto me to hallow the Sabbath and to raise no burden

nor to enter into the gates of Jerusalem on the Sabbath day :
]

then I kindle fire in the gates thereof, which devoureth Jeru-

salem's palaces unquenchably.||

It is intelligible enough that Yeremya D2? ''3^ must necessarily be the name
should go, for the purpose of proclaim- of this particular gate, j ust as Yeremya

iug the necessity of solemnising the in such cases names elsewhere other

Sabbath, precisely to those places where special gates, vii. 2 ; xix. 2. But since

the manner of its observance may be the temple-gate is mentioned under

most easily witnessed, to the busy entirely different names in similar pas-

markets or gates of the city. At the sages, vii. 2 ; xix. 14 ; xxvi. 2 ; xxxvi,

same time, inasmuch as the promise of 10, and the palace-gate (where, more-

prosperity in the case of a conscientious over, no great amount of business would

observance of the period of rest, w. be transacted) cannot be intended by the

24-26, is intended to have special above name, the only gate that remains

reference to the kings of the Davidic is that of Benyamin, where ace. xxxviii.

stock, the welfare of these kings being 7, the kings are accustomed to sit in

as things then were at the same time judgment and thereby transact their

the welfare of the entire kingdom, that chief business, which is, however, a

gate, ver. 19, at which the kings made different gate from that near which was

their entrance and exit is named rather the place of punishment for the guilty

than any of the others, the gate which in the temple, xx. 2; and we must either

they therefore visit most for purposes of read ]*'D"^D2 instead of D27 "'S^, or

business and where they are most frc- the name signifies tlie gate of the

quently present. Accordingly 1VW citizens, of the popular assembly (Gen.
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xxiii. 11), where the parliament of the corned, comp. xxvi. 23; Ez. tu. 27.

people and the courts of justice were The words of ver. 27 almost entirely

held
; yet the latter is less probable as following Amos i. 4.

far as customary terminology is con-

II. The first symhul, ivith a favourable meaninrj.

Ch. xviii.

xviii. 1.

2 Thus said Tahve unto me : Arise—and go down into the

house of the potter, and there v^ill I make known my words
unto thee !

|[
So I went down into the house of the potter, and

behold he wrought over the two disks
; H and the vessel was

spoilt which he made, in the potter's hand,
|
so he made again

another vessel, as it seemed right to the potter to make it.
||
—

5 And Yahve's word came unto me thus :
|1
Like this potter can

I not do unto you, house of Israel ? saith Yahve
; |

behold as

the clay in the potter's hand so are ye in my hand, house of

Israel !
||
Now I speak concerning a nation and concerning a

kingdom,
|
to root up and pluck up and destroy it :

||
but if

that nation turneth from its evil concerning which I spoke,
|

I repent of the evil which I had thought to do unto it.
|]
And

then I speak concerning a nation and concerning a kingdom,
|

10 to build up and to plant it :
||

but if it doeth evil before mine
eyes, that it hearkeneth not unto my voice,

|
then I repent of

the good which I had said I meant to show unto it.||

1. Without doubt Yeremya had at can destroy or resuscitate them, just

some tune seen with his own ej'es in the as each nation follows willingly or

workshop, situated in the valley, of a not the Divine counsel granted to it

potter at Jerusalem how easily the skilled for its good. It appeared at this time

artificer can shape and reshape a vessel; to him that he had visited the workshop

and as to the genuine prophet espe- of the potter in pursuance of the Divine

cially any uncommon thing which he command, in order that he might
sees in the world becomes a suggestion clearly show to the people by means
and symbol of the higher truths that of such a symbol this twofold power
are always influencing him, he had of Yahve, vv. 2-10. With regard

accordingly recognized in this fact the to the two disks, ver. 3, comp. Ran-
ease with which the Divine finger can mer's Antiquarische Briefe, p. 75.*

give this or that shape to whole nations, The clause rint273T— •int!72?''T ver.

* The English reader may consult Gescnius's Thesaurus, s.v. ^laS and Smith's

Diot. of the Bible, art. Potter.—Tr.
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Now therefore say thou to the man of Yuda and to the

inhabitants of Jerusalem in this wise : Thns saith Yahve :

behold I form concerning you an evil and devise concerning

you a device !
|
O turn ye every one from his evil way, and

make your ways and deeds good !
||
But they say " it is in

vain !
|
but our own thoughts will we follow, and every one

the stubbornness of his evil heart will we do !
"

||
Therefore

thus saith Yahve : Ask ye now the Heathen ! who hath heard

such things ?
|
very horrible things hath the virgin Israel

done !
||
Moveth then from the rock of the fields the snow of

Lebanon ?
|
or will rushing bubbling flowing waters be cut

ofi",
II

that my people forgot me, to the Nonentities burn

incense
|
and these cause them to stumble in their ways—the

eternal paths, to go footpaths—ways not prepared,
||
—to

render their land an astonishment, an eternal hissing,
|
that

every one passing by it is astonished and shaketh his head,
||

as the east wind I scatter them before the enemy,
|
them

turned backwards and not forwards I behold on the day of

their distress !
||

4, is the continuation of HWV ^Hiin,

ver. 3, ace. § § 342 b, 357 a.
' The word

*n)an3, ver. 4, must be omitted, with

the LXX (which, however, leaves out

2. The application thereof to the

present condition of the nation is made

by the second strophe. The symbol is

not properly intended to convey a bad

signification, nor is it thus explained.

It is true, Israel is in such a condition

that Yahve must think of punishing it,

yet if this very danger has the effect of

inducing it the more earnestly to strive

simply after what is good, Yahve may

then, according to the foregoing sym-

bol, still transform it into something

good and restore the spoilt vessel by a

fresh formation of it, ver. 11. But, alas,

they will not hsten to such well-meant

exhortations, and imagine that it is in

vain (ii. 25) thus to exhort them, ver, 12:

accordingly Yahve must bitterly com-

plain over a nation of such unexampled

the following words as well), as super-

fluous and indeed confusing in this

connexion and as subsequently intro-

duced from ver. 6. Vv. 7-10 after i. 10.

ingratitude and folly : just as little as

the refreshing snow of Lebanon, i.e.,

in exact contrast to the snow which may
fall elsewhere in Palestine but imme-

diately disappear again (Prov. xxv. 13;

xxvi. 1 ; Job xxiv. 19), the lasting

almost eternal snow, moves from ths

highest summit of this mountain, or as

little as living waters springing with

an incessant upbreaking force from the

heart of the earth can be cut off or

destroyed by force, ought Israel to

depart from him and forget him with

whom it is properly most inseparably

connected and united, and who is at the

same time its eternal refreshment, from

its ancient and true God ! and yet it

has suffered itself to be torn from him

and to be misled by vain idols from the
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Then said they, " Come and let us devise devices against

Ye'remya ! for doctrine will not fail the priest counsel tlie wise

and an oracle the prophet
; |

come and let us smite him through

the tongue, and not give heed unto any of his words !"
||
—

O

give heed Tahve unto me,
|
and hearken unto the voice of

20 mine opponents !
||
shall then for good evil be recompensed,

that they dug a hole for my life ?
|
remember how I stood

before thee to speak concerning them good, to turn from them
thy wrath !

||
Therefore deliver their sons to the famine, and

surrender them to the hands of the sword ! |
and let their

wives be made childless and widows, and let their husbands be

slain of death, their youth be smitten by the sword in battle !
||

let a cry be heard from their houses that thou bringest suddeu

troops upon them,
(
—because they dug a hole to take me, and

hid snares for my feet !
||
— Yet thou Yahve knowest all their

deadly plots against me !
[
forgive not their guilt, and their sin

blot not out before thee,
|
let them be overthrown before thee,

at the time of thy wrath deal with them !
||

ancient and approved ways unto unnaade

footpaths (Prov. xii. 28), vv. 13-15—

only in order that iis land may become

waste and an object of general derision

of mankind, in order that Yahve may
scatter them into all parts of the earth

and unmoved behold them in captivity

and flight, for that is the necessary

consequence of such folly I vv. 16, 17,

comp. xix. 8 ; Lev. xxvi. 33 ; Dent,

xxxii. 35. The rock of the fields is as

appropriate as a poetical name for the

summit of Lebanon as the fields of the

forest, Ps. cxxxii. 6, for the less elevated

fruitful districts of this mountain range.

*1p cannot stand here for "^p cold,

because this idea is foreign in this

clause; it is from "1-1p^ "^V^j comp.

vi. 7 ; on the other hand, "IT cannot

3. But what a bad reception the

people gave to this well-meant discourse

of the prophet, is shown in the third

strophe : they evidently intended to lay

a fatal snare for him by secret defama-

here be derived from "lit, inasmuch

as the meaning strange would supply no

proper sense, but it stands for "^T as

the root mt expresses the idea of

pushing, pressing, just as the Arabic

zarar bears also the related signifi-

cation of something sharp, biting ; for

the discourse cannot here find words

enough to describe an outbreaking

spring of water which cannot in any

way be repressed, but keeps breaking

forth with an irrepressible force ; being

understood tbus, it is unnecessary to

read "*nT instead of nnt. But

what had been said partly in the same

and partly in other figures of the same

force, ii. 13, 31, is only repeated here

in these powerful figures.

tion of him before the king (by the

tongue, ver. 18), thinking that though

he fell there would still be prophets as

well as priests and wise men enough

whom they could ask for counsel, and
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it was precisely this inconvenient as a prophet, with a somewhat different

prophet with his words whom they sense from xv. 19 ; death, ver. 21, as

did not need ! ver. 18. Yet Yereraya, here placed in contrast with other kinds

with all the greater urgency, turns of death, is the most terrible form of

against this to Yahve with an ex- death, pestilence, as xv. 2, comp. further

planation of the true position, vv. Ps. Ixiii. 11 and my Johanneische

19, 20, and with the prayer for just Schriften, II., p. 139 ; the troops, ver.

punishment, vv. 21, 22, with difficulty 22, hostile companies of warriors en-

finding rest in the thought of his omni- gaged in plunder, as Yeremya had often

science, ver. 23. How I stood before thee, threatened, comp. xv. 8, 9.

ver. 20, made intercession before thee

III. Other symbols, ivith an ^infavourahle meaning.

Ch. xix., XX.

xix. 1.

1 Tlius said Yalive : Go and buy a potter's emptyhig-

vessel of eartlienware, take tlien of the elders of the people

and of the elders of the priests,
||
and go forth into the valley

of Ben-Hinnom which is outside the earthenware-gate, and

proclaim there the words which I will speak unto thee,
||
and

say : Hear ye Yahve's word ye kings of Yuda and inhabitants

of Jerusalem !
|
thus saith Yahve of Hosts Israel's God

:

Behold I bring an evil upon this place of which whoever

heareth his ears shall tingle !
||
Because that they forsook me

and made this place strange and burnt incense in it unto other

gods whom neither they nor their fathers knew,
|
after the

kings of Yuda had filled this place with the blood of Inno-

6 cents,
11
and had built the Heights of Baal to burn their sons

in the fire as sacrifices unto Baal,
1
which I have neither com-

manded nor spoken nor hath it come into my mind :
H
therefore

behold days come (saith Yahve) — and this place will no more

be called Tophet and valley of Ben-Hinnom
|
but valley

of the slaughter !
\\
I empty on the ground* the counsel of Yuda

and Jerusalem in this place, and cause them to fall by tlie

sword before their enemies and by those that seek their life
|

and give their carcasses for meat to the fowls of heaven and to

the beasts of the earth,
H
make this city an astonishment and

a hissing,
1
that every one that passeth by it is astonished and

hisseth at all its plagues,
||
and cause them to eat the flesh of

* The Germ, giesse—in den sand, the addition in den sand being made to the

verb to convey the idea of rendering the counsel absolutely futile.

—

Tr.
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their sons and the flesh of their daughters, thej eat every one

the flesh of the other
|
in the distress and straitness which

their opponents and their deadly enemies prepare for them.
||

1-0 — So do thou break the emptying- vessel before the eyes of

the men that go with thee
||
and say unto them : Thus saith

Tahve of Hosts ! Even so will I break this nation and this

city,
[
and in Tophet will men buiy so that there remaineth no

place to bury !
||
As one breaketh the potter's vessel that cannot

be mended, so will I do unto this place (saith Yahve) and its

inhabitants, | and make this city as Tophet,
||
that the houses

of Jerusalem and the houses of the kings of Yuda may be

polluted like the place Tophet,
|
yea all the houses upon the

roofs of which they burnt incense to the whole host of heaven

and poured drink-offerings to strange gods.
||

1. Since the first well-meant symbol

pi'oduced such a bad effect that its re-

sult proved precisely the total incor-

rigibility of the nation at that time,

Yeremya was able sliortly afterwards to

speak from the basis of another symbol,

which though it was not very different

in kind from the first conveyed an

entirely dififerent meaning. He takes

an earthern vessel, a kind of pitcher

for emptying or pouring out water,

purchased of a potter whose business

it is to make onl}'^ very fragile earthern

wares 'ttJnn), that he may break it

in pieces publicly as a spoilt unsatis-

factory vessel in the same manner as

Yahve must now break in pieces this

incorrigible nation, vv. 10, 11 ; further,

the sight of this emptying vessel readily

suggests the allied idea that Yahve will

now make the nation in its need empty

and poor in counsel, accordingly as

easily empty out and annul all its

good counsel and purpose as the water

of a bottle is emptied, ver. 7, after Isa.

xix. 3. But as this symbolical action

is by itself somewhat meagre, another

is connected with it. Precisely at that

place which had witnessed the worst

crimes of the nation, those of the sacri-

fice of iunoceut children devoted to

Baal or Moloch, at the place Tophet

(the Stake, comp. ante p. 131) in the

valley of Ben-Iiinnom (comp. as re-

gards its locality History of Israel, III.

25.5 (III. 348, 3rd Ed.)), he explains

this symbol and promises in view of this

decisive place that the beautiful valley

that had witnessed such abominations

will soon, at the arrival of the great

period of judgment, be covered and

polluted by innumerable corpses (vii.

32), yea, will receive the new name of

the Valley of Battle on account of the

fatal battle occurring there, vv. 2,6, 11,

comp. vii. 32 ; the last member of ver.

1
1 , if it is genuine (the LXX leaves it

out) must be transposed. This double

symbol, thus interwoven, Yeremya had
undoubtedly at some time announced

in this solitary place outside the city to

some persons whom he had taken with

him for this purpose, vv. 1, 10, and
then, full of the truth which had come
forth from it, repeated it aloud in the

Temple before the whole assembled

people, as the second strophe shows.

But when he now calls up into recol-

lection the event and it seems to him
as if Yahv6 had from the first com-
manded him to act thus in every par-

ticular, he throws the words which he
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2.

Then came Yeremja from Topliet wliitlier Yalivfe tad sent

liim to prophesy, and took his stand in the court of the house

15 of Yahve, and said to all the people :
|
Thus saith Yahve of

Hosts Israel's God : behold I bring upon this city and upon all

her cities all the evil which I have spoken concerning her,
|

because they hardened their neck, in order not to hear my
XX. words !

II

— And Pashchur the son of Immer the priest, when

1 he was chief officer in the house of Yahve, heard Yeremya

prophesy these words :
||
then Pashchur punished Yeremya the

prophet and put him in the rack-house which was at the upper

Benyamin's gate by the house of Yahve. || But the next day

Pashchur brought forth Yeremya from the rack-house : and

Yeremya said unto him : N^ot Pashchur \_Joy-roundabout] doth

Yahve name thee, but Terror-all-around !
||
For thus saith

Yahve : behold I make thee a terror unto thyself and unto all

thy friends, that they fall by the sword whilst thine eyes look

on
; I

and all Yuda will I give into the hand of the king of

Babel, that he may carry them captive unto Babel and smite

5 them with the sword
; ||

and I give all the stores of this city

and all its means and all its magnificence
j
and all treasures

of the kings of Yuda I give into their enemies' hand, that they

first spoke in the valley in the presence Neh. iii. 14. A better sense is obtained

of a few at once into the form which tv. 4, 6, if the "T is omitted, with

they took when he spoke subsequently the LXX, before "^ivtt, the next two

in the Temple, vv. 3-9, and only at the clauses being then considered subordinate

end supplies in a stricter form the man- in respect of time, as if here importance

ner in which he spoke at first, vv. were attached to tlie fact that the rest

10-13 : by this means the first strophe had only followed the example of their

became somewhat too long. The kings Ahaz, Manassah, and Amon.

name of the Qate of Pottei-y (broken Ver. 9 after Deut. xxviii. 53 ; ver. 13,

earthenware) /TlDinn KHMb. ver. 2, since the art. before D''SX3I3 is not

which does not occur elsewhere, is ex- permissible, the proper reading is pro-

plained by the similar name of the bably '10 nrirDrl, after Isa. xxx.

Dung Gate: both names were probably 33; further, comp. Sseph. i. 14, 15.

in use at the same time and had the With regard to "7 before 73, only

same sense, only that here the one used freely rendered above, see §. 310 a.

suits the symbol better than the other,

2. In the second strophe, after he has before all the people, Yeremya hastens

barely indicated, vv. 14, 15, in expla- to narrate the consequences of so doing,

nation of ver. 3, that he had thus which were for him personally so painful,

spoken to the same effect in the Temple He was sent on account of these threat-
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14

spoil them and take tliem and bring- them unto Babel.
1|
But

thou Pashchur and all inhabitants of thy house—je will o-o

into captivity
; |

and to Babel wilt thou come, and there die

and there be buried,
]
thou -with all thy friends to wbom thou

hast prophesied falsely !
||

3.

Cursed be the day on which I was bom,
|
that day my

mother bore me let it not be blessed !
||

cursed be the man
who gladly told the tidings to my father saying " a man child
is born unto thee !"

]
making him very glad :

||
but may that

euing discourses by the chief overseer

of the Temple (comp. xxix. 26), es-

pecially as this priest considered himself

a propliet, ver. 6, to a rack-house, which

was situated near the upper (i.e. that

which was placed higher up, and there-

fore different from that mentioned,

xvii. 19) Benyamin's, or North, Gate of

the Temple, there to suffer for a day

severely enough, xx. 1, 2. For there

can be no doubt that riDCnXS both

here and xxix. 26; 2 Chron. xvi. 10,

is meant as a kind of rack, from "^DH,

to twist, like tormentum fi'om torquere

;

Symmachus had already seen this. But

Yeremyu was so far from permitting

this most painful punishment to re-

strain him from uttering the truth, that

(like Amos vii. 16, 17) he at once

turned specially against his tormentor

the same threat that he had before

spoken in general terms, and repeats the

whole with increased deftnitene.'ss, vv,

3-6. And as in the principal discourse

the name Tophet had been changed

into another in accordance with the

3. As Yeremya now at last, vv. 7-18,

gives way again to his personal feelings,

he has most reason, just as he has been

calling to mind the monstrous, painful,

and shameful persecution which he was

compelled to enduie, to give vent to

bitter complaint, and, quite in the

manner of Job, to curse the day of his

3.

divine intentions, so this discourse

against Pashchur forthwith begins with

a similar transformation : his name
seems to signify Joy [WB or tt7Q from

tt?^3 to spring, leap, rejoice, Mai. iii.

20) round about (as if ~nn had the

sound of bin Arabic haul, comp. the

transliteration Uaaxil^poi theLXX), but
it ought on the contrary to be Terror

round about, because he both causes

terror to others, e.g., the prophet, comp.
ver. 10 in the third strophe, and also,

which is here the chief point, will be

on the great day of judgment to himself

and his friends a terror, and will be

greatly terrified at the calamities of his

infatuated followers ; and in this paro-

nomasia the word "I'lja is chosen

because it rhymes with the last syllable of

"nntt^D.—When theLXX, ver. 2, have

airoTtTaynkvov instead of )iP'"32

it is probable that they read ]p""3b'
but there is no great use in referrirg to

the priests' names mentioned Neb. xii.

17,41.

birth, vv. 14-18, invoking at tlie same
time evil, as to his bitterest enemy,

upon the man who with great joy and
in expectation of a present brought the

first news of his birth to his father, vv.

15, 16, comp. 1113, xviii. 22, and
vividly pictm-ing to himself how much
belter it would be had his birth-day

12
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man be as tlie cities which Yahve ovei-threw without ruth,
]

hear an outcry in the morning and warcry at midday— ||
that

he slew me not from the womb, and my mother became to me

my grave—or her womb had always been great !
||
Wherefore

then came I forth from the womb, in order to see toil and

7 sorrow,
]
and my days were consumed in shame ! [j

— 1'hou

enticedst me Tahve and I let myself be enticed, seizedst me

—

and prevailedst
; [ I became a laughing-stock daily, every one

mocketh me :
||
for as often as I speak I complain, of wrong

and violence I cry,
|
that Yahve's word became unto me a

scorn and reproach daily.
||
But if I say, " I will not call it to

mind, and not speak any more in his name :"
|
it is in my heart

like burning fire, an oppression in my bones,
|
and I am weary

10 of holding out, and cannot bear it.
\\
— I heard indeed the

defaming of many, terror round about : |

" denounce and let

us denounce him !" my covenanted friends lie in wait for

my fall,
|
"perhaps he will be enticed that we may prevail

against him, and take our revenge upon him !"
||
but Yahve is

with me as a mighty hero :
|
therefore will my persecutors

stumble and not prevail
; |

already they are greatly ashamed

that they had no success, with an everlasting disgrace not to

be forgotten.
||
And thou Yahve of Hosts that trieth the

righteous and seeth the reins and heart : may I see thy revenge

upon them, for upon thee have I thrown my cause !
||
Sing

unto Yahve, praise Yahve, | that he hath delivered the soul of

the helpless from the hand of evildoers !
||

been also his dying-day, or {'\^ § 352 fire burnt within him, or as if his bones

a) if even his mother had never brought were violently pressed (a beautiful re-

forth, had only perpetually conceived, presentation of the inability of the true

ver. 17. Yet in the next moment he prophet to act against the distinct voice

reflects, that if he has been enticed by fi-om above !) vv. 7-9; instead of "l!i2?

some one into this unhappy position of it is probably better to read '~)'2V

being compelled perpetually to com- although "1!J27 as a rerb signifies with

plain of severe persecution, he has still 2 to press, the noun accords better with

been brought to this by no one else the structure of the verse-members,

than Yahve himself and his resistless Let his secret enemies, therefore, lie in

arm (xv. 16; Isa. viii. 11), and that, wait for him, entice and threaten him

even if he might desire it, he can never with accusations and calumnies as much
cease from thinking of Yahve or with- as they like, ver. 10, comp. Ps. xxxi.

draw fi'om his service, the veiy thought 14; xxxv. 15; xxxviii. 18; xli. 10, he

of such an attempt creating within him cannot with Yahve as his friend despair

the most insufferable anguish, as if a amidst all the plots of his enemies, but
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full of faith, yea, jubilant and happy,

prays to him for help, vv. 11-13.

We have here again a plain and

important instance of transiwsition. The
vei'ses placed and numbered in the

present text as vv. 14-18 have no

meaning as following vv. 7-13, while

they cannot be conceived as standing

alone, since when taken by themselves

they are unworthy of a prophet : on the

other hand, they yield the best meaning

if placed before ver. 7. Comp. the in

every respect similar instance, xv. 10. 11.

The inducement for the transposition

of these two passages particularly was

doubtless supplied by the special circum-

stance that they did not appear to some

of their earliest readers as quite worthy

of a proi)het, and accordingly were left

out by some copyists, or placed in the

margin, and subsequently in.serted by

others at an unsuitable place.

It is evidently not accidental that the

sixth as well a.s the foregoing fifth piece

closes with an outburst of the personal

feelings of the prophet. He closed the

second of these pieces, vi. 27-30, with a

similar, though much loftier, reference

to himself; and if the third and fourth

were intended, in conformity with their

plan, to close with purely Messianic

thoughts, yet even in them similar

personal lamentations occur towards the

beginning, ix. 1 sq.; xi. 18—xii. 3. It

appears, therefoi-e, from these observa-

tions also that the pieces of the book

and its entire arrangement must be

accepted as has been above indicated,

and that it is certain that the whole

conies from the same author.

7. The Guides of the Nation.

Ch. XXI.—XXIV.

Towards the end of Ssedeqia's reign, when the Chaldeans

had already commenced the siege of the city, Yeremya, called

upon by the king himself to do so, found a suitable opportunity

to express his view of the future both of the entire kingdom

and particularly of the royal house and the magnates and

guides of the nation. At this point in his book he makes use

of the occasion to bring together all the most weighty utter-

ances that he had ever publicly delivered concerning the leaders

and guides of the nation, both the kings and secular princes as

well as the prophets and priests. For precisely at this point,

when the discourses of severe threats and admonitions are

about to end, there is the most suitable place for such a collec-

tion. In the end it is especially the shepherds of this flock,

the secular and ecclesiastical leaders, particularly the kings

with their ministers, on the one hand, and the priests (xxiii. 11,

33, 3i) but still more the prophets, on the other, that are

12 *
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responsible for all the moral perversities and perils of tho

nation, which have been so fully explained in previous discourses.

It is also equally certain that a lasting reform of the nation can

proceed only from a thorough reform of its leaders themselves.

Therefore the series of castigatory discourses also rises at the

end to these more distant but none the less powerful causes of

the present great calamities ; the axe is laid at the root of the

rotten tree, and it is here for the first time fully evident how

little Yeremya feared clearly to express everywhere and at all

times the pure truth, even against those who were in power

and the influential false prophets.

This important and lengthy piece accordingly falls of itself

primarily into two parts, namely, the discourses concerning

the kings and those concerning the prophets. In the section

concerning the kings, xxi. 1—xxiii. 8, the first two strophes

explain simply how Yeremya, taking advantage of this most

recent opportunity, spoke both against the counsellors of

Ssedeqia and himself and the royal house; the next two

strophes then go back into the past and collect the utterances,

partly lamentations and partly castigations, which he had

publicly made as occasioned by the three earlier kings, until

the fifth strophe concludes all that has to be said regarding the

royal house with further thoughts of a more general character,

and also with the eternal Messianic hopes, hopes which not-

withstanding all previous perversities still always cling to this

house. This discourse confines itself to the four last kings, i.e.,

those succeeding Yosia, since they were all very different from

that far greater king both as regards their mental tendencies

and the short duration of their reigns, and thus properly repre-

sent the rapid decline of all kingly power in Jerusalem.—Four

strophes of the second section, xxiii. 9-40, then speak with

very special warmth and the most serious emphasis, as if the

prophet were precisely here in his most proper sphere, con-

cerning the false prophets, who have so long laboured most

disastrously in misleading the magnates and the nation ; and
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notlnng can be more appropriate than the way in which the
prophet in the first two strophes overwhelms the false prophets
and their followers, nothing more penetrating than the skill

with which in the two last he refutes with cutting words the
objections and false ideas of both. With this the chief matter
of the great piece is exhausted : but inasmuch as Yeremya at

other times likes to give at the end additional examples and
symbols by way of confirmation, he appends here also in a
third part, ch. xxiv., just as Amos does, ch. vii.-viii., a further
narrative concerning a vision that he once received upon the
condition of the kingdom, and which may serve fully to confirm
what had been said at length above regarding the leaders of
the nation.

The piece concerning the prophets, xxiii. 9-40, may be
easily recognized both from its language and its subject-matter

as belonging to the second edition.

I-

—

Concerning the Kings.

Ch. XXI. 1—XXIII. -8.

XXI.

1 The word which came to Yeremya from Yahve when the
king Ssedeqia sent Pashchur Ben-Malkia and the priest
Ssephanya Ben-Maaseya to him with the words :

" enquire now
for us of Yahve, because JSTabukodrossor king of Babel raaketh
war against us, whether perhaps Yahve will deal with us ac-
cording to all his marvels that he withdraw from us !" Then
said Yeremya unto them : thus shall ye say unto Ssedeqia :

Thus saith Yahve God of Israel: Behold I turn back the
weapons of war in your hand, wherewith ye make war ao-ainst

the king of Babel and the Chaldeans that besiege you outside
5 the city,

|
and assemble them in the midst of this city

||
and

I myself make war against you with outstretched hand and
with strong arm,

|
and with anger and with fury and with

great ^Tath,
||
and 1 smite the inhabitants of this city, both

man and beast,
|

by a great pestilence shall they die !
||
and

afterward (saith Yahve) will I deliver Ssedeqia the king of
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Yuda and liis servants and the people wliicli are left in this

city from the pestilence and from the sword and from the

famine into the hand of Nabukodrossor king of Babel and

into the hand of their enemies and into the hand of those that

mortally hate them,
|
that he may smite them with the edge of

the sword, not spare nor pity nor compassionate them.
||

And unto this people thou shalt say : thus saith Yahve :
|

Behold I put before you tlie way of life and the day of death :

II
he that dwelletli in this city will die by the sword and by

the famine and by the pestilence,
|
but he that forsaketh it and

falleth to the Chaldeans who besiege you, will live and will

10 have his life as prey
; ||

for I set my face against this city for

evil not for good (saith Yahve), into the hand of the king of

Babel will it be given and he will burn it with fire.
||
— And

concerning the house of the king of Yuda hear ye Yahve's

word :
||

house of David ! thus saith Yahve : award every

morning justice, and deliver the spoiled from the hand of the

oppressor, | lest like fire my fury go forth and burn with none

to quench it—at the wickedness of your deeds !
||
— Behold

I will thee thou inhabitant* of the valley, of the rock of the

plain ! (saith Yahve)
|

ye who say " who cometh down upon

us, and who entereth our hiding-places ?"
||
— I visit you ac-

cording to the fruit of your deeds (saith Yahve),
|
and kindle a

fire in your forest, so that it devourcth everything round about

it!
II

1. The event which is only just while the besieged were still able to

referred to, ver. 1 sq. is narrated at risk sallies and encounters outside the

length ch. xxxvii, where, however, gates, and the Egyptian auxiliaries were

instead of the temporal prince Pash- advancing in the distance against the

chur (who is quite a different person Chaldeans. Accordingly the war paity

from the priest, xx. 1 ) another of the might hope that Jerusalem would again

princes who were unfavourable to the be delivered in as wonderful a manner

prophet is named, comp. xxxviii. 1,4; as it was in the time of Yesaya, ver. 2,

with regard to the powerful priest and plainly they applied to Yeremya

Ssefanya, see xxix. 25. It appears for no other object than to obtain the

from that narrative and the woi-ds of support of his reputation for this un-

this piece, vv. 2-4, that the application reasonable expectation. But the pix>-

was made when the Chaldeans had only phet, undeceived by such wishes, simply

commenced the siege at a distance, obeying the truth which had long been

* Betriigerin must be a misprint for Biirgerin, which is the word used in the

first edition.

—

Tv.
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2.

i.

Thus saith Yahve : go down to the house of the king of

Yuda, and speak there these words,
||
and say : Hear Yahve's

word thou king of Yuda that sitteth upon David's throne,
]

fully established in his own mind,

promised the exact opposite of such

baseless hopes : the arms of the people

who now ventured outside the city

would soon be driven back into the

city, Yahve himself not fighting for but

against them, vv. 5, 6, and at last the

king with his servants and people, i.e.,

his subjects of higher and lower rank

(xxii. 2, 4; xxxvi. 24; xxxvii. "2,

comp. xxiv. 8 ; xxv. 19), therefore with

all the inhabitants of the city that will

have been spared from the previous

calamities, Avill fall into the hands of

the enemy, ver. 7. It is better to follow

the LXX by omitting the nSI before

D''"lStt?3n, ver. 7, as in Yeremya's

language king, servants, (i.e., officials),

and people constitute the whole nation.

But in the prophet's book hLs dis-

course immediately assumes larger pro-

portions, and, without reference to the

situation which has just been described,

what may have shortly afterwards been

said to the assembled people (comp.

xxxviii. 1 sq.) is at once subjoined : to

2. That which could not very well be

pursued further in the previous compre-

hensive strophe, and had therefore been

only briefly touched upon, vv. 11, 12, is

now, xxii. 1-9, expressly further dwelt

upon : the genuine prophetic admoni-

tion directed immediately to the entire

royal family, and specially to the king

who was then reigning (hence, ver. 4,

the plur. finally changes into the sing.).

the nation will now be given by Yahve

the choice, in quite another sense than

Deut. XXX. 15, between life and death,

that is, only the fatal choice either to

remain in the city to die there or to fall

away to the Chaldean monarch to pre-

serve at least life as a prey, vv. 8-10
;

the royal house will be able to save

itself (not by unfaithfulness to the

covenant, but) only by uninterrupted

and active endeavour after perfect

righteousness in the state, vv. 11, 12,

but Jerusalem, both the lower (the

valley, Isa. xxii. 5) and the upper

city (the rock of the plain, comp. xviii.

1 4), which proud city imagined it could

not now be conquered by any enemy

(the lower city imagined no one could

descend to it from the surrounding

fortified castles,* the upper city, that no

one would enter its secure recesses !),

will be chastised according to her

deserts, vv. 13, 14. Thus the strophe

recurs with vv, 13, 14 to its commence-

ment, ver. 4,

Yeremya had accordingly gone down
(fi-om the upper temple court, xx. 2) to

the royal castle to proclaim there the

truth that the well-being of the royal

house also rested only in the universal

divine righteousness that had been so

urgently commended by the book of

Deuteronomy, vv. 1-5 (and such admo-

nition had not been entirely fruitless,

comp. ch. xxxiv) ; it is true that the

The first edition has bergen, hills, which may be the true reading.

—

Tr.
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thou with thy servants and people that come through these

gates :
||
thus saith Yahve : Do ye justice and righteousness,

and deliver the spoiled from the hand of the oppressor !
|
and

strangers orphans and widows oppress not hurt not, and inno-

cent blood shed not in this place !
||
For if ye really do this

word,
I

then will come through the gates of this house kings

that sit for David upon his throne, riding in chariots and on

6 horses, he himself and his servants and people
; ||

but if ye

hear not these words,
[
by myself I swear (saith Yahve), that

a desolation will this house become !
||
— For thus saith Yahve

concerning the house of the king of Yuda : thou that ai't unto

me Gilead, the head of Lebanon
|
—verily I make thee a desert,

uninhabited cities,
]|
and consecrate against thee destroyers,

every one with his weapons : |
who then cut down thy best

cedars and fell them for fire !
||
And raany nations then pass

by this city
|
and say one to the other, " wherefore hath Yahve

done thus untt) this great city ?"
||
then they answer : because

they forsook the covenant of Yahve their God
]
and did

homage unto strange Gods and served them !
|1

royal house is in the eyes of Yahve kings that preceded Ssedeqia are the

himself as noble and magnificent as subject of the discourse, and Ssedeqia

even Gilead and Lebanon with their had already been briefly referred to, xxi.

splendid summits and forests, but even 11, 12, it might be supposed that these

Lebanon and Gilead's splendour, their words, xxii. 1-9, were addressed to

tall cedars, may easily fall before the Yosia. However, we have nothing

same Yahve ; and if the royal house of here peculiarly applicable to this king

David, with its cedar palaces (which are with his exceptional characteristics;

also briefly called Lebanon, see on Isa. and Yeremya was dui'ing his reign pi'o-

xxii. 8, Vol. ii. p. 163) and all the other bably too young and as jet without

similar lofty palaces cannot be separated suflicient public reputation to address

in thought from Jerusalem, the proper him in such words. Moreover, he had

destroyers (the Chaldeans) of all that mourned his death in a distinct work (see

splendour in Jerusalem also have Uistor^jof Israel, iv. 242, iii. 7 63), so tha.t

already been appointed by Yahve, vv. he so far says nothing about him here.

6, 7 (comp, vv. 14, 15, 20, 23 ; Isa. x. We must, therefore, suppose that this

33, 34 ; xxxvii. 24 ; Zech. xi. 1, 2), so strophe, vv. 1-9, is intended simply to

that in the future, when Jerusalem has expand what had been said in the for-

been destroyed, and lies like desert mer one, xxi. 11, 12, and vv. 13. 14.

cities the exact opposite of the jiro- Besides, Yosia is plainly refen-ed to in

phecy, Isa. ii. 2-4, must happen, vv. 8, 9. the words xxii. 15, 16,^s an entirely

Inasumch as in what follow.s Llic Lhiee iliilerent king.
'
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3.

10 Weep ye not for a dead man, nor bemoan liim !
|
mucli more

weep for him that is gone away that he returneth no more and
seeth his native land !

||
for thus saith Yahve of Shallum son

of Yosia king of Yuda who reigned instead of his father

Yosia, who hath been led away from this place :
|
he returneth

thither no more,
||
but there whither they have led him away

will he die
|
and this land he will see no more !

||

Oh he that buildeth his house with unrighteousness, and his

upper rooms with injustice,
|
on his neighbour putteth labour

for nought, and givetli him not his wages
; ||

who saith, " I will

build me a many storied house and airy npper-rooms !"
j and

painteth for himself the windows, wainscoteth with cedar and
15 coloureth with vermilion :

||
Wilt thou reign when thou rivalest

Ahaz?
I

thy father—ate he not and drank, did justice and
righteousness—so it was well with, him ?

||
conducted the cause

of the suffering and helpless—so it was well ?
|
is not that to

know me, saith Yahve ?
||
But npon nothing else are thine

eyes and thy heart than thine advantage,
j
and upon innocent

blood—to shed it,—and u.j)on oppression and upon greed—to

practise it.
||
— Therefore thus saith Yahve of Yoyaqim son

of Yosia king of Yuda : they shall not lament for him " Oh
my brother and oh sister !"

|
not lament for him " Oh lord

and oh majesty !"
||

the burial of an ass will he receive,
|
in

that he is dragged and thrown far beyond the gates of Jeru-

salem !
II

3. As Yeremya intends now to bring iiigl}', only a short prophetic lamen-

forward the three previous kings, and tation, vv. 10-12, follows him, that

to place in the same ponnexion in the he as one who will never return

next two strophes what he may before from the captivity is really more to

have spoken concerning them, he is un- be pitied than a man who has died,

able to say much regarding the imme- e.g., his much lamented father, Yosia,

diate successor of Yosia (who is here Zech. xii 11. Comp. History of Israel,

called Shallum, but in the historical IV. p. 251 (III. p. 775). The conjecture

books is called by his regal name that the name iShallum has been intro-

Yoachaz) because although this king duccd from this passage, contrary to

was chosen by the people, and, it would history, into the genealogy 1 Chron. iii.

seem, was much respected and beloved, 15, is entirely baseless,

he was after a short time carried away Much more can be said of his elder

captive in his early youth by the Egyp- brother and successor, Yoyaqim, who
tians, 2 Kings xxiii. 30—33. Accord- was in many respects very much like
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20 Ascend [Jerusalem] Lebanon and cry, and upon Bashan lift

up thy voice,
|
and cry from 'Abarim—that all thy patrons are

dashed in pieces !
||

I spoke unto thee in thy godlessness : but

thou saidst "I will not hear!"
| this hath been thy way from

his ancestor Ahaz (History of Israel,

IV. 168 (III. 662 sq.)), who must have

shown, during the eleven years of his

reign, much cruelty and injustice in

order to gratify his passions, especially

a vain love of fame, delight in building

and covetousness, and whose reign

thereby formed such a mournful con-

trast to that of his excellent father that

the censure of the prophet is com-

pelled to make reference to it at the

end, vv. 13-16 : does he who from mere

love of fame tortures men with severe

forced labour (corvees), whose ambition

culminates in the possession of a new,

heaven-scaling, gorgeously decorated

palace, think to maintain his rule if

he can rival the well known Achaz in

such things—wholly unlike his father

who was prosperous by means of his

righteousness, not recognizing the pri-

mary truths concerning the proper atti-

tude towards Yahve ? Only desti-uction

can follow such worship of self : a king

of this kind will not die generally la-

mented, as e.g., Yosia did, ver. 10, so

that his relatives, following next to the

corpse, raise their customary loud la-

mentation (Oh brother, or Oh sister),

and then the mass of subjects raise their

wail, Oh lord, oh his (the dead man's)

majesty ! (xxxiv. 5 ; 1 Kings xiii. 30),

but dragged away by enemies (xv. 3)

far from Jerusalem, will be flung forth

when dead misei-ably like an ass, and

4. The discourse now comes to the

last of the three kings before Ssedeqia,

Konyahu or Yoyakhin, as he is called

in the historical books, who was led

left without burial ! vv. 17-19. Since

here and xxxvi. 30, at a time when he

was already dead and the truth of the

prophecy accordingly seemed to be con-

firmed, this is repeated as it had once

been foretold concerning him, the ac-

count of his end, 2 Chron. xxxvi. 6, is

nevertheless probably more accurate

than that 2 Kings xxiv. 6 : he appears

to have found a dishonourable death in

the struggle against the Chaldeans

v/ithout having been strictly taken cap-

tive to Babylon. Vers. 13, as well as

Hab. ii. 12, follows Mic. iii. 10. Vlp
ver. 14, like iv. 30, in the following

verse nti?X3 answers to it ; on "^IvH
see § 177 a; instead of ]-l^D it is

better to read the inf. ahs. ]"12D ace.

§ 351 c, for the reason that it corres-

ponds to the following niti^H in the

structure of the sentence. Instead of

TnS2^ ver. 15, which appears to have

got into this verse from the same -word

ver. 14, the LXX still read TnS2
;

others read 3nSS as if Ahab had been
_ T *.' ;

here spoken of, and they at least could

not fall into the same eiTor as the LXX
of connecting the following tJ>3S with

it. If the common reading were coi-

rect, the words, vnlt thou rule because

thou rivalest the cedar? must mean,

that he desired by his high edifices to

grow like a cedar into the heavens.

But this figure would not be clear and

would be left too much detached,

away captive into Babylon while very

young after a short reign and lamented

by many, as plainly appears. This

being the fate of this king also, it is
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thy youth that thou didst not hear my voice
; |1

all thy shep-

herds the wind will shepherd, and thy patrons will go into

captivity !
|
indeed then thou wilt be ashamed and blush at all

thy wickedness ! ||—Thou that dwellest upon Lebanon, that

hast thy nest in cedars :
|
why sighest thou when pangs come

upon thee, spasms as of child-birth ?
||
As I live (saith Yahve),

although Konyahu son of Toyakim king of Yuda were a signet

25 upon my right hand,— |
verily thence will I pluck thee,

||
and

give thee into the hand of thy mortal foes, and into the hand of

them before whom thou hast horror,
|
and into the hand of Nabu-

kodrossor king of Babel and into the hand of the Chaldeans !
||

and I hurl thee and thy mother that bore thee upon the other

land where ye were not born,
|
and there will ye die !

||
But

upon the land whither to return they raise their desire, I

—
thither will they not return.

1|

—" Is then this man Konyahu
a despicable brittle manufacture, or a vessel wherein is no
pleasure ?

|
wherefore were they hurled forth he and his seed,

and thrown upon the land which they knew not?" || earth

30 earth earth ! 1 hear Yahve's word :
||
thus saith Yahve : write

ye this man as childless, as a hero who hath not prospered in

his days :
]
for from his seed will no one prosper, sitting upon

David's throne and still ruling over Yuda.
||

fully shown that all these last kings powerful conductor (ace. Hos. iv. 16)

and rulers of Israel meet with an un- in order that the flock may find a better

happy end, and accordingly the dis- mind, vv. 20-22.— She, the proud city

course at this point becomes from the that thinks herself, ace. xxi. 13, 14,

very first exceedingly agitated, and comp. xxii. 6, 7, as high as Lebanon,

calls upon the unfortunate Ssion to and imagines that she has her unas-

ascend all the loftiest peaks of the holy sailable nest among heaven-scalino-

laud, Lebanon, Bashan and 'Abarim, cedars, wherefore does she, now the

Deut. xxxii. 49, there to see and loudly unavoidable calamity is about to come,

to lament that all its pO'irons, i.e., its when the pangs of birth approach, sigh

rulers and kings (ver. 22 ; Lam. i. 19 ; so violently over the thing which she her-

Zech. xiii. 6) now lie pitably upon the self brought to pass ? ver. 23 (n3n3
ground, like shattered cedars of these LXX. KaraffTiva^nQ, must according

high mountains (Zech. xi. 1-9), ver. 20: to the context and § 137 b note, stand

but it cannot possibly be otherwise, adds for rin3S3) after Mic. iv. 9 sq. The
the voice of reflexion ; since all ad- young 'king Konyahu at least, although

monitions have been in vain, the wind he were as precious to him asa signet ring

must now lead away these shepherds upon his right hand (Cant. viii. 6), must

and rulers, drive them into exile, be- be plucked off by Yahve, and together

come therefore, reversing the order of withhis queen-mother (comp.aiiicp. 143)

things, as it were their shepherd aud be hurled into terrible exile, both of
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xxin.

Oh sliepherds tliat destroy and scatter the sheep of my
pasture ! (saith Yahve).

||
Therefore thus saith Yahve Israel's

God concerning the shepherds that feed my people : ye have

scattered my sheep and driven them away, have not visited

them :
|
behold I visit upon yon the evil of your deeds (saith

Yahve) !
||

:—But I will gather the remnant of my sheep from

all the lands whither I have driven them,
|
and bring them

back into their pastures, that they may be fruitful and mul-

tiply,
II
and set over them shepherds that feed them,

|
that

they no more fear nor be dismayed* (saith Yahve).
||

Behold

days come (saith Yahve)—and I set up for David a righteous

shoot,
I

he reigneth then as king and hath skill, doeth justice

and righteousness in the earth
; ||

in his days will Yuda be

saved, and Israel dwell safely,
|
and this is his name whereby

them never again to return to the

country whither they direct their

strongest desire, vv. 23-27. Although

many sympathetic hearts in the land

may bitterly complain over this hard

lot of their beloved young king, who

was carried ofE together with his young

children (whilst his uncle Ssedeqia,

from whom and whose house nothing

good was expected, came to the throne),

Yeremya is nevertheless unable to

reiterate loudly enough that it is noth-

ing less than an unalterable divine

5. For, briefly, to conclude all this,

the punishment of all the surviving

descendants of the Davidic stem without

exception is unalterably determined by

Yahve, because they have managed

their pastoral calling so badly and have

suffered their sheep to perish, xxiii. 1,

2. But the ancient and eternally true

Messianic promises shall not thereby

suffer : the remnant of the lost flock

will some day be gathered from the

resolve, that neither he nor one of his

sons shall ascend the throne of David,

that, on the contrary, these sons shall

soon perish, and thus the father expe-

rience, in addition to all his other mis-

fortunes, the destruction of his own
line, vv. 28-30. The article in V"1^n,
ver, 26, might seem wrong, since it is

not found before the closely connected

n~inS • but ace. S 293 a, this is not

unusual, and the article is confirmed by

ver. 28 : it is precisely the well-known

terrible land that is intended !

dispersion and become prosperous under

fitter shepherds, vv. 3, 4, yea, the Mes-

siah himself, the righteous shoot of

David, will come, in order that under

him the renewed and reformed nation

may bear the new name Yahv^ is our

righteousness, we know that in Yahve

alone do we become righteous, vv. 5, 6,

comp. xxxiii. 15, 16. A second and

more glorious redemption of Israel will

then be celebrated, vv. 7, 8, as is here

* Nor he lacking.
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tliey will call themselves " Yalive is our righteousness." ||
There-

fore behold days come (saith Yahve)
|
—and it will no more be

said " As Yahve liveth that led up Israel's sons from Egypt,"
|j

but " as Yahve liveth that led up and brought the seed of the

house of Israel
|
from the northern country and from all the

countries whither I had driven them," and they then dwell

upon their own soil.
1|

repeated ft-om xvi. 15, 16. The words but ^iSni?^. must be read, ace. § 249

"npD"^ sbl, ver. 4, comp. iii. 16, do b, instead of 'lS"1i7l.

not very well fit into the context and Even in the case' of this piece, which

structure of the verse, nor are they in is already so complete in itself, Yeremya

the LXX ; presumably ^inp^ sbl seeks to give the prophetic word at the

should be read, although this word is end a favourable turn, as we have ob-

rarely used by Yeremya. It is impoa- served this as so significant in the

sible to suppose that the new name, ver. arrangement of most of the foregoing

6, is intended to belong to the Messiah: pieces, pp. 151, 179. In the LXX is

the name itself points by its structure to an unfortunate misplacement of vv. 6, 7

the nation aud country, and the syntax after ver. 40,

is if possible still plainer xxxiii. 16;

II.

—

Concerning the Frophets.

Ch, xxni. 9-40.

Of the Prophets.

This brief heading is similar to those of the following main

sections, xlvi. 2; xlviii. 1; xlix. 1, 1, 23, 28; and as the

previous piece was so complete in itself the heading is the

more appropriate here. The priests are nowhere mentioned in

it except incidentally,

1.

My inmost heart is broken, and all my bones are soft, [ I am
become like a drunken man, like a man whom wine hath over-

]0 come
I
—before Yahve and before his holy words.

||
For " of

adulterers is the land full,
j
yea at the curse the land

withereth, the pastures of the common dry up
; |

and their

greed became wacked, their bravery false :
||
for both Prophet

and priest are profane,
|
also in my house I found their wicked-

ness": saith Yahve.
||
—Therefore their way will be unto them.
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15

like slippery things, into darkness will tliey be driven and fall

therein : | for I bring upon them evil, the year of their punish-

ment ! saith Yahve.
||
Also among the Prophets of Samaria I

saw offence
; |

they prophesied by Baal and led my people Israel

astray
; 1|

but among the prophets of Jerusalem I saw a horrible

thing :
|
committing adultery and walking in lies,

|
and they

sti-engthen the hands of the evildoers without that they depart

every one from his wickedness !
|
they become unto me all like

Sodom and their inhabitants like Ghamorrah.
||
Therefore thus

saith Yahve of Hosts concerning the Prophets : behold I feed

them with wormwood, and make them drink poison-water,
|

—
because from the Prophets of Jerusalem hath gone forth

profanity into the whole land !
||

Thus saith Yahve of Hosts : Hearken not unto the words of

the Prophets that prophesy to you : they deceive you,
|
the

vision of their own heart they speak, not from the mouth of

1. At once, in the first strophe, the

divine indignation wliich agitates the

inmost heai-t of this righteous prophet

at the thought of the multitudes of

totally degenerate prophets, disburdens

itself, Yeremya is terribly moved at

the violently threatening words which

Yahve is compelled to utter, ver. 9

(comp. vi. 11 and iv. 26), becaase all

evil desires being let loose are rampant

upon the suffering earth which appears

already to be smitten by the divine

curse (comp. the later descriptions

"Isa." xxiv. 4-6; Zech. v. 1-4), and are

rampant even amongst the prophets and

priests that have become profane and in

the temple itself, vv. 10, 11, comp.

xxix. 23 : therefore the end of these

prophets will be most calamitous, they

being unable to stand the trial, ver. 12a,

like Ps. XXXV. 6 and Isa. viii. 22, b like

vi, 15 ; xi. 23 ; xlviii. 44. Since the

2. But the unfortunate people who

allow themselves to be misled by these

miserable prophets, Yeremya must pub-

passage of Isa. was clearly in the mind

of the prophet, the word n7DS3
must be placed, contrary to the accents,

in the second-verse member, which

improves the structure of the verse,

whilst such a close conjunction of

slipperiiiess and darhiess as is found

Ps. XXXV. 6 is not necessary.—The

prophets of the Northern kingdom no

doubt also transgi-essed in former times,

but their sins were small compared with

the horrible transgressions of the incor-

rigible prophets of Jerusalem, who

sin grievously themselves, and assist

the wickedness of others by their

flattery and hypocrisy, so that from this

consideration the most painful punish-

ment must inevitably fall upon them,

vv. 13-15; ver. 15 a exactly like viii.

14; ix. 14. On 13Ii7, ver. 14, which

stands for ^'2W'^ comp. § 337 b note.
I--, t'

licly exhort not to believe those who

speak according to the suggestions of

their own confused minds and perverse
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Yahve
; \\

they say constantly unto ray despisers " Yalive

speaketh : prosperity will be unto you !"
|
and if one "walketh

in the stubborness of his heart, they say " no evil "will come

uijonyou!" ||
Yea who stood then in Yahve's secret, that he

should see and hear his word ? |
who hath marked my word

and heard ? ||
" behold a storming of Yahve's, a wrath breaketh

out,
I
andastorm whirleth up to whirl itself upon the head of the

20 wicked :
||
Yahve's wrath will not abate until he executeth and

until he establisheth the thoughts of his heart : |
at the end of

the days will ye get insight into it !"
||—I have not sent the

Prophets—yet they ran,
|
have not spoken unto them—yet

they prophesied :
||
but if they stand in my secret,

|
let them

proclaim ray words to my people, and bring them from their evil

way and from the wickedness of their deeds !
||
Am I then a

God near at hand (saith Yahve),
|
and not a God afar oif ?

||

or hideth any one himself in hiding-places that I see him not

(saith Yahve; ?
|
do I not fill the heaven and the earth (saith

Yahve) ?
1|

hearts (comp. Num. xvi. 28 ; Prov. earliest writings of Yeremya, and are

xviii. 2), and who promise, in the im- here quoted as known from that work,

mediate future, preposterously pervert- and their truth ah-eady confirmed hy

ing everything, prosperity in the name the event.—Accordingly, nothing fur-

of Yahve precisely to the worst men, ther can be said of these prophets than

vv. 16, 17, comp. iv. 10; vi. 14; viii. that their whole profession and teach-

11, and on the other hand, xii. 12; ing are without any true divine basis;

whilst he who will claim to be really if they are really, as they profess, in

Yahve's confidant, must before every- the secret of Yahve (comp. Amos iii.

thing see, i.e. feel most vividly, as shown 7), let them speak in quite another tone

to him by God, and thus hem also from to the people, and not shun the diffi-

him, the grand, serious truth, that in the culty of opposing the prevalence of evil

immediate future a desolating, terrible in the actual world of to-day, vv. 21,

storm, precisely nothing but calamity 22 ; from Him who is everjwhere pre-

will go forth from Yahve in his wi-ath, sent in his power and his knowledge,

the overwhelming violence of which these weak-minded prophets vainly hope

they also will finally painfully feel who to escape, he will punish them wherever

at present will hear nothing of it, vv. they may be, and in whatever land they

18-20, The weighty words, vv. 19, 20, may flee into, on the day of judgment

!

which are repeated subsequently, xxx. vv. 23, 24, after Amos ix. 2-4.

23, 24, stood manifestly in one of the

3.

25 I have heard what the Prophets that prophesy in my name

allege saying |
"I dreamed I dreamed !"

||
How long say ye lieth
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30

it in the heart of the Prophets to prophesy lies
j
and be Pro-

phets of the deceit of their own hearts ?
||
they who meditate

to make my people to forget my name by their dreams which

they tell one to the other,
|
as their fathers forgot my name

through Baal. || The Prophet that hath a dream let him tell a

dream, but he that hath my word let him speak my word faith-

fully :
I

what hatli the straw in common with the corn ? (saith

Yahve).
II
Is not my word thus—like fire (saith Yahve),

|
and

like a hammer that breaketh rocks ?
||
—Therefoi-e I come

upon the Prophets (saith Yahve), j that steal my words one from

the other— ||
I come upon the Prophets (saith Yahve),

|
that

take their tongue and say " thus saith —" ||
I come upon them

that prophesy lying dreams (saith Yahve), and tell them and

mislead my people by their lying words and by their boast-

ing
I

althouo-h I have not sent them nor appointed them, and

they bring no profit at all to this people (saith Yahve).
||

3. It is true the false prophets of

Yahve like to appeal to dreams, in

which they say Yahve reveals himself

to them, indeed, they have no other

pretext of the same telling effect as

such dreams, which they perpetually

urge, as Yahve well knows, ver. 25 ;

but, it must here be immediately asked,

how long will they, then, continue their

lies, those dangerous dreams and ima-

ginations of their own confused minds

whereby they desire to turn away the

nation from the true knowledge of

Yahve ? vv. 26, 27. Mere dreams,

imaginations, which people think or

profess to have received from Yahve,

are after all very far removed from the

true word of Yahve, which dwells in

the inmost life of a prophet ; let both

be for once compared, let an experiment

be made with both, and it will be found

that the feeble, dark imagination, or

dream, which is often mixed with de-

ceit, holds the relation of straw to corn

in comparison with the genuine revela-

tion that like fire penetrates everything

in a moment, or like a hammer breaks

the rocks, vv. 28, 29. Therefore these

uncalled prophets, who do not utter

living, original oracles, derived from a

pure and fresh inward strength, but

only such as are borrowed and feeble,

who (instead of speaking from the

promptings of the spirit and its inmost

life) merely take their tongues as an

instrument close at hand and therewith

imitate sacred prophetic formulm and

mislead the people by means of such

empty ostentation—these prophets can

only fear punishment from Yahve, as is

declared with great agitation, vv. 30-.32.

Comp. Vol. I. pp. 18 sq., 54. The

construction m ver. 26 ace. § 298 h.

And when this people or the Prophet or a priest asketh thee,

saying " What is Yahve's high-oracle ?"
|
then say unto
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35

40

them : what is higli-oracle ?—that I thrust you forth !* (saith

Yahve)
; ||

and the Prophet and the priest and the people that

saith "high-oracle of Yahve" [ —I visit upon that man and
upon his house !

||
—Thus shall ye say one to the other and

amongst each other 1
" what did Yahve answer and what said

Yahve ?"
II
but a high-oracle of Yahve shall ye not mention

any more, (but high-oracle shall be to every one his own
word) nor pervert the words of the living God of Yahve of

Hosts our God !
||
thus shalt thou say to the Prophet

|

" what
did Yahve answer thee, and what said Yahve ?"

||
—But if ye

say "high-oracle of Yahve," therefore thus saith Yahve: be-

cause ye say this word " high-oracle of Yahve"
|
and I sent to

you saying "Ye shall not say high-oracle of Yahve !"
||
there-

fore come I and lift you up high high
\
and thrust you and the

city which I gave to you and your fathers far away from my
face,

II
and I put upon you an eternal scorn,

|
and eternal

shame never to be forg-otten !

4. And in similar agitation (which

is apparent in the unusually frequent

repetition of the phrase " saith Yahve")

the prophet finally speaks against a

prophetic term which both the people

and the ordinary prophets were then in

the habit of grievously abusing, namely,

the term niH"' Sti?Q, higli-orade of

Tahve, comp. " Vol. 1[. p. 79-81. This

somewhat grandly sounding name, which

was new in the eighth centuiy, and

denoted a somewhat more artistic pro-

phetic, or semi-prophetic (Prov. xxx. 1;

xxxi. 1), composition, had at that time

evidently become very common and

subject to great abuse fi-om incapable

prophets and writers : neverthelnss this

kind of piece was still very popular,

and everybody desu'ed to know what

Yahve 's high-oracle vcas. To the serious

Yeremya, who justly saw therein only

a sign of the general decline of all

prophecy, this is so repugnant that he
at once at the opening of the strophe

declares with a severe paronomasia,

that to such a question as what the

high-oracle said.f the fitting divine

answer was, that Yahve will thrust

them forth, laying hold of them with his

mighty hand will drive them into exile,

that no abuse of this M'ord can go

irapunished, vv. 33, 34, comp. ver, 39.

Instead of such a question, they ought

rather to enquire for the clear divine

word (let everyone understand by the

high-sounding word high- oracle the

suggestion of his own imagination), in

order that the genuine words of Yahve,

the truly prophetic utterances, may not

be perverted and misunderstood, vv.

35-37. Should the abuse of that word

and thereby the disregard of the simple

and true revelation, or of genuine pro-

phecy, continue after this very definite

* The German is here untranslateable. The author endeavours to represent the

underlying paronomasia between the Hebrew words StS'P hochspruch and Wtp^

by rendering the verb " dass ich hoch euch fortstosse.'" We might perhaps venture

the adaptation :
" I highly abominate you."

—

Tr.

f GeiTTi. Wie clcr hochspruch lj.ute.— Tr.

3. 13
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prophetic warning, that punishment xxii, 1 7 ; Job xxx. 22 ; it follows from

threatened above, ver. 33, will neces- § 198 b that a root S273 (although in

sarily follow, as is now, vv. 38-40, the case of this root it is rare) may
further described with a more exact change into T\W^ • probably the word

indication of the paronomasia ; ver. 40, should then be pointed as Piel ''H^B^SV
like XX. 11. As the signification of the The nW before Stl?a na, ver. 33, ls

paronomasia is thus plainly indicated, the sign of the accusative : as regards

'•rT'Ii^S = "^/IStt^S and Stl73 must be this question, wJiaf is high-oracled The
T T

read instead of ^n"*273 and Stt7D proper meaning of the word before

the reading of the LXX and also of a few Yahve is f/iai, etc. Ez. xvii. 21 ; xliv.

Hebrew MSS. and editions ; comp. Isa. 3, comp. § 277 d.

III.

—

The accompanying Vision.

Ch. XXIV.

XXIV.

1 Yahve showed me a symbol and behold two baskets of figs,

placed before the Temple of Yahve,
|
after that Nabukodrossor

king of Babel had led away Konyahn son of Yoyaqim king of

Yuda and the princes of Yuda with the artificei-s and fortress-

workmen from Jerusalem and broughtthem unto Babel;
jj
the one

basket very good figs like the early figs,
|
and the other basket

very bad figs which for badness were not eatable.
j|

And
Yahve said unto me, " what seest thou Yeremya ?" I said :

figs
; I

the good figs are very good, and the bad very bad for

badness not eatable.
||
—Then came Yahve's word unto me

5 thus :
[|

thus saith Yahve Israel's God : Like these good

figs
I

thus will I regard the captives of Yuda whom I dismissed

from this place into the land of the Chaldeans for good ! ]|
for

I set mine eye upon them for good and lead them back unto

this land,
|
build them then without pulling down, and plant

them without plucking up,
||
and give to them a heart to know

me that I am Yahve, that they become to me a people and I

become to them a God,
|
when they turn to me with their

whole heart.
||
— But like the bad figs which for badness are

not eatable
|
surely thus saith Yahve— so will I make Ssedeqia

the king of Yuda and his princes and the remnant of Jerusa-

lem both they that remain in this land and they that dwell in

the land of Egypt,
||
I make them a playball for all the king-

doms of the earth,
|
a scorn and a proverb a taunt and a carse

10 in all the places whither I thrust them,
(|
and I send upon

them the sword the famine and the pestilence,
|
until they
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liave disappeared from the land wliich I gave to them and

their fathers. 11

This vision is formed upon the model

of Amos viii. 1-3. Baskets of fruit are

probabl)- brought to the temple, as first-

fruits, as tenths; in the case of no other

kind of fruit is there such a difference

in point of quality as in figs. When
thei'efore the prophet, a short time

after the exile of Yojakhin, in spirit

beheld before the temple two baskets

of fruit which wei-e so very different

though they belonged to the same

species, that readily became to him a

stariking image of the real condition of

the kingdom at that time : on the one

hand, the young promising king led

captive to Babylon with all the best and

most useful people of the land—upon

them was founded the hope of the

future, that hope which is further ex-

plained, xxiii. 3-8, this was the basket

of beautiful sound figs ; on the other

hand, the weak king Ssedeqia remaining

in the land with the pitiable, corrupted

remnant of the nation, unreformed and

incorrigible (as the prophet constantly

found as he dwelt amongst them), con-

stantly meeting with fresh disturb-

ances and drawing near to the complete

overthrow of the kingdom, in fact,

bringing it about—upon these was

based the dark foreboding of the

future, they were the basket of bad

figs which Yahve cannot accept ; at

which point the discourse recurs to its

commencement, ch. xxi. Those who
had fled into Egypt are reckoned with

those that still dwell in Jerusalem,

ver. 8, inasmuch as they are animated

by the same hatred towards the Chal-

deans.—It is evident from the context

of the passages in which it occurs,

xxix. 2; 2 Kings xxi v. 14, 16, that the

obscure word "iSp^H, ver. 1, which is

found only in this same historical con-

nexion, cannot signify anj'thing like

locksmiths, or door-keepers, as the

Targum takes it, nor public servants,

according to the Peschito, nor Tovg

SerTftuirag, LXX ; comp. History ofIsrael

IV. 263 (III. 792). The LXX add
further the richest of the land, certainly

without good reason. The condition

expressed by "^2^ ver. 7, occurs again

xxix. 13.

It is remarkable that the praise of

those who had been led captive by the

Chaldeans soon produced its effect

upon them : comp. the remarks upon

this point in the comments on the book

of Hezeqiel. The word n3?nb for

liarm, ver. 9, which appears to be only

a corruption of the foregoing nS^IT*?,

is correctly omitted by the LXX ; for

the rest the verse follows Deut. xxviii,

37. How bad figs might be presented

as offerings, appears from Alterthiiruer,

pp. 43, 399 (35, 346).

III.

—

The Foreign Nations and Israel.

Ch. XLVI.—XLIX. ; xxv.

The general character of prophecies concerning foreign

nations naturally requires that they should have a special place

assigned to them in the larger work. Yeremya, moreover,

13 *
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connects a tlireatening oracle against Israel with, those against

foreign nations, and thus takes, from a higher standpoint, a

comprehensive view of all nations without exception, just as

Ssephanya had done previously.

The first occasion for so doing was presented, ace. xlvi. 1 ;

xxv. 1, by the decisive fourth year of the reign of Yoyaqim,

when the Egyptian supremacy was destroyed and the pro-

phetic eye foresaw with the rise of the Chaldean power a

period of fresh and severe subjugation about to come, not only

over Israel but also over all surrounding nations far and near,

indeed, the commencement of long and devastating wars for

the whole world. It seemed at that time as if the Lord of the

earth presented by means of the Chaldeans as his instruments

the intoxicating wine of infatuation and of destruction to both

Israel and the foreign nations, or as if, after such numerous

perversities and crimes which they had suffered to grow up in

their midst, all nations were at last ripe as in a harvest to be

cut down and destroyed ; and the prophet was thus able to

bring forward in a long line the foreign nations, each different

from the rest in its peculiar circumstances, but all of them

alike as exposed in the immediate future to the bursting storm

of the righteous, divine anger, aud even to place Israel in this

mournful respect on a level with them. In the first edition of

the book of Yeremya, as it was first written in that eventful

year, there were evidently (as in the book of Hezeqiel) just

seven oracles composed concerning foreign nations of this

kind : it was not until the subsequent edition that that con-

cerning the ''Aelamites, xlix. 34-39 (as the heading itself

indicates) was added.

The prophet's utterance in this respect concerning Israel,

could, however, inasmuch as the nation's numerous faults and

the reasons for the divine punishment had long before been

described at length, be most easily made in a comprehensive

but brief recapitulatiug supplement, together with the sym-

bolical elucidation of it, which as usual comes at the end.
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According to all appearances, the pieces concerning tlie foreign

nations originally stood first.

1. The foreign nations.

(Ch. XLVi.-XLix. (with, the exception of xlvi. 13-28).

xlvi. That which came as the word of Yahve unto the pro-

1. phet Yeremya concerning the nations.

It was scarcely possible to write a separate oracle concerning

each of the numerous small nations : they are referred to

summarily in ch. xxv. Accordingly, only a series of seven,

the customary round number, are here selected, upon each of

which a distinct discourse is to be written. These seven,

again, are so arranged, in an order which was just at that time

natural, that Egypt, which most stood forth amidst the revolu-

tions of the time to oppose the Chaldeans, is first introduced,

and next, the direction from the south-west to the north-east

being taken, the Philistines and incidentally the Phoenicians,

after that, beyond the Dead Sea, the three small kingdoms,

always found associated, Moab, Ammon, and Edom, in their

ancient order of succession, are considered, and finally the more

distant Syrian and Arabian petty kingdoms. It was not until

a subsequent addition was made that an eighth people, 'Aelam,

lying far to the east, was subjoined. It is quite evident that

the arrangement of the seven pieces (which according to the

prophet^s order of themselves most naturally fall into the

groups of 2 and 3 and 2) was intended by the prophet himself:

one proof of this is the frequent unmistakable reference of a

characteristic expression found in a subsequent piece to the

piece immediately preceding it, having the appearance of an

echo, or of an enlargement, of the expression to which it refers

back, e.g., ins, xlix. 5 to xlviii. 43 ; Chesbon xlix. 3 to xlviii.

45 ; the figure of the four winds, xlix. 36 to xlix. 32 ; comp.

also xlvi. 7 with xlvii. 2 ; xlix. 1 with xlix. 7.—It may be seen
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from this how arbitrary is the transposition by the LXX of

all the pieces placed together, xlvi.-li., comp. ante p. 90.

These translators followed no clear principle at all in the

matter : they seem to have concluded that the long piece

concerning Babylon, 1., li., was to be placed as early as

possible ; the small piece preceding it, concerning the 'Aelam-

ites, xlix. 24-39, was then placed at the commencement of these

oracles, probably because, as the Persian rule had then been

established, it was thought desirable to give prominence to

what might easily be supposed to refer to Persia ; tho piece

concerning Babylon was thus made immediately to follow those

concerning Egypt, next the piece concerning the Philistines

was left in its place, but had subjoined to it as a longer piece that

concerning Edom, then the three short pieces concerning

'Ammon, Kedar and Damascus were placed together, and

finally the long piece concerning Moab, in this dislocated order,

was made to complete the series.

The length of the original seven pieces is various, inasmuch as

Moab and Edom are dealt with at greatest length, they being the

nations that had from time immemorial been most nearly con-

nected with the Hebrews, had come into the closest contact with

them, and had already been often addressed by earlier prophets

in extensive oracles, and had at that very time, under the pro-

tection of the Chaldeans, manifested a peculiarly ungenerous

hostility towards Israel. In the case of these nations Yeremya

reproduces to a great extent older oracles, whilst in the shorter

pieces he is more original.

All these seven nations are alike in this, that the same divine

inquisition and punishment awaits them all alike : and as the

prophet conceives of no one else as the instrument of this

punishment than the hero Nabukodrossor, as he at that time in

his fresh vigour marched through the countries, terrible to all

and everywhere victorious (ace. xlviii. 40 ; xlix. 19, 23), it is

clear that he could not have placed the Chaldeans themselves

in the same category. Now, when the threat against a nation
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is descending in its full force, it appears as if that nation must

be for ever ruined and swept away utterly, without any proba-

bility of amendment. Yet this is only appearance, for in other

passages these Heathen also are pointed to the pity of the true

God, xlix. n, and as if from a higher world there is often heard

in a few words at the end of the most terrible threats the

joyous assurance, that through Yahve in the distant future

there awaits this people (although it is heathen) a change for

the better and happy restoration, an assurance which is found

at the end of the pieces concerning Moab xlviii. 47, 'Ammon
xlix. 6, and 'Aelam xlix. 39, and might evidently stand quite as

well at the end of all the rest (comp. subsequently the case of

the Egyptians, xlvi. 26), and, which is very remarkable,

exactly the same as that in which its redemption and final

prosperity is proclaimed to Israel itself, xxx. 3 ; xxxii. 44

;

xxxiii. 26, and elsewhere; comp. the passage above, xii. 15-17.

It is accordingly the true view of the prophet, that all heathen

nations shall by the storms which must necessarily come in the

immediate future only be violently snatched from their present

perverse and irremediable condition, that in a distant future,

the time of which is to be further defined, ch. xxv., they may

be saved and prosperous with Israel.

I.—Egypt.

Ch. XLVI. 2-12.

xlvi.

2 Of Egypt, on account of the army of Pharao Nekho the

Egyptian king which was by the Euphrates in Karkemish,

which Nabukodrossor the Babylonian king smote in the fourth,

year of Yoyaqim son of Yosia the king of Yuda.

Comp. on this event the record, which is only too short,

2 Kings xxiv. 7. Our piece distinctly presupposes the battle

on the Euphrates as past, w. 6, 10, and must accordingly have
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been written subsequently. As we now find it in our book, it

is mainly the contrast between the well prepared and proud

advance of tbe Egyptians towards tlie Euphrates and tbeir

disgraceful defeat, whicli is so brought forward as to make it

appear as the righteous punishment from Yahve. In the very

first of the three short strophes the strange contrast receives

prominence, vv. 3-6, and is then explained more particularly

in the two following strophes with reference to its two aspects,

vv. 7-9, 10-12.

" Get ready shield and shelter, and onwards to the war !
|]

harness the horses and mount the chargers and take your

stand in helmets,
|
furbish the lances, put on the armour "

||

—
5 Wherefore saw I them dismayed, turn backwards, and their

heroes dashed in pieces ? |
did they do nothing but flee and

turned not again ?
[
—Terror is round about ! (saith Yahve) ; ||

let not the swift flee, and let not the hero save himself :
|
on

the north by the Euphrates they stumbled and fell !
||

2.

"Who is this that swelleth like the Nile, whose waters

roll themselves like the rivers?" ||—Egypt swelleth like the

Nile, and like the rivers the waters wildly roll themselves,
|

that it said " I will ascend cover the earth, destroy city and

1. There is heard a vast preparation and punishment, comp. ver. 10 ; there-

for war, soldiers bearing all kinds of fore let not him who is given over to

arms are advancing, vv. 3, 4, comp. destruction attempt to flee, whatever

ver. 9. But suddenly these very sol- they do they cannot reach Egypt again

diers, notwithstanding their perfect alive, but must fall by the Euphrates !

equipment, are seen to be hopelessly vv. 5, 6, ver. 6 after Amos ii. 14, 15.

and resistlessly fleeing : how is that ? The pron. JDSn, ver. 5, which ought

Yahve gives the explanation : round strictly speaking to be in the accusative,

about is terror (xx. 3), on all sides is loosely subordinated to the verb

danger, as must be the case when "^rT^S"), ace. § 284 b, (see below on Ez.

Yahve holds a great day of judgment iii. 20).

2. Once more surprise at the first whelming all countries : who is it ?—

•

phenomenon recurs, and in a stronger It is Egypt, which is now threatening

form : a monstrous, devastating river to overrun the earth and to lay every-

appears to roll itself wildly along, over- thing waste, vv. 7, 8, whose varions
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they who dwell therein !"
||
Mount the chargers and rush and

roar ye chariots, the heroes march forth,
]
Kushites and

Putites holding the shield, and Libyans holding bending the

bow.

3.

10 But that day is from the Lord Yahve of Hosts a day of ven-

geance to avenge himself on his enemies,
|
and the sword will

devour and be satiated, and be refreshed with their blood :
j
for a

sacrifice hath the Lord Yahve of Hosts in the north-land by

the Euphrates.
|1
—Ascend unto Gilead and take balm, thou

virgin daughter of Egypt ! ]
in vain increasest thou the medi-

cines, a remedy hast thou not !
\\
Nations heard of thy shame,

and of thy mockery is the earth full :
[
that they stumbled hero

against hero, together they both of them fall !
||

nationalities are advancino: fully qnotation from Nah. ii. 5, jnst as ver.

equipped, ver. 9. Tlie phraseibbnnn 10 contains an allusion to Nah, 1. 2.

—

2D~in appears to be thus early a But

3. still more clearly recurs the true have sinned against the true community

explanation of this wonderful pheno- arising in Israel ? ver. 10. Egypt may

menon : the purpose for which this im- take pains to obtain remedies after such

mense host rolls up from Africa is only fatal wounds (corop. viii, 22), but it is

that it may fall by the Euphrates as an in vain ! The nations of the earth have

example of a still greater day of judg- once for all recognized the fact, that

ment and punishment from Yahve and the ranks of the Egj^^tian heroes

as a victim of his righteous anger, for cannot stand before the determinations

who does not know how greatly the of higher destiny, vv. 11, 12.

Egyptians in ancient and recent times

II.

—

The Philistines.

xlvii. Ch. xlvii.

1 That which came as the word of Yahve unto the prophet

Yeremya concerning the Philistines, before Pharao conquered

Ghazza.

It is evident from this historical note that the piece before

us is expressly intended to be taken, in contrast with the pre-

ceding piece, as spoken before the fulfilment of its threat of a

great destruction of the Philistines. And, as a fact, the piece,

with its two short strophes, does not threaten an attack by
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Pharao, as might be expected from tlie heading, but an attack

from the north which shall overcome the Phihstines, these war-

like auxiliaries of the Phoenicians, and thereby seriously injure

the Phoenicians themselves. Now, as we have at present no

reason to suppose that the name Pharao in the heading is an

error for Nebukodrossor, the conflicts of the Chaldeans and

Egyptians for the possession of the border fortresses, e.g.,

Ghazza, must have been protracted and full of vicissitude, so

that the Egyptians also at some time succeeded in taking

Ghazza temporarily, and in accordance therewith the date of

this oracle could subsequently be determined. Although we

have no historical information whatever with regard to this

event, so much is still clear from 2 Kings xxiv. 7, that these

struggles lasted for a long time daring the reign of Yoyaqim

;

in this piece itself also the entire second strophe points to pro-

tracted and violent struggles between the military powers of

that time. In any case, we have the less reason to suppose that

we have here a reference to the much later attacks of the

Egyptians upon the Phoenicians and Cyprians mentioned

Herod ii. 161 ; Died. i. 18, inasmuch as the Chaldeans only

are expressly referred to as powerful aggressors. Comp. fur-

ther History of Israel, IV. 257 (III. 783 sq.).

I.

Thus saith Yahve : behold waters rise from the north, and

become an overflowing stream,
|
so that they overflow land

and its fulness, city and its inhabitants,
[
and the men lament

aloud, all inhabitants of the land wail.
||
Because of the loud

tramp of the hoofs of his chargers, because of the roar of his

chariots, of the noise of his wheels
|
fathers look not unto

sons, for feebleness of hands—
||
on account of the day that

cometh to lay waste all Philistines, to cut off from the

Tyrians and Sidonians every remainder of helpers :
|
for

Yahve will lay waste the Philistines, the remnant of the coast

of Kaphtor.

1. The Chaldean is threatening from structive stream, ver. 2, after Isa. viii.

the north like an overflowing and de- 7. Already the alarm of war is heard
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" Already baldnes.s is come unto Gliazza ; 'Ashqalon is

desti'oyed, the remnant of their jilain
; [
—how long wilt thou

wound thyself ?
||
O sword of Tahve, how long wilt thou not

rest ?
I

gather thyself into thy sheath, draw back and be

quiet !"||—How should it rest when Yahve hath commissioned

it against 'Ashqalon,
|
and against the sea shore—thither hath

appointed it ?
||

rolling up, so tcn-ifying men that from

alarm (from feebleness of their hands,

comp. vi. 24) they forget the most

natural feelings of humanity, because

they foresee only too certainly the ap-

proach of the great day of calamity

which will annihilate the last remnant

of their helpers, which the Phoenicians

2. It is true the evil has already

long raged over the cities of Philistia

(they have come to be but a remnant,

Psammetichus, e.g., having so furiously

ravaged Ashdod, xxv. 20 ; Herod, ii.

157), they sit there as if already de-

stroyed in deep mourning, according to

the figure Isa. iii. 26 b, like a widowed

and bereaved woman that pulls out her

hair and in terrilile despair and tears

tears wounds in her hands (comp. xvi. 6,

xlviii. 37) : and how long shall that go

on ? how long shall it be before the

great sword of vengeance (after Zech.

continue to possess in their allies the

Philistines, vv. 3. 4. Kaphtor, ^fter

Amos ix. 7, must in this passage really

mean the same as Philistia, since

D'^'nStt? must without doubt be under-

stood in the same sense as ver. 5 ;

^^"^^i7, ver. 4, must be the st. ccnst.

xiii. 7) finds rest? vv. 6, 7. Thus

men might justly ask, and thus the

prophet complains as a man. But a

moment of higher reflection and of

divine outlook suffices to silence all

doubts : since manifestly Yahve now

wields the sword against those cities of

the coast, it cannot and it may not rest!

ver. 7. In this verse ^I2p!27n is evi-

dently not intended to be the second

person, but is probably, after the Ara-

maic form, the fem. of the third person

tOpE^ri, unless it is simply an incorrect

repetition from ver. 6.

III.

—

Muah.

Ch. XLVIII.

xlviii.

1 Of Moab.

Yeremya was the more able to make the discourse concern-

ing Moab the longest^ inasmuch as the older prophets had

already very often spoken with regard to this people, which at

that time had long been considerably powerful and prosperous;
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and the more earnestly and unweariedly the prophet's dis-

course is directed against it^ the less this nation appears,

notwithstanding its wilful apostasy from the higher religion,

yea, even notwithstanding its mockery of that religion, to

have been at that time in any danger from without,

comp. especially ver. 10. Further, special motives, based

on the most recent occurrences between Moab and

Israel, which will be considered below, particularly in

connexion with w. 26, 27, must have induced the prophet

to speak at such unusual length and so severely against this

people, and to exhaust whatever language and whatever

arguments might from a higher standpoint avail against it.

Thus, in the first strophe, the discourse brings out the false con-

fidence of the nation in its external resources j in the second, its

indifference, which had grown up through a long period of

external prosperity, to higher things ; in the third, its proud

strength ; in the fourth and fifth, its haughty thoughts towards

Yahve, until in the sixth the conclusion is rapidly drawn that

there is no salvation any more possible. It is very instructive

to observe how Yeremya scarcely does more than shape the

beginning and the end of each strophe after his own manner,

while he freely works up older oracles into the body of the

strophes : at all events, we are compelled to conclude this from

the passages of the Old Testament certainly of an older date

wMch here served him as models. Yeremya himself intimates

this in the last words of ver. 8.

1.

Thus saith Yahve of Hosts Israel's God : Alas for Nebo that

it is laid waste !
|
ashamed taken captive is Qiiyathaim,

ashamed is Misgab and dismayed !
|1
There is no more a laud-

hymn of Moab : [
in Chesbon [Plothouse] they plot evil

against it " come and let us cut it off as a nation !"
|
thou Mad-

men [Stillhouse] also shaft become still, after thee wiff come

the sword. || —Hark a cry from Choronaim " desofation and

great ruin !"
|

" laid in ruins is Moab !" men cry aloud

6 towards Sso'ar
; |t

for the ascent of Luchith — amid weeping it
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ascendeth it, weeping,
|
for on the descent of Choronaim is

heard the cry of destruction.
||
—Flee save your souls,

|
that

they become like steppe-shrubs in the desert !
|j
For because

thou [Moab !] trustedst in thy fortresses and stores, thou also

wilt be taken,
|
and Kamdsh go forth into exile, his priests

and princes together
; ||

that the destroyer may come upon
every city, and no city escape,

|
and the valley perish and the

plain lie waste, as Yahve hath saith.
||

10

Give wings unto Moab, because flying it will flee, | and its

cities become a waste, without any inhabitant therein !
||

(cursed is he that esecuteth falsely the commission of Yahve,
|

that holdeth back his sword from blood !) ||
—Immovable was

1. How the whole of Moab is al-

ready in confusion and sorrow is shown

vv. 1-5, with the use to some extent of

paronomasiiE, by the enumeration of a

number of different cities belonging to

it. As early as ver. 2 we meet with

what is apparently a quotation from an

older oracle, when probably the con-

quest of the important city of Chesbon,

which the Israelites at one time held,

Num. xxi. 25, was promised to them

together with the destruction of the

fame of Moab. Vv. 3-5 are freely re-

produced fi-om Isa. XV. 5 ; but the divi-

sion of vv. 3 and 4 in the present text

is unfortunate, and it is better to read

with the LXX nn'"l2?!J = TTlV''^ in-

stead of the K'thib';i"^-nV2r '^'n^i

which the LXX omit, also destroys

most plainly the possible meaning of

the words and appears to be ungenuine
;

on the other hand, Tl'lS, or TT1Q2,
is here quite suitable on account of the

antithesis, and probably more original

than ?I~j"^ as the LXX read.—The

2. Certainly, Moab must flee as

quickly as possible, wings (\'"'!J comp.

n!J"l2) should be given to it, to fly

sufficiently rapidly from its cities ! ver.

conclusion of this strophe, vv. 6-8, is

on the contrary, quite in Yeremya's

own manner. Flee, ye souls, and if

you should stand in the desert as lonely

as its melancholy shrubs, xvii. 6 : just

because Moab trusts to its fortresses

and the stores which are heaped up in

them as to its true protection, it toge-

ther with its idols and magnates must

experience the devastation both of its

cities (i.e., the strongholds, Mic. v. 11,

13) and of the open country ! vv. 7, 8.

Since this antithesis pervades the entire

passage, it is better to read, in accord-

ance with the rendering of the LXX
tv oxvpu^ciTi aov, some such word as

^''^lya instead of "^^W^U, in which

case the following "7'^nT1!i1S31

,

which the LXX omit, may without

difficulty be considered genuine. In-

stead of D!Jti733, the reading of the

LXX D3'^tCD3 must also be adopted,

the following word being unintelligible

without this plur., comp. § 177 c.

9, comp. Isa. xvi. 2 ; this is Yahve's

righteous determination, and woe to

the instrament (the Chaldean) that

delays the execution of this commis-
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Moab from its joutli, and stiff lieth it on its lees, ] was never

poured from one vessel into the other, and went not into

captivity
; |

wherefore its taste remained in it, and its smell

is not changed.
||
Therefore behold dajs come (saith Tahve) —

and I send it upsetters that upset it, | and its vessels they

empty, and their bottles they break,
|
so that Moab is ashamed of

Kamosh,
|
as they of the house of Israel were ashamed of

Baethel their confidence.
|j
How can ye say " heroes are we,

|

and mighty men for war ?"
||
the destroyer of Moab and its

cities ascendeth—and the choice of his youth goeth down to

the slaughter ! | saith the king Yahve of Hosts his name
; ||

nigh is the distress of Moab to come, and its evil hasteth

fast.
II

Bemoan it all ye round about it, and all that know its

name,
|
say " O how is the strong staff broken, the beautiful

rod !"
II
Come down from glory and sit in shame, community

sion 1 ver. 10.—But does auy one wish

to hear a new i-eason for this punish-

ment ? Ah-eady Moab has been too

long in immovable and stiffened repose,

which though externally prosperous is

inwardly all the more godless, like an

old undisturbed wine that stands un-

moved upon its lees, and the taste of

which does not improve, Sseph. i. 12 :

such morally perilous security may not

continue, Yahve sends to the people wp-

setters who upset it, who turn this

thickening vessel upside down, violently

disturb this moral indifference, yea, at

the same time break in pieces the ves-

sels and bottles themselves, in order that

Moab, thus severely shaken and aroused

from its prosperous repose, may for

once discover the helplessness of his

God, and so acquire a better taste

(judgment), vv. 11-13 ; ver. 13 like vii.

3. It is to be lamented that such a

well preserved, splendid power must de-

cline, that such a glorious staff(sceptre)

must be broken (after Isa. xiv. 29) : but

12, but the entire figure is probably

taken from some older prophet. And
then no boasting on the part of the

powerful warriors of Moab will avail

:

as soon as the destroyer, whom Yahve

must send, ascends, makes the attack

with his full force, the mass of his bravest

soldiers sinks as a herd of cattle as

victims for the slaughter, vv. 14-16.

With this evident antithesis, as well as

ver. 18 where the thought is onh' more

briefly repeated, instead of T^W we
must read ^^tt? and alter the accents,

comp. also vv. 8, 32. Ver. 10 b

"l^nSI is not found in the LXX, and

the omission is poetically almost better.

The tone of vv. 14, 15, is in imitation

of Isa. xix. 1. The vessels and bottles

are the great and small people, comp.

Ps. Ixviii. 31 ; Isa. xxii. 24.

it has become necessary ; let Dibon, this

chief seat of the power of Moab (Isa.

XV. 2), descend from the throne to the

ground, from honour to shame, and let
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of the daughter of Dibon !
(
for the destroyer of Moab ascend-

eth against thee, demolisheth thy stronghokls.
j|
Upon the

way take thy stand and espy, community of 'Aro'er !
|
ask him

that fleeth and her that escapeth, say " how is she done

20 away ?"
||
Moab is ashamed yea it is dismayed, wail and

lament !
|
proclaim at the Arnon that Moab is destroyed !

||

—
And judgment eometh unto the land of the plain,

|
unto

Cholon and unto Yahass, and unto Mopha'ath || unto Dibon

and unto Nebo and unto Baeth-Diblathaim,
1|
and unto Qirya-

thaim and unto Baeth-Gamul and unto Baeth-Me'on,
||
and

unto Qeriyoth and unto Bossra, j and unto all cities of Moab
25 those far off and near

; ||
cut down is the horn of Moab, and its

arm broken,
|
saith Yahve.

||

Make it drunken because it boasted against Yahve,
|
that

Moab choke in his vomit, and become a laughing stock also

himself !
||
Or was not Israel a laughing stock unto thee ? or

art thou found among thieves that tftou as often as thou

grievously smitest him slinkest away?
||
— Leave cities and

dwell in the rock, ye inhabitants of Moab,
|
and be like the

dove that buildeth along the window of a ravine !
|1
We have

heard the haughtiness of Moab who is exceedingly haughty,
|

his pride and haughtiness, his arrogance and exaltation of

30 heart
; ||

I know (saith Yahve) his insolence and the falseness

of his boastings,
|
the falseness they did.

||
Therefore must I

wail over Moab, and for all Moab lament,
|
and bemoan the

'Aro'er, the great border city of Moab, the antithesis that SX3!J, ver. 18, can-

with commiseration ask the crowds of not signify thirst, ahhough perhaps

fhgitives of all kinds about the causes the points may follow this significa-

of the calamity ! vv. 17-19 ; at the tion ; we must refer to the Aram.
Arnon, the most southern border- SX23? and 3?^^ (37ilJ),comp. the Arab,

stream, its sad fate cannot be hidden, sami'a and ivadama, which supply

ver. 20. Andthis judgment comes upon the idea of something dark, dirty.

all the cities of Moab, as they are here nt^^pS, ver. 19, appears to be thus

almost all of them enumerated in long pointed simply on account of the rhyme,

succession, vv. 21-25. It is plain from comp. § 173 ^.

4-5. But the chief crime of Moab is contempt should be thrown back upon

its haughty contempt of Yahve, as this itself, by its being made, like a drunken

is further described in the next two man, the scorn of all. These somewhat

strophes. For this it deserves that the strong figures follow Isa. xix. 14; Hab.
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men of Q ir-Hares :
||
of the tears of Ya'zer will I weep for

thee thou vine of Sibma,
|
thou whose branches went over the

sea, reached unto the sea of Ya'zer :
|
upon thy fruit and vine

harvest the destroyer fell,
||
and joy and rejoicing is taken

from the fruit-field and the land of Moab,
|
and wine I cause to

fail from the wine-presses unpressed, the wild noise is noise

without noise !
||
From the cry of Chesbon unto El'ale unto

Tahass they loudly call,
|
from Ssdar unto Choronaim,

'Eglath-Shelishiya :
|
yea Mmrim's waters also become de-

35 sorts,
II
and I take for Moab, saith Tahve,

|
—every one that

ascendeth a height and burneth incense to his God.
||

5.

Therefore my heart soundeth like flutes concerning Moab,
|

and my heart soundeth like flutes regarding the men of Qir-

Hares
; |

therefore perisheth the surplus they had gained :
||

for every head is bald, and every beard shorn,
|
upon all the

hands are furrows, and upon all the loins sackcloth
; ||

upon all

Moab's housetops and upon its market places is only

mourning,
j
—because I break Moab in pieces,' as a displeasing

ii. 15, 16, and were not strange in those

times ; they are found elsewhere in

Yeremya in a somewhat milder form,

xiii. 13 and ch. xxv. But they are in

this case explained more especially by

the words that follow : inasmuch as

Moab, which ace. 2 Kings xxiv. 2 had

taken part in the last attack upon

Jerusalem, just like Edom, or even

more than Edom, had indulged its

ancient hatred against Israel in the

most wanton and base manner, had

derided this unfortunate people with

the utmost contempt, and yet when it

had brought upon it all possible scorn

and injury had afterwards always main-

tained that it had not done it, it seemed

that in the way just indicated it only

met with its just divine retribution, so

that it is immediately added, or ivas not

the object of thy ridicule Israel? or,

which is still worse, belongest thou,

may be, to the thieves that thou, as

thieves that protest their innocence

when they are caught, as often as thou

sviitest him severely afterwards basely

and dishonestly slinkest away ? Such

brief words were then intelligible enough

to people who had only just experienced

the history. Instead of the K'tMb

nWlittS we must read jHS^QS, a

trace of which appears to be preserved

in the LXX ; it is a favourite figure of

Yeremya's, ii. 26. The word TTlinn,
unlike xxxi. 18, is derived from TTD ;

and ryiS"^ must be read, ace. to the

exactly similar passage xxxi. 20, instead

of VJ'^l^'^r, the LXX appearing to

have a trace of that reading also.

—

Therefore,flee ye Moabites into the cavesl

ver. 28 : for your haughtiness has as-

suredly not been hid from Yahve, vv. 29,

30, after Isa. xvi. 6 (the accents separate

I'D from V"T3 without cause) ; and

already loud lamentation may be made

over the certain destruction of all their

fruitful fieldSjVV. 31-34,freely repi'oduced

after Isa. xvi. 7-10 ; xv. 4, 6 ; strange to say
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vessel, saith Yahve.
||
—O how is it dismayed how they wail,

liow turneth Moab the back ashamed,
|
so that Moab becometh

40 a laughing stock and a dismaying for all round about ! ||
For

thus saith Yahve : behold as the eagle will he sail
|
and spread

his wings towai'ds Moab
; ||

the cities are taken and the fast-

nesses stormed,
( so that the heart of the heroes of Moab on

that day is like that of a woman in labour,
||
and Moab is

destroyed as a nation,
j
because it boasted against Yahve !

||

6.

A panic and a pitfall and a prey-trap are upon thee, inhabi-

tant of Moab ! saith Yahve
; ||

he that hath fled from the

panic falleth into the pitfall, and he that getteth up from the

pitfall is taken by the trap :
|
for I bring upon it upon Moab

nnrr'', ver. 31, instead of the first

person only remains almost verbally

from Isa. xvi. 11 (comp. below ver.

3C).* The meaning of the words from

Tfn to the end, ver. 33, appears to

be : the incessant uproarious noise of

the harvest has now no noise, has become

silent : the force of the repeated

"TT^rr is thus brought out, but the

accents must then be altered and

T]"1'7^. must be read.—After ver. 35,

containing only Yeremya's own thoughts

and language (comp. i. 16; vii. 9, 31;

xi. 12 ; xix. 4, 5), has been appended as

new matter to give a firmer close to the

strophe, the description of the great

lamentation, after Isa. xvi. 11 ; xv. 7,

6. Therefore, the final conclusion

runs, an escape is impossible: pa^iic and

pitfall amd preytrap, literally terror and

pitfall and snare (a paronomasiaf that

is copied with its exposition " Isa."

xxiv. 17), endless dangers of all kinds

2, 3, proceeds, vv. 36-38, and only the

conclusion, ver, 38 b, again is new,

comp. xxii. 28. But if any one wonders

how the great change for the worse in

the affairs of Aloab can be possible, ver.

39, comp. vv. 1, 20, 26, the answer is,

that when the eagle-like conqueror

(Nabukodrossor) shall fly thither, the

proud nation will be sufficiently humbled

and punished for its contempt of Yahve,

vv. 40-42 ; the end of this strophe thus

returns to the commencement of the

previous one. The house-tops are men-

tioned, ver, 38, together with the

market-places as the places of public

exhibitions of both joy and sorrow, as

in Isa. xxii. 1.

come upon itl vv. 43, 44. And are

those who flee therefrom probably safe

from the snare, from fresh peril, in the

protection of the strong fortification of

Chesbon?—O, no, the discourse at once

rejilies, it is just from this ancient city,

* The exact meaning of this sentence is not clear, although in the second

edition the author has added the words "almost verbally from Isa xvi. 11."

—

Tr.

f The author's representation of the paronomasia is : knall undfall undfalle;

Hitzig's, grauen, grahen, gam; Cheyne's (on Isa. xxiv. 17), a fear, a fall, and a

fowler.—Tr.

3. 14
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45 the year of their punishment, saith Yahve. || In the shadow of

Chesbon have they rest from the trap that flee ?
|
—no, fire

goeth forth from Chesbon, and flame from the hearth of

Sihon,
I

and devoureth the brow of Moab, and the crown of

the head of the sons of tumtdt;
||
woe tinto thee Moab, the

people of Kamdsh hath perished,
|
for thy sons are taken

captive, and thy daughters into captivity. ||—But I turn the

fortunes of Moab at the end of the days, saith Yahve. ||

Thus far what is due unto Moab.

the ancient seat of the Amorite king is found in the model Num. xxi. 28).

—

Sihon, that a mighty fire proceeds, to But with all the greater significance is

devour Moab from the top to the heard, after this long severe denuncia-

bottom, from the side to the crown of tion, the consoling reservation, ver. 47.

the head ! vv. 45, 46, very freely after The phrase rT^D^ 21^7 can ac-

Num. xxi. 28, 29; xxiv. 17. Instead of cording to such passages (comp. also

nbtt it is better to read nSJD, with xxx. 18; xxxiii. 11 ; Lam. ii. 14;

Theod., without which emendation this Ez. xvi. 52; Job xlii. 10; Ps. cxxvi. 1, 4)

last sentence cannot become the natural only signify to turn the turn of a person

continuation of what has gone before

;

in calamity, i.e., to pardon and liberate

and instead of y'D.'D we rightly expect him ; JT'SK? the same as n2'*27,

rr^Sip (in place of n'^"lpip which Ps. cxxvi. 1 ace. § 165 b.

IV.

—

'Amman.

Ch. XLIX. 1-6.

xlix.

1 Of the sons of 'Ammon.

These people, dwelling to the north of Moab, had taken ad-

vantage of the troubles of the kingdom to occupy the territory

of the tribe of Gad that had been early carried off by the

Assyrians, and determined not to surrender it again, 2 Kings

XV. 29, comp. Amos i. 13-15. The first of the two short

strophes declares that in this respect justice shall again prevail,

while the second rebukes the vain confidence of the people in

its fruitful district.

1.

Thus saith Yahve: Hath Israel no sons, or hath he no

heir ?
]
wherefore hath Milkom inherited Gad, and doth his
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people dwell in his cities ?
||
—Therefore behold dajs come

(saith Yahve)—and I cause Rabba* of the sons of 'Ammon to

hear alarm of war, | that she becometh a waste mound, and

her daughtersf burn in fire :
|
then Israel inheriteth his heirs

saith Yahve.
||
Wail Chesbon, that she is laid waste in ruins !

|

cry ye daughters of Rabba gird you with sackcloth, lament

and run away through the penfolds,
|
that Milkom goeth into

captivity, his priests and princes together !
[|

Why gloriest thou in the valleys, in the luxuriance of thy

, valley thou rebellious daughter, | that trusteth to her treasure.s

" who will come unto me ?"
||
Behold I bring upon thee a

terror (saith the Lord Yahve of Hosts) from all sides round

about thee, I that ye be driven forth every one straight away,

with no one gathering the fugitives ! || —But afterward I

will turn the fortune of the sons of 'Amnion, saith Yahve. ||

1. The Massora has the punctuation

37Q in this passage and in the

passage that serves everywhere as the

model, Amos i. 13-15, as if it were

their hing. But this is wholly unsuit-

able in ver. 3, and it may be said of an

idol god (hke the Ammonite Milkom,

1 Kings xi. 5) that it goes into cap-

tivity, when enemies carry away its

precious image, Hos. x. 5 ;
" Isa."

xlvi. 1 sq.; in Amos, however, nothing

is said of the priests, and to what extent

it is probable that the word is to be

taken in Amos as Milkom has been

considered, Vol. I. p. 164.—The neigh-

2. The country is here addressed in

an entirely different manner, not prima-

rily the people or the capital: and since

the folds of both these countries, Moab
and Amnion, which were so rich in

herds upon their fruitful soil (2 Kings

iii. 4), had been already mentioned at

the end of the previous strophe, ver. 3,

the valleys are now brought forward,

bouring capital Chesbon, xlviii. 4.5,

comp. xlix. 23, shall bewail the complete

ruin of the capital, and the small country

towns, running to and fro in despair and

like the folds of the field in wild con-

fusion, shall lament the captivity of the

idol of the city, surrounded by the

priests and princes ; ^37, ver. 3, is

therefore of the same meaning as ^ri.

ver. 2, and an Ammonite city of the

name of Fai, as the LXX suppose,

which is found nowhere else and which

would be in this connexion very sur-

prising, is not to be thought of.

ver. 4, which are also comprehensively

styled the valley by way of poetical

variety. The last particular is in con-

formity with a peculiarity of style

which Yeremya elsewhere affects, xlvii.

5 ; xlviii. 8 ; xxi. 13 ; xxxi. 40 : but

when the LXX discover here and xlvii. 5

the p2V 'EvaKi/i (see History of Israel,

1.230^(1. p 330 sq.)), that is scarcely

i.e., the capital or mother city.
f"

i.e., the smaller cities.

14 *
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anything more than a learned conceit. treasures are mentioned. A terror, as

— DT that which overflows must sig- xlviii. 43; straight away {vor sich hin),

nify abundance, fruitfulness, comp. Job in the greatest possible haste, Amos
XX. 17, 22, hence in the next member iv. 3; " Isa." xlvii. 15.

V.

—

EdSm.

Ch. XLIX. 7-22.

7 Of Edom.

For tlie purpose of censuring, in four sliorfc strophes, the

two prime errors of the Idumeans, their false wisdom and their

proud confidence in their secure position, Yeremya takes for

the foundation of his remarks especially the older piece against

Edom which has been preserved under the name of 'Obadya

(see Vol. II, p. 278) ; it is easy to recognize the additions that

are peculiarly his own, and we thus observe that he borrows

from that piece sentences and words that are not to be found

in the present book of 'Obadya. The names of the cities

Thceman and Bossra that occur here most frequently have been

taken evidently from Amos i. 12 (comp. Vol. I, p. 164).

Thus saith Yahve of Hosts : Is there no longer wisdom in

Thseman ?
|
hatli counsel perished from the prudent, is their

wisdom poured out ?
||
Flee ye turn, endeavour to stay in the

depth ye inhabitants of Dedan ! |
for the calamity of ' Esau

I bring upon him, the time of his punishment.
||
—If vintagers

come unto thee, do they not leave behind gleanings ?
|

If

thieves in the night, they destroy what Is suflBcIent for them :
||

10 but I make 'Esau bare, I uncover his hiding-places, conceal

himself he cannot
; |

his seed Is destroyed, and his brethren

and neighbours and he is not !
j]

1. In one of the principal cities of friends of Edom (comp. ver. 10), can

Edom, Thaiman, the wise and magnates only be exhorted not to joui'ney through

who are at other times so boastful Edom's high rock-clefts (ver. 16), but

appear in the threatening day of rather to flee into the deepest recesses

calamity suddenly to have lost all their in order not to be also overtaken by the

wisdom (comp. Obad. ver. 8), and the punishment, vv. 7, 8, from Isa. xxi. 13,

tradingpeopleof Dedan, neighbours and There is no occasion for a perf.
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Leave tliy orphans, I will preserve them,
| and thy widows

may trust in me !
||
For thus saith Yahve : behold they to whom

it is not due to drink the cup—will still drink it :
|
and thou

thyself wouldst go unpunished?
|
that thou shalt not ! but thou

wilt drink !
||

for by myself I swear (saith Yahve)—that a

horror a scorn, an astonishment and a curse will Bossra

become,
|
and all her cities dry-places for ever.||

A message I heard from Yahve, whilst a messenger was
sent amongst the nations

|

" gather ye together and come
15 against it, and arise to the war!"

||
for behold small have I

made thee among the nations, despised amongst men :
||
thy

thoughtlessness and the haughtiness of thy heart deceived

thee,
I
thou that dwellest in rock-clefts, that chitchest the

height of the hill :
|
though thou makest thy nest high as the

eagle,—thence I bring thee down ! saith Yahve
; ||

that Edom

Jlppyn here and ver. 30, comp.

§ 227 d; and instead of -ISi^n, §§

138 b, 226 a, 1253(1 might also very

well be read, ace. ver. 24 ; xlvi. 5, 21

;

xlvii. 3.— No artifices and cunning

strategies with a view of escaping com-

plete pillage will be of any avail, vv.

9, 10, freely reproducing 'Obad. vv. 5, 6.

Instead of a perf. nSnS, which in
T : v

2. Edom's punishment is unalterably

fixed : let it submissively commit the

multitudes of orphans and widows,

which it must of necessity obtain, to the

true God, that he may care for them,

this is the best counsel the prophet can

3. Or will Edom inconsiderately rely

upon its strong castles Tha;man, Bossra,

etc. ? This also is useless I Vv. 14-16

following closely the commencement of

the older prophecy Obad. vv. 1-4,

whilst the conclusion, vv. 17, 18, re-

veals in every word Yeremya's own

jieculiar manner. The rare word

this construction is very hard, nhn3
might be read, ace. § 240 a and c ; for

the circumlocution with the perf. in two
clauses and if he conceah himself lie is

still unable is unnecessarily cumbrous,

comp. ver. 23. Still the vocalisation

may perhaps be retained, ace. § 240 d.

—For

give it; if even Israel, the chosen nation,

must drink the cup of calamity, how
much more Edom! vv. 11-13, after

XXV. 15 sq. As regards HXitt? and

;i~in ver. 13 and 17, comp. ver. 20
;

XXV. 9 ; ii. 12.

"rn^bsn, ver. 16, for which the

context requires some such meaning as

thoughtlessness (comp. the Chaldee

V">-}Q thoughtless, b for -), as the LXX
and the Targ. still understand it with

tolerable correctness, comp. History of

Israel, IV. p. 50 note (III. p. 505 note)'),

is very remarkable, and is not found in
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become a horror,
|
tLat everyone passing by it be astonished

and hiss at all its punishments !
||
as Sodom and Gamorrha

and its neighbours are overtvirned, saith Yahve, ] no one will

dwell there, and not a son of man sojourn in it.
||

4.

Behold as a lion will he advance from the high-flood of

Yordan to the rock -pasture : \ at the twinkling of an eye will

I snatch it from her, and he who is chosen set over her ! [
for

who is like me and who will summon me ? and what shepherd

20 is that that would stand before me ?
||

Therefore hear ye

Yahve's counsel which he hath taken concerning Eddm, and

his thoughts which he hath thought concerning Thaeman's

inhabitants :
|
surely they will be seized upon these weak

sheep, surely their pasture will be horrified at them !
|1
at the

sound of their fall the earth trembleth,
|
the cry—in the sea

of reeds is heard its sound.
||
Behold as the eagle he will

mount up and take flight and spread his pinions towards

Bossra,
1
that the heart of the heroes of Edom becometh on

that day like the heart of a woman in labour.
||

our book of 'Obadya evidently contrary place ; but with regard to the following

to the original text; the constraclion of words, the position they hold in -Obadya

the verse itself, with large or double is more correct, the masc. S'ti7n un-

members, gives the word a very suitable doubtedly originally followed ^TTT.

4. Nabukodrossor is most plainly with horror at their calamity, and the

referred to as he who shall advance terrible sound of the overthrow with

like a lion from the swollen (xii. 5), i.e., the lamentation of the fallen shall be

northern, Yordan against the rock- heard as far as the Red Sea, vv. 19-21;

pastures, i.e., rocky Edom with its or rather, as an eagle will the conqueror

secui'e castles, and as the chosen of approach, ver. 22, after xlviii. 40, 41.

Yahve take possession of them after the In vv. 19-21 there is much that has an

present inhabitants have been expelled

:

antiquated sound : thoughts and words

what shepherd or national prince will are principally like " Zech." xi. 1-7;

be able to stand before this lion as led xiii. 7. The expression n27'^H"lM "^2,

by Yahve ? On the contrary, as easily when I shall move the eyes, i.e., in the

as the weakest sheep (ace. "Zech." xi. 7) twinkling of an eye, in a moment, in

will the Idumcans be seized upon as by supported by a parallel usage Prov. xii.

dogs (alter the figures xv. 3; xxii. 19), 19 only, and "'aT'^V, ver. 19, appears

60 that their own land shall be filled to be borrowed from Job ix, 19.
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VI.

—

Damascus.

Ch. XLIX. 23-27.

23 Of Damascus.

Nothing is known to us about the condition at that time of

this kingdom, which had been so powerful centuries before ; it

is certain that it had lost its importance, neither had Yeremya
much to say with reference to it; comp. however xxxv. 11,

whence it may be inferred that it was at that time a vassal

state of the Chaldeans. After the picture of human amaze-

ment at the overthrow of this kingdom has been sketched, as

the imagination beholds it as already accomplished, w. 23-25,

the higher explanation and confirmation thereof is added, w.
26, 27. The piece, like the last one, vv. 85-39, may be con-

sidered as not exceeding one strophe.

Ashamed is Chamath and Arpad, for an evil message they

heard dismayed;
|
their mind is in trouble, rest it cannot.

||

Damascus is unnerved, turneth herself to flee, and mortal

terror she conceiveth,
|
anguish with pangs seize her like a

woman in labour :
||

" O how is not deserted the famous city,

25 the place of my joy !
"

||

Therefore her youths will fall in the streets,
j
and all the men

of war become silent on that day, saith Yahv6 of Hosts
; ||

and

I kindle fire in the walls of Damascus,
j
which may devour

Benhadad's palaces

!

At the very first prophetic message the bitter lamentations are heard which

(n3?JD2^, ver. 23, repeated from ver. its people poor forth in the hour of

14) of' evil import concerning the danger, because their great city is

approaching fall of Damascus, the im- already as it were wholly deserted and

portant cities of the neighbourhood are abandoned of its inhabitants who flee

thrown into great alarm, feeling that from it in trembling haste, vv. 24, 25

;

their judgment is also at hand, ver. 23, with ver. 25 comp. iv. 29 and Isa.

comp. ver. 3; and how completely help- xxxii. 13. The unusual word ""S, ver.

less is the condition of Damascus itself 23, must have some such significance as

when it is more closely inspected and mind, heart, probably abbreviated from
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^"*3 understanding, comp. Arabic ta- pose the seaC is meant; andthe words

laiya in the V. conj., also iaha and "l8a."lvii. 20, where only the lastmember

wahiha, to understand, observe : with is repeated, do not in any way support

regard to the noun HDST as predicate, such a supposition. The words ver. 25

see § 296 b. For it is not possible to sup- are from a popular song of the time.

VII.

—

Arabia.

Ch. XLIX. 28-33.

28 Of Qedar and tlae kingdoms of Chassor, wliicli Nabuko-

drossor the King of Babel conquered.

Chassor, which is here, vv. 28, 30, 33, plainly mentioned

along with Qedar, Isa. xxi. 16, 17, as a country or a tribe of

nomadic Arabs, cannot therefore be the once powerful capital

of a Canaanite kingdom this side the Yordan, Hist, of Israel,

II. 253 (II. 356). We might be more inclined to suppose that it

might in this place be only another pronunciation of '^^'^'^., a

country (Iturea) that is properly mentioned along with Qedar

and belongs with the latter to the category of the sons of the

East (Saracens) Gen. xxv. 15 ; 1 Chr. v. 19, just as still later

the Nabathaeans appear in conjunction with the tribe of Qedar,

and finally are found ruling alone. It might then be recognized

in Bat^atwp, conquered by Saul according to the LXX, 1 Sam.

xiv. 47, if we read Bat^ao-wp instead. If these interchanges

of letters cannot, however, be substantiated, the question

would arise whether we may not discover in this Chassor

Hatra or Hatara, which once flourished in the desert of

Mesopotamia, the Arabic orthography of which al-Hadr

points to an original y ; this land appears in later times as a

survival of ancient Midian, comp. Ammianus Marc. xxv. 8;

Assemani's bibl. orient, iii. 2, p. rccix j Abulfeda's geogr. p.

284; Par. Journ. As. 1841, ii. p. 500 sq. The humiliation of

these nomadic Arabs is represented in two short strophes as

easy ; and that this was subsequently done is observed at the

commencement in the heading.
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1.

Arise advance against Qedar, and lay waste the sons of the

East !
II
their tents and flocks let men take, their curtains and

all utensils and camels carry off from them,
|
and cry unto

30 them: " horror round about!"
||
Take ye flight flee fast, seek

to dwell in the depth ye inhabitants of Chassor ! saith Yahve:
|

for T^abukrodossor king of Babel hath concluded a decree con-

cerning you, and thought concerning you a thought.
||

2.

Arise advance against a tranquil securely dwelling people,

saith Yahve, I' that hath neither door nor bar, that settleth

alone, ||
in order that their camels may become a booty and

the abundance of their wealth in cattle a prey,
|
that I scatter

them into all winds, they that are shorn on their temples,

)

and from all their sides bring their trouble ! saith Yahve.
||

For Chassor will become a lair of jackals, a desolation for

ever,
|
no one will dwell there, and no son of man sojourn in

it.
II

1-2. The words of this and the it is not a genuine nomadic people that

following pas.'^age are quite those ordi- is referred to.—As regards they that are

narily used by Yeremya ; the second shorn on the tenvples, ver. 32, see on

strophe only works out the same thing ix. 25; ver. 33 like ver. 18. Instead of

in a different way. On Ip'^a.S^n, CH^'bl?, ver. 30, almost all MSS.
ver. 30, see above ver. 8.—The descrip- have the better reading 3'*71? : yet in

tion ver. 31 is the exact opposite of tliat other cases also the discourse makes a

of Deut. iii. 5, although in the latter change in the last member from the

passage it is precisely the cities of the second person to the greater repose of

north-east that are described : but there the third.

— 'AeluiU.

Ch. xLix. 34-39.

34 That which came as f^'d of Yahve unto the prophet

Yeremya concerning 'Aelam, in the beginning of the reign of

Ssedeqia king of Yuda, in this wise :

The relation to Yuda of this people, whicli is uot elsewhere

met with in such denunciations, is uot further known to us.
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But inasmuch as the threat is in a very special manner so

framed as if the chastisement were meant to proceed not from

Nahukodrossor but immediately from Yahve^ and inasmuch as

the piece is placed exceptionally precisely at the commence-

ment of the reign of Ssedeqia, it is probable that the uncivil-

ized and warlike ' Aelamites (Isa. xxii. 6) had shortly before,

as allies of the Chaldeans, assisted in procui*ing the dethrone-

ment of Yoyakhin and the first extensive exile of the nation,

and had therein manifested special barbarity ; comp. Ez. xxxii.

24.

The fact that the LXX have the heading twice, once briefly

and then at length at the end of the piece, only shows that two

different readings have got mixed together in the present text

of this translation.

35 Thus saith Yahve of Hosts : Behold I break the bow of

'Aelam, the head of their strength,
||
and bring upon 'Aelam

four winds from the four ends of the heavens, and scatter

them unto all these winds,
|
that there be no more such a

nation whither 'Aelam's outcasts coine not.
|1
For I cause

'Aelam to be dismayed before their enemies and their deadly

foes,
I

I bring upon them evil, the heat of my wrath (saith

Yahve),
|
and send the sword after them, until I consume

them
; II

I set my throne in 'Aelam, and destroy from there

king and princes ! saith Yahve.
||

Nevertheless at the end of the days I will turn 'Aelam's

fortunes, saith Yahve.
||

Ver. 35 : that the bow was the chief heavy artillery. Ver. 37 c after Amos
weapon of the 'iElamites, had already ix. 4. With great emphasis it is said

been indicated, Isa. xxii. 6 : but it was my throne, ver. 38, executing as a judge

generally the principal weapon of many the punishment, not as in other cases

ancient nations, as it answered to our employing Nabukodrossor.

2. Israel's p\inishvient in relation to that of all other nations.

Oh. xxv.

If this is the fate of the heathen nations, there arise two

other questions. First, what will be the fate of Israel com-
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pared witli theirs, less or equally severe ? After all tliat lias

been said and complained above at sucb length with regard to

Israel, the answer to this question cannot be doubtful. Yet

inasmuch as the foreign nations have now been brought into

comparison, it is well that it should be distinctly declared, Israel

must endure the same great punishment equally with the

heathen, yea, as God's people before them, because the more

plainly the divine will became known to it the more it sinned.

The second question concerns the nation to which, as an ex-

ception from all the rest, indeed, as the invincible instrument

of the divine chastisement, prominence is here everywhere

given before all others, the Chaldeans. Shall this proud

heathen nation continue for ever to rule as it has begun, and

to trample down the rest of the nations ? Certainly, so pro-

foundly sagacious a prophet could not, like so many other pro-

phets of his time, foretell the immediate overthrow of the

new Chaldean empire : he discerned far too clearly the coui-age

and the strength of the young Nabukodrossor, the moral de-

generacy and effeminacy of the rest of the nations, the distance

of the great crisis of the history of all the kingdoms of that

time. But as a genuine prophet he can still less assume that

this reign of the Chaldeans will be the end of the ages and the

final destination of the divine government of the world. Ac-

cordingly, to his prophetic eye, as it glances into the near and

the distant future, there remains nothing but the truth, that in

the end the Chaldeans also will fall, but it will not be for a con-

siderable period. The time of their fall he conceived as a distant

future quite unlike the immediate future, a future which could

not then be further described or more definitely indicated than

as of such an exceedingly general character that it would be the

time of the third generation from that day, on the fringe of

the horizon of the present, after 70 years (a generation being

supposed to be about 25-30 years), xxv. 11, 12 ; xxvii, 7 ; xxix.

10 ; comp. thereon, as the best explanation according to the

view of contemporaries, xxix. 28 ; Hezeqiel iv. 6 ; xxix. 11-16,
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speaks similarly of 40 years. Yeremyd was unable to pro-

phecy regarding the future of the Chaldeans more than this,

which was at that time a very bold and definite, yet brief and

circumspect oracle.

The answer of both these questions is supplied by the pro-

phet in the first strophe in the brief and comprehensive form,

that Israel will fall by the Chaldeans, just like the smTounding

nations that have been considered, on account of its incorrigi-

bility—until in a more distant futui'e the end of the Chaldeans

also will come, vv. 3-14. It appears clearly from the manner

in which the heathen are spoken of, w. 9, 11 ('^all these nations

round abouf ) that this oracle concerning Israel presupposes

the foregoing pieces : and the reason for special reference to

seven nations only, is to be found in the use of this round

number and in the fact that for many reasons it appeared both

unnecessary and impossible to speak with equal fulness of each

of the others.—And as Yeremya likes to close all his longer

discourses with the presentation of a symbolical image, he

asserts in this instance also, that at the command of Yahve he

is compelled to present to all nations, with Israel at the head,

the cup full of wine of burning punishment : for, first, this

image of the cup of death with which Yahve makes drunken

and hurls into the dust him that is ripe for punishment, had in

this century long been in common use (see, for instance, above,

xiii. 13 ; xlix. 12; Ps. Ixxv. etc.) ; and, secondly, the threats

and announcements of punishment on the part of the true

prophet are so far from being without effect, that his terrible

word must of itself become as it were a cup of death to the

man whom it strikes : so that when it had at some time seemed

to the prophet that Yahve had commissioned him to present to

all nations the cup of death, the entire position and relation of

these things from the divine point of view appeared to him

only in a compressed symbol. And this second strophe, vv.

15-29, which has.grown somewhat long by the detailed refer-

ence to all the nations, is followed by a third, vv. 30-38, which
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closes the piece with all the greater firmness and incisiveness,

with the most solemn assurance that such a universal punish-

ment shall come in the immediate future upon all nations, and

that already the first throes of it are revealed.

The piece, like those ch. xlvi-xlix, is originally from the first

large edition : yet it may, according to ver. 9, contain a few

additions from the last.

1 The word which came to Teremya to all the people of Yuda,

in the fourth year of Yoyaqim son of Yosia king of Yuda,

that is the first year of Nabukodrossor king of Babel ; which

the prophet Yeremya spake to all the people of Yuda and unto

all inhabitants of Jerusalem in this wise :

1.

From the thirteenth year of Yosia son of 'Amon king of

Yuda unto this day [ —these three and twenty years came

Yahve's word unto me, and I spake unto you always zealously

—but ye hearkened not
; ||

and Yahve sent unto you all his

servants the prophets sending most zealously
[

— but ye

5 hearkened not and inclined not your ear to hear—
||
saying

" Turn now every one from his evil way, and from the evil of

your doings :
|
so shall ye dwell upon the ground which Yahve

gave unto you and your fathers for ever and ever !
|1
and

follow not other gods to serve them and to do homage unto

them,
I

lest ye provoke me to anger by the deed of your hands,

and T do you harm !"
||
—but ye hearkened not unto me, saith

Yahve,
I

in order to provoke me to anger by the deed of your

hands, that it may go ill with you.
||
—Therefore thus saith

Yahve of Hosts : because that ye heard not my words,
||

behold I will send and take all the families of the N"orth

(saith Yahve), and Nabukodrossor king of Babel my servant,
|

I bring them over this land and over its inhabitants, and

over all these nations round about,
|
and curse them and

make them a horror and a hissing, and to eternal desola-

10 tions,
II
and destroy from them the sound of mirth and of

gladness, the sound of the bridegroom and of the bride,
|
the

sound of a mill and shining of a light,
||

that this whole land

become a desolation and a horror, |
and these nations serve the
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king of Babel seventy years. || But when seventy years are

full, I vs^ill visit* upon that nation (saitli Yalive) their trans-

gression :t
I

for them also will many nations and great kings

subjugate,
|
and I recompense them according to their conduct,

according to the deed of their hands.

It is indicated in the heading that

this discourse was (at least substan-

tially) delivered publicly: which we can

easily suppose possible ; and as this was

indicated somewhat too briefly ver. 1,

it is stated over again more definitely

ver. 2.—The second definition of time

is not found in the LXX, is nevertheless

probably not to be ascribed to an early

reader who might insert it to facilitate

the correct reckoning of the commence-

ment of the 70 years, ver. 11, but

original, as a similar one which the

LXX retain, xxxii. 1, corresponds with

it.

1 . Except the final oi-acle concerning

the inquisition to which the Chaldeans

also will be one day subjected, the

words of this sti'ophe have almost all

been frequently met with above, as ver.

9, comp. xix. 8 ; ver. 10, comp. vii. 34
;

xvi. 9. We have already said, ante p.

90, that the words placed in the margin

from vv. 12, 13, were not in the original

text : the further grounds for this con-

clusion are as follows. The LXX
omitted the words "T ^32 "jbtt "hv

and, further, D>ia73 V"^^ ^2?\
which were not inserted at a very

suitable place, and also the similar addi-

tion, ver. 26: and there is no conceiva-

ble reason for their having done this

arbitrarily. It is true the following

words appear in the present text of the

LXX, but ver. 13 betrays itself by the

strange use of the name of Yeremya as

not original, and is manifestly intended

in anticipatory reference to the later

addition, ch. 1. li. But the intermediate

words nbi^ niaati^b in« ^r\^\D^

are thereby rendered doubtful, and

as a fact Yeremya never speaks

thus of the Chaldeans, indeed, we

meet with these words again in this

form (although their thought is so often

expressed by Yeremya in innumerable

other forms) only li. 26, 62. If the

interpolated words are left out, the

nexus of the thought is restored, we
have a forcible antithesis between the

present subjugation of the numerous

nations by the Chaldeans and the future

subjugation of the Chaldeans by other

equally numerous nations, and the

whole thought of the passage is ex-

pressed briefly and forcibly, yet plainly

and fully, indeed, just as Yeremya ex-

pi'esses it again, xxvii. 7. Cntt"irrni,

ver. 9, is doubtful, because Yeremya

never uses this word, which frequently

occurs elsewhere and also ch. I., li.,

nor the cognate noun D^n curse,

anathema. Further, the words '33 vSlT

and, to Ndbuko&rossor the Icing of

Babel my servant, ver. 9, which are

also omitted by the LXX, might ap-

pear doubtful : but from the similarity

of the passages, xxvii. 6 ; xliii. 10,

there is no sufficient ground for sus-

picion, if only nW is read instead of

* u^on the king of Babel and

f and wpon the land of the Chaldeans,
\
and mahe it eternal

wastes,
II
and I bring upon that land all my words which I have

spoken concerning it,
\
everything written in this book, that

Yeremya prophesied concerning all the nations.
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2.

15 For thus said Yahve Israel's God unto me: Take this cup of

wine of fury from my hand and cause to drink it all the

nations to whom I send thee,
||

that they may drink and

wallow and become mad
|
before the sword which I send

among them !
||

So I took the cup from the hand of Yahve,
]

and caused all the nations to drink unto whom Yahve sent

me :
||
Jerusalem and the cities of Yuda, and its kings and

princes,
|
to make them a desolation and a horror, and a. hissing

and a curse forthwith
; ||

Pharaoh the king of Egypt, and his

20 servants and princes, and all his people,
||
and all the vassals

and all the kings of the land of Uss,
j
and all the kings

of the land of the Philistines, Ashqalon and Ghazza and
'Eqron and Ashdod's remnant

; ||
Edom and Moab and the

sons of 'Ammon !
||
and all the kings of Tyrus and all the

kings of Sidon,
|
and the kings of the coast beyond the sea

; ||

Dedan and Thsema and Buz, and all that are shorn upon their

It is the logical outcome of were not inserted before the last edition

Yeremya's thought that Nabukodros.sor

should receive the high distinction of

the name the servant of Yahve, and at

most it could only be said that the words

2. The figure of the cup of fire, or of

wrath, is very soon brought back at the

commencement, vv. 15, 16, to its natural

proportions by the mention of the great

divine sword ; similarly at the end, vv.

28, 29. -The long list of nations, vv. 1 8-

26, does not follow the strictest geogra-

phical order ; but when the entire series

is looked at, a certain order is by no

means wanting. The series begins with

the Holy Land, because it was as a fact

very early exposed to these great world-

storms, and had to suffer severely at the

very commencement of the new Chal-

dean supremacy : in addition to which

the higher consideration has its influ-

ence, that they who are nearest to the

true Sanctuaiy are to be judged first,

and to be corrected most severely

(1 Pet. iv. 17) ; hence at the commence-

ment, ver. 18, the significant word

ntn DV3 noiu forthwith (properly

at 'jpresent, xi. 5; xxxii. 20; xliv. 6,

published by the prophet himself, as

they are certainly not necessary here,

and rather disturb the ease of the ori-

ginal connexion of the discourse.

22, 23) is added, and at the end of the

strophe, vv. 28, 29, the same idea is

still more definitely brought forward,

comp. xlix. 12. The enumeration then

proceeds from the South to the North,

according to the same principle, there-

fore, that is observed in the order of the

pieces ch.xlvi.-xlix., only that in this ca.se

many more nations are brought under

review, and on that account alone the

order is somewhat more closely adhered

to. But the series closes with the most

northernly nations, vv. 25, 26, for the

further reason that they, according to

vv. 9-14, as well as all that Yeremya
says elsewhere, are designed to serve

first as the instruments of the divine

chastisement of the southern nations.

A difficult word which affects the un-

derstanding of the entire series is

n"l27, vv. 20, 24. From Exod. xii.

38 ; Nell. xiii. 3, it appears that the

word denotes foreign nations but such
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temples
; ||

and all the kings of Arabia,
(
and all the

vassal-kings that dwell in the desert, and all the kings

25 of Zimran
; ||

and all the kings of 'Aelam,
|
and all the

kings of Media
; ||

and all the kings of the North, the near

and the distant, one by the other,
[
and all the families

of the earth that are upon the face of the ground.* ||—And
say unto them : thus saith Yahve of Hosts, Israel's God : drink

ye and be drunken and vomit : and fall not rising again | before

the sword that I send among you.
||
But when they refuse to

take the cup out of thy hand,
|
say unto them : thus saith

the Lord of Hosts : Ye must drink !
||
for behold at the city

over which my name is called I begin to work evil : and would

ye escape free ?
|

ye will not escape, but I call the sword upon

all the inhabitants of the earth ! saith Yahve of Hosts.
||

as have entered into the association and

the rights of the state ; when therefore

kings are spoken of, ver. 24, 1 Kings x.

15 ; Ez. XXX. 5, or kings are to be un-

derstood from the connexion, as ver.

20 ; 37, we may represent the word by

some such term as vassal-kings, or

more briefly, vassals. In this passage

the vassal princes would signify, first,

with an entirely general reference to

them, ver. 20, as a current tenn ace.

1 Kings X. 15, the least powerful of the

numerous small nations around Yuda,

and then, ver. 24, in another connexion,

the least powerful of the strictly Ara-

bian nations. For evidently more gene-

ral names are used here and there in

the discourse, and when certain of the

innumerable smaller Semitic peoples

are exceptionally named specially,

notable events appear to be before the

prophet's mind, as e.g., 'Uss, Thajma

and Biiz are named only on account of

the Book of Job. It is plain that the

small Semitic nations reach as far down

the list as ]"ipt. Gen. xxv. 2, as we

must read instead of "'IQt, ver. 25,

following ancient authorities, e.g., the

Peshito, and with another division of

the verses ; on this account it is better

to place the words as far as "'"^^T in

ver. 24. The Phoenician kings beyond

the sea, ver. 22, are, e.g., those of

Kypros, as we now know with more

detail from the Phoenicio-Kyprian in-

scriptions. 'Uss, ver. 20, is placed so

far from the countries, ver. 23, which

according to all that we know of it

from other sources were related to it,

that we might conjecture another land,

connected with Egypt, is intended, espe-

cially as it is here as nowhere else

called V12?n ; the LXX evidently

omitted it altogether simply on account

of this difficulty. The remnant of

AsMod, ver, 20, as xlviii. 5.

?Jt2;tt7, ver. 26, stands for b^S, ac-

cording to the fanciful artifice of the

Atbash, i.e., the retroversion of the

order of the Alphabet,f and it might be

supposed that Yeremya had probably

from prudential motives avoided the

use of the true name. But elsewhere,

vv. 12-14 ; xxvii. 7 ; xxix. 13, he does

not make use of such transcriptions
;

the entire clause as it stands forms so

little an integral portion of the dis-

course from ver. 1 7 to this point that it

* Aoid the Icing of ShesJcak will drinlc after them.

t Comp. Art. Sheshach in Smith's Bible Diet.

—

Tr.
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3.

30 But thou wilt speak unto them all these words,
[
and say

unto them : Yahve will roar from the height and thunder from

his holy tabernacle, | will thunder thunder above his pasture,

will sing the treading-song like vine-treaders over all the in-

habitants of the earth.
1|
N^oise cometh unto the end of the

earth
; |

for a contention hath Yahve with the nations, he

will take judgment against all flesh
; |

the wicked—he hath

devoted them to the sword (saith Yahve).
|| Thus saith Yahve

of Hosts : Behold evil advanceth from nation to nation,
|
and a

great storm will be stirred up from the utmost ends of the earth
; ||

and the slain of Yahve will be on that day from one end of the

earth unto the other,
|
they will not be lamented nor put by

nor buried, for dung upon the face of the ground will they

serve !
||
—Wail ye shepherds and lament, cast yourselves into

the dust ye finest of the sheep :
|
for your days are full, for

slaughter also your fatness, that ye fall like the most precious

35 lambs
; ||

that refuge perisheth from the shepherds,
|
escape

from the finest of the sheep.
||
Hark the lamentation of the

shepherds, and the wailing of the finest of the sheep,
| that

Yahve layeth waste their pasturage,
||
and their peaceful pas-

tures are destroyed
|
before the kindling of the anger of

Yahve ! || he hath left like a lion his thicket,
|

yea their land

is become a waste—before the sword of the mortal destiniction

and before the kindling of his anger.
||

really disturbs it ; and the LXX of these words that are given at ch.

omitted it. Moreover, there are the 1. li.

higher reasons against the genuineness

3. But the prophet shall proclaim as ever the true divine punishment

without shrinking the time of punish- advances like a tempest through all

ment that is about to break upon all nations, the unrighteous will fall in

nations, and verily it will be terrible in heaps, like the unburied slain after a

the extreme : as Amos once said, i. 2, great battle, vv. 32, 3.3, comp. viii. 2.

—

Yahve will begin the judgment, with a Wail, thei'efore, especiallj' ye mighty

lion-voice from above, that shakes the and rich upon that pasture, ye shepherds

world, coming over his pasture, over and ye finest and fattest of the sheep :

his subject world, and at the judgment, the time when the fattest of the lambs

trampling down all opposition like also shall fall as in sacrifice is at hand,

grapes at the vintage, himself sing unto and from that lion of the heavens there

all the treading or winepress song is no escape ! vv. 35, 36 (after Zech.

(comp. li. 14), vv, 30-31; yea, as soon xi. 3 and Amos ii. 14): already they

3. 15
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are heard bewailing the destruction of

their pastures which had just been so

peaceful, that lion has left his thicket,

because the great sword of punishment

must now ravage, vv. 36-38. Thus the

image of the lion and of the shepherds'

pasture as his domain pervades this

entire strophe, ]MlJn "^"T'lM is ex-

explained by its antithesis xlix. 20 and

7S:Jn '^"'327. Zech. xi. 7 which is

in the prophet's mind ; there is a slight

difference x. 21 ; xxiii. 1. It follows

from this that "^"123 must be read,

with the LXX, instead of "^b^S, ver.

34, as also the author of li. 40 (1. 28)

read in this place. I had alieady

observed in my Kritische Grammatih*

p. 186, that D2\m!J1Cm, which

ordinary texts very erroneously point

as a verb, can be nothing else than the

nom. plur. ; and if the word belongs

here at all, we must consider ^DH as

= tti'CtD fat, Ps. cxix. 70, which best

suits the structure of the verse, although

it is contrary to the accents. Instead of

the first ]l~in, ver. 38, Iinn must

be read, ace. xlvi. 16; 1. 16.

The uncommon figure of the treading-

song, ver. 30, would hardly have been

used by the prophet unless he had

shortly before, xlviii. 33, repeated it

from an older prophet. This is also a

confirmation of the fact that the pieces

ch. xlvi.-xlix. had their proper place

originally before ch. xxv.

TfiEEE Historical Supplements concerning true and false

Prophetism.

011. XXVI. XXIX.

In each of tliese supplements there is first a narrative of the

manner in which the prophet had himself laboured, and each

is closed with references to such prophets as either prophesied

what was unmistakably false or else did not defend the truth

with sufficient steadfastness. So far therefore as they are

proof from life of the general discourse against the false

prophets, xxiii. 9 sq., it might be conjectured that these

supplements properly come after ch. xxiv. But the circum-

stance especially is in favour of their present position after

ch. XXV., that they presuppose the prospect regarding the

70 Chaldean years, uttered first ch. xxv., and point back to

it with allusions that occur in them alone, xxvii. 6, 7; xxix. 10,

comp. XXX. 8. As regards their subject-matter also, they are

* 1st ed. 1826, 2nd ed. 1837.— Tr.
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designed more definitely to defend and elucidate the truth that

the Temple and kingdom must in the first place fall, and
accordingly quietness and patience for a long time in Yahve ia

the only thing to be advised : and in this respect they occupy

here their proper place. But the subject-matter itself shows

that though the piece oh. xxvi. had its place already in the

first larger edition of the book, yet the following pieces were

not committed to writing until after the destruction of Jeru-

salem; and the manner of the discourse, e.g., the phrase

Yeremyd the ^proj^het, xxviii. 5-17, shows that here as in ch.

xxix. Barukh used his pen somewhat more freely. But this is

only like what we may observe in the case of the gospel of

John.

1. On the Destruction of the Temple.

Ch. xxvr.

We have here, vv. 1-19, really only a later communication

of the history of that discourse which was given at length ch.

vii.-x., recording how Yeremya when threatened with death by

the ruling false prophets and priests on account of the dis-

course, was nevertheless saved therefrom by his steadfast and

calm defence. The counter-piece is thus formed by w, 20-24,

the narrative of the fate of the prophet Uriya, who although

he prophesied similarly to Yeremya nevertheless met with a

very different end. When he was violently threatened he left

the country from fear, but was seized abroad, brought back,

and put to death by the king Yoyaqim, as by a divine punish-

ment for a fear which was so unworthy a prophet. As there is

no trace of the Chaldeans here and the Egyptian king appears at

that time to have been on friendly terms with Yoyaqim, vv.

20-24, this history must on that account also belong to the

commencement of the reign of Yoyaqim, as is said ver. 1.

xsvi.

1 In the beginning of the reign of Yoyaqim son of Yosia king

of Yuda came the following word from Yahve :

15 *
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Thus saith Yalive : Take thy stand in the court of Yahve's

house, and speak unto all cities in Yuda that are come to wor-

ship in Yahve's house all the words which I commanded thee

to speak unto them,
|
keejD not a word back :

|1
if so be they

may hear and turn every one ivova his evil way,
|
and I repent

me of the evil which I purpose to do unto them for the evil of

their doings
; ||

say thus unto them : Thiis saith Yahve :
|
if ye

hearken not unto me,
|
to walk in my law which I set before

5 you,
II

to hearken unto the words of my servants the pro-

phets whom I send unto you, | and send most zealously but ye

never hearkened :
||
then I make this house like Shiloh,

|
and

this city I make a curse unto all nations of the earth ! || So

the priests and the prophets and all the people heard Yeremya

speak these words in Yahve's house : but when Yeremya had

made an end of speaking all that Yahve had commissioned

him to speak unto the whole people, then the priests and the

prophets and all the people seized him saying " Thou shalt

surely die ! wherefore hast thou prophesied thus in Yahve's

name : like Shiloh shall this house become, and this city with-

out any inhabitant !" and all the people gathered unto

10 Yeremya in Yahve's house.—But when the princes of Yuda
heard these words, they came down from the king's house to

Yahve's house, and sat down before the new gate of Yahve

;

and the priests and the prophets spake unto the princes and to

all the people thus :
" Death this man hath deserved, because

he prophesied concerning this city as ye have heard with your

own ears !" Then spake Yeremya unto all the princes and

unto all the people thus :
" Yahve hath sent me to prophesy

concerning this house and concerning- this city all the words

which ye have heard : therefore make ye good your ways and

works and hearken unto the voice of Yahve your God, that

Yahve may repent him of the evil that he hath spoken con-

cerning you ! But as for me— I am in your hands, do with

15 me as it seemeth good and right unto you : only ye must know
that if ye kill me, that ye bring innocent blood upon your-

selves and this city and its inhabitants ; for in truth Yahve
hath sent me unto you to speak all these words aloud before

you !"—Then said the princes and all the people unto the

priests and the prophets :
" This man hath not deserved death,

but in the name of Yahve our God hath he spoken unto us."
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And some of the elders of tlie land stood up and said unto

the whole assembly of the people :
" Mikha who was from

Moresheth prophesied in the days of Hizqia king of Yuda and

spake then to all the people of Israel thus :
" Thus saith

Yahve of Hosts : Ssion shall be plowed as a field
|
and Jeru-

salem become ruins, and the Temple Hill forest-heights t"
|1
Did

Hizqia king of Yuda and all the people think of putting him

to death ? feared he not Yahve and prayed unto Yahve's face, so

that Yahve repented him of the evil that he had spoken concern-

ing them ? but do we wish to bring a great evil upon our soul ?

This narrative is in itself so simple eomp. Antiquities of Israel, p. 319 sq.

and clear, that it needs no comment of (p. 276 sq.) The whole of ch. xxxvi.

any kind. We mar, however, remark, should be compared, especially ver. 10,

that it shows how powerful also iu with the more detailed description,

those kingdoms the influence of the xxxvi. 10. Ver. 18 reference is made

assembly of the people and its represen- to Mic. iii. 12.

tatives (the Elders) continued to be ;

20 There prophesied also at that time in Yahve's name a certain

man, Uriya son of Sheina'ya from Qiryathye'arim ; and pro-

phesied concerning this city and concerning this land just like

Yeremya. Then king Yoyaqim with all his men of war and

all princes heard his words, and the king sought to kill him :

but Uriya heard that feared fled and came to Egypt. Then

the king Yoyaqim sent men into Egypt, Elnathan son of

'Akhbor and men with him to Egypt : they fetched Uriya

from Egypt and brought him to the king Yoyaqim, and he

smote him with the sword and cast his dead body into the

graves of the common people.—But the hand of Achiqam son of

Shaphan was with Yeremya, that he should not be given into

the hand of the people to slay him.
||

Comp. regarding Elnathan also Jer. xxxvi. 10; xxxix. 14; xl. 5 sq.,

xxxvi. 12, 25. It appears from the how steadfast in the fear of Yahve Achi-

comparison of 2 Kings xxii. 12 sq.
;

qam was with his whole house.

2. Concerniiuj the yoke of the nations.

Ch. xxvii.^ xxviii.

This is the most important of this series of narratives, and

is exactly like a confirmation of ch. xxv. After Ssedeqia had
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been installed by Nebukodrossor as bis vassal^ fresb and wide-

spread discontent under tbe Chaldean yoke nevertheless soon

broke out again amongst tbe people, especially amongst many

of tbe magnates, supported by a multitude of evil priests and

false prophets. And when further, in the fourth year of tbe

new reign, xxviii. 1, ambassadors with similar sentiments and

aims from the surrounding nations arrived iu Jerusalem, for

the purpose of agreeing upon some plan against tbe Chaldean

rule, if possible, it appeared to the prophet high time to

oppose with all his might such imprudent hopes and coun-

sels. And Yeremya believed at that time that he could not

express the certainty concerning the immediate future, as it

ever dwelt in him with the most vivid clearness, in a more

striking way than by taking a yoke, the symbol of subjugation,

upon his own neck and defending before everyone in this

strange equipment the bitter truth to which he submitted

himself without a murmur, the truth, namely, that for the

present there lay nothing in the divine purpose but sub-

mission. And how he appeared thus boldly before everyone

and proclaimed the truth, before the ambassadors of the

foreign nations themselves, xxvii. 2-11, before Ssedeqia, xxvii.

12-15, before the priests and the people assembled in the Tem-

ple, xxvii. 16-22, in all cases speaking the thing that was

fitting, how in doing this there was one of the false prophets

who opposed him publicly and impudently, with whom he had

a most severe conflict, but a conflict that did not fail to receive

the sign and seal of victory won purely by higher divine

power, ch. xxviii.—all this he here narrates at length. His

labours also appear to have been rewarded at that time with

speedy success, since we learn from li. 59 that Ssedeqia made

a journey in the same year to Babylon, manifestly to do homage

afresh, and then remained there in peace for some years.

In the beginning of the reign of Ssedeqia son of Yosia king

of Yuda came the following word unto Yeremya from Yahve

:
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Thus said Yahve unto me : Make tliee bonds and yokes and

put them upon thy neck ! and send them unto the king of

Edom, and unto the king of Moab and unto the king of the

sons of 'Ammon, and unto the king of Tyrus and unto the king

of Sidon by the messengers that have come to Jerusalem unto

Ssedeqia king of Yuda, and command them for their masters

as follows: Thus saith Yahve of Hosts Israel's God: thus

5 shall ye say unto your masters : |1
I have created the earth,

man and the beasts which are upon the face of the earth, by

my great power and mine outstretched arm,
|

and give them to

him that appeareth right unto me !
|I
And now have I given

all these lands into the hand of Nabukodrossor king of Babel

my servant,
|
and also the beasts of the field have I given to

him for his ser\'ice,
|j

that all the nations serve him, and his

son and his grandson,
|
until also the end of his land cometh,

and many nations and great kings subjugate him;
||

the

nation therefore and the kingdom that serveth not him, Nabu-

kodi'ossor the king of Babel, and him that submitteth not his

neck under the yoke of the king of Babel,
|
—by sword by

famine and by pestilence will I visit that nation (saith Yahve),

until I have delivered them all into his hand ! |1
—But

hearken ye not unto your prophets and soothsayers, unto your

dreamers and unto your necromancers and enchanters
|
who

say thus unto you :
" ye shall not serve the king of Babel !"

|1

10 for they prophesy a lie unto you,
[
in order that I remove you

from your soil, and drive you out that ye perish !
||
But the

nation that bringeth its neck into the yoke of the king of

Babel and serveth him,
|
I will cause it to dwell upon its soil

(saith Yahve), that it till it and dwell thereon.
1|

And unto Ssedeqia king of Yuda I spake in just the same

way saying : Bring ye your necks into the yoke of the king of

Babel, and serve ye him and his people, that ye may live !
||

wherefore will ye thou and thy people die by the sword by

famine and by pestilence,
|
as Yahve hath spoken of the nation

that serveth not the king of Babel ? ||
And hearken not unto

the words of the prophets that say unto you thus :
" ye shall

not serve the king of Babel !"
|
for a lie they prophesy unto

15 you!
II

for I have not sent them (saith Yahve), but they pro-

phesy in my name falsely,
|
in order that I drive you out that

ye perish, ye together with the prophets that prophesy unto
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you.
II

And unto the priests and unto all tills people I spoke

thus. Thus saith Yahve : hearken not unto the voice of your

prophets that projjhesy thus unto you :
'• behold the vessels

of Yahve's house vpill now shortly be brought back from

Babel !"
|
for a lie they prophesy unto you !

||
hearken not unto

them, serve the king of Babel that ye may live !
|
w^herefore

shall this city be laid waste ?
||
And if they are prophets and

have Yahve's word :
]

let them now urge Yahve of Hosts that

the vessels which remain in Yahve's house and at the king of

Yuda's and in Jerusalem go not to Babel ! || for thus saith

Yahve of Hosts of the pillars and concerning the sea and
concerning the stands

|
and the rest of the vessels that remain

in this city,
||
which Nabukodrossor the king of Babel took not

when he carried captive Yekhonya son of Yoyaqim king of

Yuda from Jerusalem to Babel
|
together with all the nobles of

Yuda and of Jerusalem
; ||

yea thus saith Yahve of Hosts

Israel's God concerning the vessels still remaining in Yahve's

house, at the king of Yuda's and in Jerusalem :
||
to Babel will

they be brought and there be,
|
until I visit them (saith Yahve),

and bring them up and restore them unto this place !
||

xxvii. 1 is plainly merely a heading,

and must have been marked as such in

the original book also. The fact that

D^^lTV is foundiu it instead of.n*'pi!J,

can only have arisen from an early

error in transcription, perhaps from

xxvi. 1, comp. xxviii. 1.—As Yeremya,

ace. ver. 2, is not commanded to make

specially five yokes for the five ambas-

sadors but to make for himself an

indefinite number, comp. xxviii. 10-12,

it is implied in ver. 3 that it was in-

tended that by his appearance he should

present to each ambassador a yoke

instead of other commissions, to see

whether he would send it to his sove-

reign as a sign of what people were

thinking in Jerusalem ; at all events

this supposition is all that the bi-ief

narrative requires. Comp. Vol. I., p.

47.— It follows from ver. 6, xxviii. 14,

comp. Ps. 1. 10, that the animals are

included, ver. 5, to express the greatest

universality. Ver. 8, Cn with ^'2l

mi;st manifestly be equivalent to

"T'llpn as the Targ. properly sup-

poses, only that it adds at the same

time the idea of totality ; the phrase

is quite dissimilar from that ix. 15
;

xlix. 37. With regard to "IttJW nST
comp. §277(J.—Ver. 10, in order that,ior

the object of this pervei'seness, although

little considered on the part of men, can

be no other than that the destruction

comes all the quicker (as indeed was

soon the case) ; similarly ver. 13, xxviii.

13, especially xxvii. 15.—A very in-

structive illustration of the ease with

which an exhortation, vv. 12-1.5, may at

once change from the sing, to the plur.

is given xxii. 1 sq. ; but the words

were not intended to have such purely

personal reference as in xxxiv. 1-7, but

were directed against the king and all

magnates and courtiers in general.

—

With vv. lG-22 comp. 2 Kings xxiv. 13;
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we see from this passage that the trea-

sures that could be moved only with

difficulty, the bronze pillars, the bronze

sea, or great laver, and the bronze

bases had been left in the Temple

(comp. History of Israel, III. 236 sq.,

243, IV. 264 (III. 321 sq. ; 332 ; 793))

:

but the most telling thrust that he could

direct against these false prophets was

this, that he showed that they did not

even foresee the carrying away of these

treasures nor sought to hinder it by

their prayers ; and at the time M'hen

this was written, the result had already

shown with whom the truth lay, 2 Kings

XXV. 16, 17.

The term D"'*127 princes, xxiv. 1 ;

xxix. 2, comp. lii. 10, interchanges with

the other D^nn nohles, free-born, ver.

20, comp. xxxix. 6, in such a way that

it might be thought even that the two

words are the same in accordance with a

well-known interchange of consonants.

But this supposition is unnecessary: only

as regards the thing represented the two

words coincided at that time, the princes

oroflScers enjoying then a freedom from

ti'ibute. When in conjuction with these

nobles, xxix. 2, the eunuchs, i.e., the

courtiers (comp. History of Israel, III.

271 (III. 370 sq.) are enumerated, we

must be on our guard against classing

them with the princes of Jerusalem and

Yuda, although an and is absent ; comp.

xxxviii. 7 ; xli. 16.

The LXX, whose habit it is arbi-

trarily to abreviate so much in this

book (seep. 91), do this especially in

this nan'ative. But the arbitrariness of

their procedure is very evident at every

point.

xxvin

1 And in that year in the beginning of Ssedeqia's reign the

king of Yuda [m the fourth year in the fifth month'\ Chananya
son of 'Azzur the prophet from Gib'on said unto me in Yahve's

house before the priests and all the people as follows : thus

saith Yahve of Hosts Israel's God : I surely break the king of

Babel's yoke !
|1
within two years' time I bring back to this

place the vessels of Yahve's house, which Nabukodrossor king

of Babel hath taken from this place and carried to Babel
; ||

and Yekhonya son of Yoyaqim king of Yuda and all captives

of Yuda that are gone to Babel, I bring back to this place

(saith Yahve) ; for I break the king of Babel's yoke.
||
—Then

said the prophet Yeremya unto the prophet Chananya before

the priests and before all the people that stood in Yahve's house,

—the prophet Yeremya said :
" Verily ! Yahve do so ! may

Yahve confirm thy words which thou prophesiest as to bringing

the vessels of Yahve's house and all the captives from Babel

luito this place ! Only—hear now this word that I speak aloud

before thee and before all this people : the prophets who were
before me and thee from of old and prophesied concerning

many lands and concerning great kingdoms of war and of

famine and pestilence : the prophet that prophesied of pros-
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perity, according as the propliet's word came to pass was the

10 prophet known whom Yahve had sent in truth !" Then the

prophet Chananya took the yoke from off the prophet Yeremya's

neck and broke it ; and Chananya spake thus before all the

people :
" Thus saith Yahve : even so will I break Nabukod-

rossor king of Babel's yoke within two years' time from off the

neck of all nations !"
||
But the prophet Yeremya went his way.

—But Yahve's word came unto Yeremya, after the prophet

Chananya had broken the yoke from off the neck of the

prophet Yeremya, as follows :
" Go and speak thus unto

Chananya : thus saith Yahve : Fetters of wood hast thou

broken,
|

and preparest instead of them others of iron !
||
for

thus saith Yahve of Hosts Israel's God : a yoke of iron I lay

upon the neck of all these nations that they serve Nabukod-

rossor the king of Babel, and they will serve him :
|
even the

15 beasts of the field I give to him !"|| And the prophet Yeremya

said unto the prophet Chananj^a :
" hear now Chananya !

|

Yahve hath not sent thee, but thou hast caused this jieople to

rest upon lies :
||
therefore thus saith Yahve : behold I dismiss

thee from the face of the earth,
|
this year diest thou, because

thou hast spoken treason concerning Yahve !"
\\
And the

prophet Chananya died in that year in the seventh month.

As the fourth year, xxviii. 1, cannot than to speak sternly and conscientiously

very well, at least in the strict sense, be after the manner of the ancient pro-

the beginning of the reign, at all events phets, and that in former and better

a writer could not write both in the same times a prophet of this noble type who

breath, we must suppose that the pre- promised happiness simply was never-

cise definition of the year and month theless not deemed a genuine and

was supplied subsequently, it may be by divinely sent messenger until the result

Barukh, as in the very similar instance, accredited him. And as the opponent

xxxix. 1, 2; the seventh month is men- cannot defend himself by another

tioned ver. 17, it is true, but probably means than nide, defiant force and

only because it was considered at the empty repetition, Yeremya does best to

same time as a sacred month.—Yere- take his departure for the present, vv.

niya wishes first, ver. 6, from his whole 10, 11. But he could not depart with

heart, that what the false* prophet has the purpose of not again meeting

said may really take place : but because the false prophet who had so traitor-

as a genuine prophet he sees only too ously misused the divine name ; and as

clearly that it cannot be, he reminds a rather sudden death of the un-

his opponent, vv. 7 sq., that it is easier principled man followed Yeremya's

to flatter and to promise good things serious and threatening final words, it

* Germ. Irrprophet, which is a somewhat more neutral name than false prophet.

—Tr.
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was possible, with a certain amount of its relation to the present case ; and it

justice, to discover in the event an is equally important to observe that

exercise of divine retribution, vv. 12-17, ver. 9 ti-eats only of those ancient

comp. Acts V. 1-16, 2 Chron. xxi. prophets of such an elevated and

15-19, comp. the instance mentioned, powerful type, The more the di.scourse

Hist, of Israel, IV., 267 (III., 798). confines itself to them, the calmer it

It is better to read, with many MSS. must become, which alone could pro-

and according to Yeremya's habitual duce the pi'oper effect in this case. But
phraseology, D2J~1 instead of n2?"1 the false prophet would not acknowledge

evil, ver. 8, this generic term being un- the force of this reference to the history

suitable between two that express spe- of ancient times, and could find no

cific evils ; Jerome has even combined other means of meeting its tnith than

both readings in the Vulg. unsuccess- the use of rude force against the

fully, and on the other hand omitted prophet that was at tlie very time in-

the third word. But it must be spe- convenient to him.—Ver. 10, HtilQ
cially noted, vv. 8, 9, that the words is construed as a ma.sc. especially because

ver. 8 present simply a subject that is v37 is present to the mind of the

left incomplete, ver. 9 supplying the speaker; comp. also § 174 gr.

explanation of this subject as regards

3. The letter to Babel.

Cli. xxix.

Probably Yeremya had had a somewhat earlier opportunity

of announcing similar truths by latter to the Israelites that had

shortly before been led captive to Babel. Rumours of an

immediate successful revolt on the part of Ssedeqia and of the

defeat of the Chaldeans must have been circulated in Babel

amongst the disaffected exiles, who had not yet become in any

degree reconciled to their new country^ indeed, had scarcely

formed a temporary settlement in it. These rumours were

cleverly kept alive and added to by two false prophets, other-

wise morally corrupt, who suddenly felt called upon to pro-

phesy there, w. 15-23. As Yeremya clearly perceived that

the condition of his fellow countrymen abroad, whom he

watched over with the same care as those at home, could only

be made worse by such means, he wrote to them advising

composure, vv. 4-7, wai'niug them to beware of false prophets

and false expectations and placing before them the true hope,

vv. 8-14, and finally more definitely opposing the two false
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propliets who were doing great harm particularly by spreading

false rumours and prospects and who were greatly valued in

Babel, w. 15-23. We have evidently here only the outlines

and main thoughts repeated from memory of the letter (a pre-

cursor of the Apostolic Epistles of the New Testament) that

was actually sent ; for the epistolary form is not preserved.

An appendix is added, vv. 24-32, which denounces another

false prophet of the same class although he had not fallen into

the same gross vices as the two former, but had instead

written to Jerusalem with instigations against Yeremy^ on

account of this epistle. The entire piece thus supplies the

proof of the care and firmness with which the prophet defended

at a distance also the same truths that he proclaimed in Jeru-

salem : and in this respect it is placed with a deliberate pur-

pose at the end.

The style of this piece is very loose, apparently even com-

pletely losing all connexion. Yet this is only somewhat more

the case than is elsewhere met with in our prophet, and when

more closely examined the thread of the discourse is soon

restored by a recurrence to the proper thought at the right

place. The cause of this looseness is to be sought especially

in the practice of dictation to which our prophet had accus-

tomed himself; but also in the very great amount and variety

of the subjects which he had at the same time to deal with in

as brief a space as possible, as appears very clearly in this

piece especially. But we thus see in his case only the same

phenomenon that meets us subsequentiy in the New Testament

in the writings of Paul and John.

And these are the words of the letter which the prophet

Yeremya sent from Jerusalem to the surviving Elders of the

exiles and to the priests and prophets and to all the people

which Nabukodrossor led captive from Jerusalem to Babel,

—

after the king Yekhonya and the Lady and the courtiers with
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princes of Yuda and Jerusalem and the artificers had departed

ft'om Jerusalem—by El'asa son of Shaphan and Gemarya son

of Chilqia whom Ssedeqia king of Yuda sent to Babel unto

Nabukodrossor king of Babel

:

Thus saith Yahve of Hosts Israel's God unto all the exiles

5 whom I led captive from Jerusalem to Babel :
||
Build ye

houses and dwell,
|
and plant gardens and eat their fruit !

||

take ye wives and beget sons and daughters,
|
and take for

your sons wives, and your daughters give unto husbands that

they bear sons and daughters,
|
and ye increase there and not

diminish !
||
And seek ye the welfare of the city whither I led

you captive, and pray for it unto Yahve :
|
for in its welfare

will ye have welfare !
||
— For thus saith Yahve of Hosts

Israel's God : Let not your prophets that are in your midst

and your soothsayers deceive you,
|
nor hearken to your dreams

which ye caused to be di'eamed !
||

for falsely they prophesy

unto you in my name,
|
I have not sent them, saith Yahve.

\\

10 For thus saith Yahve : not before seventy years are accom-

pHshed for Babel will I visit you,
|
and fulfil unto you my

good word to bring you back unto this place.
|(
For I know

the thoughts that I think concerning you (saith Yahve) :
|

thoughts of prosperity and not unto evil, to give you a future

and hope,
||

that ye call upon me and go and pray unto

me,
I

and I then hearken unto you,
|j
and ye seek me—and

find,
I

when ye search for me with all your heart
; || I let my-

self be found of you (saith Yahve),
|
turn your fortunes, and

gather you fi'om all the nations and all the places whither I

have driven you (saith Yahve), bring you back unto the place

15 whence I led you captive.
||
—That ye say " Yahve hath raised

us up prophets in Babel— :
||
yea thus saith Yahve of the king

that sitteth upon David's throne, and of all the people that

dwelleth in this city,
|

your brothers that are not gone with

you into captivity;
||

thus saith Yahve of Hosts: behold I

send upon them the sword the famine and the pestilence,
|
and

make them like the rough figs that are not eatable for badness
;||

persecute still the fugitives with the sword, the famine and the

pestilence,
|
and make them a play-ball unto all kingdoms of

the earth, for a curse and for an amazement and for a hissing

and for a scorn amongst all nations whither I have driven

them : || on the ground that they hearkened not unto my
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words (saith Yalivfe)
[
tliey to Avliom I send my sei'vants the

prophets with most zealous commission, but they hearkened not

20 (saith Yahve).
||
But hear ye Yahve's word,

|
all exiles whom

I dismissed from Jerusalem unto Babel !
\\
thus saith Yahve of

Hosts Israel's God of Achab son of Qolaya's and Ssedeqia son

of Ma'seya, who prophesy unto you in my name lies :
|
behold

I deliver them into Nabukodrossor king of Babel's hand, that he

smite them before your eyes :
||
and there take then from them

a curse all the exiles of Yuda in Babel of this kind " Yahve
make thee like Ssedeqia and like Achab whom the king of

Babel roasted in the fire !"
|| because that they practised folly

in Israel,
| committed adultery with others' wives, and talked

lies in my name which I did not command them :
|
as surely as

I know it and am witness ! saith Yahve.
||

25 And unto Shema'ya of Nechelam thou .shalt say thus : Thus

saith Yahve of Hosts Israel's God :
|
because that thou hast

sent letters in thy name unto all the people in Jerusalem, and

unto Ssephanya son of Ma'seya the priest and unto all the

priests saying :
||

" Yahve hath made thee priest in the stead

of the priest Yoyada*, in order that ye should be overseers in

Yahve's house for every madman and prophetizer,*
|
and thou

pu.ttest him upon the rack and into the prison :
|
why there-

fore hast thou not reproved Yeremya of 'Anathoth that will

prophetizef for you ?
|1
upon this account that he hath sent the

letter unto us to Babel saying " it is a long time yet : build ye

houses and dwell, and plant gardens and eat their fruit !
"

||

(now the priest Ssephanya read this letter aloud to the

30 prophet Yeremya) so Yahve's word came unto Yeremya as

follows : Send thou unto all the exiled as follows : thus saith

Yahve concerning Shema'ya of Nechelam :
|
because that

Shema'ya prophesied although I have not sent him, and caused

you to ti-ust in lies :
||
therefore thus saith Yahve : behold I

will punish Shema'ya of Nechelam and his seed !
|
he will have

no one who should dwell in the midst of this people, neither

will he look upon the good which I show towards my people

(saith Yahve) :
|
because he hath spoken treason concerning

Yahve !
||

* Germ, weissagesilclitiger, one wlio has a mania for prophesying,

—

Tr,

t Germ, der etich zu ^veissagen rennt.— Tr.
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The letter is written, according to

vcr. 1, principal!}' to the Elders, and it

might be thought that in*^ might

mean in this connexion something like

the Chief Eld&rs, a committee selected

from the whole body of the Elders,

comp. xxvi. 17 ; howe\er, in prose

"iri'^^ can only signify the res^d^(,e, i.e.,

as xxxix. 9 those that are still alive ;

and we do not at present know what

calamity, at that time well known, led

the prophet to use this term. We are

unable to conclude with certainty from

the kind of note of time supplied ver. 2

that this calamity occun-ed during

the first years of the exile, for instance,

when the envoys, ver. 3, brought the

yearly tribute to Babel : for this de-

portation is so particularly described,

ver. 2, only to distinguish it from the

later one, comp. xxii. 24-26 ; xxiv. 1,

Further, comp. ante p. 233. The

envoys named ver. 3 were probably the

sons of the distinguished men men-

tioned 2 Kings xxii. 3 sq.

The good word, ver. 10, is fully ex-

plained xxxiii. 14, sq. He who is the

Good One has much better purposes

towards them than they are now able to

believe or comprehend : he will yet

grant prosperity, yet grant a future

(after Prov. xxiii. 18 ; xxiv. 14, 20)

and a hope, ver. 11, and how glorious a

future ! the consummation of all that

is good by a true, inward reformation,

reconciliation, and invigoration, which

must be followed by external prosperity

also, vv. 12-14, comp. xxxii. 38 sq., and

similar passages. Go, ver. 12, to a

suitable place of gathering, as it is

described Ps. cxxxvii. 1 and elsewhere,

comp. Geschichte des Volkes Israel, VI.,

p. 375 sq. 2nd Ed., p. 406, 3rd Ed.—
But with regard to your boast that pro-

phets have been raised up at Babel also

by Yahve, ver. 15: yes ("^S), and I

must say at once that what they pro-

phesy of Jerusalem, namely, that a

successful revolt against the Chaldeans

and conquest of them is to be expected,

—that the very coutraiy of that will

take place according to the divine

purpose, vv. 16-18, just because the

people here in Jerusalem will pay no

heed to the divine word, ver. 19 : be

warned therefore in tiftie and know that

the two prophets who are with you and

are in other respects so immoral, who

spread abroad such false oracles, will,

themselves be punished as common

criminals by the invincible Chaldean

king for their seditious discourses,

serving long after their death as fearful

proverbial examples of terrible punish-

ment, vv. 20-23, comp. " Isa." Ixv. 15.

Thus the words, 15-23, although they

have certainly been uttered with some

haste, are still connected in thought,

the zeal of the speaker leading him to

forget to mention after ver. 15 a cir-

cumstance that may be immediately

inferred fi'oni its opposite, namely, that

these false prophets had prophesied a

successful revolt on the part of the

king and people in Jerusalem ; it would

also appear that Dny^ti7, ver 19, was

written by some mistake for 127!2li7,

the 2nd per. producing too disturbing

an effect here. But all tliLs is ex-

plained by the supposition that the piece

was written down as a simple copy of

the prophet's oral discourse and its

growing earnestness ; and, in any case,

everything is as it should be in these

words, vv. 15-23, with the above reser-

vation.—The phrase '12 "^Dv, ver. 10,

is literally according to the relation oj

the fulfilment of the period, i.e., not

before this period is fulfilled (in no

other relation than this), as we may
freely translate it.—The conclusion of

the letter, ver. 23, 3?T* IH ''D3W1

K'thih (in which case IH would be

written for SIH) is properly : and I

am he who knmveth and testifieth it !

and it has here at the end manifestly
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the force of an oatli, com p. on Joel iv.

20, Vol. I., p. 142. But the same

meaning is obtained if 2?YVn the

Q'H is read, as it is unnecessary to

repeat the article before *7P : since I

am he that knoweth it and that is wit-

ness !—The simile of the figs, ver. 17,

refers back to xxiv, 2 sn. ; "^VW
T

formed ace. § 169 d, means rough,* the

opposite of soft, ripe, inasmuch as

"137D can have this meaning, comp.

")27tt7 hair.

The postscript is more in appearance

than reality written entirely as a sub-

ordinate piece, circumstances being nar-

rated vv. 29, 30, that ought naturally

to have found a place somewhere

before ver. 24. But the sense is plainly

brought out by this backward reference,

and if vei*. 29 is taken as a parenthesis,

it appears evident that the words vv.

30 sq. simply supply the apodosis to

the unfinished sentences vv. 25-28.

Shema'ya had with great astuteness

reminded the deputy high-priest Sseph-

anya (xxl. 1 ; lii. 24; 2 Kings xxv. 18),

that he had really attained to his present

position in the place of Yoyada' (of

whom we know nothing further, but

who must have been, according to these

indications, inclined to favour the better

prophets) to exercise a more efficient

control over the police of the Temple,

to have officers in the Temple who
should watch and inform against such

bad prophets as Yeremya ; we have

seen one such officer xx. 2, 3. But the

high-priest had thought it better in this

instance to communicate this written

libel to Yeremya himself ; and he

defended himself against such wicked-

ness with the only weapon at his com-

mand, that of prophesy.—The punish-

ment mentioned ver. 32, like that of Mic.

ii. 5, is, in conformity with this case, of a

different kind from that of the first two

prophets, vv. 21, 22. This roasting in

fire (comp. Antiquities of Israel, p. 220

sq. (189)) is a mode of capital punish-

ment that is contrary to the laws of the

Old Testament, but was well known in

Eastern countries ; at the time when our

letter was written probably these two

prophets had already actually suffered

this death.

IV. The Hope.

Ch. xxx.—xxxiii.

1. TJie hope as 'purely piroplietic anticipation.

Ch. xxx. xxxi.

At tlie eud it is time to bring forward emphatically the

eternal hope of the community in its simplicity and its

unalterable validity. It had already in the earlier pieces been

frequently mentioned whenever a convenient opportunity

occurred, and had been described here and there somewhat

more definitely : but it is of sufficient importance and necessity

* In the Grammar, I.e., the meaning is given as schauerig, tremendus.—Tr.
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to be considered apart and to be brought forward with refer-

ence to its various bases and tlie whole of its vast meaning.

This discourse is set apart for this purpose, in which the

prophetic glance, after so much that was mournful and

depressing, is raised all the freer and brighter to the consi-

deration of the eternal hope, that is so certain notwithstanding,

in order that all hearers and readers may also finally be

pointed simply to the consolation that cannot pass away.

For this purpose the prophet attentively considers all portions

of the nation that is at present in such an unhappy condition,

though it is nevertheless destined to be the lasting foundation,

and germ of the true community. The prophetic eye em-

braces with love and pity even the descendants of the earlier

Northern kingdom who had long ago been scattered abroad,

and expects for them also the same great redemption as for

Yuda and the holy city. In this respect this piece is at the

end exactly Hke the first longer piece at the head of the book,

ch. iii.-vi. The prophet further considers with special distinct-

ness the bases of the eternal hope, and accordingly represents

in beautiful figures the divine love as the most profound and ulti-

mate foundation of the redemption of a community, which has

been really called, in conformity with the order of the whole

universe, to be the indestructible commencement of the true

divine community upon earth, and which is really now too greatly

dishonoured and too severely afflicted to permit that divine love

to delay too long with its pity and its omnipotent redemption,

see especially xxx. 12-17; xxxi. 15-20. He considers, finally,

the conception to be formed of this redemption and of the

consequent consummated happiness of the community : and

then arrives ultimately under various figures, at the most

expressive and purest, that of a new covenant that is to be

concluded in the pure supremacy of the spirit, more im-

perishable than the former covenant of Yahve with the

community which is already as good as abrogated, xxxi.

31-34, a conception which further indicates at the same time

3. 16
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the truly new and great advance of the views and liopea of

this prophet.

The discourse flows on in this way through four strophes.

Each of the first three starts from the calamities of the present

which will be still greater in the immediate future, but they

commence with these calamities only to set over against them

the comforting picture of the great redemption that must of

necessity follow, xxx. 5-xxxi. 6. The fourth strophe is occu-

pied solely with this cheering picture, describing in the

brightest colours the future prosperity, xxxi. 7-14. But then

the discourse makes a new start, with greater animation and

still more sublime pictures from the very first. Its purpose

is to present the great truth entirely afresh, more briefly,

and still more forcibly. This is done in three strophes. This

gives an opportunity of making more pointed reference to the

two halves of the nation which had so long been separated.

The first strophe describes simply the complaint and the hope

of the Norbhern kingdom, the second speaks of Yuda and

then of both kingdoms together in new similes of prosperity,

while the third collects into one view the highest and most

unique aspects of these divine hopes and promises, xxxi. 15-40.-

It will be seen subsequently, however, when we come to ch.

xxxii., xxxiii., that there is evidence from xxxiii. 1 9-26, that

this second half also had originally four strophes. It may be

at once observed in the somewhat more lengthy heading, xxxi.

1-4, that in this piece Yeremya did not so much put together

publicly delivered discourses as publish in writing the distant

hopes which had long lain in his soul and been often produced

in private.

As regards their main thoughts, these lines of most fresh

and vigorous discourse had without doubt already been com-

mitted to writing in the first larger edition of the book : this

is visible in the special attention to both kingdoms, which is

as marked here as ch. iii.-vi. But probably some additions

were made in the later edition.
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XXX.

1 The word wliicli came unto Yeremya from Yahve, saying :
||

Thus saitli Yahve Israel's God saying :
|
write all the words

which I have spoken unto thee in a book,
||
namely, that days

come (saith Yahve) — when I turn the fortunes of my people

Israel and Yuda (saith Yahve) , I
and bring them back unto the

land that I had given their fathers that they inherit it.
||
And

these are the words that Yahve spake of Israel and of Yuda :

Vv. 1-4 contain the heading and but it shall be here written down

statement of contents more at length just as the prophet had previously

than is usual, because this piece is of beheld it in vision in his spirit and

quite an exceptional character. The heard it from Yahve. It is not sur-

promise of the retmn and happy re- prising that the statement of the con-

storation which is here proclaimed tents, ver. 3, shall itself be given with

regarding both kingdoms, has not been a certain prophetic elevation ; comp.

previously publicly spoken by Yeremya the heading of Ps. cii. and of Prov. i.

in this way, as is the case never- 1-7.

theless substantially in the above pieces

:

I. 1.

5 Yes, thus saith Yahve : A sound of terror we heard,
|
trem-

bling and no peace !
||
ask ye now and see whether a male will

bring forth ?
\
wherefore did I see every man with his hands

upon his loins like her that bringeth forth, and all faces turn

to paleness ? ||—Woe ! for great is that day so that none is like

it,
I

and a time of distress is it for Yaqob—but he will be saved

from it !
||
And on that day (saith Yahve of Hosts) I will

break his yoke from off thy neck and burst thy fetters
; ]

strangers will no more subjugate them,
|j
but they sei've then

Yahve their God
|
and David their king whom I will raise up

10 for them. |j—But thou fear thou not, my servant Yaqob (saith

Yahve), and be not dismayed Israel!
|
for behold I help thee

from afar, and thy seed from the land of their captivity,
|
that

Yaqob returneth and resteth, and is secure without a disturber.

II
For with thee am I (saith Yahve) to save thee

; j
though I

make a full end with all the nations whither I have dispersed

thee, yet with thee I make not a full end,
|
but correct thee as

is due, and leave thee not wholly unpunished.
||

1. The commencement just like that begun but will be more severe still in

of the second half xxxi. 15. It is the future, the men also are filled with

true loud lamentation is at pi-esent terror as if they were women in tra^

heard over the misery which has already vail, vv. 5, 6. Alas, that day, i.e., in

16 *
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15

2.

For thus saith Yalive : Incurable becometli tliy •wound, |
in-

consolable is tby liui-t,
II
no one taketla up tliy case for binding

up,
I
remedies to put on hast thou none

; ||
all thy patrons

have forgotten thee, after thee they enquire not,
|
for I smote

thee as an enemy smiteth, as a barbarian correcteth j
because

thy guilt was great, thy sins were multiplied. :
||
why criest

thou over thy wound, that thy pain is incurable ?
|
because thy

guilt was great, thy sins were multiplied, I did this unto thee !
||

—Therefore will all they that devour thee be devoured, and

all thine oppressors will feed upon their own flesh,
j
thy

ancient prophetic langnage, the day of

punishment (comp. xxxi. 33 ; xlvi. 10)

can be compared with nothing else in

respect to its severity : and yet the na-

tion shall still be saved from it, in order

that after his yoke, i.e., the yoke of the

Chaldean (just like Isa. x. 27) has been

broken and all slavery to men has been

ended they may serve Yahve alone and

the second David whom he will give to

them, i.e., the Messiah, vv. 7-9, after

Hos. iii. 5. Therefore let all despair

be banished from this community

although it is now scattered afar off

:

in it is an eternal hope, the indestruc-

tible basis of rejuvenescence, so that it

can be justly corrected according to

that divine righteousness that leaves

nothing unpunished (Nah. i. 3) and yet

2. If the holy city is specially con-

sidered, Yahve must be compelled by

the most mournful condition in which it

is found to feel pity, if he observes how
no one (not even those from whom she

might most naturally expect it, her

former patron.^ and flatterers, comp.

xxii. 20, 22, Lam. i. 2, 19) takes pity

upon her to bind up the dangerous

wounds, which Yahve himself inflicted

in his displeasure, and to ease them by

carefully applied remedies : true as it

nevertheless remains, that Yahve (as

was shown in the earlier pieces) was

not fully destroyed like other nation-

alities, vv. 10, 11. These noble words,

vv. 10, 11, have thus their proper

place : and if Yeremyd, ace. p. 222,

ventured first to call Nabukodrossor

Yahv^'s servant, with greater fitness

and in so far in a new sense he

here places Israel by his side as

TalivS's servant, and as not a less,

but in a certain sense still gi-eater,

because undying, servant : and he thus

creates both a new word and a new

conception for Israel, which the great

anonymous prophet, " Isa." ch. xlii.,

xliii., will amplify in his own manner.

It will be shown in the remarks on the

passage, how these two verses slightly

altered could be repeated below, xlvi.

27, 28.

compelled to chasten as severely as he

had done on account of her many
transgressions, and that she had no just

cause to complain on that account,

vv. 12-15. But precisely because her

condition now excites too deeply the

divine compassion and her enemies so

shamelessly imagine that she is entirely

outcast (even by the gods) and helpless,

the divine retribution will come in its

time for these enemies, who so entirely

misconceive Yahve 's character, and also

healing for Ssion, vv. 16, 17 ; the dis-

tress in which the holy land is at pre-
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20

spoilers serve for spoiling, and all thy plunderers I give for

plunder !
|(

Yes, I put a plaster upon thee, and from thy hurts

will I heal thee (saith Yahve),
|
because men called thee "out-

cast," Ssion is this after whom no man enquireth.
|| Thus

saith Yahve : behold I turn the fortunes of the tents of Yaqob,

and take pity upon his dwellings,
|
so that the city is builded

upon its hill and the palace remaineth upon its proper place,
|1

so that from them soundeth thanksgiving and the voice of

them that play
; |

and I multiply them so that they become not

fewer, and honour them so that they become not insignificant,
||

his sons then become as aforetime, and his community will

be established before me
; |

and I punish all his tormentors,
||

and his potentate will be from himself, his ruler proceed from

his midst,
|
and if I command him to approach he will draw

near unto me,
|

(for who is this that pledged his life to draw
near unto me ? saith Yahve),

||
that ye then become unto me

a people,
|
and I become unto you a God ?

\\

3.

Behold a storm of Yahve's, wrath breaketh out,
|
a stoi-m

rolleth up to whirl upon the head of the wicked
; ||

the hot

sent (comp. ante on xlviii. 47, p. 210)

will pass away through the divine com-

passion, so that city and palace again

find their proper place and a new,

joyous, and prosperous national life is

established, vv. 18, 19 ; a restoration

will take place when in particular no

foreign potentate but a fellow-country-

man reigns over the people as their

king, that is, the Messiah, who may also

with impunity approach the inmost

sanctuary and boast of confidential re-

lation with heaven, a freedom which

others may presume to take {e.g., Nabu-

kodi'ossor or his generals at the conquest

of the city dared to enter the inmost

sanctuary of the Temple), but verily

not with impunity before Yahve 1 vv,

20, 21.—TJ-inti?*? K7^3S ver 12, is

literally thy wound hath luhat is sick,

comp. Isa. i. 6. The words ver. 13

agree only generally with the figures

xlvi. 11, not as regards the separate

members and their construction. The
turn in the question ver. 15 is like

Mic. iv. 9. The words ver. 16 according

to the received reading are all thy

oppressors will all go into ca/ptivity : the

last words are like xxii. 22, but are here

too weak and commonplace, the i-epeated

all being besides deficient in strength.

It is better to read, partly followins^ the

Lxx, .•\bps'' nntpa bb2, forbbs
may correspond to the New Hebrew
D-lv

_ , and like the Germ, ganz simply

express a generalising or intensification

of the idea of the verb.—Ver. 2i is

omitted by the LXX, but it is protected

by the context and xxxi. 1.

3. Yes, also in order that the ancient strophe, ver. 22, ended may be fulfilled,

Mosaic blessing with which the previous the storm of Yahve's which muat carry
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anger of Yahve will not abate, until he execnteth and until lie

establishetli the thoughts of his heart :
|
at the end of the

xxxi. days ye will perceive it.
||
In that time (saith Yahve) will I

1 become a God unto all families of Israel,
|
and they will become

unto me a people.
||
— Thus saith Yahve : the people that

escaped the sword had found grace in the wilderness,
|

yea, one

went to establish him in quiet, [that is] Israel
; |

from afar

Yahve appeared unto him, and with everlasting love loved I

thee :
|
on that account I extended kindness unto thee.

||
I will

yet build thee that thou mayest be built, thou virgin Israel,
]

thou wilt yet put on thy cymbals* and go in the dance of the

players
; ||

thou wilt yet plant vineyards upon the mountains

of Samaria,
|

— the planters plant them and make them com-

mon ! |[ for it is a day when watchmen upon the mountains of

Ephraim cry : ||

" arise and let us go up to Ssion, unto Yahve

our God !"
||

off all tlie unjust must burst, just as it

has already been threatened, xxiii. 19, 20,

in order that the consummation of that

h(ipe may di"aw near for all tribes of

Israel (for both kingdoms), vv. 23

—

xxxi. 1. If former times and the early

fortunes of this nation are also calmly

reviewed in conformity with the thought

of Yahve, the same conclusion is ar-

rived at : formerly in the Arabian

desert the nation as it had only just

escaped the Egyptian sword found

favour nevertheless (after Hos. xi. 1

and similar passages), Yahve going as

it were to found a quiet dwelling-place

for this remarkable community ; anti-

cipating it Yahve appeared unto it from

afar (in some such way as is described

Hab. iii. 3-13), extending to it from afar

his helping hand, because he dedicated

to it (like the husband to the bride)

everlasting love vv. 2, 3. Can all that

have been thus founded and commenced

in ancient times for nothing ? No.

The same Yahve will in the future

make this community again to flourish

and rejoice, will again make Ssion to

rule over the fruitful mountains of the

Northern kingdom, tben inhabited by

joyous vinedressers that do not labour

in vain, vv. 4, 5 (to profane the vine-

yard, i.e., to begin to enjoy it, not to

cultivate it during all the first years for

nothing, after Lev. xix. 23-25 ; Deut.

XX. 6 ; xxviii. 30), inasmuch as it is an

established truth, that all quarters of

the earth, including therefore Samaria,

although it was formerly hostile, will of

their own accord turn to Ssion, ver. 6

after Isa. ii. 2.—The differences in the

readings xxx. 23, 24, from those of

xxiii. 19, 20 ai'e unimportant, except

that xxiii. 19 instead of ~m2nD
the more correct reading v vinHD is

found. It appears also from the con-

struction xxii. 19 that TJI^H may
have another subject than the previous

S!Stt. Ver. 3, it is necessary to read

'l^ Vith the LXX instead of '^b;

The watchmen ver. 6 are they whose

business it is to observe the moon for

the purpose of proclaiming the festivals

,

comp. Antiquities of Israel, p. 460

(386).

* Germ. Cymbeln, though in Dichter des A.B. la, p. 217, P\r\ is cited as the

usual word for the tanibourine, and D'^viSy?^ for cymbals.—Tr.
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4.

For thus saitli Yahve : Rejoice for Yaqob with gladness, and

shout for the chief of the nations,
|
praise ye aloud and say,

"helpTahve thy people, the remnant of Israel!"
||
Behold

I bring them from the North country, and gather them from

the furthest ends of the earth,
|
among them blind and lame,

she with child and she that bringeth forth together,
|
in a

great community they return hither,
||
Amid weeping they

come, and amid entreaties I conduct them,
|
T lead them to

water brooks, upon a straight way where they do not stumble :
|

for I have then become unto Israel a father, and Ephraim is my
10 first-born.

||
— Hear Yahve's word, ye heathen, and declare

it in distant coasts,
|
and say, " He that scattered Israel will

gather him, and keep him as a shepherd his flock !"
||
For

Yahve redeemeth Yaqob,
|
and ransometh him from the hand

of the stronger one,
|1
and they come and rejoice upon Ssion's

height, and flow to Yahve's wealth, to the corn and the fruit

and the oil, and to the young sheep and oxen,
|
so that their

soul becometh as a watered gai'den, and they no more languish

again.
||
Then will the virgin be glad in the dance, both youths

and old men together,
|
and I turn their mourning into joy

and comfort them, and make them glad from their sorrow
; ||

I satiate the priests' desire with abundance,
|
and my people

have my wealth in fulness (saith Yahve).
||

4. And ah-eady the discourse turns Ephraim which was formerly cast off

to the heathen, to summon them to must become his dearest child (after

rejoice at the redemption of Israel which Ex. iv. 22; Deut. xiv. 1), vv. 8, 9.

has been promised by Yahve as certain, Praise, ye heathen, Yahve aloud as the

and as also bringing to them too salva- wonderful deliverer, ver. 10: He will

tion in the end. Let the heathen them- conduct his people again to the ancient

selves rejoice over and pray for the national joy of a life that is not unduly

prosperity of this first and most im- oppressed by want, vv. 11, 12, so that

portant of all nations, ver. 7 (in the all the various classes of the people,

manner of ver. 23 and Ps. cxviii. 25)

:

young and old, priests and others, enjoy

Yahve promises His wonderful deliver- through Yahve a happy life, and thus

ance, so that even the weak amongst that which had been promised above,

them shall then feel sti'ong, when with vv. 4, 5, in general terms is fulfilled in

true humility and repentance (iii. 21) detail, vv. 13, 14. The "S of tt7^"i3,

they return under Yahve's safe gui- ver. 7, can interchange with the "b of

dance : for the final hope must one day the previous member in the case of a
be fulfilled, some time Yahye must verb meaning to rejoice, ace 217/ 2.

become in reality their Father and
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II. 1.

15 Thus saith Tahve : a voice is heard in Rama, sobbing of

most bitter weeping : Rachel weepeth over her sons, refuseth

to be comforted concerning her son that he is not ! ||
Thus

saith Yahve : Refrain thy voice from weeping, and thine eyes

from tears :
|
for there is a reward for thy labour (saith Yahve),

and they return home from the enemy's land
; H and there is a

hope for thy future (saith Yahve) , and the sons return home

to their border. [|
— Heard, heard have I Ephraim bemoan-

ing himself :
" thou chastisedst me and I was chastised as

an indocile calf
; |

convert me that I convert myself, since thou

art Yahve my God 1
||
for after that I am converted I am peni-

tent, and after that I am instnicted I smite upon the thigh,
|
I

am ashamed yea abashed, that I bear the reproach of my youth."

20
II

Is then a dear son unto me Ephraim, or is he a favourite

child,
I

that as often as I severely smite him I nevertheless

remember him again ? [
wherefore my feelings are in commotion

for him: have mercyhave mercy upon him will I ! (saith Yahve). 1|

— Set thee up way-marks, plant thee finger-posts,
|
direct

thine heart towards the highway, the way thou hast gone
; j

return, virgin Israel, return to these thy cities !
||
how long

wilt thou withdraw thyself, rebellious daughter ?
[
surely

Yahve createth a new thing on the earth : a female turning

into a male !
||

1. The second half begins like the or rather over her one great son Yoseph

first with a picture of the present misery, (the symbol of the Northern kingdom),

but it strikes a higher note and confines that she has lost them ! ver. 1 5 : jet, the

itself in the first strophe to the Northern higher voice immediately replies to her,

kingdom ; it is probable that passages of let her not weep more, this mother that

older prophets belonging to this king- is unweariedly wrestling for the welfare

dom, that had at that time been long of her children ; there is still hope for

overthrown, were before Yeremya, and her and for her sons, vv. 10, 11. The

which he reproduced in his own manner. divine hope is that this portion of the

The very commencement is in a lofty nation also will certainly pray some day

tone: the mother of Yoseph (of the chief to Yahve under the impulse of deep

tribe of the Northern kingdom) is heard, repentance, of that repentance which

as if she had been fi-ightened from her thereby attests the commencement of a

grave, bitterly wailing upon the high better life that it perceives the true cha-

Rama (where Samuel dwelt in the tribe racter of the divine chastisements, yea,

of Ephraim, and from which the grave desires to be led more and more by

of Rachel was not far distant, comp. them to him again in order not longer

1 Sam. vii. 17 with x. 2) over her sons, to bear the shameful punishment of the
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Tlius saitli Yahve of Hosts Isi-ael's God : yet will this word
be said in Yuda's land and its cities, when I turn their for-

tunes:
I

"Yahve bless thee thou pasture of righteousness, thou

holy mountain !"
|| and therein will Yuda dwell with all its

cities together,
|
husbandmen— they journey with the flock:

1|

for I refresh the weary soul,
|
and every sinking soul I satisfy.

||

" Wherefore I awaked and beheld,

and my dream was sweet tinto me !"
||

Behold, days come (saith Yahve)—and I sow the house of

Israel and the house of Yuda with seed of man and seed of

former period of immaturity (of its

youth) ; and already Yahve hears how
Ephraim prays to him like a child, vv.

18, 19, and is soon drawn to him, as if

surprised by compassion, with more

than maternal affection, as if He ob-

served with astonishment that Ephraim

must really have been a dearest child

since He can never forget him how-

ever often He chastises him, ver. 20

(? ~ISI"7 Hke -n nSn, I Sam. xviii. 7;

for "iST must here mean to smite, as

2 Chron. xvii. 10 and elsewhere, T'SlirT

being connected with '^'jy\
; comp. the

exactly similar passage xlviii. 27 ante

p. 208. And if it is the case with this

portion of the nation, that in Yahve's

mind its future pardon has been resolved

upon, then the virgin Israel, which has

acquired the name of the rebellious

daughter (iii. 14, etc.) and has now
been long in exile, may confidently look

around her for the way of return and

2. But the other half of the nation

will be not less fortunate : after the

great turn in the affairs of Yuda, the

holy city that is now in ruins will again

be pronounced happy by all, vv. 23,

comp. Ps. cxxix. 8, whilst in the whole

land both the inhabitants of the cities

and the husbandmen then dwell securely,

ver. 24 : since the consummation of all

happiness described vv. 12-14 must

prepare to come back ; why does she

withdraw and creep away simply from
human fearfulness ? it is true, a weak
woman such as she is may easily enter-

tain fear at the thought of such unusual

and apparently difficult undertakings
;

but Yahve, for his part, creates now
new and wonderful powers, a female
changing herself into a male, he
strengthens the weak as if a woman
transformed herself into a man : in such

a case how is there room for fear? On
^QlDri comp. the observations § 298 &;

the choice of the two words nSJli and
")52 must be understood as having

reference to the sexual relations in the

primary sense.—Ver. 21, D''"1^~)X2n

must signify elevations, corresponding-

to the Arabic amdrah, waymarks in

the desert, really small heaps of stones,

fromnj3n=naS to be high, formed
ace. § 157a, while Tnan, ver. 15, is

formed from 1112 ace. § 161a.

incontestably arrive some day, ver. 25,

so that then that indescribably blessed

state arrives which to have seen even

only in a dream (as is here the case

with the prophet) is perfect bliss (comp.

Jahrhh. der Bihl. Wiss. Vol. V. p. 177

sq.), as is said in the well-known song,

ver. 26. comp. Ps. xvii. 15, cxxxix. 18

(for ver. 26, the character of which does

not suit this connexion, is probably taken
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beast,
II
and as I watched over them to pluck np and tear up,

to pull up and to destroy and to injure :
|
so will I watch over

them to build and to plant (saith Yahve).
||

In those days it

will not be said any more :
" Fathers ate sour grapes, and the

30 sons' teeth became blunt !
||
but everyone will die by his own

iniquity
; |

every man that eateth sour grapes his teeth become

blunt."

3.

Behold, days come (saith Yahve)
|
— and I conclude with

the house of Israel and with the house of Tuda a new cove-

nant:
II

not as the covenant which I concluded with their

fathers, when I took their hand to lead them out of the land

of Egypt,
I

which my covenant they broke, although I am their

protector (saith Yahve) :
||
but this is the covenant which I will

conclude with the house of Israel after those days (saith

Yahve) :
I

I put my law in their inmost parts, and will write

it upon their heart,
|
and will be to them a God, as they will be

from a well-known song).—And both

parts of the ancient community will at

last flourish afresh as if a new seed for

all living things were scattered over

them, ver. 27, comp. xxi. 6, inasmuch

as it cannot be otherwise than that, in

the same unusual degree in which the

Divine hand had been employed hitherto.

in punishing, had been acting against

them as with a watchful eye in the

destnaction of evil, it is then employed

for them for their good and advance-

ment, ver. 28 with reference to the

threat at the commencement i. 10-12,

which is in this way cancelled at the

end of the book. Then will disappear

also that faint-hearted prejudice which

3 And finally to express the truth

upon the whole matter by means of the

purest conception and the clearest

figure : there must and will be some

day concluded a new covenant, which is

not so perishable as that which has

hitherto been in force, the nation having

as good as broken the latter although

no fault could be attached to Yahve,

inasmuch as he remains always their

now prevails even proverbially in this

time of despondency, that the de-

scendants must suffer for the sins of

their forefathers, as if the true divine

order were not rather that guilt is

counted and produces its effects as a

purely personal thing, vv. 29, 30, comp.

further Ez. ch. xviii. The expression

Yuda's land, and all its cities is so

familiar to Yeremya that he says even

this city, i.e., Jerusalem or Yuda, and

all her cities, xix. 15, as in those lands

it early became the custom to speak of

the capital city instead of the whole

land that belonged to it. Similar modes

of speaking are not uncommon, as

xxxii. 36, 37.

protector (v2^Sl like iii. 14), but an

imperishable one because it has been

written in their hearts (not merely con- i

signed to books which are now so I

greatly overestimated) and having root

in the feeling and knowledge of people

generally, and being then maintained

by the national life which will then be

thoroughly reformed and delivered

from its sins vv. 31-34, comp. xvii. 1, a
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to me a people
; ||

so that they no more teach every one the

other and each one another saying " know Yahve !"
|
but they

all of them will know me, from the least unto the greatest

(saith Yahve), since I will forgive their guilt, and remember
35 their sin no more.

|1
— Thus saith Yahve, that appointed the

sun for light by day, the ordinances of moon and stars for light

by night,
|
that stirreth the sea that its waves roar, Yahve of

Hosts his name :
||

if these ordinances shall remove from my
face (saith Yahve), Israel's seed also will cease to be a nation

before me for ever !
||
Thus saith Yahve-: if the heavens are

measured upwards, and the earth's foundations are explored

downwards,
|
I also will reject the whole seed of Israel, on

account of all that they did (saith Yahve)
||—Behold days come

(saith Yahve)
|
—and the city will be built unto Yahve from

the tower Chanan'el unto the corner gate
; ||

and the measuring
line goeth forth further straight to the hill Gareb,

|
and turneth

40 towards Gd'ah ;*
||
and the whole valley with the dead bodies

and the ashes, and all the pools unto the Qidron-book, unto
the corner of the horse-gate eastwards are holy unto Yahve,

)

never again to be plucked up nor thrown down.
||

sentence of greatest importance and measured by men and known by them
finely uttered ; comp. later "Isa."liv. as perfectly as by the Creator, will he

I

13.—But if it seems that too much reject this foundation of the true com-
has been promised by ver. 34, that munity notwithstanding all the doubts
Yahve by means of his marvellous that arise from the past transgressions

power of purifying gi-ace will destroy of the nation, vv. 35-37, ver. 35 after

even all the ancient sins that have Amos ix. 5, 6, comp. also much that is

become so habitual in this community similar above, x. 2.—And finally to say
and will thereby establish the possi- the thing to which the aspiration of
bility of a new and still higher life, the people must in the last instance be
let the following be listened to : as cer- most strongly directed, even the holy

> tainly as Yahve maintains the eternal city that now lies in ruins will again be
laws of all creation, will he not suffer built in its whole extent to the praise of
Israel, i.e., the basis and commencement Yahve and become highly honoured
of his true community, to perish never again to fall as is now the case,

(because this is only a second, a higher, vv. 38-40. The description of the ex-
creation, that must have equally firm tent of the new city is for us somewhat
laws and the same succession as the obscure, as are all the similar ones of
material creation) : and j ust as little as the Old Testament: but it is clear
the material universe can be completely that it does not proceed from one

* The Authorised Version overlooks the effect of the TT local in restoring the
origmal feminine ending -at, and transcribes the name Goath.—Tr.
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point to trace in a direct course the 13, 14 ; xii. 31) to all the pools (ace.

boundaries of the city, but begins to the K'tMh mD"1t£7 comp. QIT to

afresh three times, simply with the view flow ; at least the Targ. explains the

of mentioning the most important wordthus)on the south to the Qidron and

places on the confines. If therefore the horse-gate on the south-east, takes

the first of these three lines, that from in the southern portion of the city, it is

the tower Chanan'el east of the tem- probable that the second which mentions

pies to the comer gate on the west of it Gareb and G6'ah, places which as it

(" Zech." xiv. 10), takes in the most happens do not occur elsewhere in the

central part of the city, the third, that Old Testament, is intended to include

from the valley with the corpses and the most northern part of the city, or

the ashes on the south-west ( where the new quarter called afterwards

elsewhere the valley and the dung Bezetha. As regards Gareb comp. Ges-

gate are mentioned Neh. ii. 13 sq. ; iii. chichte des Folkes Israel, V. 575, 3rd ed.

2. The hoj)e described in symbols and figures.

Ch. XXXII, XXXIII.

But the signs or figures that Yeremya is in the habit of sup-

plying after his exposition of the pure and simple expectation,

form in this instance a separate piece, for the reason that a

long narrative has to be inti'oduced at this point.

During the last siege of Jerusalem, when Yeremya lay in

prison according to the royal command, a cousin from 'Ana-

thoth came to him, to offer him the purchase of a field to

which he possessed the right of inheritance and redemption,

xxxii. 7, 8. This cousin, like Yeremya, of priestly origin, and

evidently advanced in years like Yeremya, who was the son of

his uncle, had therefore no children, so that his heritage would

some time have passed to Yeremy^, while if he had sold this

field, which must have been freehold, before his death to some

one else, Yeremyd would have had at least the right of redemp-

tion, i.e., of repurchasing it. Lev. xxv. 25 : so that it necessarily

appeared to him as simply his first duty, if he desired to sell

this field, to sell it to the next relative.* What induced the

* Comp. Antiquities of Israel, pp. 407, 497 (353, 420). It is only necessary to

add that the ancient allmanden (commons) had been certainly divided in these

later times and so made into fields.
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cousin to sell is not said : the unquiet times supply a general

motive ; and the low price tliat is paid for tlie field, ver. 9,

appears as a confirmation of tlie conclusion tliat the possession

of all such fields was deemed very insecure. Neither is it

very difficult, when the general insecurity of property at that

time is remembered, to understand how an anticipation that

this cousin would come to him with such an offer could at

some earlier time have passed through the prophet's mind,

w. 6-8.

And in reality, according to the ordinary view of things,

Teremya would have done well at this uncertain time, and

while he lay in prison too, to decline an oS'er from which he

could gain no tangible advantage; any man without higher

hope and good courage, especially in this desperate condition

of the kingdom, would have declined it, even if he had not

foreseen as clearly as Yeremya the necessary ruin of the city

and the kingdom. But not so the true prophet, who though

feeling the full certainty of the destruction awaiting the imme-

diate future does not give up the eternal hope. When, there-

fore, such an offer was now presented to him as a temptation,

by declining it he would only haVe added to his own feehng

of hopelessness as well as increased that of many others who

looked up to him. But he was too full of believing hope, and

under its influence did not hesitate for a moment to buy for-

mally and publicly the field, and to place in safe keeping the

documents relating to the purchase as if for use in future?

though it might be distant, times ; it was as if a higher power

suddenly compelled him by this act to attest as by a manifest

sign before all the world the imshaken confidence which he

reposed in the eternal hopes. But as he subsequently reflected

quietly and more deeply on this matter which had thus sud-

denly come upon him and had been as quickly carried out, and

wrestled in believing prayer in order to bring to light its full

divine, meaning, higher communications and symbols and cer-

tainties flowed in upon him concei-ning this matter and the
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eternal hopes connected with it, and he was able to proclaim

the Messianic hope with still greater enthusiasm than before,

even in the midst of these depressing surroundings of the

prison and notwithstanding the certainty of the destruction of

the city and the kingdom, which was constantly present to his

mind and was in reality approaching ever nearer.

Accordingly he describes here as a further confirmation of

the Messianic hopes that are pictured in the foregoing piece,

what manifold and cheering revelations he received by means

of the above circumstances, and with what signs and

symbols those hopes may be as it were sealed. After the

historical elucidation, xxxii. 2-25, the first discourse supplies

in two strophes the divine exposition and application of the

symbol, xxxii. 26-44, a second discourse, likewise in two

strophes, heightens and increases the certainty that with the

present destruction of the city it is not the end of the true

community that must come, but the time of its perfection is

certainly drawing near, xxxiii. 1-18, till in the end two shorter

discourses add some of the most powerful divine assurances

and symbols, xxxiii. 19-26. It is not very foreign to the con-

nexion that at the end, xxxiii. 17, 18, reference is made to the

restoration of the tribe of Levi ; for although Yeremya never

elsewhere gives prominence to this particular, in this case the

meaning of the symbol at the commencement suggested a

return of the thought to it at the end. Nor is it so rare a

thing with him elsewhere to mention the priests (and what

was more natural to him a priest by birth ?), unfavourably gene-

rally, it is true, but still favourably also, comp. xxxi. 14, with

xxxiii. 13.

Though the first two sections and accordingly by far the

largest portion of this piece belong by their subject-matter to

the time of the final publication of the book, the last two short

oracles, xxxiii. 19-26, are repeated from the earlier edition like

ch. XXX. -xxxi., being somewhat more firmly attached to the

later pieces by a small transitional sentence, xxxiii. 17. They
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may formerly have stood at tlie end of the discourse cli.

xxxi., and are very closely connected by their words, figures,

and thoughts with xxxi. 35, 36; the words w. 19, 23, is all

that may have been added in the last edition. The reference

to the two kingdoms occurs here also, ver. 24, and the use of

the word ^nStt^a is one of Yeremya's most genuine peculiari-

ties. Nothing is more perverse and baseless than to suppose that

we have in this passage, xxxiii. 19-26, or generally in ch. xxx.-

xxxdii., additions by a later prophet. When the priests are

called Priests-Levites or Levites-Priests (which is the same

thing) xxxiii. 18, 21, this is only done after the manner of

Deuteronomy, and only because importance is attached in this

particular passage to the regular priests according to the

ancient and sacred order; it is with them as with David.

Yeremya never maintains that the pedigree of the priests is

immaterial in Israel.

The word which came unto Yeremya from Yahve in

the tenth year of Ssedeqia King of Tuda, which is the

eighteenth year of Nabukodrossor. And then the army of

the King of Babel laid siege to Yerusalem and the prophet

Yeremya was shut up in the court of the keep of the house

of the King of Yuda, where Ssedeqia King of Yuda had

shut him up saying : Why prophesiest thou thus : thus saith

Yahve : Behold I give this city into the hand of the King of

Babel that he may take it
; ||

and Ssedeqia King of Yuda will

not escape from the hand of the Chaldaeans, but be given into

the hand of the King of Babel,
|
his mouth will speak with the

mouth of him, and his eyes will see the eyes of him
; ||

and to

Babel will he lead Ssedeqia, and there will he be till I visit

him (saith Yahve) :
|
when ye fight with the Chaldeans, ye will

not prosper ! ||
But unto Yeremya had the word of Yahve come

thus :
" behold Chanamel the son of thine uncle Shallum will

come to thee saying : buy thou my field in ' Anathoth ! for

thou hast the right of redemption to buy it." And so Chana-

mel my uncle's son came to me according to the word of Yahve

in the court of the prison and said to me : " buy now my field
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in 'Anatlioth wliicli is in the tribe of Benjamin ! for tliou liast

the right of inheritance and hast the redemption, bny thou

it !" Then I knew that it was the word of Yahve, and I

bought the field of Chanamel my uncle's son in 'Anathoth,

and weighed him as the money seven pounds and ten in

10 silver.
|]
I wrote it in the book sealed it and took witnesses,

weighed the money in scales, took the writing of the purchase,

that which was sealed according to the law and the statute,

and that which was open, I gave then the writing of the

purchase to Barukh the son of Neriya the son of Makhseya before

the eyes of my cousin Chanamel and before the eyes of the

witnesses who had subscribed the writing of the purchase,

before the eyes of all the Jews who were placed in the court of

the prison, and I charged Barukh before their eyes as follows :

Thus saith Tahve of Hosts the God of Israel : Take these

writings, this writing of the purchase both the sealed one and

this open writing, and put them in an earthen pot, that they

16 may remain in it many years ; for thus saith Tahve of Hosts

the God of Israel : yet again shall houses and fields and vine-

yards be bought in this land !—Then I prayed to Tahve, after

I had given the writing of the purchase to Barukh the son of

Neriya saying : Lord Tahve ! behold thou hast made the

heavens and the earth by thy great power and thy outstretched

arm,
|
nothing is too wonderful for thee

||
thou who showest

kindness to thousands, and repayest the guilt of fathers into

the bosom of their sons after them,
|
thou great Hero-God

Tahve of Hosts thy name
; ||

thou of great counsel and of lofty

deed, |
whose eyes are open upon all the ways of the sons of

men, to give to each according to his ways and according to

20 the fruit of his deeds
; ||

thou who didst signs and wonders, in

the land of Egypt and until this day, both in Israel and among

men,
|
and so madest thee a name at this day

; ||
and leddest

thy people Israel out of the land of Egypt with signs and with

wonders,
|
with strong hand and with outstretched arm and

with great terror,
||
and gavest them this land which thou hadst

sworn to their fathers to give them,
|
a land flowing with milk

and honey :
||
and they came and inherited it—but hearkened

not to thy voice and walked not in thy laws,
|
nothing of all

thou commandest did they do—and therefore thou causedst all

this evil to come upon them.
||
Behold the ramparts are come

to the city to take it, and the city is given into the hands of
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the Chaldaeans that lay siege against it by the sword and the

famine and the pestilence,
|
and that which thou spakest is

25 come to pass :
||
but though thou seest this yet thou saidst to

me Lord Yahve :
" buy the field for money and take wit-

nesses !"
I
and the city is given into the hand of the Chal-

dseans ? |j—Then came Tahve's word unto Yeremya as follows :

The oracle announced ver. 1 is not

given before ver. 27 ; all that is said in

the interval is only a preparation for it.

The oracle concerning the king which

is only incidentally mentioned vv. 3-5,

is narrated by Yeremya in detail xxxiv.

1-7. Ver. 6 the LXX have the more in-

telligible reading : 71^71 ^T1^'0'^,\ bwi,

")bsb i'«! in'l whilst \vith the

Massoretic reading it is impossible to

understand to whom Yeremya said

this : we must otherwise suppose that

in the text of the LXX as well as in

the present Massoretic text the names

of Y''eremya's fellow-prisoners had been

omitted after "in'^)2~l'^ "l^S'^l to whom
he had narrated his anticipation and

that the LXX had altered the text,

which had thus become unintelligible

to them, in the best way they could
;

which is certainly a conceivable but

hardly probable supposition, since such

a passing expectation as this would

hardly be thus publicly communicated

by a prophet, especially of Yeremya's

eminence, and the whole character of

the naiTative in other respects does not

lead to the supposition that Y'ercmya

had previously communicated it to

others.

According to the very clear descrip-

tion, vv. 10, 11, compared with ver.

14, Isa. xliv. 5, two closely connected

documents of the sale had to be prepared

in accordance with legal usage : the

one sealed, i.e., rolled up and then

sealed, which might contain the condi-

tions of the sale, and the other open,

with the signatui-e of the witnesses,

as the wrapper of the former; both

3.

were laid for better preservation in

a dry earthern vessel, ver. 14, comp.

Papyri greed Musei Turin. JEgyptii

ed. ab Am. Peyron, in the Memoirie

della R. Acad- di Torino, vol. xxxi.

1826 ; the preparation of two copies of

the same document one of which was

to have public authority, was quite a

different thing, see Antiquities of

Israel, p. 241 sq. (207), comp. Ausland,

1857, p. 610. With regard to the ac-

cusative D'^pnm miJZSn, ver. 11, see

§ 21% ; on T

—

"1, ver. 14, and likewise

ver. 20, see §'359".

As the question here is, whether the

marvel is possible in the sight of God
that a field purchased at this time

should really constitute an undisturbed

possession, the prayer begins forthwith,

ver. 17, with the early utterance Gen.

xviii. 14 and gives prominence accord-

ingly, in the further appeal to Yahve,

especially to His miraculous power

which must be everywhere as great to

day as in the ancient times, whilst it is

only the nation that has sinned against

His marvellous grace, vv. 1 8-23 ; but

the immediate object of the prayer

follows in a few words at tlie end, vv.

24, 25. Ver. 20 the accents can be

made correct only by reading here as

ver. 31 12^1 instead of the simple "T37:

then the wonders are meant as they

were performed both in ancient times

and also as tliey continue to be per-

fonned unto the present time, and in

Israel as amongst ordinary men (D"7S

as Job xxxi. 33) —Ver. 21 the last

words ought not to be disconnected

from the following verse : they belong

17
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to the next verse because they only much as the city is already as good as

give prominence to the apparent con- surrendered. Besides, they would sup-

tradiction that God has so said con- ply no good meaning connected with

trary to all outward a2:)pearance, inas- ver. 24.

I. 1.

Behold I am Yatve, tlie God of all flesh :
[
can anything be

too wonderful for me ? ||
—Therefore thus saith Yahve

:

Behold I give this city into the hand of the Chaldteans and

into the hand of Nahukodrossor King of Babel that he take

it,
II
and the Chaldeans which fight against this city come, and

kindle this city with fire and burn it,
|
with the houses on the

roofs of which they burned incense to Baal
|
and brought

80 drink-offerings to other gods to provoke me— 1|
because the sons

of Israel and the sons of Tuda have done only that which is evil

before me from their youth
; |

because the sons of Israel only

provoked me continually with the work of their hands, saith

Yahve
; II

because for my indignation and for my wrath was

this city unto me, from the day when it was built to this day,

in order to remove it far from my face
||
because of all the

wickedness of the sons of Israel and of the sons of Yuda which

they did to provoke me,
|
they their kings princes priests and

prophets, both the man of Yuda and the inhabitants of

Jerusalem, || and they turned to me the back not the face,
|

one zealously instructed them continually, but they hearkened

not to receive instruction,
||
but placed their abominations in

35 the house over which my name is called, to defile it,
||
and

built the Baal's heights which are in the valley of Ben-Hinnom,

to cause their sons and their daughters to pass before the

Molokh,
I

which I have neither commanded, nor hath it come

into my mind, to practise this abomination— to lead Yuda to

sin !
I

1. The answer, although it at once but very animatedly, in conformity

assumes a favourable form as is re- with the representations of earlier

quired, ver. 27, conip. ver. 17, must pieces, by a threefold emphatic because ;

nevertheless at first confirm what has twice vei-. 30, where the transgressions

been already so often threatened in the of both kingdoms are called to mind

distance and what could at that time be (though it is better to add all for the

easily foreseen as certain to happen, sake of clearness in the second member),

that the city cannot be delivered in the then vv. 31-35, where it is urged with

inmiediate future ; the causes of its special reference to Jerusalem and

overthrow are then pointed out, briefly Yuda, that the worst transgressions had
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But now—thus saitli "TTalive therefore Israel's God of this

city, of which ye are thinking that it is given into the hand of

the King of Babel by the sword by famine and by pestilence:
{|

Behold I srather them out of all the lands whither I have

driven them in my indignation and wrath and in great

displeasure,
|
and bring them back unto this place and cause

them to dwell safely,
||
that they become to me a people,

|
and I

be to them God !
||
For I give to them one heart and one

way : to fear me evermore,
|
that it may go well with them and

40 with their sons after them
; |j

I conclude with them an eternal

covenant, that I will never turn away from them, that I may
do them good

; j
and my fear I put in their heart, that they

may not depart from me
; ||

and I rejoice over them to do them

good, and plant them in this land
|
in faithfulness with my

whole heart and my whole soul.
||
—For thus saith Tahve: as

I brought upon this people all this great evil,
[
so I bring upon

them all the good which I speak concerning them
; ||

and the

field will be bought in this land
[
whereof ye are thinking it

is a wilderness without any man or beast, given into the hand

been committed by all classes of the

people in spite of all admonitions to the

contrary. When it is said that Jeru-

salem became from its veiy foundation

a divine anger, i.e., provoked it (comp.

Hi. 3 ; 2 Kings xxiv. 20), this can only

be taken in a general way, as by the

time of Solomon there had certainly

not been wanting grounds of provoca-

tion. In the case of the first inf. ahs.

"TJ27, ver. 33, it is remarkable that,

2. But to give full expression at

last to the favourable prospects which

began to be indicated at the beginning

of the previous strophe vv. 27, 28 a,

although men's thoughts may not get

beyond these immediate and certain

prospects (vv. 36, 43, xxxiii. 10), it is

impossible that the absolute thoughts of

God that take in all things should not go

further : on the contrary, precisely be-

cause this destruction of the true com-

as in the numerous similar inf. ahs. ver.

44, while this construction is carried on

in rapid discourse by means of the

simple conjunction and, ace. § 351 c,

the person also is changed : but it is

manifest that the antithesis that is im-

plied in the whole connexion of the

clauses produces its effect here also, ace.

§ 328 a. Vv. 34, 35 like vii. 30, 31
;

as to ver. 35 comj). the remarks on Ez.

xxiii. 37.

munity cannot be conceived to be final,

the higher divine grace must then mani-

fest its marvellous efficacy in healing and

restoring when men deem everything

finally lost ; which is here described at

first, vv. 36-41, in general temis in

beautiful language very similar to that

employed above ch. xxx, xxxi, but

then, vv. 42-44, the special case from

which the discourse started is so re-

ferred to that it is said, in all other

17 *
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of the Clialdseans :
||
fields will be bought with ready money,

written in the book and sealed and witnesses taken
j
in the

land of Benyamin and round about Jerusalem and in the

cities of Yuda,
|
both in the cities of the hills and in those of

the plain and in those of the South :
|
for I turn your

fortunes ! saith Yahve.
1|

parts of Yuda also active trade will in

that better future be carried ou with

the fields industriously and gladly

cultivated. As in CHS ''n'tD'^nb,

Ter. 40, the pronoun of the first person

receives such prominence, the whole

verse must contain a second explana-

tion of the nature of this eternal

covenant only for the sake of poetical

variety. The parts of the kingdom,

ver. 44, just as xxxiii. 13, xvii. 26,

conip. Zech. vii. 7 : the second large

member supplies only the three main

classes of the cities of Ttoda that had

been just named.

II. 1.

xxxni

1 And the word of Yahve came to Yeremya a second time,

whilst he was still shut up in the court of the prison, saying

:

Thus said Yahve who performeth it,
|
Yahve who createth it

unto truth, Yahve his name ! 1|
(call unto me that I may

hear thee,
]
that I may announce to thee great things, and

secret things which thou knowest not
!) ||

yea thus saith

Yahve the God of Israel concerning the houses of this city
|

and concerning those of the kings of Yuda,
||
which are torn

down towards the ramparts and towards the artillery
|
in order

to fight with the Chaldseans, and to make up their number the

dead bodies of those men
|
whom I smote in my indignation

and wrath, and for all the wickedness of whom I hid my face

from this city : || Behold I put on a plaster for it,* and a

1. The fresh opening takes up again

si^bstantially the thought of the city,

xxxii. 36, 37, but as it is intended now

that everything shall be uttered with

greater solemnity and definiteness, it is

declared emphatically at the very com-

mencement, ver. 2, that He who is here

speaking also performs what He says

and promises, and works in such a way

that he makes it truth (§ 337 h), He the

inexhaustible source of all wisdom and

prophecy, who reveals to those who

know how to find their way to Him the

greatest secrets and such as are wholly

inaccessible to others, ver. 3. It is true

the houses and palaces of Jerusalem

are thrown down in the direction of

the trenches and artillery, with which the

* The 2nd ed. reads dir, while the 1st follows the Heb. Hv.
TJ

a misprint.

—

Tr.

No doubt, dir is
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remedy and heal them,
|
and I open to them an abundance of

prosperity and peace,
|1

I turn again the fortunes of Yuda and

the fortunes of Israel,
|
and restore them as before time,

1|
I

purify them from all their iniquity wherein they sinned against

me,
I

and pardon all their iniquities wherein they sinned

against me and wherein they transgressed against me
; 1|

that

she [the city] may be to me for a joyful name, for praise and

for renown before all the nations of the earth,
|
which when

they hear all the good that I do to her, will shake and

tremble
|
for all the good and for all the pi'osperity I will show

her.
II

Thus saith Yahve : Yet again will be heard in this place

whereof ye think that it is desolate without men and without

cattle,
I

in the cities of Yuda and in the streets of Jerusalem,

which are wasted without men and without inhabitants and

enemv lays siege to the city, by the in-

fatuated inhabitants themselves who
wished thus to keep off" the besiegers

and to obtain open space for attack, but

who really thereby only made the num-

ber of corjises full of the men whom
the divine punishment had resolved to

smite, vv. 4, 5. But certain as it may

be that the city will now be lost, it will

nevertheless be restored again at some

time so gloriously by the reconciliation

and purification of the nation that the

heathen voluntarily flock to it as to

the most marvellous visible manifesta-

tion of Yahves glory, vv. 6-9. Instead

of m"12Il, ver. 3, which in its usual

sense supplies no meaning here, it is

better to read ni")23, which is found

Isa. xlviii. 6. Instead of the unintelli-

bleb"*SIl innn (which the accentua-

tion has separated into the two verses

4-5), C"^3~inn (for this ending is in

any case possible, ace. § 177 c, the form

mznn is not found in Yeremya)

must be read, the plur. of niR signi-

fj'ing the heavy siege engines, Ez. xxvi,

9 ; the LXX. appear to have had this

reading. The anticipation of the pro-

noun in DSyXib ^ ^ genuine pecu-

liarity of Yeremya, see p. 66, Sv!?

to complete the number of. Ver. 6 like

viii. 22 ; xlvi. 11 ; xxx. 13, 17.

2. The previous threats will then be

changed into thdr opposite : vv. 10, 11,

the oppo^ite of xxv. 10, comp. xvii. 26;

vv. 12, 13, the opposite of vii. 20 ; xxiv.

6 ; xxxvi. 29, comp. 1. 3, li. 62, and it

appears further, particularly from xxxi.

27, that we must without doubt under-

stand the illustration borrowed from

cattle in the primary sense, the.se illus-

trations being here so frequent on ac-

count of the great picture of ch. xxxii.;

at the same time, it must be remem-

bered that this abundance of cattle was

only one result of the greater prosperity

in general, and that Yeremya employed

the illustration only because the keep-

ing of cattle was at that time still one

of the chief occupations in Israel. The
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withont cattle
||
the sound of gladness and of joy, the sound

of the bridegroom and of the bride, | the sound of people

singing :

thank Tahve of Hosts, because Yahve is good,

because for ever is his kindness !

bringing thanks to the house of Yahve :
|
for I restore the

land again as before time ! saith Yahve.
||

Thus saith Yahve

of Hosts : Yet again in this desolate place -without any men or

even cattle, and in all its cities
|
will be a pasture of shepherds

who lead their sheep to rest
; ||

in the cities of the mountain

and in those of the plain, and in those of the South,
[

and in the land of Benyamin and round about Jerusalem and

in the cities of Yuda
|
will the sheep yet pass before him that

telleth them, saith Yahve.
|1
— Behold, days are coming (saith

15 Yahve)
|
—when I execute the good word which I have spoken

of the house of Israel and of that of Yuda
; ||

in those days

and at that time will I cause to shoot out from David a shoot

of righteousness, that he may do equity and righteousness in

the land
; ||

in those days Yuda will be saved, and Jerusalem

. stand secure,
|
and thus it will be called Yalive-is-our

-

right.
\\
— For thus saith Yahve : unto David will never be

wanting a man to sit upon the throne of the house of Israel,
|

and unto the priests-Levites will never be wanting a man
before me

[
to bring bnrnt offerings and cense gifts and present

sacrifices continually ! |1

fact that the counter of the cattle is and the new reformed Jerusalem, which

mentioned with some significance, ver, bears the name " Yahve is our Eight,"

13, points to the Levitical tithes as well vv. 14-16, like xxiii. 5, 6, as also the

fenown, comp. Antiquities of Israel, p. similar utterances, that the true theo-

397 sq. (344 sq.). The poetical words, cracy in its twofold aspect, the secular

ver. 11, refer to a hymn of praise that and the spiritual, shall never entirely

had long been much used in the Temple, and for ever perish, vv. 17, 18, which

traces of which are also found in older is expressed in the form that was then

Psalms, comp. Dichter des Alten Bandes most natural, comp. xvii. 26, and for

I h, pp, 175, 397.—Still higher stands the form of speech of vv. 17, 18, comp.

at last the peculiarly good word, the xxxi. 36 ; xxxv. 19. The new name

word concerning the Messiah, who is of the cit}% ver. 16, is imitated as early

called the " Shoot of Righteousness," as Ez. xlviii. 35.

III. 1.

20 And the word of Yahve came to Yeremya saying : Thus

saith Yahve : if ye break the covenant of the day and the
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covenant of tlie niglit
|
and that day and niglit be no more in

their time
; ||

then will also my covenant be broken with my
servant David, that he have no son who may reign on his

throne,
|
and with the Levites the priests my servants !

||
As

the host of heaven is not numbered, and the sand of the sea is

not measured :
|
so will I multiply the seed of my servant

David, and the Levites w^ho serve me.
||

2.

And the w^ord of Yahve came to Yeremya saying : SaAvest

thou not what these people say ? namely :
" the two families

25 which Yahve chose—them he rejected :
|
and my people will

men despise 1 to be no more a nation before him !"
1|
—Thus

. saith Yahve : if I have not given the covenant of the light and of

the night,
|
if I have not given the laws of heaven and earth,

||

I will also reject the seed of Yaqob and of my servant David,

not taking from his seed rulers over the seed of Abraham.

Isaak and Yaqob !
|
but I turn again their fortunes and have

mercy upon them.

But it was just that last promise,

TV. 17, 18, which seemed so iucredible

at that time when the great calamities

of the kingdom must necessarily fall par-

ticularly upon the reigning royal family

and the ruling tribe of priests, that might

require a special confirmation ; and this

is given twice at the close in the loftiest

figures that the conceptions of the pro-

phets could grasp.— 1 As firm as the

covenant of day and night, which Yahve

had concluded as it were with them

that they should always appe.ir at the

right time, comp. Gen. viii. 22 sq., so

surely can Yahve maintain the covenant

here declared with the theocracy, which

is founded in a certain sense upon Gen.

XV. 5; xxii. 17, vv. 20-22. With regard

to ''n'^"l3, vv. 20, 25, see § 2116; in

the second member of ver. 2.5 in a

word, which is of substantially the same

meaning as this, the suff. of the first

person is dispensed with, comp. xxxi.

15, 16.—2. And as regards the despair

of many at this time, who believe that

Yahvfe, inasmuch as He permits the two

kingdoms to perish, will despise and suffer

to perish the remaining families of the

nation (e.g., the royal and the priestly

families) as too insignificant, ver. 24,

Yahve solemnly declares that He will

just as little reject them as it is certain

that He has determined the great eternal

laws of the universe and ordinances of

nature, vv. 25, 26. In ^IL'S'^** and

Cn''3D7 depending upon it, ver. 24,

we have an indefinite veiled way of

speaking, in order to speak of Yahve,

whom those in despair really mean, with

somewhat less irreverence; the meaning

of the words and the speaker of thera

are both made clear only from the

exactly corresponding passage xxxi. 36,

and the words seem as if they had been

transferred with the entire passage vv.

20 sq. from that place.
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Three historical supplements as to the labours of the

prophet in the last period.

Ch. XXXIV.j XXXV.

1.

—

The Oracle to Ssedeqia.

XXXIV. 1-7.

As tlie oracle, xxxii. 3, 4i, which was only very briefly quoted

ahove^ was both sufficiently important in itself and confirmed

by the subsequent event^ Yeremya produced it here in the first

historical supplement in the form in which it was originally

addressed to him. For though he proclaimed to the king

directly the destruction of the city and his captivity, he did

not announce his violent death : and as a fact, when Nabuko-

drossor subsequently passed judgment upon the captive king,

he found the weak monarch, who had been driven to rebellion

more by his advisers than by his own intentions, at least not

deserving of capital punishment, xxxviii. 23 ; xxxix. 5-7 ; lii.

9-11; 2 Kings xxv. 6, 7. This served at the same time as a

limitation as regards the king of what had been said in too

general terms xxi. 7 ; and also as an explanation of what was

meant by the expression that God would " visit" him in Babel,

xxxii. 5 : an honourable burial of one who had fallen so low is

of itself a sign that God would not wlj.olly forget him, but

graciously look upon him.

The word that came to Yeremya from Tahve : whilst

ISTabiikodrossor the king of Babel and all his army and all

kingdoms of the dominion of his hand and all the nations

fought against Jerusalem and against all its cities, as follows :

Thus said Yahve Israel's God : Go to Ssedeqia the king of

Yuda and say unto him : thus saith Yahve : behold I give this

city into the hand of the king of Babel, that he may burn it

with fire
; ||

but thou wilt not escape from his hand, but wilt

surely be taken and given into his hanrl,
[
thine eyes will see
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tliose of the king of Babel, his mouth speak with thj mouth
|

and thou go unto Babel.
||
Only hear Yahve's word, thou king

of Yuda !
I

thus saith Tahve concerning thee : thou wilt not

die by the sword :
||

in peace wilt thou die, and after the

burial of thy fathers the former kings that were before thee
|

so will they bury thee, and " Alas Lord!" bewail thee !
[
for

a word have I spoken, saith Yahve.
||
—And the prophet

Yeremya spake to Ssedeqia the king of Yuda all these words in

Jerusalem, while the army of the king of Babel fought against

Jerusalem and all the remaining cities of Yuda, against

Lahkish and against 'Azeqa because these of Yuda's cities

remained as defenced cities.

Ver. 2 the fii'st n"1ttS1 must be honour by the Jews resident at Babel
IT : - IT :

omitted, according lo the LXX, ami the according to ancient custom, comp.

accents altered in consequence.—The ex- further lii. 1 1 ; also 2 Kmgs xxii. 20

pression ver. 5 by no means indicates with xxiii. 30. With regard to the kind

that the king will be again raised to his of burial here intended see Antiquities

throne and receive in Jerusalem a o/ Israel, p. 205 (176 j.—It may be seen

splendid burial, but only forms the from ver. 7 that at that time of cities of

antithesis to ver. 4 : for if he shonld note there were only these two strong

then be only spared by Nabukodrossor, fortresses besides Jerusalem that re-

it might be foreseen that in later years maineduntaken; 7S interchanges else-

he might die in peace and be buried in where with 727 in Yeremya's writings.

2 .

—

Concerning sla very

.

Ch. XXXIV. 8-22.

A very remarkable oracle historically considered. Accord-

ing to Exod. xxi. 2-11; Deut. xv. 12-18, a slave of pure

Hebrew blood could never be held in servitude seven full

years, but must be emancipated in the seventh year : a law

which had in tliose centuries long been in abeyance, comp.

Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes, vol. i., p. 411 so.

and Antiquities of Israel, pp. 283-286 (245-248). Now, at this

time the king and the nation were brought, partly by the con-

science of the people which had been aroused by Deuteronomy

and partly by the calamities of the time, to the common reso-
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lution to observe this law again ; but it could be observed in

Jerusalem only, since the Chaldeans had already surrounded

the city. And as a fact good fortune seemed immediately to

follow the noble resolve : the Chaldeans, threatened by the

Egyptians coming from Africa, raised the siege, ver. 21

;

xxxvii. 5. But when the people became unfaithful to the law

again, which they had already observed under most solemn

promises, as soon as this immediate danger had passed over

(we do not know under what pretext), the prophet's just indig-

nation was kindled against such faithlessness, and he threatened

(what very soon happened) the return of the Chaldeans to the

siege and overthrow of the city. This discourse is comprised

in one strophe, vv. 13-22.

The word that came to Teremya from Tahve, after the king

Ssedeqia had concluded a covenant with all the people of

Jerusalem to declare for themselves freedom, for every man to

let his man-slave and every man his woman-slave, Hebrew or

Hebrewess, go free, that none of them any more hold another

10 Tudean as a slave :—and at that time all the princes and the

whole people who had entered into the covenant to set free every

man his man-slave and every man his woman-slave, no more

to hold them as slaves : they obeyed and set them free, but

afterwards they brought back again the man-slaves and

woman-slaves whom they Lad let go free and by force made

them man-slaves and woman-slaves,—and then the word of

Tahve came unto Teremya as follows

:

Thus saith Tahve Israel's God :
|
I concluded a covenant

with your fathers, when I led them forth from Egypt from the

house of bondmen, saying :
||

" after every seven years shall ye

every man let go his Hebrew brother who hath been sold unto

thee, that he may serve thee six years and then thou lettest him

free from thee !" but your fathers hearkened not unto me, and

15 inclined not their ear.
||
But turning yourselves ye did just

now what is right in my sight, one declaring to the other free-

dom,
I

and ye concluded a covenant before me in the house over

which my name is called.
||
But again tui-ning yourselves ye

desecrated my name and brought back every one his man-slave
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and every one liis woman-slave whom ye had personally set

free
|
and forced them to be man-slaves and woman-slaves

unto you. ||
Therefore thus saith Yahve : Ye have not

hearkened unto me to declare freedom one to the other and

among each other :
|
behold I declare freedom unto you (saith

Yahve)
1
for the sword for the pestilence and for the famine,

and make you a playball for all kingdoms of the earth
; |1

I

give the men that transgressed my covenant, that kept not the

words of the covenant that was struck before me,
]
of the calf

which they struck in two and passed between its parts,
||
the

princes of Yuda and the princes of Jerusalem, the courtiers

and the priests and the whole people of the land,
]
that passed

20 between the pieces of the calf
||
—I give them into the

hand of their enemies and into the hand of their deadly foes,
J

that their dead bodies become meat for the birds of heaven

and for the beasts of the earth
; ||

and Ssedeqia the king of

Yuda and his princes I give into the hand of his enemies and

into the hand of his mortal foes,
|
and into the hand of the

forces of the king of Babel that have marched fi'om you.
|1

Behold I command (saith Yahve)—and bring them again to

this city, that they fight against it and take it and burn it with

fire,
I

and the cities of Yuda I lay waste without an in-

habitant. II

It appears from the same phrase, vv. the prey of the three principal calamities,

15, 17, that Cnb, ver. 8, is to be taken ver. 17. The discourse then refers with

as reflexive. After seven years, ver. 14, greater solemnity to the customary awful

namely, as is immediately more par- passage in the case of covenant sacrifices

ticularly explained, so that the manu- between the pieces of the covenant-

mission must follow with the expiration animal, of the calf, vv. 18, 19, comp.

of the sixth year according to the order Antiquities of Israel, p. 91 sq. (78); and

of the public succession of years. The inasmuch as 7337 is here used as equal

force of the threat depends primarily to n''"!^ as in explanation of an older

upon a play of thought founded upon word, we may see therefore that iT^I^

the matter itself: since they will not signifies properly food, then sacrificial

notify and declare to each other mutually food and the sacrificial animal to be cut

their own freedom, Yahve will on his up (mD), finally like oTrovtl] the

part declare to them freedom—that is, covenant concluded by means of such a

dismiss them from his house and pro- sacrifice,

tection in order that they may become
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3.

—

The Rekhabites.

Ch. xxxv.

This piece refers to a much earlier period. When the Chal-

deans overran Yuda for the first time, the Rekhabites, a small

nomadic tribe who dwelt on the desert boundaries of Yuda,

fled into the fortified capital for the sake of safety. This

strange tribe derived its origin through Rekhab from Yuda,

1 Chron. ii. 55, but appears to have habituated itself, after the

example of the ancient Qaenites, to the earlier life in tents,

and must some centuries before the time of Yeremy^ have

received through a certain Yonadab, who is mentioned as an

important man, 2 Kings x. 15, 23, a somewhat stable constitu-

tion based upon their preference for the nomadic life, by which

means it became fully hardened into a tent and desert people,

and considered itself specially bound scrupulously to avoid

wine, the symbol of more luxurious and settled life : a more

stable development of the peculiar desert life which is met

with later also amongst Arab tribes. Died, xix, 94, and

reached down to the times of Islam; comp. History of Israel,

IV. 79 (III. 543 sq.). It is conceivable that these singular men,

whose fragile tents could render them but little protection

against the war of those times, should attract much attention

when they appeared in Jerusalem : and the spirit urged

Yeremya to attempt a public trial of their faithfulness to their

peculiar laws. But when it appeared with what vigour they

were able to resist the temptation to drink wine, he could not

refrain from contrasting the faithfulness of this petty nation in

following merely an earthly father's severe commands, with

the unfaithfulness of Israel to the commands of its purely

spiritual God, nor therefore from repeating the threats against

Yuda, vv. 13-17, and pronouncing his prophetic blessing upon

the Rekhabites for such self-denying steadfastness, vv. 18, 19.

In fact, these Rekhabites appear here at the end of the book

of the prophet, before whose divine vision none of the chief
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sections of the people of that time can find favour^ almost like

that widow before Christ (see Geschichte Christns, p. 522, 3rd

ed.) : in this dispersed and despised fragment of the com-

munity of true religion alone is there to be found any longer

faithfulness and hope !

1 The word which came to Yeremya from Yahve in the days

of Yoyaqim son of Yosia king of Yuda as follows : Go unto

the house of the Rekhabites, and speak with them and bring

them to the house of Yahve into one of the chambers and give

them wine to drink !—So I took Yazanya son of Yeremya son

of Chabassinya with his brethren and all his sons, and the whole

house of the Rekhabites, brought them to the house of Yahve

into the chamber of the sons of Chanan son of Yigdalyahu the

man of God, beside the chamber of the princes, above the

chamber of Ma'seya son of Shallum keeper of the threshold,

—

6 placed before the sons of the honse of the Rekhabites jugs full

of wine and cups and said nnto them " Drink ye wine !"

—

Then said they : we drink no wine, because Yonadab son of

Rekhab our father laid upon iis the following command :
' Ye

shall drink no wine, ye and your sons for ever ; and build no

house nor sow seed nor plant or possess a vineyard ; but in

tents shall ye dwell all your days, in order that ye may live

many days upon the face of the ground where ye sojourn !'

And we hearkened unto the voice of Yonadab son of Rekhab
our father regarding all that he commanded us, not to drink

wine all our days we our wives our sons and daughters,

10 nor to build houses for our habitation, nor to possess vine-

yards and field and seed, and dwelt in our tents ; we heard

and did according to all that our father Yonadab commanded
us. But when Nabukodrossor king of Babel marched through

the land, then we said ' come and let us go to Jerusalem, from

before the army of the Chaldeans and fi'om before the army of

the Aramaeans !' and we remained in Jerusalem.—Then came
the word of Yahve unto Yeremya saying :

Thus saith Yahve of Hosts Israel's God : go and say unto

the man of Yuda and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem : will ye

not receive instruction to hear my woi"ds ? (saith Yahve).
||
—
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The words of Tonadab son of Rekliab wliicli he commanded

his sons to drink no wine were kept, and they drank none unto

this day because they heard their father's command :
|
and I

have spoken unto you with most earnest speech and ye have

15 not hearkened unto me !
||
and I sent unto you all my servants

the prophets with most earnest commission, saying " return ye

now every one from his evil way
]
and make ye your deeds

good and follow not other gods to serve them— then ye dwell

upon the ground which I have given you and your fathers !"
|

but ye inclined not your ear nor hearkened unto me
; ||

yea the

sons of Yonadab son of Rekhab kept their father's command

which he commanded them :
|
but this people hearkened not

unto me ! ]]
—Therefore thus saith Yahve the God of Hosts

Israel's God : behold I bring upon Yuda and upon all inhabit-

ants of Jerusalem all the evil that I have spoken concerning

them,
I
because I spoke unto them but they heard not, I called

unto them but they answered not !
||

And to the house of the Rekhabites said Yeremya : Thus saith

Yahve of Hosts Israel's God : because ye hearkened unto the

command of Yonadab your father
|
and observed all his com-

mands and did according to all that he commanded you :
j|

therefore thus saith Yahve of Hosts Israel's God :
|
there shall

not be wanting men of Yonadab's son of Rekhab that shall

stand before me for ever.

Ver. 2, speak ivith them to bring sq.).—It follows from ver. 11, comp.

them with friendly words into the Tem- 2 Kings xxiv. 1, that the Aramaic

pie. The man of God, or prophet of army, i.e. the army of Damascus, had

former times mentioned ver. 4 is quite then been united with the Chaldean

unknown to us ; his sons, or pupils, army, Damascus had therefore been

must at some time have so much used conquered, comp. xlvi. 23-27 ; and it is

this hall, or chamber, in the Temple in certain that we must suppose that this

their prophetic labours, that it could campaign took place in that time of the

retain their name and still serve for the reign of Yoyaqim when the subjection

prophets of this period, e.g., Yeremya, of this king to the Chaldeans could no

for their purposes as a teaching room ;
longer be avoided.

just as subsequently the Pharisees and Ver. 15 like xxv. 5. Ver. 19 like

other sects had their lecture rooms in xxxiii. 17, 18 ; it also appears from

the Temple. Comp. the very similar ver. 19 that the Rekhabites still adhered

but plainer instance, xxxvi. 10 ; and to the Yahve religion.

History of Israel, III. 240 (III. 327
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V.

—

Conclusion.

Ch. XXXVI.

Tlie conclusion is formed by the narrative of the destruction

of this book in its previous form immediately after its publica-

tion, at the command of the king Yoyaqim, and of its subse-

quent restoration with several additions. But because this act

of the king's gave a striking illustration of his inappreciation

of higher truth, the threat against him is repeated here in a

still plainer form, vv. 29-31 : moreover, the second production

of the book, to which the prophet was impelled by the same
spirit which he everywhere obeyed in spite of the anger of

the king, furnished at the same time the best proof of how
little such a destruction of the material witness of the truth,

namely a book, can in the end avail. Comp. ante pp. 79, sq.

The narrative itself falls into the four parts : (1 ) how
Teremya caused Barukh to write the book and then caused

him to read it publicly on a suitable day, vv. 1-8
; (2) the re-

ception Barukh met with in the execution of the prophet's

commands, vv. 9-19; (3) how then the court and the king

destroyed the book, vv. 20-26 ; and (4) what Yeremya there-

upon did finally as prophet and author, vv. 27-32, It appears

from the entirely different way in which the piece is intro-

duced, ver. 1, that it was really intended to be the closing

piece of the book.

XXXvi.

1 And in the fourth year of Yoyaqim, the son of Yosia, King
of Yuda—came this word to Ye'remya from Yahve :

" Take thee a
book-roll and write thereupon all the words which I have spoken
to thee concerning Israel and Yuda and the nations, since I

have spoken to thee from the days of Yosia unto this day : if

perhaps the house of Yuda may hear all the evil which I think
to do to them, that they may turn each one from his evil way and
I forgive their guilt and sin !" So Yeremya called Barukh the
son of Neriya

;
and Barukh wrote from the mouth of Yeremya

all the words of Yahve which he had spoken to him upon
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5 a book-roll. But Yeremya charged Barukh thus :
" I am pre-

vented, cannot go into Yahve's house : therefore go thou and

read out of the roll which thou hast written from my mouth

the words of Yahve aloud before the people in Yahve's house

on a fast-day ; and also aloud before all the Yudeans that are

come from their cities, shalt thou read them ! if perhaps their

supplication be presented before Yahve that they turn each one

from his evil way, since the wrath and indignation is great

which Yahve hath spoken concerning this people !" So there-

fore Barukh the son of Neriya did according to all that the

prophet Yereniyfi had charged him, to read the book of the

words of Yahve in Yahve's house.

For in the fifth year of Yoyaqim the son of Yosia king of

Yuda in the ninth month it was ordered that all the people of

Jerusalem and all the people which had come out of the cities of

10 Yuda to Jerusalem should fast before Yahve ; and Barukh read

out of the book the words of Yeremya in Yahve's house, in the

hall of Gemarya the son of Shaphan the scribe in the upper court

before the new gate of Yahve's house, aloud before the whole

people. But Mikhaihu the son of Gemai-ya the son of Shaphan

heard all the words of Yahve out of the book and went unto

the king's house down into the hall of the scribes whilst all

the princes were sitting there, Elishama' the scribe and Dela-

yahu the son of Shema'ya and Elnathan the son of 'Akhbor

and Gemaryahu the son of Shaphan and Ssedeqia the son of

Chananya and all the princes ; and Mikhaihu told them all the

words which he had heard when Barukh read out of the book

aloud before the people. Then all the princes sent Yehudi the

son of Nethanya the son of Shelemya the son of Kushi to

Barukh saying " the roll out of which thou hast read aloud

before the people—take it in thine hand and go !" and Barukh

the son of Neriya took the roll in his hand and came to them

;

15 and they said to him " read it yet again aloud before us !" and

Barukh read it aloud before them. But as they heard all the

words, they shook one against the other and said to Barukh

"we must tell the king all these words!" and they asked

Barukh " tell us how thou wrotest all these words !"* and

Barukh said unto them " from his mouth he proclaimed to

from his mouth.
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me all these words, wliilst I wrote thera with ink in the book !"

Then said the princes to Barukh " go hide thyself with Yere-

mj;i, and let no man know where ye are !"

20 Then they came to the king into the court, leaving the roll

in safety in the hall of the scribe Elishama', and told aloud

before the king all these words. Then the king sent Yehudi

to take the roll and he took it out of the hall of the scribe

Elishama' ; and Yehudi read it aloud before the king and

before all the princes that stood round the king, while the

king dwelt in the winter house in the ninth month and the

coal-pan was burning before him ; now as often as Yehudi read

three or four columns he tore it o£F with the scribe's scissors

and threw them into the fire in the coal-pan, till the whole roll

was put entirely into the fire in the coal-pan. And they

trembled not and rent not their clothes, the king and all his

25 servants who heard all these words ; Elnathan and Delayahu

and Gemaryahu indeed interceded with the king that he would

not burn the roll, but he hearkened not unto them. And the

king commanded the king's son Yerachmeel and Serayahu

the son of 'Azriel and Shelemayhu the son of 'Abdeel to take

Barukh the scribe and the Prophet Yc'remya, but Yahve hid

them.

And Yahve's word came to Yeremya, after that the king

had burnt the roll with the words which Barukh wrote from

the mouth of Yeremya, saying : take unto thee again another

roll, and write thereupon all the former words which were upon

the first roll which Yoyaqim king of Yuda hath burnt !—And
concerning Yoyaqim king of Yuda thou shalt say : Thus saith

Yahve : thou burnedst this roll saying :
" wherefore wrotest

thou thus upon it :
|
the king of Babel will surely come and

destroy this land, and cut off out of it man and beast !"||

30 Therefore thus saith Yahve concerning Yoyaqim king of

Yuda : he will have none to sit upon David's throne,
|

and liis

dead body will be thrown out to the heat by day and to the cold

by night;
||
I visit upon him and his seed and his servants

their guilt
|
and bring upon them and the inhabitants of

Jerusalem and the man of Yuda all the evil which I spoke to

them but they did not hear! ||—But Yeremya took another roll

and gave it to Barukh the son of Neriya the scribe, and he

wrote thereupon from the mouth of Yeremya all the words of

3. IS
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tlie Look wliicL Yoyaqim king of Yuda had burnt in tlie fire

;

and yet many like words were added thereto.

1. Why Yeremya was prevei)ted from

going into the Temple at that time

is not in any way indicated, ver. 5 : there

was probably some ordinary hindrance

in the way, such as an obstinate sickness

that rendered him ceremonially unclean,

comp. Antiquities of Israel, p. 207 sq.

(177 sq.). The book was to be publicly

read on a fast day, ver. 6, because the

assembled people would then be in a

mood to hear such serious words : but

how this fast day on which Barukh

executed his commission came to fall

not like the prescribed annual day of

fasting and atonement. Lev. xxiii. 27,

in the seventh but in the ninth month,

that is therefore in the winter, vv. 9,

22, is at present obscure
;

perhaps the

annual solemnity had been deferred two

months, or (which is still more pro-

bable) it was an extraordinary fast on

account of the great calamities of the

time. Ver. 7 like 2 Kings xxii. 13.

The words ?I32?"'T must refer to the
I-. T :

substance of the request, ace. § 338 a

and § 347 a : they shall pray that God

may forgive them if they return. But

if a humble petition to any one finds a

good place, or at all events is not forth-

with sternly rejected, it /alls before him

at his feet as it were, or, in other words

is presented j comp. xxxvii. 20, and else-

where frequently, by Yeremya particu-

larly. Ver. 8 "HSDIl must be read in-

stead of "I-IDS. inasmuch as otherwise

nS must be used before the following

''"QT, ace. vv. 6, 10, 11, 13, 16 sq.

—The construction QVTI \>^^D^'2,

ver. 9, is remarkable, almost like an

accusat. cum inf., ace. § 336 b ; thus

the Vulg. correctly, the LXX incor-

rectly.

2. The Hall, ver. 10, which appears

to have been particularly roomy, was

situated tolerably high according to

this description, near to the upper, i.e.,

the priest's outer court, and was clearly

merely a creation of Gemarya's, the

son of Shaphan, the writer, i.e., minis-

ter of justice mentioned 2 Kings xxii.

3,12, comp. History of Israel,. III., 267

(III., 365 sq.)—The princes, i.e., the im-

mediate servants of the king (comp. ver.

24) manifestly act only as the miserable

instruments of the inclinations of the

court as they are known to them : after

they have assured themselves that Ye-

remya is really implicated, vv. 17, 18,

they fortunately cause both to be hidden

in time in a secure place from the dan-

gerous anger of the king, vv. 19, 26,

t)ut feel compelled,

3. From simple fear to give informa-

tion, listen together with the king quite

unconcernedly and without the least peni-

tence to the threatening divine words,

quite unlike the case of 2 Kings xxii.

11, 19, and even calmly look on, with a

few exceptions, as the destruction of the

words of truth proceeds.—Ver. 15, in-

stead of 3127, sit, which does not supply

a suitable meaning, we must read 3ti7.

Ver. 17 the LXX correctly omitted

V^12, which would here give a false

meaning. The DS'I, ver. 22, receives

an explanation from the fact that a

condition-clause of this kind is con-

ceived as very dependant, and may

therefore be unconsciously subordi-

nated in the accusative, § 277 d, al-

though an exactly similar instance is

rarely met with. The doors of the roll,

ver. 23, might be understood of the

chapters like the Arabic hah : but

a chapter hdb appears to have been

so called in the first instance from the

new column, and in any case columns

accord better with the roll of a book.
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4. The words of Yoyaqim, vv. 30, 19, the expression being varied a little.

31, are verj- similar to those xxii. 18,

TJie final word to the Scribe Barulch.

Ch. xlv.

Witliout doubt Barukh. here, quite at the end, gladly calla

to mind, or has dictated to him the word of comfort which

Yeremya had addressed to him in the troubled time just

described, when he in despair feared to succumb to the many

toils, troubles, and suflPerings of his life. It is true, Yeremya

was unable to give him any great comfort in the midst of a

period which was so pregnant with disturbance and destruc-

tion, and which so emphatically placed before men's eyes the

truth, that the creator is also the destroyer : if the whole earth

is thus visited, how can the individual seek to form an excep-

tion and to attempt great things? But even the little comfort

which Yeremya had addressed to him, and the truth of which

had been confirmed when these words were committed to

writing, namely, that he would amidst all tliese world-storms at

least escape with his life, might appear to him of sufficient im-

portance to be recorded in a short appendix.

xlv.

1 The word which the prophet Yeremya spake to Barukh the

son of Neriya, when he wrote these words from the mouth of

Yeremya in a book, iu the fourth year of Yoyaqim the son of

Yosia king of Yuda : Thus saith Yahve the God of Israel

concerning thee, O Barukh !
||
thou saidst : woe is me that

Yahve addeth yet trouble to my grief !
|
weaiy am I sighing,

and rest I find never !
1|
Thus shalt thou say to him : thus

saith Yahve : Behold what I have built up I destroy, and that

which I have planted I root up
; |

and that as regards the

5 whole earth :
||
and thou wouldest seek high things for thee ?

seek them not ! ]
For behold I bring evil upon all flesh ! saith

18 *
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Yatve
; | —yet I give thee thy soul for a prey in all places

whither thou goest !
\\

"With regard to the nW ver. 4, see to another friend of the prophet's,

§ 277 d.—Ver. 6, the soul as spoil, as xxxix. 16-18, is particularly similar.

xxi. 9 ; xxxviii. 2, and the promise Further comp. Ps. cxxxi. 1.

Latee Supplements.

1. Historical matter with regard to all the jprojphet's counsels

to Ssedeqia.

Ch. xxxvii.—xxxix.

All that was purely prophetic in the counsels which Yeremya

had repeatedly given to the last king had been completely

supplied ch. xxi. xxii., and as far as the history of the

matter was concerned the principal facts had been touched

upon in such a way xxxiv. 1-7 that the prophet when he caused

that piece to be written cannot in the most distant way have

meditated the long account which we have in the following

chapters, inasmuch as it would have been unreasonable not to

have at once included all that we have here in an historical

piece. But just because the former words subsequently

turned out to be insufficient to make the entire historical rela-

tion of the prophet to Ssedeqia intelligible, whilst the result

increasingly showed how important it would have been if

Ssedeqia had had the courage to follow the good counsels that

had been so repeatedly sought and given, the history is now in

these chapters fully explained and a more general description

of this last king and his bearing towards the divine word is

sketched. During the last perilous year and a half he sought

Yeremy^'s counsel three times : first by a formal deputation,

xxxvii. 1-10, next, when Yeremyci had provoked the hatred of

the magnates to such a degree that his life was in danger, in

secret, xxxvii. 11-21 ; finally when Yei'emya had been scarcely

rescued from actual mortal danger by the king and one of his
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courtiers, ch. xxxviii. He seemed constantly to be attracted to

the prophet and his counsel by his better self, and yet never

possessed the high courage to follow it. How this relation

together with the captivity of the prophet lasted until the

captivity of the city, and what words of consolation Yeremy^

addressed to the courtier that saved his life, is mentioned in

conclusion, ch. xxxix. The whole piece is therefore historical,

but as might be expected those things only are referred to in

the narrative that concern the prophet and his words, and not

the general history of the time.

It is further obvious that the entire piece of narration falls

into exactly five distinctly separated parts, and forms in this

artistic arrangement a complete and finished whole. It also

gives us the advantage of enabling us better to take in at one

view and understand in their historical connexion the scattered

reminiscences of Yeremya's words to the last king which are

found in the previous book.

xxxvu.

1. And Ssedeqia the son of Yosia was made king instead of

Konyahu son of Yoyaqim, appointed by Nabukodrossor king of

Babel in the land of Yuda : but he and his servants and the

people of the land hearkened not to Yahve's word, which he

spake by the prophet Yeremya.—Yet king Ssedeqia sent

Yehukhal the priest the son of Shelemya and Ssephanya the

son of Ma'seya to the prophet Yeremya saying "pray now to

Yahve our God for us!" And Yeremya at that time went in

and out among the people, they had not yet put him into prism
;

and the army of Pharaoh had marched out of Egypt, hearing

the report of whom the Chaldaeans which were besieging

Jerusalem departed from Jerusalem. Then came the word of

Yahve to the prophet Yeremya thus : Thus saith Yahve the

God of Israel : Thus shall ye say to the king of Yuda who

sjnt you to me to inquire of me : ]
Behold the army of Pharaoh

which hath marched out to your help, returneth baqk into his

land Egypt : ||
but then the Chaldaeans come again and fight

against this city,
|

take it and burn it with fire.
|1

Thus
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saith Yahve : deceive not yourselves thinking the Clialdgeans

10 shall depart from ns ! |
for they will not go ;

||
yea if ye smite the

whole army of the Chalda^ans which fight with you and there

remain of them only some wounded ones,
|
each one shall rise

up in his tent and bum this city with fire

!

15

2. Now when the army of the Chalda?ans departed from Jeru-

salem before Pharaoh's army, Yeremya went out of Jerusalem

to journey into the land of Benyamin, in order to fetch thence

shares in the midst of the people. But when he was in the

Benyamin gate where stood an inspecting officer named Yir'iya

the son of Shelemya the son of Chananya, he laid hold of the

prophet Yeremya saying, " unto the Chaldteans thou wilt go

over !" And Yeremya said " a lie, I will not go over to the

Chaldfeans !" but he hearkened not unto him.—So Yir'iya laid

hold of Yeremya and brought him to the princes ; and the

princes were angry with Yeremya and smote him and put him

into the prison house in the house of Yonathan the scribe, for

they had made of that the prison ; and Yeremya came into the

1. xxxvii. 1-10. According to all

the evidence the same oracle, occasioned

by a special deputation, is intended as

was referred to xxi. 1-7, inasmuch as

the historical circumstances are pre-

cisely the same ; the only thing that is

specially new here is the powerful il-

lustration of the valour and invinci-

bility of the Chaldeans, ver. 10, comp.

2 Sam. V. 6 ; 2 Kings vii. 3 sq. It is

true that in the former passage another

messenger is named instead of Ye-

hukhal, and the time is not so accu-

rately described as here ; it might

accordingly be conjectured that the

former oracle belonged to a somewhat

earlier period of the siege ; but it is

improbable that the thing occun-ed

twice, and we have here most likely the

more accurate account. With TT^Q
ver. 1, comp. xxiii. 5.

2. xxxvii. 11-21. As Y^emya was

not satisfied with his discourse to the

deputation (by whom it was probably

not so much as faithfully reported), but

impelled by the Spirit went himself to the

palace to speak in the same manner there,

xxxiv. 1-7, and without doubt spoke

everywhere to the same pui-]30se, there

is no difficulty in understanding how,

under the well organized system of police

then in force (xxix. 20), he might under

any pretext that occurred be arrested,

chastised, and imprisoned, less by desire

of the king than by the indignation of

the majority of the magnates. Ye-

remya desired, according to ver. 12, to

fetch the priests' portions from his na-

tive place in the midst of the 'people,

i.e., quite publicly, to provide for his

support ; it appearing that ^y_Xl^ por-

tion, denoted especially those legal reve-

nues a share of which any priest could
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gaol and into the shed, and Yeremya remained there many
days.—Then sent king Ssedeqia and took him ; and asked him

in his house secretly " is there any word from Yahve ?" and

Yeremya said "yes!" and said "into the hand of the

king of Babel thou wilt be given !" Then said Yeremya to

king Ssedeqia " what have I done wrong against thee thy

servants and this people that ye put me into prison ? And
where are the Prophets that prophesied thus to you " The

king of Babel will not come upon you and this land !
" Yet

20 now hear now my lord the king : give ear to my supplication

before thee and bring me not back into the house of Yonathan

the scribe that I die not there !" Then king Ssedeqia com-

manded and they put Yeremya into the keep-court and gave

him a piece of bread every day from the baker's street, till all

the bread in the city was spent ; and Yeremyji remained in the

keep-court.

xxxviii.

1 3. But Shephatya the son of Matthan Gedalya the son of

Pashchor Yukal the son of Shelemya and Pashchur the son of

Malkia heard the words which Yeremya spake to the whole

people :
" thus saith Yahve : he that remaineth in this city will

die by the sword and pestilence,
|
but he that goeth out to the

Chaldgeans in order to live, will have his soul for a prey and

live !
II
Thus saith Yahve:

|

given up yea given up shall this

claim iu his native city, but which he this ])urpo.se- and also miserable extrmpo-

was probably compelled personally to rized huts or boarded erections, n'V3n
apply for; the land of Benyamiu was if this word, occurring here only, is cor-

the native land of Yeremya as a priest. rect ; iT^in, which the LXX read.

The prison into which he was thrown would be cloaccB, or stalls, after the

with many others must have been very Aram, and Arab, kharah. Instead

unhealthy ace. vv. 20, xxxviii. 26, at of S3 **D, ver. 16, which yields no

least veiy ill-supplied with bread ; and clear sense, it is probably better to read

it is described, ver. 16, as if, in accord- S2*1 with the LXX. With ver. 21
T-

ance with aocient Hebrew custom, both comp. Hi. 6.

the wells in the house had been used for

.3. xxxviii. 1-1.3. It had already 3, comp. xxi. 8-20. The magnates,

been narrated, xxxii. 2-5, that Yeremya, whose importunity the weak king could

when brought into the decent court of not resist, imagine therefore, having ob-

the palace keep, continued to speak in served that the king will not readily

the way that is briefly indicated vv. 2, assent to their desire to put him to
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city be into the power of the army of the king of Babel that

it may take it !"
||
Then said the princes to the king " let this

man be killed, because that he taketh away the courage of the

men of war remaining in this city and of the whole people,

speaking to them such words ! for this man's intentions are not

for the weal of this people but for evil." And the king

5 Ssedeqia said " see he is in your hand, for the king can do

nothing against you." So they took Yeremya and threw him
into the pit of Malkia the king's son in the keep-court, and let

Yeremya down with cords : and in the pit there was no water

but only mii^, so Yeremya sank into the mire.—But 'Ebed-

melek the Ethiopian, a courtier in the house of the king,

heard that they had put Yeremya into the pit; and when the

king was sitting in the Benyamin gate 'Ebedmelek went out

of the king's house and spoke to the king thus " My lord the

king ! these people have done everything evil that they have done

to the Prophet Yeremya, whom they threw into the pit that he

dieth on the spot of hunger, because there is no more bread in

10 the city !" Then the king commanded 'Ebedmelek the

Ethiopian thus :
" Take hence three men under thine hand

and pull the Prophet Yeremya out of the pit before he die !"

So 'Ebedmelek tqok the men under his hand and went into the

king's house under the clothes' store, and took thence rags of

torn and rags of worn out clothes and let them down to

Yeremya in the pit with cords ; and 'Ebedmelek the -Ethiopian

said to Yeremya " put now the rags of torn and of worn out

clothes under the joints of thine arms beneath the cords !"

and Yeremya did so. So they drew up Yeremya with the

cords and brought him up out of the pit ; and Yeremy^ re-

mained in the keep-court.

death openly, that they manifest special rect ace. § 347 b. CDilS ver. 5, is the

kindness if they have him thrown in a form used by Yeremya'for D^riS, just

cistern near at hand (probably dug at as ^HIS for ^^IS, although tlie points

some time by a certain Malkia) con- do not remain uniform in these par-

laining no water (Gen. xxxvii. 24), tides after v. 18: on the other hand,

which could ihciefore serve simply as a 'B^vIZ?, ver. 10, although the LXX
more solitary prison, whilst they enter- found it, is an evident error in tran-

taineil no scruple against letting him scription for nDvt£7. With regard to

die there of hunger under the pretext HK'^I, ver. 9, see § 342 a, VPiJin is

that there was a general want of bread, equal to illico, 2 Sam. ii. 23. Under-

ver. 6, comp. vv. 9, 10; xxxvii. 21. neath the ropes, \er. 2-2, thut is, looking

Ver. 2, the K'thib, H'TT^ is quite cor- from above upon ihe body.
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4. Then king Ssedeqia sent and took the Prophet Teremya

unto him in the third entrance to the house of Yahve ; and the

king said to Yeremya, " I ask thee for a word, hide from me
not a word!" Then said Yeremya to Ssedeqia, "if I tell it

thee, wilt thou not certainly kill me ? and if I counsel thee,

thou wilt not hearken to me !" But king Ssedeqia swore

secretly to Yeremya, saying, " As Yahve liveth who hath

created us this soul, verily I will not kill thee nor give thee

into the hand of these men who seek thy soul." Thus said

Yeremya to Ssedeqia : Thus saith Yahve the God of Hosts the

God of Israel : if thou givest thyself up to the princes of the

king of Babel
[
thy soul will live and this city will not

be burnt with fire, yea thou and thy house wilt live !
1|
but if

thou dost not give thyself up to the princes of the king of

Babel, this city will be given into the hand of the Chaldseans

who will burn it with fire,
|
and thou wilt not escape from their

hand !
||
Then said king Ssedeqia to Yeremya, " I am afraid of

the Yudeans, who are gone over to the Chaldseans, lest I be

20 given into their hand and they mock me !" bat Yeremya said

" it will not be done ! hearken now to the voice of Yahve with

respect to that which I say to thee, that it may go well with

thee and thy soul may live ! But if thou wilt not give thyself

up, then this is the word which Yahve hath shown me : and

behold all the women who remain in the house of the king of

Yuda will be brought out to the princes of the king of Babel,
|

singing

:

They misguided thee, they overcame thee—the men of thy

peace,

they sank into the bog thy foot—drew back themselves !
||

and all thy wives and sons will they bring out to the Chal-

daeans, but thou wilt not escape from their hand :
|
but by the

hand of the king of Babel wilt thou be seized, and this city it

will be burnt with fire !"
||

Then said Ssedeqia to Yeremya :

25 '' let no man know these words, lest thou die ! and if the princes

hear that I have spoken with thee, and come to thee and say

to thee :
" tell us now what thou saidest to the king, hide from

us nothing lest we kill thee ! and what the king said to thee !"

then say to them : I was there presenting my petition to the

king not to put me back again into the house of Yonathan to

die there." And all the princes came to Yeremya and asked him,
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but lie told them everything just as the king had commanded

;

and they were silent before him, because nothing had been

heard. So Yeremya remained in the keepcourt till the day

when Jerusalem was taken.

xxxix.

1 5, But when Jerusalem had been taken [m the nirith year of

Ssedeqia Idng of Ywla in the tenth mouth came NahuJcodrossor

king of Babel and his lohole anny agamst Jerusalem and besieged

it ; and in the eleventh year of Ssedeqia in the fourth month on

the ninth of the month was the city talcenl , and all the princes of

the king of Babel canae and sat down in the middle-gate,

4. xxxviii. 14-28. After he has thus

been saved by the care of an eunuch,

comp. xxxix. 15— 18, the king, who has

been forciblj' reminded of him, requests

of him the third time an oracle, and this

time with greater secrecy, in the third

entry to the Temple, ver. 14, whereby

probably one of the underground pas-

sages from the palace to the Temple is

intended. And inasmuch as the king,

who still continues irresolute, pleads the

vain fear of the ridicule of many of his

subjects who have already gone over to

the enemy, Yeremya places before him

above all the vanity of his fear, and then,

as this is of no avail, he meets him with

the threat that when he is overcome

by force, the numerous women of his

palace, given over to the conqueror,

will fling at him the taunt, that he

has been so miserably deceived by his

counsellors, who pretended to be his

best friends, and is forsaken by them in

his fall, while none of the other con-

ceivable calamities will fail to appear,

vv. 20-23. The declaration of the

women, ver. 22, appears to be some

5. Ch. xxxix. The main thing is

here to separate two large interpolations

by a later hand, which we are in a pecu-

liarly favourable position to distinguish

from the original piece, inasmuch as the

song of a proverbial character; and it

is very remarkable that its first half

recurs 'Obadya, ver. 7, as if the utter-

ance originated in the older oracle

bearing the name of 'Obadya which is

used by Yeremya ch. xlviii. also, comp.

Vol. II. p. 278, sq. The vocalisation

^yStSn thy feet—were sunk, is not very

suitable to the context : a much more

forcible sense is obtained if we read

^272t:?rT, in which case *7^2~' ^^^

remain in the singular. And as it is

such a very definite picture of the future

which forces itself upon the prophetic

vision, he says, ver. 21, that God has

caitsed Mm to see this word, comp.

xxiv. 1. Instead of r|Hti7ri, ver. 23,

it is better to read r)~]b'jri , which is

constantly met with in this phrase ; for

the ns, which misled the Massora, is

often used by Yeremya where the verb

has no transitive force of any kind,

comp. ver. 16 ; in this case it is first

said with an abrupt construction, arid

as regards this city, it will he burned,

like xxiii. 33.

historical book from which they are for

the most part taken is still preserved

ch. lii. and 2 Kings ch. xxv. In the

first place the interpolation vv. 1,2: the

manner of its introduction into the
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Nergal-Sharesser Samgar-N^abo Sarsekhim the chief courtier

Nergal Sharesser the chief magician and all the princes of the

king of Babel : \_then Ssedeqia king of Yuda and all the men

of tvai; seeing them, fled and went forth hij night out of the city

towards the hinges-garden through the gate between the double

5 wall, and he fled towards the Steppes ; but the Chaldcean soldiers

ptirsued them and overtook Ssedeqia in the Stepjjes of Jericho,

took him and brought him to Nabukodrossor king of Babel to

Ribla in the land of Ghamdth, arid he spoke tvitli him as judge ;

and the king of JBaiel slew Ssedeqia's sons in Ribla before his

eyes, and the king of Babel slew all the free nobles of Ytida, but

he blinded the eyes of Ssedeqia and bound him in chains to bring

him to Bahel. And the king's hotise and the house of Yahve and

all the houses of the people the Chaldceans burnt unthfire, and they

demolished the walls of Jerusalem. The people that remained

alive in the city and those who had gone over to him, and the

multitude still alive, Nabuzaraddn the chief of the bodyguard

10 led aivay to Babel; but of the poorer people ivho had not anything

Nabuzaradan the chief of the bodygtiard left some in the land of

Yuda arid gave them vineyards and fields at that day.—But

Nabukodrossor king of Babel commanded concerning Yeremya

by Nabuzaraddn the chief of the bodyguard thus :
" take him

context showing it to be such, wliilst, lost ver. 8 after the second jT'S, and it

further, the subsequent inserter con- being certainly better to read ]lfinrf,

founds the time when the famine pre- ver. 9, instead of the last C^JH
vailed in the city (lii. 6, comp. xxxviii. D'^"iStC3n, after 2 Kings xxv. 11. In

21) with the conquest, although the the next place, an indirect contradiction

latter, inasmuch as it is so definitely with xl. 1-6 is occasioned by vv. 11-1.3,

distinguished from the famine, must which the inserter probably introduced

have occurred somewhat later. Then to restore the connexion. For if the

the verses 4-13 (which are not found full favour of Nabukodrossor and the

in the LXX, though perhaps merely permission to go where he liked was
on account of the similarity of the end), granted to Yeremya, before he was
are interpolated, because, in the first liberated from the court of the keep

place, vv. 4-10 recur verbatim in the ver. 14, it does not appear why he like

same source from which the first inter- aU the rest was put in chains and

polation is taken, and there is no reason carried away to Rama in order to be

whatever for supposing that the author bronght to Babel, xl. 1, and how it was
of that strictly historical book borrowed he did not get his liberty before he was
them from this passage : on the con- on the way, xl. 2-6. Really he was set

trary, the text is here less complete free by the conquest from the court of

(vv. 4, 9) and less correct, certain ne- the keep and delivered to his old patron

ces.sary words having been undoubtedly Gedalya (the son of Achiqam, who had
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a7id I'eep thine eye upon him, and do him no evil at all, hut as he

shall say unto thee so do unto him !" So Nahuzaraden the chief

of the bodyguard sent Nahushazhar chief courtier Nergal

Sharesser chief magician and all the rulers of the Jcing of

JBahel—] they sent and took Yeremya ont of the guardhouse

and gave him to Gedalya the son of Achiqam the son of Shaphan
to take him away to his house, and so he remained in the midst

15 of the people.—But to Yeremya, whilst he was kept fast in the

keepcourt, had the word of Yahve come thus : Go now and say

to 'Ebedmelek the Ethiopian : Thus saith Yahve of Hosts the

God of Israel : behold I bring my words upon this city for

evil and not for good,
|
and they will stand before thee at that

day !
||

yet I save thee at that day, saith Yahve,
|
and thou

shalt not be given into the hand of the people of whom thou

art in dread :
||
but I will save thee and thou wilt not fall by

the sword,
|
and thou wilt have thy soul for a prey because thou

trustedst in me ! saith Yahve !
||

likewise been his protector previously,

ace. xxvi. 24) : but then came the

burning of the city, lii. 1 2, the selection

of those who were destined to be sent to

Babel and other destinations, when
Nabuzaradau also, and indeed a month
later, contrary to ver. 13, was specially

commissioned by the king, lii. 12 (better

2 Kings xxv. 8), and at that time

Yeremya, the Chaldeans not yet having

learnt the facts that were in his favour,

might be all along considered as destined

for banishment, until his lot happily

changed for the better at Rama, as is

only too briefly narrated xl. 1. If we
omit these interpolations (which, more-

over, contain nothing of importance as

far as Yeremya and his prophetic book

are concerned), the best connexion in

the narrative is immediately restored,

and the word l^^"^"!, ver. 3, comp.

xli. 17, thus becomes intelligible; the

entire piece closes better and assumes

a more finished form. With regard to

the style and language of the interpo-

lations as far as ver. 10, it is only per-

haps in D'^tpQC^D "ins "12'7 ver. 5,

comp. i. 17; iv. 12 ; xii. 1, scarcely in

the "iri"^ ver. 9, comp. xxix. 1, that

anything can be discovered that points

to Yeremya, while from ver. 14 every

word points to him.—The words will

abide hefore thee, ver. 16, thou wilt

vividly remember them.—With regard

to vv. 3-10, comp. History of Israel

IV. p. 273 sq. (III. p. 806 sq.).

On the other hand, the short nar-

rative 2 Kings xxv. 22-26, which is not

found in ch. lii., may have been bor-

rowed by the author of the Books of

Kings from ch. xl.-xliii.
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2. historical details regarding the Jlight into Egypt,

Ch. xl. -xliii.

A new but very mournful call to more active prophetic work

was presented to the prophet, when in the first months after

the destruction of the Temple, the remnant of the Yudeans

that were still with him in Palestine felt compelled to flee into

Egypt, and as a fact really fled thither. As the history of this

flight was somewhat involved, we have a detailed narrative of

the chief points. It is recorded how at first, contrary to their

expectation, a happy opportunity was given to the prophet and

a remnant of the Yudeans to remain quietly in their country

under the protection of Gedalya, xl. 1-6, 7-12, but how this

opportunity was cruelly cut ofi" by the disgraceful treachery of

a descendant of the royal house, xl. 13—xli. 15, until the

meagre remnant, contrary to the emphatic counsel of Yeremja,

which had previously been desired, fled into Egypt, and also

compelled the prophet to accompany them thither, because it

was after all not desirable to have no prophet at all with them,

xli. 16—xliii. 7. Finally, a symbolical prophecy even upon

Egyptian soil, so that this piece also closes, after the peculiar

manner of our prophet, with a symbolical confirmation of what

has preceded, xliii. 8-13.

This piece also, like the previous one, falls as a narrative

into five sections, which are so clearly separate that there can

be no doubt as to this being the correct division of the whole.

It might, however, naturally create surprise to observe how
this piece is connected with its predecessor. At the com-

mencement, xl. 1—5, we see the prophet suddenly led captive

amongst the ordinary multitude as far as Rama, some two

hours to the north on the way to Babel, while we also hear the

Chaldean commander speaking to him as if the prophet had

previously had a conversation with him and had made him

acquainted with his prophetic view of matters. In fact, it
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cannot he denied tliat between ch. xxxix. and cIl. xl. an

entirely similar piece may very easily have been lost.

xl.

1 1. The word which came to Teremya from Tahve, after Nabu-

zaradan captain of the bodyguard had let him go from Rama,

in that he gave him a hearing when he was bound with chains

amid all the captives of Jerusalem and Yuda which were being

taken away to Babel.—But the chief of the bodyguard gave

Yeremya a hearing and said unto him :
" Yahve thy God hath

spoken this evil concerning this place, and Yahve brought and

did as he had spoken: because ye have sinned against Yahve and

have not hearkened to his voice, so this word cometh to you.

Yet now I loose thee even this day from the chains upon thine

hand : if it seemeth good to thee to come with me to Babel, then

come, and I will keep mine eye upon thee ; if it seemeth not good

to thee to come with me to Babel, then let it alone : behold all

the land is free unto thee, whither it seemeth good to thee and

most advantageous to go thither go !" And as he did not yet

5 answer, he said " go back to Gedalya the son of Achiqam the

son of Shaphan whom the king of Babel hath set over the

cities of Yuda, and remain with him in the midst of the people
;

or wherever it seemeth best to thee to go, go !" and the captain

of the bodyguard gave him rations and gifts, and released him.

So Yeremya came to Gedalya the son of Achiqam to Mispah,

and remained with him in the midst of the people who yet

remained in the land.

2. But when all the captains living in the country with their

1. xl. 1-6. It is evident from the proper meaning; for evidently the com-

whole plan of the book that the heading, mander pauses somewhat after ver. 4

ver. 1, extends only to ch. xliii., and that with the secret wish that Yeremya may

therefore the oracle that is here an- resolve to accompany him to Babel, and

nounced must be that which follows only as he hesitates to answer him with

xlii. 7—22 with its symbolical appendix regard to this, does he give him open

xliii. 8-13. All that follows from permission to return to his protector.

ver. 2 to xlii. 6, may be considered Moreover, it is clearly seen from vy.

historical preface and explanation for 3, 4, that Nabuzaradan does not confer

the oracle which comes afterwards as this favour upon him until he had fully

the chief portion of the piece.—Ver. 5 learnt how Yeremya had spoken pre-

it appears necessary to read H''tt7^ and viously.

to insert afler it ~IX3S'*V to obtain a
-I

'

2. xl. 7-12. It follows from ver. 12 his residence manifestly because Jeru-

that Miss^ah, whither Gedalya removed salem had been burnt and whither all
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men heard tliat the king of Babel had set Gedalya the son of

Achiqam over the land, and had committed to him men and

women and children, some also of the common people, people

who had not been taken awaj captive into Babel,
|
they came

to Gredalya unto Mizpah, both Ismael the son of Nethanya and
Yochanan the son of Qareach Seraya the son of Tanchumeth
the sons of 'Aifai of Netopha and Tazanya the son of

Ma'khathi they and their men ; and Gedalya the son of

Achiqam the son of Shaphan adjured them and their men,
saying : "fear not to serve the Chaldseans ! remain in the land

and serve the king of Babel that it may go well with you !

10 But I will remain in Misspah to serve the Chaldaeans who will

come to us, and gather you now wine and fruit and oil,

put them in your vessels and remain in your cities which ye

have occupied !" And also all the Yudeans who were in Moab
among the sons of Ammon and Edom, and who were in all the

countries, heard that the king of Babel had left Yuda a

remnant and that he had set over them Gedalya the son of

Achiqam the son of Shaphan : so all the Yudeans returned

home out of all the places whither they were driven, came into

the land of Yuda to Gedalya at Misspah and gathered much
wine and fruit.

3. And Yochanan the son of Qareach and all the captains livino-

in the field came to Gedalya at Misspah and said to him,
" Kuowest thou that Ba'lis the king of the sons of 'Ammon
hath sent Ismael the son of ISTethanya to kill thee ?" but

those who desired to remain in the cities ceives such prominent mention, because

must first go to procure his protection, he becomes afterwards of such impor-
was situated in Yuda, or rather to the tance. comp. § 359. It appears inci-

north of Jerusalem in . the tribe of dentallj' in the course of the narrative, as

Benjamin not far from Rama. 1 Kings a sign that it is quite ancient, that it was
XV. 17-22; in return for the tribute in then autumn after the Temple had been

wine, fi-nit and oil which the clients destroyed in August of the same year;

help to pay, he will alone stand before and ace. xli. 1 the seventh, i.e., the

the Chaldeans, i.e., represent them with great festival month of the year had not

regard to the demands of this people then arrived.—Instead of ^32 ]n3Vl,
andprotect them from injustice, in order which is probably a false reading ori-

thus to keep the land in peace before ginatiug in ]3nV, the LXX has here

them. It should be observed that Ismael and the Hebrew text 2 Kings xxv. 23
at the very commencement, ver. 8, re- simply ]S.

3. xl. 13—xli. 15. Inasmuch as the Ssedeqia, comp. ver. 10), who are named
Magnates of the king [i.e., of the last king xl. 2, do not appear according to the con-
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15 Gedalya tlie son of Achiqam believed them not. TocLanan

the son of Qareach said indeed secretly to Gedalya in Misspah

thus :
" let me I pray thee go and slay Ismael the son o£

Nethanya, and no one shall know it ! why should he kill thee so

that all the Tndeans which are gathered unto thee be scattered

and the remnant of Yuda perish ?" but Gedalya the son of

Achiqam said to Yochanan the son of Qareach, " do not this

xli. thing ! for thou speakest falsely of Ismael !"—But in the

1 seventh month came Ismael the son of Nethanya the son of

Elishama' of the royal blood and one of the magnates of the

king and ten men with him to Gedalya the son of Achiqam at

Misspah and ate there a meal together in Misspah. Then Ismael

the son of Nethanya rose up with the ten men by him and smote

Gedalya the son of Achiqam the son of Shaphan with the sword

and killed him, whom the king of Babel had set over the land
;

and Ismael slew all the Yudeans who were with him with Gedalya

in Misspah and the Chalda?ans who were found there, even the

5 men of war. Then on the second day after the death of

Gedalya, while yet no one knew it, there came men from

Sikhem from Shilo and from Samaria eighty in number, with

beards shorn and clothes rent and cutting themselves, bearing

gifts and incense to bring to the house of Tahve : then Ismael

the son of Nethanya went to meet them from Misspah, weeping

all along, and as he met them he said to them, " come to Gedalya

the son of Achiqam !" But as soon as they were come into the

midst of the city, Ismael the son of Nethanya slew them into the

well, he and his men with him
;
yet ten men were found among

them, who said to Ismael " kill us not ! for we have stores

text to be different from the ten men, 1 Chaldean title.—The naiTativc itself

wouldhave to be omitted before n~)£i73?: immediately explains more definitely

but since I2"l is not a word used by Yere- that only the few Chaldean soldiers are

mya and the words omitted by the LXX intended, ver. 3, who had been given to

could be dispensed with without creating Gedalya as a guard, comp. vv. 10-15.

—

any defect in the text, it is probable It is not difficult to suppose, ver. 5, that

that we have here only an ancient gloss. there continued to stand on the site of

However the words "jbOH '^2"Tl can Jerusalem an altar to which smaller

still be treated as dependent on the offerings (not animal sacrifices) were

foregoing ^Q • and it is conceivable brought.—No one could be more cunning

that the last king, after the manner of and deceitful than this magnate : ace.

the Chaldeans, nominated a small num- vv. 7, 8 he pretends the profoundest

ber of grandees and gave them a sympathy with the mourners, but his
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underground in the field of wheat and barley and oil and
honey !" then he ceased and killed them not among their

brethren. Now the well wherein Ismael threw all the bodies

of the men whom he slew with Gedalya, is that which king

Asa built out of fear of Ba'sha king of Israel : Ismael the son

10 of Nethanya filled it with the slain. And Ismael carried away
the whole of the remainder of the people who were in Misspah,

the king's daughters and the whole of the people yet living in

Misspah over whom Nabuzaradan the captain of the bodyguai'd

had set Gedalya the son of Achiqam, these Ismael the son of

Nethanya led forth captive, and went to go over to the sons of

'Ammon.—Then Tochanan the son of Qareach and all the

captains with him heard all the evil which Ismael the son of

Nethanya had done : they took all the men, went to fight with

Ismael the son of Nethanya and found him by the great water

in Gibeon. And as soon as all the people with Ismael saw

Yochanan the son of Qareach and all the captains with him,

they were glad ; and all the people whom Ismael led forth out

of Misspah, turned round returned and went to Yochanan

15 the son of Qareach : but Ismael the son of Nethanya escaped

with eight men before Yochanan and went to the sons of

'Ammon.

4. Then Yochanan the son of Qareach and all the captains with

him took all the remainder of the people whom he had taken

real design is to discoTer whether they belonged most likely to the fortifications

wish to be of Gedalya' s party, and of the city which Asa had built, ace.

finding that that is the case he entices 1 Kings xv. 22 ; for this description

them into the city to slay them within shows that the well was verj' large,

its walls.—The well into which the being made to supply a whole city with

jealous descendant of David in his wild water. Similarly the xiool of Gibeon,

rage casts all the slain together with 2 Sam. ii. 1.3, near the not very distant

(this is the force of T'S. hy the side of, city of Gibeon, is called the great water

ver. 9) Gedalya, vv. 7, 9, and which (as a proper-name in Hebrew without

should have named before, ver. 3 (having the article),

been omitted there by an oversight),

4. xli. 16— xliii. 7. The words LXX that in this translation all the

nS!ian ]Q, ver. 16, become Intel- words from 'JKJ to Cp'^JlS have been

ligible only if the words Tl'D.lD "ipW left out as no longer intelligible. The
bs3?I2tt?'* have been left out before cii-cumstantial chai-acter of the nar-

thrm, in accordance with ver. 10 : and rative, ver. 16, is the most evident proof

it is certain that it was only because that a new section really began here, all

they were wanting at the time of the that had been previously told being

3. 19
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away again from Ismael the son of Netbanya, wliom he led

away captive out of Misspah after he had slain Gedalya the

son of Achiqam, men expert in war and women and eunuchs

whom he had brought back out of Gibeon ; and went and

settled down in the inn of Kimham beside Biithlehem, in order

to go thence into Egypt from the Chaldseans, because they

were afraid of them since Ismael the son of Nethanya had
slain Gedalya the son of Achiqam whom the king of Babel had

xlii set over the land. But all the captains and Yochanan the son

1 of Qareach and 'Azarya the son of Hosha'ya and all the people

both small and great went and said to the Prophet Yeremya

:

" let our supplication be pi'esented before thee that thou pray

for us to Yahve thy God for all this remnant, for we are few

remaining out of many as thine eyes see us : that Yahve thy

God may tell us the way in which we should go, and the word
that we should do !" Then said the Prophet Yeremya to

them " I have heard it ; I will now pray to Yahve your God
according to your words, and every word that Yahve shall

return you will I tell you, and keep back from you nothing i"

5 And they said to Yeremya " May Yahve be a sure witness

against us, that we will so do according to every word where-

with Yahve thy God chargeth thee to us ; be it good or bad, we
will hearken unto the voice of Yahve our God to whom we
send thee, that it may go well with us, when we listen to the

voice of Yahve our God !"—And after ten days—then came
the word of Yahve to Yeremya, and he called Yochanan the

son of Qareach and all the captains with him and all the people

great and small and said to them : Thus saith Yahve the God
of Israel, to whom ye sent me to lay your supplication before

gathered up in this verse: for this may The rare word n-*1"12, which was mis-

naturally be done at the commencement understood by many early translators,

of a new section. The inn of Kimham^s was correctly interpreted as fiavSpa, as

near Bajthlehem, ver. 17, was probably appears from Josephnii'' Antiquities, -k.

a large public liuilding for travellers, 9, 5.—Instead of n'*3T'', xlii. 1, which

a caravanserai, erected by a certain Kim- may have been transferred from xl. 8,

ham, such as are still frequently built it is necessary to read rT'^lTl^, ace.

in those regions for the convenience of to the LXX and xliii. 2.—It is not

travellers ; and we are able to trace the necessary that the prophet should say

life of Kimham and the period when he why the oracle did not come to him

lived with sul^icient certainty, comp. until afier ten days: it is sufficient that

History o/ J.v-meZ, III. 21G (III. 292 sq.>. he did not jireviously possess the ele-
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10 him :
||

if ye remain dwelling in tMs land, then will I build

you up and not destroy, and plant you and not root up,
|

for

it repenteth me of the evil I have done to you :
||
be not afraid of

the King of Babel of whom you are afraid !
|
be not afraid

of him (saith Yahve) : for I am with you to help you and to

wrest you out of his hand,
||
and give you mercy that he may

have mercy upon you
j
and let you dwell in your land !

||
But

if ye will say " we will not dwell in this land !"
]
so that ye

hearken not unto the voice of Yahve your God,
||
thinking

" no ! but will we go into Egypt, where we shall see no war nor

hear trumpets,
|
and shall not hunger for bread, and there will

15 we dwell!"
II
—and now therefore hear the word of Yahve

concerning this ye Yudeans which yet remain : thus saith Yahve
of Hosts the God of Israel : || if ye indeed set your face to go into

Egyyt, and go to sojourn there :|| then will the sword of which

ye are afraid—reach yon there in the land of Egypt, and the

famine which maketh you anxious—thither will it pursue you

into Egypt that ye die there,
||
in order that all the men who have

set their faces to go to Egypt to sojourn there, die by the sword

by famine and pestilence
|
and have none that escapeth and

fleeth from the evil that I bring upon them !
||

For thus

saith Yahve of Hosts the God of Israel : As my wrath and

indignation was poured out upon Jerusalem's inhabitants, so

will my wrath be poured out upon you if ye go into Egypt,
|

that ye be an execration and a terror and a curse and scorn,

and ye see this place no more ! ||—Yahve hath spoken concern-

ing you ye Yudeans who yet remain : go not into Egypt ! ||

20 ye must know that I this day testify unto you
||
how ye sinned

against your souls in that ye yourselves sent me to Yahve your

God saying " pray for us to Yahve our God,
j
and all that

vation of mind which it required, and the third and most temble kind of death

the prophet must patiently wait tor this in order to conclude the whole threat

together with the truth itself.—The with the greater force, entirely in the

oracle explains itself with sufficient manner of Yeremya ; comp. the very

clearness, vv. 9-18 ; with regard to similar passage, xliv. 12, 13. But as

'y)W, ver. 10, see § 240 h; instead of the prophet clearly notes at the end, if

^'^lii'n ver. 12, D"li7n must be read only from the gestures of his hearers,

as the antithesis of ilwHn, xliii. 3, as that he has spoken in vain this time

the Pesh. and Vulg. have correctly felt. also, in a threatening tone he adds, that

The words ver. 17 contain more than a neither this time has the divine word

simple repetition of w. lo, 16. adding been left in any case unattested, ver. 19,

19 *
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Yahve our God saitli so tell it us tliat we may do it !"
||
I told

it you
I

but ye did not hearken to tlie voice of Tahve your

God, yea to nothing with which he charged me to you !
||

Therefore ye must know that ye will die by the sword by famine

and pestilence
|
in the place whither it is your pleasure to go to

xliii. sojourn there !||—But when Yeremya had finished speaking to

1 all the people all the words of Yahve their God wherewith

Yahve their God had charged him to them, all these words :

then said 'Azarya the son of Hosha'ya and Yochanan the son

of Qareach and all the haughty men, speaking to Yeremya
" thou speakest lies ! Yahve our God hath not charged thee to

say: "ye shall not go into Egypt to sojourn there!" but

Barukh the son of Neriyah misleadeth thee against us, in order

to give us into the hands of the Chaldfeans to kill us and lead

6 us away to Babel." So Yochanan the son of Qareach and all

the captains and all the people hearkened not to the voice of

Yahve to remain in the land ; but Yochanan and all the

captains took all the Yudeans still remaining who had returned

out of all the countries whither they had been driven to tarry

in the land of Yuda, the men the women and children and the

king's daughters and all the souls which Nabuzaradan captain

of the body guard had left with Gedalya the son of Achiqam

the son of Shaphan, together with the Prophet Yeremya and

BarCikh the son of Neriya ; and they came into the land of

and concludes with the unpleasant truth, ver. 20 (comp. xliv. 7) and then all tlie

that the threatened punishment must words in the long sentence vv. 19-21

come for the very reason that they have are correctly connected and construed,

not sought the oracle with sincere in- The whole discourse has then a double

tentions, but have promised obedience appendix and conclusion : the longer

in the hope that the prophet will speak one with its slower movement and its

conformably to their secret purposes, attestation, iv. 19-21, and the shorter

that they have therefore greatly deceived one in the form of a summary, ver.

themselves, had beforehand lied to 22. The attestation with a following

themselves, vv. 20-22. This is at all 13 is like Deut. iv. 26; viii. 19; the

events the meaning of the words with sense also is similar, oidy that in our

the present readings : 7137 riH, ver. 20, passage the prophetic idea of mortal sin

would then be the same 'as S^'ti^n, comes in.—xliii. 2, 'Azarya is named

xxxvii. 9, and might be construed with first, contrary to the custom, manifestly

2 precisely in this sense of to deceive, because he was at that time the first to

like "bnil 132 and all similar verbs. withdraw from the solemn promise under

But the meaning becomes much more the pretext that the faithful Barukh mis-

simple and forcible if n:n37"nn is read led his master from a liking for the

with the LXX instead 'of Dn37nn, Chaldeans.—The circumstances men-
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Egypt because tliey hearkened not unto tlie voice of Yahve,

and came to T'haplianhes.

5. Then came the word of Yahve to Yeremya in T'haphanhes

saying' : Take with thine hand great stones and stick them in

the soft earth at the entrance of Pharoah's house in T'haph-

anhes in the presence of the men of Yuda, and say to them :

10 Thus saith Yahve of Hosts the God of Israel : behold I send

Ifabukodrossor king of Babel my servant,
|
and set his throne

upon these stones which I stuck here, that he may spread his

jDavilion over them
; ||

and he cometh and smiteth the land of

Egypt,
I

then what is for death—to death, what is for captivity

—

to captivity, and what is for the sword—to the sword !
||
and I

kindle a fire in the houses of the Egjiptian gods, that he may
burn them and carry them away captive,

|
that he may cover

himself in the land of Egypt as the shepherd covereth himself

in his garment, and go forth thence in peace
; ||

and he will

break in pieces the statues of Heliopolis which is in the land

of Egypt,
I

and buru the houses of the Egyptian gods with

fire ! II

tioned vv. 5, 6 as well as xl. 5, 7, were

probably further touched ujion before

ch. xl., comp p. 285 sq.

5. xliii. 8-13. When they had ar-

rived at T'haphanhes {Ta(t>vai)LXX, one

of the fii'st Egyptian cities which they

could enter, not far from Pelusium, a

telling symbol was presented to the

prophet, which enabled him to proclaim

the two-fold truth that must have been

constantly present to his mind in Egypt

at the time : first, that the foolish fugi-

tives, who placed their entire salvation

upon such a kingdom as Egypt, would

not be secure here either, and, second,

that the Egyptian idolatry which he

now saw in his immediate neighbour-

hood deserved no less than these fugi-

tives the Divine chastisement. The

hero of that time, Nabukodrossor, might

effect both results by a victorious attack

upon Egypt. When therefore Yeremya

observed at the entrance of the Egyp-

tian rojal palace of this city some soft

clay or mortar in which stones might

easily be stuck and set up, it appeared

to him suddenly as if he must stick in

this soft earth great stones, such as

could bear a throne, in order to provide

beforehand, according to the Divine will,

a thi'one for Nabukodrossor, who was

quickly and surely coming, to provide

here in the midst of Jlg^-pt, yea, before

an Egyptian palace, a throne for him,

over which he would have only to spread

the state covering that constitutes the

outward part of a throne in order to

take his seat upon a throne in the midst

of Egypt and to execute from it that

twofold Divine commission. The sym-

bol was the more natural inasmuch as

images of the gods were so often placed

at the entrance of Egyptian temples :

before this n)yal palace shall be enthroned

another monarch ! But as Yeremya
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only anticipates an invasion of Egypt

by the Chaldean and his victorious re-

turn from it, the other symbol is added:

as easily as the shepherd in the open

field wraps himself in the cool night in

his mantle, will he be able to grasp

Egypt with his hand and fling it round

him like an easily managed gannent, in

oi'der then to leave the land as an ab-

solute conqueror, clothed in this attire of

booty, in peace, without an enemy. And
as Yeremya had without doubt supplied

this sign by his own hand at this place,

and had explained its meaning to those

who had collected round the strange sign,

so he now describes it here fi-om memory,

"3, ]DtD ver 9, is in this place neces-

ta ily to stick in, to put in, and, as the

nature of the case demands, in such a way

that the high stones rose considerably

above the surface, while below they stood

firm, comp. Prov. xix. 24 ; and as the

signification of a7J2 is fixed by the

rest of the Semitic languages, and the

meaning of ]!2 vX2 is clear, Nah. iii. 14,

but does not suit here, it is probable

that ]2 /^3 has only arisen by mis-

take from the previous IsbttH.—The

statiies of Heliopolis, which was not far

off, ver. 13, were specially famous

and much visited, comp. Herod, ii. iii.
;

Strab. xvii. 1 ed. stereotyp., T. iii. p.

444 sq.: but because there were in addi-

tion to this Egyptian Heliopolis others

situated in Asia, the addition is made

n''~12a V"'^2"'^^'"^*'tead of which

the LXX have the Egyptian name of

this city (rovg iv'Qf), as if they had

read ]"1S3 ; comp., however, xxxii. 8,

where the LXX retain a similar addi-

tion.

3. A serious warning against the revival of idolatrg.

Ch. xliv.

The worship of the Queen of Heaven (the moou), which

Yeremya had denounced above, vii. 18, had been abandoned

for some time, ver. 18, at the command of some of the kings,

such as Yosia and probably at times Ssedeqia, and in conse-

quence of attention to the exhortations of the prophets, which

had been promoted by the calamities of the times ; but now it

was revived in Egypt, probably because those who had fled

thither fell through the continuance of their misfortunes, ver.

14, into despair of the pure service of Yahve." The example

of Egypt, which had in such various ways fallen into similar

superstitions, may also have produced its effect, for it is evident

that a considerable period had now passed and Yudeans had

become settled in Patros even, i.e., Upper Egypt, vv, 1, 15.

It was especially the women who adhered most zealously to

this sensuous worship and determined to keep their vows to
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the goddess, vv. 9, 15-19, 24, 25. The aged prophet appeared

once more in public, on some occasion which called almost all

the exiles together, with his serious warning and threat, and

describes in this piece how he spoke with all his strength

against this sin, vv. 2-14, how the assembly replied to him
defiantly and impenitently, vv. 15-19, and how he was neither

restrained nor dismayed thereby but only proclaimed the truth

more firmly, vv. 20-30. It is remarkable that even this piece

closes with the mention of a sign with which the prophet

confirmed his oracle, vv. 29, 30.

xliv.

1 The word which came to Teremya concerning all the

Yudeans who dwell in the land of Egypt,
| who dwell in

Migdol T'haphanhes Memphis and in the land of Patros

:

1. Thus saith Tahve of Hosts the God of Israel : Ye have seen

all the evil which I have brought upon Jerusalem and all the

cities of Tuda : |
and now they are a wilderness this day, and

no one dwelleth in them,
|| because of their wickedness which

was practised to provoke me,
|
to go away to burn incense

and to serve other gods which were not known, neither to you
nor to your fathers !

||
though indeed I sent unto you all my

servants the Prophets with most zealous sending, saying:
|

6 "do not, now, this horrible thing which I hate !"
||
but they

heard not and inclined not their ear,
|
to depart from their

wickedness, not to burn incense to other gods :
||
therefore my

wrath and indignation was poured out and burned through the

cities of Yuda and through the streets of Jerusalem,
|
so that

they became a desolation a wilderness this day.
|| —Therefore

thus saith Yahve God of Hosts Israel's God : why do ye
great evil against yourselves,

|
—to cut off unto you man and

woman child and suckling out of the midst of Yuda, to leave

unto you no remnant ! ||
to provoke me with the work of your

hand, to burn incense to other gods in the land of Egypt
whither ye come to sojourn,

(
—to cut them off unto you, and in

order that ye become a curse and a scorn among all the nations

of the earth
! ||

Have ye forgotten the wickedness of your
fathers and those of the kings of Yuda and those of his
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princes, and your own and your wives' wickednesses !
|
which

were wrought in the land of Yuda and in the streets of

JeiTisalem ?
|1

10 2. They are not contrite to this day and fear not,
|
they walk

not in my doctrine and laws which I have put before you and

your fathers ! |1 Therefore thus saith Yahve of Hosts Israel's

God : behold I set my face towards you for evil,
|
and to root

out all Yuda !
||
and I take the last Yudeans who set their

faces to go into the land of Egypt to tarry there
|
—yea all

shall perish falling in the land of Egypt, by the sword and

famine perish both great and small,
|
by the sword and famine

die, and become an execration a horror and a curse and scorn
; ||

I visit it upon those that dwell in the land of Egypt as I

visited it upon Jerusalem | —by the sword by famine and

pestilence :
||
and there will be none of the last Yudeans who

are come into the land of Egypt to tarry there, who escapeth

and is saved,
|
and who returneth home to the land of Yuda

whither ye lift up your desire to return home to dwell there
; ]

for there will none return home save dispersed ones.
|1

According to the heading, xliv. 1, if anticipating that this present warn-

the fugitives had already been dis- ing will be of little use, simple threats

persed in north-east (Migdol and T'ha- against the obduracy of the people,

phanhes), in central (Memphis), and in vv. 10-14 As the third person plural,

south Kgypt (Patrosj, but appear just in cases like vv. 3-5, must be understood

at this time to have assembled jjcrhaps as indefinite, the dii'ect address can in

at the celebration of some annual feast, any case interchange with it in the

ver. 15. second person. The word T^ti73,Ter. 9,

1—2. The address to the people appears at first sight to be very suitable,

points first, vv. 2-6, to the past, that is as it was precisely from the wives that

unalterable, and presents clearly its the greatest criminality in this matter

instructions and warnings ; it then had proceeded ; but its suffix has in

comes to give the well-meant exhorta- this place no clear reference, and that

tion, not, in this changed time, to fall 1^~ltt7 (of which there are traces in the

again, continuing the old transgi'essions, LXX) must be read instead of it ap-

into the opposite of the worship of pears from vv. 17, 21. Ver. 14, 2^1177

T

Yahve, a sin that can produce no other is, ace. § 351 c, simply the continuation

effect than that Yahve, in the highest of the verbs that lie at the basis of

degree indignant, will leave to them, "T^IJi?"! D^'bD ; similarly vv. 18, 19.

the fools that really only injure them- At the end a paronomasia between

selves thereby (Isa. iii. 9), not even a ID"*7D at the beginning of this verse

remnant of life, prosperity, and honour, and this D^tD vD is foixed upon the

as they have indeed already lost so prophet almost against his will (for he

nmch, 7-9 ; it then becomes, finally, as does not affect them), caused by the
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15 3. Then all tlie men who knew that their wives burnt incense

to other gods, and all the women who stood there in a great

assembly, and all the people that dwelt in the land of Egypt

and in Patros answered Teremya saying :
" the word that thou

hast spoken to ns in Yahve's name—we hearken not unto thee

at all ! but we will carry out every word which hath been

spoken out of our mouth, to bum incense to the queen of

heaven and pour out drink offerings to her, as we and our

fathers our kings and princes did in the cities of Yuda and in

the streets of Jerusalem and were satisfied with bread, and

were prosperous and saw no evil ; but since we ceased to burn

incense to the queen of heaven and to pour out drink offerings

to her, we have had want of all things and perished by the

sword and famine.—" And when we burn incense to the queen

of heaven and pour out drink ofi'erings to her, have we then

without our husbands made her cakes to move her, and poured

20 out drink offerings to her."—But Yeremya said to all the

people, to the men and to the women and to all the people who
answered him with words, thus : What ? hath not on the

incense wherewith ye burned incense in the cities of Yuda and in

the streets of Jerusalem, ye and your fathers, your kings and

princes and the people of the land—thereon hath not Yahve

thought and hath it [not] come into his mind ? And Yahve

cannot any longer bear it, because of the wickedness of your

deeds because of the abominations which ye committed, so that

your land became an astonishment a horror and a curse* at this

day, because that ye burned incense and that ye sinned against

Yahve and hearkened not unto Yahve's voice nor walked in

fact that this word also denotes mes- few such may remain 1

senger of evil tidings, Job i. 14 sq. : a

3. Ver. 17 is still further explained vise, also creeps in. i'^ii^jn denotes

by ver. 25 : vows are the things spoI^en here, as if from some dialect, to press,

of. The sense of the whole passage alone push, then touch, move, make one fa-

shows that the women are speaking vourable to one, which assumes in

ver. 19 ; for even in the verb D'^~ll2pQ Arabic the more distinct form 'atflfa.

the fern, is not employed ; on the other In his reply, vv. 20-23 (with "1^"^

hand, the /em. prevails, ver. 25, yet the ver. 20, comp. 2 Kings xxii. 20.) ie-

Wiilwat, an inhahitant.
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his doctrine and his laws and constitutions ;—therefore this

evil befell you this day !

4. And Yeremya said to the whole people and to all the

25 women : Hear ye Yahve's word, all Yudeans in the land of

Egypt !
II
thus saith Yahve of Hosts Israel's God : ye and your

wives—ye spake thus with your mouth and fulfilled it with

your hands,
|
saying :

" we will carry out our vows, which we

vowed to burn incense to the queen of heaven and to pour out

drink offerings unto her !"
|

ye set up your vows, and ye did

carry out your vows :
||
therefore hear ye Yahve's word all ye

Yudeans that dwell in the land of Egypt :
|
here sware I by my

great name (saith Yahve) :
|
verily no more will my name be

pronounced in the mouth of any Yudean that saith " as the

Lord Yahve liveth" in the whole land of Egypt !
||
behold I

watch over them for evil and not for good,
|
that all Yudeans

in the land of Egypt perish by the sword and the famine until

they disappear
; ||

and the escaped of the sword will return

home from the land of Egypt to the land of Yuda few in

number,
|
that the Yudeans that have come to the land of

Egypt to sojourn there may know : whose word will stand

mine or theirs !
||

5. And this is the sign unto you (saith Yahve), that I will visit

you in this place,
!
that ye may know that my words concern-

remya insists especially on the point, v3-1'^, ver. 22, LXX ri^vvaro incor-

that it follows plainly enough from the rectly ; but the LXX correctly omitted

present great misery how deeply the the words Dtt?'' 'J'^SXi, which are not

only true God abominates the idola- here suitable. Since the speaker

trous sacrifices which were formerly pre- understands by ~ll^p, ver. 21, all the

sentei in the holy land, vv. 21-23 : and various things which he describes else-

he was not compelled to go beyond this where, as ver. 19, more at length,

proof, because his opponents, although he could construe it loosely with the

they sacrificed to the queen of heaven, ^Iw., or, instead of it, with the fem.

did not on that account at all intend to sing., § 318 b.

wholly forsake Yahve, comp. ver. 26.

4. But then after a brief pause the mouth and professed outwardly to be-

above threat recurs, in purely prophetic long to his community (and this all the

and very emphatic language, only in a opponents of the prophet still desired to

still more definite form, vv. 24-28. It do in reality) shall remain unpunished,

is especially new in this threat that no but rather this entire community in

one who with such unfaithfulness to- Egypt shall be cut off to its own

ward Yahve took his name into his dishonour, ver. 26.
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30 ing joTi will be surely confirmed for evil :
|j
thus saith Yahve :

behold I give Pharaoh Haphi-a' into the hand of his enemies

and into the hand of his deadly foes,
|
as I gave Ssedeqia the

king of Yuda into the hand of his enemy and deadly foe

Nabukodrossor the king of Babel !
||

5. And as a sign of the truth of follows immediately fi-om xlvi. 25, 26,

this threat, let this be taken, that even that the prophet is not here thinking of

the Egyptian king (how much more, the late Egyptian rebel and usurper

therefore, his subjects and these weak Amasis, Herod, ii. 162. The expres-

exiles !) shall meet with a similar fate sions liis enemies and his enemy inter-

to that of Ssedeqia, i.e., shall succumb change, ver. 30, merely for the sake of

to Nabukodrossor, vv. 29, 30 ; for it variety in the verse-members.

4. A new oracle concerning Egyjit.

Ch. xlvi. 13-28, comp. ante p. 197.

xlvi.

13 The word which Yahve spake to the prophet Yeremya, when
Nabukodrossor the king of Babel would come to smite the

land of Egypt.

It appears from the form of this heading that the piece must

be considered as having been spoken before the actual invasion

of Egypt by Nabukodrossor. In the piece itself Nabuko-

drossor is also always described as coming, as threatening, vv.

18, 20, 26, after he has already subjugated the surrounding

countries, ver. 14. And inasmuch as to a prophet like

Yeremya there was nothing belonging to Egypt that must

seem so ruinous as its deeply rooted idolatry, in the very jEirst

of these three strophes of medium length the impending con-

flict is represented, just as Isa. ch. xix., as a conflict between

the Egyptian Apis and Yahve who is about to chastise this God

(by Nabukodrossor), a conflict which considering the weakness of

the Egyptian army that consisted of hired soldiers must be so

much the less doubtful, w. 14-18 ; the second strophe there-

fore already anticipates the captivity of the people as certain,

vv. 19-23 a J until the third, not without a side reference to the
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folly of tlie Israelites in trusting to sucli an insecure power,

brings the whole to a conclusion, vv. 236-26.

The words of comfort addressed to Israel, vv. 27, 28, have

no real internal connexion with this piece, but are merely

repeated from xxx. 10, 11, although perhaps by the first

writer (Barukh), quite at the end of the book in the same

manner as a leading oracle was thus frequently repeated. In

that case this is a remarkable indication that the piece once

actually stood at the end of this large book, as in fact it was

really Yeremya's last piece.

1.

15 Tell ye in Egypt and publish in Migdol, and proclaim in

Memphis and in T'haphanhes,
|
say : "stand thou and prepare

thee ! for the sword hath devoured everything round about

thee !"
II
—Wherefore is thy bull cast down ?

|
—he standeth

not because Yahve thrusteth him down ! ||
many become

the stumblers, ye man falleth upon man,
|
so that they say

" arise and let us return home to our people and our native

land from before the destructive sword !"
||
They call the name

of Pharaoh king of Egypt " Noise-whom-a-signal-removeth !"
||

As 1 live, saith the king whose name is Yahve of Hosts : ]

surely as a Tabor among the mountains, and as Karmel in the

sea will he come !
||

1. In the whole of Egypt, particu- (IS?"!^ as Judges xx. 38) from Yahve

larly in the places inhabited by the to the world as his servant that knows

exiled Israelites, xliii. 7, xliv. 1, let the his signs, and forthwith the wild, proud

inhabitants be summoned to prepare noise which this king makes ceases,

themselves for the impending war! ver. 17, comp. Isa. v. 14 : the true and

ver. 14. Already the prophet in spirit eternal king Yahve announces solemnly,

sees the bull of Egypt, the god Apis, that Nabukrodrossor, who is like a

cast down as by an irresistible hand, Tabor amongst the mountains, like a

and how could that be possible except Karmel rising high above the sea (and

that Yahve thrusts him down, ver. 15 ; as a fact Karmel looks the highest

already many are seen falling in battle, when seen from the sea^ who towers

so that all the numerous foreigners in above and brings down all, will come,

Egypt are driven full of fear to their ver. 18, comp. vv. 20, 26. Instead of

native countries, ver. 16, comp. ver. 21, "f'^-l'^nS ver. 15 the better reading,

Nab. iii. 18, while the boastful titles of ace. to many MSS. and the LXX, is

the king of Egypt might now be Tl^n^, ~)^3S for bull, as Ps. 1. 1.-5

;

changed into the name '' Noise-whom-a nS^rT, ver. 16, is inchoative ace, §.

sign-driveth-aimy:' only a signal 122 c. Ver. 17 also the LXX have the
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2.

Material for captivity get tliee thou citizen daughter

Egypt ! I
for Memphis will become a desert, and desolate

without an inhabitant.
||
—A marvellously fair calf is Egypt :

]

20 the sea-monster from the North cometh cometh !
||

also its

hired men within it which are like fatted calves—yea they also

turn their face, flee together stand not,
|
because their day of

calamity overtaketh them, the time of their punishment.
||

—
It rustleth like the hissing snake, when men go with force and
with axes come upon it,

|
when as wood-cutters cut down its

forest ! saith Yahve.

3.

Although they be also unsearchable,
[
although they be more

than grasshoppers and are innumerable :
||
yet the daughter

correct reading "OW ; the long name of

the reigning Egyptian king which here

receives a Hebrew form probably con-

tains an allusion to his extensive

2. Egypt is now addressed as a

country in the fem. : let her procure

for herself the stuffs of a captive ! the

nature of which can be ascertained

from Isa. ch. xx., comp. Ez. xii. 3. It

may now like its god Apis leap and be

gay as a wonderfully beautiful calf :

but already the northern monster
(\^'1f?

must be = Arab, harsh, pi'obably

some great, terrible monster of the

deep) comes to devour it with ease,

while the mercenary soldiers that are

fed like fat calves forsake it in the time

of need, vv. 20, 21. And if it were

hidden like a snake in a thick forest, it

would be still heard to flee like a hissing

snake which, however, fierce and angry

it may be, still quickly flees before the

axe of the wood-cutters ! vv. 22 and

23 a. Instead of "^b"*, ver. 22, it

seems necessary to read p'yS with the

3. Though therefore ("^3 §. 362 b)

it may be like a forest of men that

Egyptian titles, and in fact the sound

of Apries appears to be found in

LXX ; instead of the second S3, ver.

20, some MSS. read HS with only an
T "^

apparent improvement. — Since V""'P
which is also corresponding to the

Arab, karasa, can signify to sting,

V"?P.., ^^^- -0' niight seem rather to

mean the stinging-fly (Titse), such flies

being known at the present time to be

fatal to cattle in Southern Africa. But
in that case this unusual figure ought

to have been distinctly carried out like

the similar one, Isa. vii. 18, 19. We have

in these few words only the antithesis

between the small, elegantly beautiful

calfand the monstrous, ravenous shark or

whale (carc/iarias, the same word); and
the same idea is also at the bottom of

the other figures, ver. 18. Besides, the

continuation of the description, ver. 21,

is only thus explained.

cannot be searched for number (comp.

Isa. ix. 18; x. 18, 34), or may teem
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Egypt is ashamed,
|
will be given into the hand of the northern

25 nation !
I|
Yahve of Hosts Israel's God saith : behold I visit it

upon 'Anion of Memphis and Pharaoh and upon Egypt,
|
upon

her gods and her kings, upon Pharaoh and them that trust in

him,
II
and give them into the hand of their mortal enemies,

and into the hand of Nabukodrossor king of Babel and his

servants :
||
but afterwards it will flourish as in former days,

saith Yahve.
||

But fear not thou my servant Yaqob, and he not dismayed

Israel!
|
for behold I help thee from afar, and thy seed from

the land of their captivity,
\
that Yaqob returneth and resteth,

and is secure without a disturber.
\\
Fear thou not my servant

Yaqob (saith Yahve)
, for 1 am with thee !

\
I make a fidl

end with all the nations whither I have driven thee, only

with thee I malce not a full end,
\
but correct thee as is due,

and leave thee not ivJiolly unpunished.
||

like grasshoppers with innumerable distinctly. The reversing conclusion

men (^<ah. ill. 17), yet Egypt's honour has the same meaning as xlviii. 47:

and power belong to the past, vv. 23, xlix. 6, 39, but takes hei-e another

24, as is said finally vv. 25, 26 most shape.
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